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THE magazine for TRS-80 users

Disk Primer:

Mass storage demystified.

Basic BASIC renumber:

Less than 1 2 program lines!

•« trademark of Tandy Corporation



Low Cost Add-On Storage for Your TRS-80*.
In the Size You Want.

When you're ready for add-on disk storage, we're ready for you.
Ready with six mini-disk storage systems — 102K bytes to 591 K bytes of

additional on-line storage for your TRS-80 .

• Choose either 40-track TFD-100™ drives

or 77-track TFD-200™ drives.

• One-, two- and three-drive systems im-

mediately available.

• Systems include Percom PATCH PAK
#1™, on disk, at no extra charge. PATCH
PAK #Tde glitches and upgrades
TRSDOS* tor 40- and 77-track operation.

• TFD-100™ drives accommodate "Hippy

disks. Store 205K bytes per mini-disk.

• Low prices. A single-drive TFD-100 v

costs just $399. Price includes PATCH
PAK #1™ disk.

• Enclosures are finished in system-
compatible "Tandy-silver" enamel.

Whether you need a single, 40-

track TFD-1 00 fM add-on or a three-drive

add-on with 77-track TFD-200™s, you
pet more data storage for less money
from Percom.

Our TFD-100™ drive, for example,
lets you store 102.4K bytes of data on
one side of a disk — compared to 80K
bytes on a TRS-80* mini-disk drive —
and 102.4K bytes on the other side. too.

Something you can't do with a TRS-80*
drive. That's almost 205K bytes per
mini-disk.

And the TFD-200™ drives provide
1 97K bytes of on-line storage per drive

— 197K, 394K and 591 K bytes for one-,
two and three-drive systems.

PATCH PAK #1™, our upgrade
program for your TRSDOS', not only
extends TRSDOS* to accommodate 40-
and 77-track drives, it enhances
TRSDOS* in other ways as well. PATCH
PAK #1™ is supplied with each drive

system at no additional charge.
The reason you get more for less

from Percom is simple. Peripherals are
not a sideline at Percom. Selling disk
systems and other peripherals is our
main business — the reason you get
more engineering, more reliability and
more back up support for less money.

In the Product Development Queue . . . a printer interface lor using your TRS-80 with any

serial printer, and . . . the Electric Crayon'" to map your computer memory onto your color TV
screen — for games, animated shows, business displays, graphs, etc. Coming PDQI

f» TFD 100 TFD 200 PATCH PAK and Etactnc Crayon art trademarks ol PERCOM DATA COMPANY
•IRS M anfl TftSDOS are liadtmarni ol Tantf, CoiporatHXi an« taw StW* m** raw no rettioruftip 10 PERCOM DATA COMPANY

To order add-on mini-disk storage for your TRS-80'

.

or request additional literature, call Percom's toll-free

r. 1-800-527-1592 For detailed Technical infor-

call (214) 272-3421.

PERCOM DATA COMPANY, INC
211 N. KIRBY • GARLAND. TX • 75042

Orders may be paid by check or money order, or

charged to Visa or Master Charge credit accounts Texas

residents must add 5% sales tax

Percom peripherals for personal computing'
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HARDWARE FOR TRS-80
Pertec Disk Drives F 200 S3 75 M m.

These are 40-Irack Drives that are completely com-
patible with the TRS-80 and Radio Shack Drives 3.0
DOS $2000 extra with disk drive Will allow Turning
Diskette over and Write on other side.

4-Drivt Cable for Ptrttc Orrves $35.00

OECwriter III. 132 Character $2600.00

110 to 9600 band EIA tractor feed keyboard printer Thii
is truly the nicest printer available (30 day delivery)

I 701 Centronics TRACTOR FEEO
Bidirectional Printer $1500 00
2'4 times as fast as the Radio Shack 779 Printer, has full

si/e 132 Char Carriage Bell tone. Complete with Cable
plug m and use Shipped Freight COD.

QWO rti'ltK Oynimic Memory Clips for Keyboard or Expan-
sion Interface. Lifetime Guarantee, complete $110.00

lifetime Guarantee. Complete with Instructions and Jumper
Blocks.

Dll Key Numerical Keypad Kit $79 95

(ITRS-W Level II -Ilk $750 00

! Expansion Interface $27500
I RS 232 C Interface $ 89 00

ORDER NOW AND SAVE
** Just list the items you want

and mail this convenient coupon.

ru *Gt Format w/o er*7*uto R^fL* • RS-23^ °£ocks

SOFTWARE BY ACS
Monitor No. 3 $29.95

Complete Machine Language Monitor for TRS-80 features:

Find. E0IT. Relocate. Symbolic Dump to Tape. etc.

: Monitor No. 4 $49.95

All of the commands that reside in Monitor No. 3, plus:

RS-232 1/0. Disk Program 1/0. Symbolic Dump to Oisk lor

Loading into Disk Editor/ASM.. Track & Sac 1/0 for

modification.

I JPCLEN0 $15.95

Will Patch ASCII tiles of Basic Programs or text or DATA
FILES so that they may be loaded into the Disk Version ol

the Electric Pencil for Editing purposes comes on Cassette

that will automatically create a Disk file of PCLEND.

MAKE TAPE AND MAKE DISK
lor Cassette Dealers $69.95

These are two programs that will allow you to take any type

of Program from Disk and store it on tape for mailing

purposes. When the user receives the program in the mail

on cassette, it is loaded into the computer which will

automatically make a Disk file of the program.

CP/M & C BASIC lor the TRS-80 -

CP/M Includes: M0VCPM, STAT. PIP. Dump, DDT. ASM
(8080). ED, plus 6 user manuals.

CP/M $150.00

C Basic 2 Includes: XREF2. CBAS2. and manuals.

C BASIC 2 $99.95

[ JG2 LEVEL III BASIC for TRS-10 ."

Special $39.95

JTELCOM - Telecommunications lor the TRS 80 .' $29.95

Telecommunications for the TRS-80 'allows one TRS-80'
to communicate with another through the RS 232 C over

the phone line

Orders received by 6:00 p.m. shipped next
day on Master Charge, Visa, Certified

G B Check or Money Order. Personal Checks rc-

^^^^ quire 14 days to clear. No C.O.D. Collect
calls not accepted. All Hardware warranted through ACS
for I full year. Software guaranteed for replacement on-
ly. Prices subject to change without notice.

Automated
_ Computer
Software service

(615) 244-2798
Division of

Snrnpijter llioiId >

625 Main Street • Nashville. TN 37206

BBS

Send Check or Money Order payable to —

SOFTWARE • P.O. Box 60097 Nashville, TN 37206

Quan. Description Unit Price Total

HAND
TENN

LING CHARGE $1.50
RES. ADD 6% SALES TAX TOTAL

Check

H Money Order

MasterChariie

QVisa
Card No.

Exp. Date

Name

Address

City - „ State Zip-
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TRS-80* MODEL I AND MODEL II IN STOCK
Before you purchase your TRS-80* Model I and
Model II from your local Radio Shack, or consider

Mail order for a discount, let me offer you an alter-

nate choice. Houston Micro Computer Technolo-

gies, Inc. has been providing TRS-80 Software and
Hardware to hundreds of users for almost 2 years.

We are not a mass merchandiser nor are we a dis-

count house, but a group of professionals dedicated

to helping businesses implement microcomputers to

their greatest advantage. Here are just a few of the

advantages we offer over Radio Shack.

DELIVERY
RELIABILITY

SATISFACTION

VALUE

SERVICE

Less than 30 days**

Each unit 100% tested

prior to delivery

Sold by computer profes-

sionals who understand

what you need your com-
puter to do
Trade in value on Model I

systems dependent upon
condition and
configuration

National service on all

products we sell includ-

ing TRS-80s*

Texas residents add 6% sales tax • MasterCharge • Visa

MICRO-COMPUTER TECHN0L0C
Home and Business Computer Specialists

5313 BISSONNET • BELLAIRE • TEXAS • 77401 713/661-2005

CONFIGURATION As a distributor for many
lines of computer
peripherals we can tailor

your system to your exact

hardware requirements

SOFTWARE Wc are an already estab-

lished Model I Systems
House with an extensive

software library

Maybe you believe a mass merchandising organi

zation or a discount operation is who you should

trust your computer hardware selection to. Person-

ally we like to think you would prefer to deal with

specialists and professionals who will spend the

time with you personally or on the phone to assist

you in your choice of equipment based on your

needs and specifications.

All equipment purchased from Houston Micro Com-
puter Technologies, Inc. is fully warranted and
backed by national service organizations including

Radio Shack.

For further information call collect, 713/661-2005 or

write.
" Delivery ol Model II subject to availability

"TRS-80 Is a registered trademark of the Tandy Corporation.
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52 Braille. Help the blind read. Alfred J. Bruey

54 Telepathy. Whats on your mind? John Warren

EDUCATION
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80 Fraction Tutor. A homework helper. Tom Orr

GENERAL
28 The Tandy Story. From boots to bytes. Chris Brown
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TRS-80 is More Than a Microcomputer.
TRS-80 is Radio Shack's growing family of cost-

effective computers, peripherals and software —
supported by service before, during and after the

sale. In scarcely two years, over 100.000 TRS-80s

have gone to work for businesses, educators, pro-

fessionals, and folks desiring to combine their own
ingenuity with a personal computing system. Why
is TRS-80 so successful?

E-x-p-a-n-d-ability! The $499* TRS-80 4K starter

system pictured can be expanded to a 48K RAM,
4-disk system with printer — or anywhere in be-

tween — to handle your needs. There are dozens

of ready-to-run cassette and disk programs. And
TRS-80's BASIC language makes it easy to learn

to write your own.

Peripherals! More memory, disk drives, printers,

a voice synthesizer, and an acoustic coupler for

telecommunications are available through Radio

Shack outlets everywhere. More is on the way.

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

FORT WORTH. TEXAS 7i102 • OVER 7000 LOCATIONS IN 40 COUNTRIES

•FlttaH pnc*» may vary at individual sttxas and dealers

New TRS-80 Model II. Systems start at just

$3450* — offering features of small computers by

IBM and others, but at 33% to 66% savings. Model II

is twice as fast as Model I, with expansion

capabilities to 64K RAM and two megabytes of disk

storage. Features include vectored interrupts,

direct memory access, 80x24 screen, and more.

Sales and Service! We've opened 50 spe-

cialized Computer Centers, 100 expanded Com-
puter Departments in Radio Shack stores, plus 105

Service Centers in the USA alone. We offer training

classes, a free newsletter for TRS-80 owners, and a

toll-free customer service number.

We're in Computers to Stay! Radio Shack

has what it takes to be your computer company,

today and in the future. We're making the commit-

ment now— in facilities, research, and product

development— to make sure TRS-80 remains your

best small-computer value!

Radio /hack
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gO REMARKS%r\*w hv Wavne Green

Where We're Comingfrom/Where We're Bound

First, I want to make it clear that this

magazine is not connected with Radio Shack

or Tandy. I call 'em as I see 'em and don't pull

the punches. Where Radio Shack deserves

credit, they'll get it. Where I think they are

screwing up, I'll be blunt about that. I don't

ask that you like me—that's your problem,

not mine. 1 like you and I will be working for

your best interests . . . and so will the maga-
zine.

The TRS-80 draws mixed reactions. It is

derisively called the Trash-80 by many in the

microcomputer industry. It is also adored by

tens of thousands of users. I don't love or hate

it . . . and I will try to be as objective as I can.

Love it or hate it, you really can't ignore the

TRS-80. There are more of them out there

than any other single computer . . . more
than all other microcomputers combined, and

Radio Shack is selling them just as fast as they

can be made.

Yes, I know about the keyboard bounce

problem and the crummy cassette loading cir-

cuit that drives users up the wall. Yes, the

monitor has the bandwidth of a cheap black

and white television set, instead of clear and

crisp graphics, but, hells bells, it is a cheap

black and white television set with a bit of

conversion for computer use.

Yes, the keyboard needs more air blown in-

to it to keep it cool, and the power supply is

marginal. Sure Radio Shack is five months

back ordered on disk drives. No one has ever

claimed the TRS-80 is perfection.

What it is is a damned good computer at a

fantastic price. All the gripes have some
relatively simple answers or fixes. Heck, you

can make a longer list of grumbles about a

Volkswagon Beetle ... but it is still a great

little car.

In the pages of this magazine we will try to

come to terms with the problems and offer

solutions. We'll make sure that as much of the

information is written in plain English as

possible. But it won't take long, even for the

rankest beginner, to start getting some under-

standing of how the TRS-80 works—and how
to get a lot more out of it.

We'll have information on the newest in

Radio Shack accessories and peripherals.

We'll not only evaluate them, but have articles

on their use written by the readers. These will

give you ideas for improving your own system

and getting much more out of it.

The large numbers of TRS-80 systems have

naturally produced many small firms with

supporting equipment and programs. As
more and more uses evolve for the TRS-80,

wc'tt be bringing you understandable articles

on the accessories involved. Our readers will

I'm Wayne Green, the

editor and publisher of 80

Microcomputing. To give

you a better idea of what

I have in mind for this

magazine, I'd like to give

you an idea of its origin

and my concepts ....

tell you what they think of many of these

gadgets.

The News section will keep you up to

date on the latest peripherals and software for

your system. There are more uses than can be

imagined right now ... for writing music,

watering the lawn, interfacing with video

recorders, security systems, running the

house, replacing mail with electronic mail

... it is endless.

The most important part of the magazine

will be the software which is published and the

evaluations of commercially available soft-

ware. Few of us have the time, talent and ex-

perience to write complicated programs, so we
need to patronize those who do have this won-
derful combination. Most of the programs in

the future will be published through program

publishers such as Instant Software . . . and

you will want to know what is available and
how good it is.

Business Applications

The low cost and prodigious work capacity

of microcomputers make them invaluable for

every business. As more and more programs

are developed, we'll be watching them and

evaluating them for you . . . and your busi-

ness.

A business computer has to be able to han-

dle a large number of jobs such as bookkeep-

ing, word processing, electronic mail, securi-

ty, payroll, message center, file handling, etc.

It also has to work day in and day out, and if it

fails, be quickly repaired. 80 Microcom-
puting will keep these parameters in mind,

pushing the industry to fill these needs.

1 think we're heading into a computerized

society which will support, just in our coun-

try, perhaps 200 million microcomputers in

business, schools, homes and cars, etc. With

an average life of five years, an investment of

SI,000 in hardware and an equal amount in

software . . . plus service . . . plus inflation

... I think within ten years we'll have a

market for microcomputers on the order of

$50 billion per year.

Computer Aided Instruction

An educational system which is both fun

and unrestrictive holds the best possibilities

for our future and I think microcomputers are

going to be a big part of this. Firstly, com-

puters make wonderful teachers because they

do not get emotionally embroiled with the stu-

dent. They have infinite patience with a stu-

dent.

I don't know what directions computerized

education will take, but 1 see the video tape

recorder and the microcomputer combined. I

see educational programs in full color with

professional photography showing how
things work and all described by authorities

in that field. Children in the future may learn

many times what we do today because the

material is so interesting. This may result in

learning concepts and knowledge at home on
computer and learning skills in schools with

the help of teachers.

Feedback la Important

This magazine is aimed at the average

TRS-80 owner. Let us know if the material is

over your head. If you think it's too simple,

again let me know.

While most of the firms in the field are try-

ing hard to put out the best possible products

at a reasonable price, there are (unfortunate-

8 • 80 Microcomputing, January 1980



ly) some chislers out there. We try hard to spot

these chaps and keep their ads out of our

magazines, but now and then someone out-

wits us. I want to hear from you when you feel

you have been shafted.

The way to register a complaint under most

circumstances is to cite the step by step growth

of the problem and put it all into a letter to the

firm, citing dates and amounts, phone calls,

letters. Then mark on the bottom that you've

sent a copy to Wayne Green—and do it. I'll

see what I can find out about your problem

. . . and this pressure often works miracles. If

I see a pattern of complaints, I may stop their

right to advertise until I feel that they are

responsive.

You Are The Author

All ofmy magazines have one thing in com-
mon—they are written almost entirely by the

readers, you. If you buy something which

should be written about, write about it.

If you get some software which is great,

write about it. If it is awful, say so. Try to

"Try to think of

80 Microcomputing

as more ofan informal

newsletter than a

pontificating

magazine.

"

think of 80 Microcomputing as more of an
enormous and informal club newsletter than a

pontificating magazine.

The editor of 80 Microcomputing is not

trying to impress you with his great knowl-

edge of computers, I just want to provide you
with entertainment, a way to learn more about

your system, a way to save money on develop-

ing it.

Submissions

You may want to know more about how to

prepare articles. Not difficult. We do have a

poop sheet which goes into details, but you

can get started right away.

Materia] must all be typewritten in upper-

case and lowercase type, double spaced with

generous margins. Good photos ofequipment

are very important, no Instamatics, get a

camera hobbyist or professional photog-

rapher. Program listings should be printed

out with an impact type of printer if at all

possible. If you haven't got a listing then send

along the program on cassette and we'll print

it in our lab. Send the cassette anyway.

Always include return postage, unless you
don't want things back. Programs you're also

submitting to Instant Software should be so

indicated. In some cases we'll publish first in a

magazine and then make the program avail-

able on cassette or disk.

'The first magazine Ipublished was in 1952 about amateur radio Teletype.
"

Since I'm the driving force behind 80 you

probably want to know a bit about me—un-

less you already do by virtue of reading my
other magazines down through the years.

I got bit by the ham radio bug a little over 40

years ago, when I was an electronics techni-

cian on a submarine. After the war and college

1 tried radio and television broadcasting

before starting a high fidelity manufacturing

business. Then I tried publishing and enjoyed

it more than anything I'd tried.

The first magazine I published was in 19S2

about amateur radio Teletype. Later I became
editor of CQ, a ham magazine.

I started my own magazine for hams in

1960, that was 73 magazine. 73 is now the

world's largest ham publication, with sub-

scribers in over 200 countries.

When Mits put the first microcomputer kit

on the market in 1975 I organized and did

most of the work to get Byte magazine

started— it is now owned by McGraw Hill.

When 1 felt there was a need for a magazine

aimed at beginners in computing, I started

Kilobaud Microcomputing in January 1977.

It's doing well and will continue to help

newcomers into the computing field, though
with less emphasis on the TRS-80. I will still

be publishing the more complicated TRS-80
articles in Kilobaud Microcomputing.

Feeling that computer and business educa-

tion is more than a small need, I've gotten

together with a local college, Franklin Pierce

College, Rindge, New Hampshire, and they

are developing a series of courses for people

interested in microcomputing as a career.

The Software Emergency

After writing in my editorials for a couple

of years urging some firms to get involved

with publishing software, I finally gave up
pushing and started to work setting up one

myself. The result is Instant Software, Inc. It

is no less work to write complicated business

programs for a microcomputer than for a

mainframe IBM monster. Those of you in-

volved with data processing know that pro-

gram packages run usually around $20,000 to

around $50,000.

My concept is to sell the $50,000 programs

for a relatively low price with a royalty of,

say, $5. By selling it through computer stores

by the thousands, the programmer gets his

$50,000 and ten thousand or more computer
owners are able to use a $50,000 program, for

a fraction of the price.

Instant Software already has nearly 100

programs on sale for the TRS-80 and hun-

dreds more in the works. The operation has

"My outspokenness

aggravates a lot ofpeople,

but . . . if I don't kick

ass ... I don *t get results.

nearly 50 people working full time, plus many
more doing part-time work. The company op-

erates out of offices in Peterborough, New
Hampshire—and has probably the largest

microcomputer laboratory in the world.

My outspokenness aggravates a lot of peo-

ple, but I find that if I don't kick ass now and

then I don't get results.

Other than as editor of the magazine I live a

normal work-a-holic's life. I enjoy some of

the better TV programs, but by the use of a

couple of VTR systems 1 am able to route this

entertainment into my own time pattern

rather than that of the networks. I like

movies, when I have time. I read a lot,

perhaps something over a hundred magazines

a month, plus several books a month. 1 very

much enjoy skiing, skin diving, driving (RX7
and 280Z), cooking, eating good food, travel-

ing (I was at the electronic shows in Seoul,

Osaka, Taipei and Hong Kong in early Oc-

tober . . . and I'll be at the Winter Consumer
Electronic Show in Las Vegas in January . . .

Saroc ham fest same place a couple days later

. . . then the annual Ham Industry Workshop
in Aspen . . . with skiing ... in mid Jan-

uary), hamming (I have a World Record on 10

GHz), microcomputing, etc.

In addition to editing and publishing

magazines and newsletters for the ham in-

dustry, or for my old submarine crew re-

unions, I work with the Chamber of Com-
merce on growth patterns for the Peter-

borough, New Hampshire area. I'm also

working to get amateur radio and microcom-
puters into more of the emerging nations.

They need them both badly.

Little of this would be possible without a
fantastic support crew—Sherry Smythe, who
does most of the actual running of things, Jeff

DeTray, my assistant, who does most of the

hard work . . . and about 120 others. I come
up with the ideas—get them started—and add
momentum every now and then.
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#?ACCOUNTANT
by Michael Tannenbaum C.P.A.

One of the most unpleasant tasks for many
people in and out of business is keeping finan-

cial records. Not only is precision required, but

accounting recordkeeping is dull, routine and

necessary. For this reason, bookkeeping ma-

chines were one of the earliest automated de-

vices available in the business environment.

Originally, a miracle of springs and levers, the

most recent versions were partially and then

completely transistorized.

Today's bookkeeping machine is a full

blown mini or micro computer and it is doing

its thing in thousands of offices all over the

country. These commercial machines have

much in common with the TRS-80. In fact, the

80 is so well suited for many bookkeeping

tasks, much software is being written specifical-

ly for the small bookkeeping market.

This column will explore some of the more

useful TRS-80 bookkeeping software that is

available and its application to financial rec-

ordkeeping.

I intend to include a little systems theory as

well as a review of each program. If you don't

scare easily, you should begin to understand

your own requirements so you can choose the

system that suits your needs.

The Requirements

Accounting recordkeeping systems generally

include the following elements.

• Journals or "Books of Original Entry"—

Document, Symbol

• Subsidiary Ledgers such as Accounts Receiv-

able—Circle Symbol

• General Ledger

These books can be maintained in many

forms; as ledgers, account cards or on con-

tinuous forms called registers. From an ac-

counting point of view, form is not as impor-

tant as content . Regardless of the form utilized,

the more information contained on the record,

the more valuable it is.

Journals typically include activity for only

one month. An account summary is then re-

corded or posted into the general ledger. The

ledger thus becomes an index of fiscal activity

with each account pointing to the detail con-

tained in the journal. Account balances can

then be arranged and detailed on income state-

ments and balance sheets.

The value of the general ledger as an index or

pointer to detailed journals becomes apparent

when questions must be answered concerning

balances reported on the financial statements.

Obviously, if sufficient detail is contained in

the index, the "audit" trail to the source mate-

Figure I.

rial will be easier to follow.

The subsidiary ledgers such as accounts

receivable, accounts payable and inventory

should also have as much activity as possible.

When cash is received, or payments are made,

it is important to know what is paid for, so that

discrepancies can swiftly be resolved. Similarly,

inventory activity records are most valuable

when historical receipts and sales can be ex-

amined.

Enough of theory. How does this affect my
TRS-80 bookkeeping project? Well, in a nut

shell, the TRS-80 is not good at keeping

historical records. This is because of the limited

capacity of the mini diskette.

In fact, this restricted capacity even limits the

number of accounts that can be retained. For

example. Radio Shack's general ledger will on-

ly permit 100 accounts. The accounts payable

and receivable programs typically allow only

350 accounts per drive.

Saving Space

To save limited disk space, most designers of

recordkeeping systems use "Balance Forward

Recordkeeping.
'

' This technique reports period

activity with an opening balance, a summary of

net changes in the balance and the closing

balance. Obviously, research as to why changes

have occurred will be quite difficult with this

technique.

Systems that use "Balance Forward Record-

keeping" must have a method to provide an

Audit trail. This method is usually a long and
involved report, analyzing the distribution of

every transaction that affected the account.

One system. The Bottom Shelfs CRAS
(Check Register Accounting System), solves the

problem of an audit trail by storing each

month's cash disbursement detail on a separate

diskette. At $5.98 per diskette (Radio Shack)

this system will require over $70.00 worth of

diskettes for one year's data storage. To
analyze one year's account activity, 12 diskettes

must be inserted—a tedious but necessary task.

If you must have a Radio Shack system, then

the Model Two is the answer. This computer is

capable, when fully expanded to handle up to 2

Megabytes or over 5 'A times as much storage as

the Model One.

Another major consideration in financial

recordkeeping system design is response time.

Response time is the time the system takes to

respond to an operator's inquiry.

By now, almost all users of the 80 know the

difference between machine language and

BASIC programs. In the assembler manual a

simple program is presented that turns the

screen white almost instantaneously. A BASIC
program to do the same task takes many times

longer. Since most financial programs are writ-

ten in BASIC, the time required for the ma-

chine to respond becomes important when

evaluating a program's suitability for the

business environment. A response time of two

seconds can seem like eternity to the operator

when posting a large volume of transactions.

Software Performance

Now let's discuss some currently available

financial software. First, a few ground rules:

1. I cannot mention software if I have never

seen it.

2. My opinions are my own.

3. If I have seen it and it has no merit— I won't

mention it.

4. 1 am not and do not claim to be a "Cracker-

jack" programmer.

The first software package is the Radio

Shack General Ledger. In accounting systems

designs, it occupies the central block of the

schematic.

The General Ledger package (cat. 26-1552)

requires a dual disk 32K system with a line

printer. Tractor feed is optional but recom-

mended. The system is capable of handling up

to 240 entries per session (more on that later)

with a maximum of 1830 per month. The sys-

tem can accommodate no more than one hun-

dred accounts.
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It is supplied on disk in an attractive binder

which includes two diskettes, documentation

and program listings. The system is organized

so that drive zero disk contains the DOS.
As a package, version 1.1 is a substantial

amount of work. The documentation even in-

cludes a brief letter of introduction to the presi-

dent of the firm and a work session. The work

session uses examples which include sample

data entries, accounting theory and sample out-

put reports. If followed as presented, it con-

stitutes a training program on how to use the

system.

However, the accompanying program docu-

mentation is inadequate. In fact, the only

positive thing about the program documenta-

tion is that it will save you the trouble of listing

it on your printer. Missing, are necessary items

such as: Rem statements in the programs; defi-

nition of variable assignments; program logic

flow charts; file descriptions.

Elimination of spaces between instructions

and the multiple statements on each line further

complicate program analysis. If you plan to

personalize the system to add some options,

you are in for a very rough time.

Since listings are provided, I doubt that it

was Radio Shack's intent to mislead you. The
program listings were not intended for the user

and therefore no investment was made in pro-

viding a minimal acceptable level of program

documentation.

Strong Points and Weak Ones

As an accounting system, the General Ledger

has some strong points and some weak ones. It

is income statement oriented with provisions

for six categories of Income Statement Items.

Using these categories, the user can group

financial activity into summary areas for quick

analysis and comparison purposes. Two of the

categories are permanently assigned to Sales

and Cost of Sales. The other four are user-

programmable. These four categories will con-

tribute significantly to statement readability

and evaluation of operating results.

The income statement includes a percentage

column and a year to date column. It is design-

ed to be printed on 8 Vi by 1 1 inch paper and

should be kept in a loose leaf binder. In this

manner, next year's data can be added to the

book and a comparative analysis readily ob-

tained. The system does not provide for a

budget or any other historical comparison.

The balance sheet on the other hand, comes
straight out of a basic Accounting textbook.

There is no provision to group assets and

liabilities into current and non-current por-

tions. As a result, the important liquidity ra-

tios of working capital, current and quick can-

not be calculated easily. This is unfortunate,

since all of the information is available and
would make a very desirable system extension

for the small businessman.

In addition, it would be very desirable to

develop a report of other key management in-

formation such as the following:

1 . Solvency Ratios such as:

—Times Interest Earned

—Debt to Equity Ratios

• total debt to total assets

• long term debt to capitalization

• total debt to equity

2. Fund Management Ratios

—Average Collection Period

— Inventory Turn Over
3. Return on Investment Ratios

—Return on Total Assets

—Return on Capital

—Return on Net Worth
—Investment Turnover

Once the system is set up and all accounts

and categories defined, data is entered during

"sessions." Each session consists of two

phases, data entry and report generation. As
long as activity is entered, a session report must

be generated.

The system assigns a serial number to every

document entered into the system. This internal

serial number is intended to provide an audit

trail to each bit of accounting data entered ir-

respective of any number which may be noted

on the document. Therefore, note the serial

number on the document when posting to pre-

vent duplicate entry and file the source

documents in a numerical file to facilitate your

reference. The system provides utilities to per-

mit sorting information by the "document
number" or account code.

" Unfortunately, the

account distribution

report is not only

unwieldy but is hard

to use.

"

Slow Posting, but Recommended

The actual posting procedure is quite in-

volved. The system records a document name,
issues a date of the original document, posts a

date if different than the session date (useful at

year end), a total amount and account distribu-

tion.

Because the document amount may be dis-

tributed to multiple accounts, the system brings

up the account name when the number is keyed

to prevent erroneous coding. All postings must
zero balance, that is, the debits must equal the

credits or an out of balance message is flashed.

This balancing procedure is a good one.

However, it means that a minimum of three

totals must be entered in the system for every

transaction; the transaction total amount, the

debit amount and the credit amount. The sys-

tem can calculate the debit or credit amount au-

tomatically if two of the required amounts are

entered and a question mark is inserted instead

of the third.

Although the examples included with the

ledger package indicate that cash disburse-

ments can be posted, the cumbersome nature of

the posting process will limit the number of

eligibles for this procedure to those with only a

few checks each month.

It does not take too many sessions to realize

that interactive processing of cash disburse-

ments is a time consuming and tiresome task.

Since this is a major source of general ledger

information, the ledger user may well opt for

another method of processing cash disburse-

ments. The summary totals developed from

that method can then be posted in the Radio

Shack ledger once a month.

Despite the slowness of the posting pro-

cedures, I recommend Radio Shack's General

Ledger to small business people who do not

desire to customize the package. The user

documentation and the "Bug Free" operation

make it a good choice.

For the professional accountant, however,

the limited number of balance sheet options

creates problems in summarizing activity. The

accountant will probably be forced to type up
the balance sheet independently.

CRAS
Two of the most common books of original

entry are the cash receipts and the cash

disbursements journals. Combining these two

journals creates an automated "checkbook."

Such a system has been developed by The Bot-

tom Shelf, Inc., in their Check Register Ac-

counting System (CRAS).

CRAS is supplied on two diskettes, one of

which is labeled. Security. To use the system,

the diskette must be adjusted to include the 2.2

version of Radio Shack's operating system.

The initialization procedure is brief, and once

completed, need never be repeated.

Unfortunately, the Backup and Format utili-

ties are not copied to the systems diskette.

When needed, these must be extracted from a

complete systems diskette.

Included with the diskettes is an eight page

narrative, with several pages of illustration.

While not up to the documentation level of the

General Ledger by Radio Shack, the user docu-

mentation is generally complete and infor-

mative.

There is no program documentation of any
sort. In fact, an attempt to view the program by

hitting BREAK is fruitless. Use of another

operating system to see the directory quickly

reveals that each program is password pro-

tected and therefore can only be accessed by the

start up procedures imbedded on the CRAS
systems diskette. Clearly, The Bottom Shelf

does not want its software customized.

Although it is possible to backup the systems

diskette, it is not possible to backup the security

diskette. In addition, the system will not run

without the security disk being inserted during

the startup procedure.

These procedures should discourage copying

of the system and I applaud the author's effort.

Good system software should be paid for and

protected, otherwise, the flood of software for

popular machines such as the 80 will quickly

cease. It must be quite discouraging to spend

many man-months developing and debugging a

system only to see it copied as quickly as it is

released.

The User Works Too

CRAS is plainly a very substantial effort.

Once the package is running, an eleven element

menu is presented. All system operations are
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driven off this menu and good use is made of

messages prompting the user to make the prop-

er response.

This is fortunate, because the user has a lot to

do.

As I said, each month's activity is stored on a

different diskette. Therefore, when using

several month's data, the diskettes must be

swapped to get the desired results.

As an example, a September bank reconcilia-

tion could include data from June, July,

August and September. Each month's diskette

would have to be inserted to develop an

outstanding check list. Ugh!!! However, if the

prompts are followed and patience is observed,

the method works.

Although the CRAS system analyzes receipts

and disbursement activities by account, it is not

a general ledger. The system allows up to 60

separate accounts. When the system is initializ-

ed, it assigns account numbers from 69 down
for income or deposit accounts and the unas-

signed remainder is considered expense ac-

counts. These are numbered from 10 up.

The system can display the net cash balance

on hand, on request.

CRAS supports only one checking account,

which must be specified at initialization time.

Users with more than one bank account must
set up a separate system for each account.

Since each system requires a minimum of 13

diskettes, this can rapidly become expensive.

The benefit of this approach is that each

diskette can hold a large amount of data. The
documentation does not indicate capacity

because the amount of storage required for a

month can be significantly affected by size of

the comment or suspense file.

The Suspense File

The suspense file is an interesting system

feature. This file reminds you of all com-

mitments due during the calendar month. Data

such as payroll tax payment dates, ad valorem

tax due dates and the amounts of regular recur-

ring bills can be stored here. The file can also be

used to hold birthdates and other personal in-

formation.

When you must enter data into the system,

the transaction entry subsystem is used. This

subsystem assigns a serial number to each item

just as the Radio Shack Ledger did. Unlike the

ledger, there is no need to specify debits or

credits. The operator simply specifies a check

or deposit and the sign of the data entered is

specified by the system.

Data entry is interactive and the following

are entered when required:

• Payor or Payee

• Date of the transaction

• Amount
• Check #

• Purpose of the payment or receipt

• Up to 64 characters of notes regarding the

transaction

• Account distribution data, a routine that

facilitates distribution to multiple accounts by

using arithmetic.

After all data is entered, the operator is asked

to check its validity. A "no" answer to the

validity question forces a total restart. There is

no selective editing feature.

Each transaction is Filed on the disk im-

mediately. With the slow access time of the

drive, this appears to last forever. However, if

the time is used to gather papers for the next

entry, it passes quickly.

A nice feature is the spooled check printing

data. If the check number is not specified, the

system places a flag in the transaction data. At
a later time, the check printing subsystem can

be activated. This subsystem prints checks

either on continuous forms or individual check

forms.

Unlike the General Ledger, reports are not

generated until requested, but once requested,

seem to print for hours. The basic report is the

monthly activity report. This report includes a

check register, check register notes, and ac-

count analyses, bank reconciliations and ac-

count distribution data.

With the exception of the account distribu-

tion report, all reports are easy to read and in-

formative. The bank reconciliation subsystem

in particular, takes the work out of reconciling

a bank balance. Unfortunately, the account

distribution report is not only unwieldy (each

transaction is repeated 12 times) but is hard to

use. Tracing data through this report is time

consuming and the report should be redesigned

to cut out all the unnecessary printing.

Despite several rough edges, the CRAS sys-

tem is quite usable as a bank account handling

system. It is in fact a complete voucher system.

If a list could be generated of checks requested

but not printed and a vouchers payable

balance could be obtained, this could be quite

useful in a commercial environment.

In succeeding months, I hope to continue

this format of theory and program reviews. If

desired, I will be glad to respond to cor-

respondence concerning business systems and
the use of the TRS-80 in particular. Write care

of the "80 Accountant" to the Editors of 80

Microcomputing.

UNLIMITED$9'
by Sherry Smythe

In August I was chatting with Hy Siegel,

publicity manager at Radio Shack HQ in Fort

Worth, about the multitude of different

TRS-80 applications. The idea of gathering

information about these applications and

presenting them in 80 Microcomputing grew

into a full-fledged project, taking me all over

the country.

In Denver 1 visited with John and David

Young, who run Colorado Aerial Photo Ser-

vice, CAPS, a company that supplies aerial

photos to dozens of clients—from realtors to

map makers.

As aerial photos are a permanent, repro-

ducible record of "the ways things were,"

they are also especially valuable in legal cases

involving land disputes.

John and Dave are using a TRS-80 with 48K
to help run their business.

Their largest and most ambitious program
will store and access information on each of

the thousands of negatives stored on over 1 SO

rolls of film dating back to 1948. Each roll

is up to 250 feet long and contains up to 280
9" x 9" frames. Each negative will be indexed

by scale, the latitude and longitude of the

center point, the date and flight data.

Using this program, they can enter a geo-

graphical location and a list of negatives

covering that area will be output. Once 30

years of data has been programmed, suc-

cessive flights can be entered and all the infor-

mation can be accessed almost instantaneous-

ly-

John and Dave have had only minimum ex-

posure to computer programming prior to ac-

1 1

£
hIu

i
John Young and Sherry Smytheflank a copy

of CAPS' photomosaic of metro Denver,

used by NASA to verify program data.

quiring their TRS-80. They've added an ex-

pansion interface, a lineprinter and two flop-

py mini-disc drives.

They are sandwiching their self-education

on computer language and programming
techniques between carrying on business as

usual at CAPS and other projects like im-

proving and designing lab equipment and re-

modeling a small house for CAPS offices.

During my visit their programs designed to

help produce photos, handle bookkeeping

chores, supply market information and data

storage were not all completed. When they

are, Instant Software will review them for

possible mass-marketing.
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CAPTAIN£#by Bob Liddil

Here's Captain 80 sitting in front of a 32K

dual disk drive TRS-80 interfaced to an IBM
Select ric. The Instant Software building is near-

ly empty now and few people take notice of me
sitting here in green tights and yellow cape. A
few of the local townsfolk did gape a little, but

that was because the irridescent red 80, with

slash lightning bolts, glows in the dark.

The quiet of the evening is the only time I

have to use any of the nearly $ 125,000 worth of

computer hardware located in the Instant Soft-

ware complex. During the daytime the whole

place is overflowing with hotkey programmers

and brilliant hardware technicians. With these

guys, constantly reviewing software and hook-

ing up new gadgets to make computer life

easier, a mild mannered copywriter for the

advertising department—ye olde secret identity

—has very little daylight line time.

Dreams really do come true. Just two weeks

ago I was living in Southern California, selling

color murals of local lakes and doing a little

programming on the side. Being an avid

follower, of Microcomputing Magazine, I

caught Wayne Green's REMarks about careers

at Microcomputing and Instant Software.

Could 1 get a job working for a great com-

puter organization in the middle of scenic New
Hampshire? Nah! Not me!

Wayne wasn't bluffing. One letter, one

phone call, five grueling days on the road and

one flat tire later; I, my van and my TRS-80 ar-

rived in one of the prettiest places I've ever

seen. They put me to work the next day.

Before I had even had a chance to unpack my
Captain 80 outfit, I was on the road to

Philadelphia heading for the computer show. I

saw some really dynamite things there. Per-

com, for example, had a neat little color

graphics board for the TRS-80 displaying

supurbly clear full-spectrum video.

This graphics display was a pleasure to

behold after two Mack and white years before

the keyboard. But that wasn't all. The same

guys had another TRS-80 interfaced to a Texas

Instruments Speak and Spell! Push a key Getter

or number) and the speak and spell voice pro-

nounced it. No words or phrases yet but they're

working on it.

The thing that impressed me was how it

SPOKE! Unlike the R/S speechbox or the com-

putalker of S 100 fame (both of which sound

like machines), the speak and spell sounds like

Brother George teaching Sunday school to six

year olds. It's clean, clear, crisp and a heck of a

lot cheaper than $400 + . They say it'll be fully

programmable to the 80 very soon.

Some of the software on display, besides our

own venerable Instant Software, was a real trip

to play. Without a doubt, the hit of the younger

set was Bee Wary; Leo Christopherson's out-

rageously funny game featuring a tarantula and

a bee. What registered on the faces of the peo-

ple I saw playing Bee Wary was nothing less

than pure delight.

What first attracted my attention to the

Acorn software booth were the screams of

laughter coming from a crowd of hardcore

computerists witnessing the death throes of a

mortally wounded electronic tarantula. The
tarantula was shaking a tentacle at a smirking

bee while uttering spider noises from a conve-

niently placed audio unit. Swearing revenge

and bemoaning its fate, the tarantula finally

expired after making sure it had gotten the last

word. I recommend this program to anybody

under a hundred.

A lot of companies were offering tapes. I

scraped some up for review, including Pirates

Cove from the Scott Adams Adventure series.

There were a number of companies offering

Adventure, so the tape ought to be easy to

Hnd.

Pirate's Cove was an agonizing and frustrat-

ing puzzle. I played it on the sixth floor of the

Philly Hilton for hours on end. It gave up clues

grudgingly and tied me in knots trying to get

them. I LOVED IT!! There was real challenge

to this program, unlike some lesser things I've

seen. The frustration level is a part of the game.

After five evenings of concentrated play in the

ISI lab. Pirate's Cove was finally solved. Scott,

wherever you are, I hope a mongoose perches

on your window and throws acorns at you!

SO INPUTS
Timed Input Subroutine

There is a short subroutine that can be im-

plemented on the TRS-80 to allow timed input.

Timed input could be put to very good use in

teaching programs. Microcomputing published

a few math-teaching programs and a timed in-

put of about two seconds would be an added

encouragement for the student to be prompt
with his answer . Many games could use a timed

input for a more interactive game.

The routine below shows that the timed input

is actually very simple. It is surprising that more

people have not already run across this in their

programs. It uses the INKEYS function in a

FOR-NEXT loop. The value of N determines

the amount of time allowed for input. About

one second passes for every multiple of 100 that

is in N.

10 N = 200 : REM About 2 Mconds. but cbangad Mstty

20 FOR I - 1 TO N
» AS -INKEYS : IF AS-"" THEN NEXT I : PRINT

TIME" : STOP
40 PRINT "ANSWER IS JUST IN TIME"

90 END

A little bit of trivia about the TRS-80: Try

running a program, and while it is in execution

press SHIFT, down arrow and 'A' (all in that

order), holding each down while the next is

pressed. When all three keys ire pressed hit the

BREAK key and execution of the program is

terminated. The combination of these keys,

sends out the same strobe-combination onto

the keyboard as the single BREAK.
The CPU cannot determine that the BREAK

key was not actually depressed. Of course this

isn't practical for ordinary purposes since sim-

ply hitting BREAK is easier, but it is surprising

to see at first.

Gfcg Perry

6104 E. 48th St.

TabaOK

TRS-80 More Memory Free!

Yes that's right, more for free.

If you, like many of us, have updated your

system to I6K, you have 4K chips doing

nothing but nagging at you. After asking

several people. Why can't those 4K chips be

plugged into the interface? The reply in all cases

was: They won't work!

Well. I half accepted this.

But the question was always there: Why
won't they work? After all, you just plug in

16K chips in place of the 4K.

Finally when the newness wore off my sys-

tem I plugged the 4K chips into my interface

which had no RAM installed. I used sockets Z9

to Z16 and came up with an increase of 8K.

Don't ask me how 8K from 4K chips. I don't
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know and I'm not going to look a gift horse in

the mouth; he might have bad breath.

All the functions work normally. Memory
size 40960 & ?MEM comes back with 23814. I

feel sure this will work if you have 32K. Plug

the 4K into Zl to Z8. If that doesn't work, then

plug 4K in Z9 to Z16 and 16K in Zl to Z8.

Good luck!

Joe Pugliesi

Burkbumetl TX

Cool Your System Crash

1 operate a 48K, 4 disk TRS-80 model. Since

1 perform inventory policy simulation in the

system, and the programs take about 8 hours to

run, system problems were hampering my
work. The TRS-80 runs continuously, and I

was experiencing system crashes every two days

or so. All tests on the system were negative, and

the blame was placed on "a noisy electrical en-

vironment .
'

'

I solved my problems in the following fash-

ion: I procured myself a fan and set in on

"low" so that the airflow cooled the whole sys-

tem, and I installed a line niter to the power

lines. I bought the 10 ampere filter from R.B.

Co., 57 Thomas Olney Commons, Providence,

RI 02904, for $23.50, which included postage

and handling. Since these introductions, the

system runs very cool and has not had any

problems in over 30 days of 24 hour per day

operation. I routinely perform software checks

on the hardware.

I hope this tidbit helps other TRS-80 users.

George S. Lechter

Boston, MA

Radio Shack's TRS-80 Cas-
sette Modification

Recently, while on vacation in the Midwest,

and naturally having brought along my TRS-
80, I stopped in a local Radio Shack store to

purchase some newly distributed software.

While there, I happened to see the May issue

of Radio Shack's new TRS-80 newsletter. It

mentioned a free cassette modification for the

Level II computers. I was thinking 1 would

have it put in when I got back home.

In the meantime I purchased Micro-chess

and the new Invasion Force, both machine

language programs. When I attempted to load

the Invasion Force program, it wouldn't load,

even after much trying. I got the Micro-chess

program to load after about a Vi hour. I decid-

ed to take the Invasion Force program back to

Radio Shack where the manager willingly ex-

changed the tape for me. When I tried to load

this tape the same thing happened, but after

about 3 hrs. I finally got the tape to load.

Everytime I use a different tape though I've got

to fiddle with the recorder volume for at least

15 minutes to get the tape to load.

About a week later I was in Denver visiting a

cousin who also has a TRS-80 Level II. When

we tried to load some of my tapes into his com-

puter they wouldn't load initially. After a con-

siderable time we finally found the right

volume on his cassette recorder and one of the

tapes loaded. But every time we changed tapes

we had to find a new volume level for the

recorder. This happened using machine lan-

guage tapes as well as BASIC tapes.

After returning home to Connecticut, I took

my TRS-80 keyboard in to the local Radio

Shack store and asked to have the cassette

modification installed. The unit was shipped

off the next day. One week later I stopped in at

the store and picked up the unit which had

returned from Boston, the regional repair

facility.

After trying out the computer I was really

impressed. Using the CTR-41 recorder I was

able to use volume levels as low as 3 or as high

as 10 to load tapes, whereas before I could use

only 7 or 8.

The modification consists of 2 IC's, 2 diodes

and a resistor all mounted on a 1W x 1W
board located just to the right and below the

keyboard space bar.

I think Radio Shack is extremely wise in put-

ting out this free modification.

I would recommend that anyone that

doesn't use a disk system get this modifica-

tion. It sure saves on hair and aspirin.

Harold W. Smith
RFD #1 Box 213

Gales Ferry, CT

^APPLICATIONS
^•^^^ hv Dennis KitS7by Dennis Kitsz

Five years ago, when electronics hobby
magazines heralded the birth of the microcom-

puter age, I was still bargaining with a New
Jersey electronics designer and former musi-

cian, whose "digital sequencer" was, he told

me, going to change my life as a composer.

The price was too high, I said. With the

gestures of a sideshow magician, hands gliding

over buttons and knobs to the visual music of

blinking LEDs, he made my synthesizer bark

and growl , play a rag and sound sirens. I placed

my order.

Two years later, when the long-delayed se-

quencer succumbed to "production problems"

for the last time, I renewed my electronics

magazine subscriptions, recommencing my
search for an electronic music controller. That

search led to the purchase of a TRS-80 from a

cluttered but trusted Radio Shack in eastern

Pennsylvania. In the spring of 1978, 1 felt like a

pioneer; no matter that the '80 came complete

with keyboard, cassette, monitor and interac-

tive human language. I had a computer at a

time when computers were still Big and Else-

where, and when the word itself invoked tan-

talizing images ranging from entrepreneurs of

starched-and-striped IBM to Stanley Kubrick's

emotional HAL of "2001" fame.

It grew from the computer to My Computer,
for I had taught it many things. Even when it

was turned off, it seemed quietly wise. With
growing confidence, I took soldering iron in

hand to build a latched digital-to-analog con-

verter—finally, the TRS-80 was to become the

sequencer for my voltage-controlled synthe-

sizer.

Well, it wasn't so easy. BASIC was ponder-

ously slow, and available memory disappeared

in a dozen measures. Friends were amazed at

my computer transcription of Bach's 21st

Prelude, as I became quietly furious. One of

us—this so-called sophisticated computer or

myself—was not living up to expectations. I

soon learned that the TRS-80 could make my
synthesizer resound more professionally than a

dozen virtuoso performers . . . but I was a

rank amateur at playing the computer!

Since that time, I have learned machine lan-

guage for its speed and exonomy; have modi-

fied the computer to satisfy my eyes and ears;

and have added devices of my own creation to

soothe my wallet. Its schematics have become a

familiar roadmap. That ideal music sequencer

is still incomplete, but when I finally turn on the

power, I know it will perform precisely as I

wish.

What does this specialized need have to do
with the genera) use of the TRS-80? Simply

stated, microcomputers, from the S-100

"boxes-of-boards" approach to the ready-to-

run TRS-80, can provide powerful and chal-

lenging services to our lives. Those services can

range from entertainment through serious

business and academic application to the crea-

tion of high art. And the TRS-80 is ideally

suited to this multiplicity of choices.

Did you know, for example, that the '80 can

produce sound effects with no more hardware

than an amplifier? That the circuitry for a

higher-speed machine is already in place? That

a black-on-white video image is a one-dollar

modification? That there is enough space for

12^o or more of your own ROM? Or that there

are two additional alphabets present in the

TRS-80 character generator?

On the other hand, can you imagine the

TRS-80 monitor controlling ail the electrical

systems in a dozen homes? That it can dial your

telephone? Chart your biorhythm? Time your

photography?

In the coming months, this column will pre-

sent unusual applications of the TRS-80 in

everyday and not -so-everyday life. Hardware
and software extensions and fixes will be

described, and some of the fascinating inner

workings of this first computer-for-the-people

will be revealed. I welcome your questions and
suggestions, addressed to me at 80 Microcom-

puting, or at my home address, Roxbury VT
05669.
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THERE IS/
TRS-80 DISK DRIVES I

capacity

Expansion interface - gives

your TRS-80 the disk capacity
it needs, and much, much more!

10 to 40 MByte, 8"

Winchester drive -

expands capacity far

beyond Model II storage.

Single sided minifloppy

up to 1 50 KBytes of

storage capacity.

Single or double sided
8" floppies - up to 2.5
MBytes in dual drive

cabinet - for the
serious TRS-80 user.

LOBO DRIVES' new family of disk memory
products provides you with a choice of memory
capacities you need to effectively execute the
complex business software you've developed
for your TRS-80*. LOBO DRIVES' selection of
readily available, software compatible drives
permits you to expand your inventory, payroll,

customer list, and accounts receivable files as
your business grows.

And LOBO DRIVES brings you more ... a new
plug-in expansion interface that provides an
easy way to add hardware enhancements,
communications capability, and programmable
features . . . and it comes with the LOBO
DRIVES famous 1 year, 1 00% parts/labor
warranty.

Call or write for the complete LOBO DRIVES
story. Find out just how competitively priced a
family of high capacity drives can be . .

.

Quantity discounts available -

Dealer inquiries invited • 15

Yes, I want to know more about LOBO Drives
and what they can do for my TRS-80. Send me
information on:

TR-2

5 1/4-in. Floppy drive

D 8-in. Floppy drive

Single sided
Double sided

D 8-in. Winchester hard
disk, 10 Mbyte drive

Double density
expansion interface

Nairn

Company

Address

City State

^c)rii/es%
INTERNATIONAL

935 Camino Del Sur Goleta,

California 93017.
(805) 685-4546

"CAN YOU REALLY AFFORD
TO PAY LESS?"

Be

Phone No.

If dealer, provide resale no.

TRS-80 is a registered trademark of Radio Shack, a Tandy Company
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Kw Pocc \A/irth ,v> ^"^by Ross Wirth

What does every person reading this

magazine have in common? Answer: an inter-

est in the TRS-80. As such the readers of this

magazine form the largest user group in the

world!

Every time I attend a user group meeting I

am amazed by the amount of information

made available to me. This is the type of

material 1 want to publish in this column every

month, but I'll need your help.

Send your comments or opinions to Ross

Wirth, 1 5906 E.96 St . N ., Owasso, OK 74055

.

Please include an SASE for an individual re-

ply.

Software Reviews

Currently, hundreds of TRS-80 programs

are being sold by as many companies and in-

dividuals. How do you pick the good from the

bad?

I'd like to use this column to pass along

comments on various programs, so you can

make a more informed purchase.

Let's start off with a definite purchase

recommendation: Android Nim. Nim, alone,

is a good game, but adding some of the best

animation ever is frosting on the cake.

Using 1NKEYS for data input allows the an-

droids to be in constant motion looking up,

down, left and right. (They blink their eyes

too!) When the number of androids in a given

row to be removed is input, the master an-

droid counts the androids remaining in that

row. If there are enough, the master android

nods yes, pulls a gun and zaps each one in

turn, while all other androids look on. If the

data input is invalid the master android shakes

his head no and the action goes on unaltered.

Would-be programmers of games with the

computer as opponent should take a lesson

from Android Nim. In Nim the player who
goes first controls the game and can force a

win. The computer sometimes makes a mis-

take and lets the knowledgeable human have a

chance. The probability of a mistake is low

but allows you a chance to turn the tables on

the computer.

Rumor has it that a new version is under

development using sound effects while zap-

ping the androids. Adding sound effects

might be difficult because of the lack of mem-
ory in a 16K system. This is a large program
and uses about all I6K. (1 have a line printer

driver that resides in upper memory and had

to delete most of the instructions to get

enough array space to run the program.)

From the enthusiastic response to Android

Nim at a local computer show it seems I am
not alone in saying this program should be

If You've

Got a View of

Your Own
Let's Hear It!

high on your list of software to purchase.

Balance Your Own Checkbook

For every Android Nim, though, there are

other programs that should never have been

written.

Radio Shack's Personal Finance Program

is a definite loser. My bias against this pro-

gram starts with the feeling that a computer

should be used only where it does a job better

than any other method. / can balance my
checkbook faster than it takes to enter the

data, let alone loading the historical data from

tape (slooooow)!

Having the data on tape rather than disk, is

another red flag. I prefer to do without, than

tolerate slow I/O.

However, if you insist on a computerized

budget and checkbook balancing program,

keep looking. This 4K level I package would

only be a disappointment.

Disagree with my opinion? Send me your

comments on these programs. If you have

strong feelings one way or the other about any
program you purchased, let me know so we
can pass the word along. By concentrating our

buying power on the good programs, the

losers will be removed from the market.

Hardware Reviews

A Level II 16K TRS-80 can survive all kinds

of line hash and electrical interference. Add
an expansion interface, more memory and a

disk and your system can suddenly become
very sensitive. A local company had their sys-

tem in a room with a couple of typists. Every-

thing worked fine until they upgraded to

DOS. When a typist turned on her IBM type-

writer, there was a good chance they'd be re-

booting their DOS and lose their existing

work! When the problem occurred during a

disk save, it was worse. With the program be-

ing saved in a condensed format, a one bit loss

can change an entire command. Believe me,

you can ruin an entire program very quickly.

A couple of line niters cured all problems.

Other companies have installed separate

circuits for their computer and one, located in

an industrial area, has installed an isolation

transformer. In any business system the soft-

ware and data is usually irreplaceable. Taking

such precautions—recommended by Radio

Shack—is very good insurance.

An interesting side note is a comment made
by a customer service rep from Fort Worth.

He reported that radio frequency developed

by a bad florescent light can cause similar in-

terference. Has anyone had this problem?

Do you have an application using Radio

Shack's Voice Synthesizer or Voice Recogni-

tion modules? If so, drop me a line.

Application Reviews

Business applications are where the real

benefits of the TRS-80 are realized. Let's take

a quick look at how some businesses are sav-

ing money with their new computer.

Small computers are for small businesses,

right? Wrong! Many large companies operate

with minicomputers and a few have purchased

microcomputers, including the TRS-80. In

one company with millions of dollars already

invested in large computers and a multimillion

dollar systems payroll, a TRS-80 application

is alive and well. The TRS-80 budgets op-

erations at a dozen manufacturing plants.

The principal reason for going to the

microcomputer is its independence. The user

now has hands-on control of his data and can

quickly make program modifications without

fighting the bureaucratic red tape found in

any large organization.

One program is used to do all the calcu-

lations that had previously been done by

hand. A second program consolidates data

from two or more plants. The entire develop-

ment time was less than one month, complete

with education of all personnel. Break even is

expected within the first year.

Faster and more accurate calculations can-

not be stressed too much. In the program
debug phase a large number of errors were dis-

covered. Almost all the errors, were found to

be in the manual calculations. In the past these

errors may have gone undetected.

To prevent errors, the program validated

entered data by checking it against known
ranges. Furthermore, all data was entered as a

percentage and these were added together to

verify that they equalled 100V».

A report was also available for cross valida-

tion with the data received from the plants.

Total investment: Level II, 48K, 1 disk drive

and a Centronics printer. Program develop-

ment cost approximately $3000.
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Software for the 80's
Welcome to the first issue of 80 Microcomputing. We
think that Instant Software has the best cross-section of
TRS-80 programs now available. Look over these pages,
make your own comparisons, and decide for yourself.
After you've made an intelligent and informed decision,
use the coupon to get a $1 discount on our software.
Happy computing!

<>4*4*4-o*4*+^*******: ** LEVEL II»>» o »a»»»»t»»

MODEL ROCKET ANALYZER AND PRE-FUGHT CHECK
Lai your TRS-80 help you enjoy the last-growing hobby of

modal rocketry The complementary programs included

are:

•Model Rocket Flight History Prediction - This program
will compute the flight characteristics tor almost any
model rocket. Engine and body tube data included

coders Estes. Centuri. Flight Systems, AV.I. Astroport.

C.M.R.. and Kopter products.
• Weather Forecaster - Before you launch your rocket,

get an up-to-the-minute weather forecast. Just enter your
location, elevation, average temperatures for January
and July, and barometric pressure You'll be the short-

range weather forecaster for your area
For a successful launch, youll need TRS-80 Level II 16K
Order No. 0024R $7.96.

RAMROM PATROL/TIE FtOHTERrKUNOON CAPTURE
Buck Rogers never had it so good. Engage in extrater-
restrial warfare with:

•Ramrom Patrol -Destroy the Ramrom ships before
they capture you.

•Tie Fighter - Destroy the enemy Tie fighters and be-

come a hero of the rebellion.

• IMMJMI Casern-You must capture the Klingon ship
mtact It's you and your TRS-80 Level II 16K battling
across the galaxy. Oder Ho. 0O2SR S7JS.

* PERSONAL BILL PAYING V
NOTE: This package can take the headaches
and/or pen altits out ot paying your bills.

In s business office the accounts payable (bills) are
usually paid on or immediately before their due date.
That way, the payer gets the fullest use of his money
without incurring penalties for being behind in paying
his debts How you can take advantage of this system
for your monthly bills, letting your TRS-80 do all the
drudgery and record keeping.

This useful package provides a computerized list of

all your bills and payments. You can access as many
as 22 accounts, all ot which can be named—up to 15
characters per name. Each account is listed by
number, amount owed, due date, and present activity.

Don't confuse this system with a "checkbook" pro-

gram. The functions of this package are threefold: (1)

to monitor your bills: (2) to order payments most effec-

tively: and (3) to make historical comparisons of in-

dividual accounts or specific months.
After you load the program, it displays a menu of 1

1

activities. They include:

Build and Maintain Files

List Ail Accounts
List Current Accounts
Make Payment(s) to Account
Enter New Bill to Account
Display Payment History of Individual Account (in-

cludes date paid, check number, and 12-month total)

Display Payment History of Selected Month
Delete Account
Delete Prior Month's Payment
Save File on Tape
Input File from Tape
After you have updated the records by entering new

bills, paying bills, or changing the accounts, you can
save all the information on data tape. This data tape
will then be input for the next time you use the
package. Maybe it cant make paying bills all fun and
games, but it should relieve some of the agony. Level II

16K required Order Ha 01MR S7JS.

FINANCIAL ASSISTANT Compute the figures for a wide
variety of business needs Included are:

•Depreciation- This program lets you figure deprecia-
tion on equipment in five different ways.
•Loan Amortization Schedule - Merely enter a few
essential factors, and your TRS-80 will display a com-
plete breakdown ol all costs and schedules of payment
for any loan.

•Financier -This program performs thirteen common
financial calculations. Easily handles calculations on in-

vestments, depreciation, and loans.

•1% Forecasting- Use Ihis simple program to forecast
sales, expenses, or any other historical data series.
All you need is a TRS-80 Level II 16K Order No. 0072R
eTMt

TRS-eo UTILITY II Let Instant Software change the

drudgery of editing your programs into a quick, easy job.

Included in this package are:

•CFETCH — Search through any Level II program tape
and get the file names for al I the programs. You can also

merge BASIC programs with consecutive line numbers
into one program.

•CWRITE - Combine subroutines that work in different

memory locations into one program. This works with

BASIC or machine-language programs and gives you a
general checksum.
This package is |ust the thing for your TRS-80 Level II

1 6K Order No. OOTtft S7J6.

CARDS This one-player package will let you play cards
with your TRS-80- talk about a poker face!

•Drew and Stud Poker-These two programs will keep
your game sharp.
• No-Trump Bridge- Play this popular game with your
computer and develop your strategy.

This package's name says it all. Requires a TRS-80 Level
II 16K. Order No. 0063R S7JK.

SPACE TREK IV Trade or wage war on a planetary scale.

This package includes:

•SteNer Wars - Engage and destroy Tie fighters in your
attack on the Death Star. For one player.

•Papulation Simulation-A two-player game where you
control the economy of two neighboring planets.

You decide, guns or butter, with your TRS-80 Level II 16K.
Order No. 0034R 17.95.

DOODLES AND DISPLAYS N Wait until your children get

hold of this package:

•Deeds* Pad — Draw pictures and save them on cassette

tapes.

/ AIRMAIL PILOT N
July. 1922: The newly formed Postal Air Service

needs a pilot to fly the mail on the perilous Columbus
to Chicago run The pilot must have lightning reflexes,

excellent flying skills, and no regard for danger We
think that you are right for the ioo You'll be flying the
"Jenny." an open-cockpit biplane, which has a fuel

capacity of only twenty-six gallons If you don't refuel

often, you may run out of gas. and there are no gas
pumps at 5 000 feet

But fuel consumption is only one of your worries
You must also beware of electrical storms, severe
crosswinds, hail, deadly downdrafts, and navigation
errors. It will be a race against time, as well as a strug-

gle against the elements, so there's an onboard clock
to time your flight. The excellent graphics and con-
stant action will keep you glued to your keyboard.

You'll have a (flying) circus of fun with Airmail Pilot

from Instant Software.

Level ll 16K required Helmet and goggles optional.

Order No. 0106R J7.9S.

i— An electric kaleidoscope that changes
from black to white end back again. It's almost hypnotic!
•Drawing - Like Doodle Pad, but for the serious artist.

Over 40 user commands!
•Random Pattern Display- The computer does the draw-
ing, but those with Itchy fingers can tamper.
•Methcurvea- Bring those geometry lessons to life. Six
different geometrical curves on the screen ot your
TRS-80.

•Rugpetkerrte- Yes it does design rug patterns; and
with a choice of user or computer control, it can do a
whole lot more.
For the Level II 16K TRS40. Order Ho. 0042ft S7JK.

BOWLING LEAGUE STATISTICS SYSTEM This package
is the answer to the prayers of harried bowling league
scorekeepers. The Bowling League Statistics System
will keep a computerized list of league data, team data,
and data for each bowler. It is extremely flexible and has
a total of 16 different options to let you modify the pro-
gram to suit your league's rules. The program is very easy
to use and has extensive "built-in" aids to help you along.
Requires TRS-80 Level II 16K. Order No. 0OSSR $24.95.

n

TEACHER ^
What do you need to learn? Would you like lo know all of the cranial

nerves? Electronic color codes? Civil War battles? Signs of the zodiac?
Whatever your subject matter, the Teacher package can help you learn it.

You simply input up to twenty questions and answers at one time. Next,
review the material, and then take the test until you have your lesson down
pat The program gives you up to three hints per question and even offers
graphic rewards for children, all at your discretion. All the information can
be saved on cassette tape for reuse.

This package also contains the Teacher Data Transfer program, which
allows you to combine several tests onone tape. That means you can learn a
number ot lessons sequentially without changing tapes.
Teacher is an effective instrument lor anyone who needs to learn a lot of

material in the shortest possible time. For decades leading educators and
computer scientists alike have been promoting the future role of computers
in education. Now you and your family can reap the benefits of computer-
assisted instruction in your own home. The program is furnished with a
blank data cassette tape. You'll need a TRS40 Level II 16K. Order No. I

MM
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DEMO II The company that brings you more programs for

the dollar Is proud to offer Demo II, an extraordinary

package that contains programs to suit your every

mood:.
•Tlc-Tsc-Tos-Fun for the whole family! You all Know
the rules, and this version gives you three different levels

of difficulty, one of which is sure to suit everyone in the

family.

•Time Trials - You won't have to leave your house to ex-

perience "pre-race" excitement. It's you against the

clock as you maneuver your car through the curves,

chutes, and chicanes of the computerized course.

•Maze - Somewhere within a ponderous maze, the

secret home square waits for you to uncover Its

presence. If you're not alone, your computer will be hap-

py to offer a two-player version so that you can both race

to uncover your respective squares first! Amazing.

•Hangman -How many people have grown up playing

different versions of that old grade school standby,

hangman? If you've never played the game on a com-
puter, you're in for a special treat! You or the computer
will supply the word. With each wrong guess, the poor
hangman's figure grows — and only you can spare him!

•Wheel of Fortune - "There's one born every minute," or

so goes the old saw. In this simulation of the carnival

wheel of fortune, you have your choice of the regular or

the "crooked" version, where you can't help but win. The
casino will even give you the keys to the place!

•Hurricane — OK, all you disaster buffs, here's a program
that will let you chart the path of oncoming hurricanes

anywhere in the world, using data available from the Na-
tional Weather Service.

•Bugsy- Sure, everybody talks about computer bugs,

but how many people have ever seen one? It's you
against the computer in this game, with the computer
rolling the dice, to see which one gets to add another part

to his Z-80 Bug. The first one to complete his "curse of

computing" wins.

•Horse Race -It Isn't every day you get to see a horse

race ... at least not until now! Up to 100 bettors can
cheer their horses to the finish line with their choice of

win, place, or show. For the TRS-80 Level II 16K. Order
No. 0049R $7.95.

BASIC AND INTERMEDIATE LUNAR LANDER Bring your
lander in under manual control. The BASIC version is tor

beginners; the Intermediate version is more difficult,

with a choice of landing areas and rugged terrain. For
one player with a TRS-80 Level l 4K. Level II 16K. Order
No. 0001 R $7.95.

DEMO III This is the big one: big on value, big on fun - the

perfect package for the beginner and old hand alike.

Check out this list of programs!

•Race 1 - It's you against the clock as you careen around
the track in this simulation of a high-speed car race.

•Target UFO — Rack up a big score by destroying all the

UFO's in the shortest possible time.

•Life — Experiment with population density factors in

this simulation of the life cycle of a colony of bacteria.

• Phone Number Converter- Let your computer figure

out clever words for all those hard-to-remember phone
numbers.
•Blorhythm - Fact? Or fantasy? Who can say for sure? In

any case, you and your friends will be able to plot your

biorhythmic curves whenever you want!

•Graphics Program- No user commands, just sit back
and enjoy as your TRS-80 demonstrates its artistic

abilities.

•Race 2 -After you've mastered Race 1, you'll be ready

for this more advanced version — with a choice of five dif-

ferent tracks!

•Horse Race - Up to nine players can place their bets

and watch the ponies run. The computer will keep track

of the winnings.

•Drawing Board -Your TRS-80 supplies the "pencil and
paper," and you supply the ability. Messages or drawings
may be stored on cassette for later unveiling.

•24-Hour Clock -That's right, this program allows your
computer to act as a digital timepiece. Perfect for sport-
ing events. For the TRS-80 Level II 4K and Level II 16K.
Order No. 0OMR $7.96.

•>** LEVEL I AND II»»»
QOLF/CROSS-OUT Have fun with these exciting one-
player games. Included are:

•Golf — You won't need a mashie or putter — or a caddie,
for that matter -to enjoy a challenging 18 holes.

•Cross-Out- Remove all but the center peg in this puz-
zle, and your neighbors will call you a genius.
You'll need a TRS-80 Level I 4K, Level ll 16K. Order No.
0008RS7.9S.

VIDEO SPEED-READING TRAINER V,

You can increase your reading speed and comprehension with this

package. It uses the principle of the tachistoscope. a device that teaches by
displaying images for a fraction of a second These programs can train you
to recognize words and phrases quickly, so that your everyday reading

becomes an uninterrupted process.

With this three-part package, you can learn to recognize numbers, letters,

words, and phrases. You start at your present level of skill by choosing the
number of prompts to be shown and the length of time they will be visible.

After the cue is flashed on the screen, you type back what you saw. If your
response is incorrect, there is immediate feedback as the correct answer is

displayed for several seconds. All cues are presented randomly so that the
exercise questions cannot be learned in sequence.

The computer will monitor your progress and will automatically speed up
presentation as you improve. Conversely, should you miss more than half of

the questions, the speed will drop to an easier level

The speed range is from 10 to 100. so you can readily determine your rate

of progress. To increase your throughput, you'll need a Level II 16K. Order
No. 0100R $7.95. s

AIR FLIGHT SIMULATION Turn your TRS-80 into an air-

plane. You can practice tatceoffs and landings with the

benefit of full instrumentation. This one-player simula-

tion requires a TRS-80 Level I 4K, Level II 16K. Order No.
0017R S7.B5.

OIL TYCOON Avoid oil spills, blowouts and dry wells as

you battle to become the world's richest oil tycoon. Two
players become the owners of competing oil companies
as they search for oil and control their companies. Re-

quires a TRS-80 4K Level I or II. Order No. 0023 R $7.95.

BOWLING Let your TRS-80 set up the pins and keep
score. One player can pick up spares and get strikes. For

the TRS-80 Level 1 4K, Level II 16K. Order No. 0033R $7.95.

SANTA PARAVIA AND FIUMACCIO Become the ruler of

a medieval city-state as you struggle to create a

kingdom. Up to six players can compete to see who will

become the King or Queen first. This program requires a

TRS-80 Level I or II 18K. Order No. 0043R $7.95.

HAM PACKAGE I This versatile package lets you solve

many of the problems commonly encountered in elec-

tronics design. With your Level I 4K or Level II 16K
trs-80, you have a choice of:

•Basic Electronics with Voltage Divider -Solve prob-

lems involving Ohm's Law, voltage dividers, and RC time

constants.

•Dlpole and Yagl Antennas - Design antennas easily,

without tedious calculations.

This is the perfect package for any ham or technician.

Order No. 0007R $7.95.

ELECTRONICS I This package will not only calculate the

component values for you, but will also draw a sche-

matic diagram. You'll need a TRS-80 Level I 4K, Level II

16K to use:

•Tuned Circuits and Coll Winding - Design tuned cir-

cuits without resorting to cumbersome tables and calcu-

lations.

•555 Timer Circuits -Quickly design astable or

monostable timing circuits using this popular IC.

•LM 381 Preamp Design — Design IC preamps with this

low-noise integrated circuit

This package will reduce your designing time and let you
build those circuits fast. Order No. 00OSR S7.9S.

BEGINNER'S BACKGAMMON/KENO Why sit alone
when you can play these fascinating games with your
TRS-80?
•Backgammon -Play against the computer. Your
TRS-80 will give you a steady, challenging game that's

sure to sharpen your skills.

•Keno- Enjoy this popular Las Vegas gambling game.
Guess the right numbers and win big.

You'll need a TRS-80 Level I or II. Order No. 0004 R $7.95.

u I

SPACE TREK II Protect the quadrant from the invading

Kllngon warships. The Enterprise is equipped with

phasers, photon torpedoes, impulse power, and warp
drive. It's you alone and your TRS-80 Level I 4K, Level II

16K against the enemy. Order No. 0002R $7.95.

BUSINESS PACKAGE IV Business Package IV gives you.

the businessman, a superb tool to help you make those

important decisions. This package includes:

•Business Cycle Analysis - This program isn't a crystal

ball, but it can show you your business's expansion and
contraction cycles. You can plot any aspect of your

business on a graph and see, in black and white, just

what's happening. This program will give you access to

information you couldn't get before.

•Financial Analysis -Would you like a financial assis-

tant who could instantly give you the figures tor almost

any kind of Investment? Financial Analysis can handle
annuities, sinking funds, and mortgages, and compute
bond yield and value. You'll have the facts you need at

the tips of your fingers with this program.

Included in the package is one specially marked blank

data cassette for use in storing essential business data.

Business Package IV, with its combination of analytic

functions and convenience features, is an invaluable

asset for any businessman. Ail you need is a TRS-80

Level I 4K or Level II 16K. Order No. 0019R $9.95.

*•>«:•*** LEVEL I **••
HEXPAWN/SHUTTLE CRAFT DOCKING/
SPACE CHASE/SEA BATTLE This four-game package is

sure to provide hours of fun for the whole family.

•Hexpawn-Turn your TRS-80 into a model of artificial

intelligence by playing a simple game.
•Shuttle Craft Docking - Land your shuttle craft on the
starship — even through varying gravity fields!

•Space Chase -Seek out and destroy the enemy delta

that's hidden in the star field.

•Sea Battle - You must find and destroy the enemy fleet.

This package requires a TRS-80 Level I 16K. Order No.
0041 R $7.95.

BUSINESS PACKAGE III This package can change your
TRS-80 into a full working partner for any businessman:
•Inventory- Maintain a computer-based Inventory for a
constant inventory system.
•Commissions and Percentages - Let your computer
figure out markup and discount calculations, sales tax

and more. This is a perfect time-saving package for any
small business.

For the TRS-80 Level I 4K Order No. 0061 R $7.95.

HOUSEHOLD ACCOUNTANT
•Budget and Expense Analysis -Impose order on your tangled
financial affairs. This program makes provision for twenty-seven
expense categories and three income sources. Budgets can be
reviewed monthly, quarterly, and yearly. Dollar and percentage
comparisons can be made between budgets, months, and year-
end totals, so you can see where your money is going.

•Life Insurance Cost Comparison - Learn how your choice of life

insurance policy can save you money. This program can help you
decide between term or dividend-paying whole life policies. It will

also compare within categories, when, for example, two whole
life plans vary in dividends and in cash values. You can store and
display up to six different value comparisons. Requires a Level II

16K. Order No. 0069R $7.95.
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SPACE TREK III Let yourself go to the far ends of the
solar system -and beyond. This package includes:

•Stellar Wars -Shoot down the Tie fighters and destroy
the Death Star.

•Planetary Lander- Land your spacecraft and plant your
flag across the solar system.
These one-player games require a TRS-80 Level I 4K.
Order No. 0031 R $7.95.

FUN PACKAGE I Why call it "Fun Package"? Judge for

yourself! This entertaining package Includes:

•Rocket Pilot -Flying it is easy -it's the landing that's

tough!

•Paper, Rock, Scissors - It's the time-honored game just

as you remember it, played against your TRS-80.
•Hex I -Just when you master this puzzle game, the
computer will increase the difficulty.

•Missile Attack - Use your missiles to protect your city

from jet attack.

Requires a Level I 16K TRS-80. Order No. 0037R $7.96.

EJ

CAR RACE/RAT TRAPf
ANTIAIRCRAFT Enjoy

these challenging,
fun-filled programs:

•Car Race - You and a

friend can race on a
choice of two tracks.

•Rat Trap — Trap the

rat in his maze with

your two cats. For one
player.

• Antiaircraft — Aim
and shoot down the

enemy airplane. Re-

quires Level I 4K
TRS-60. Order No. 001 1R 47.55.

<» *-•»'"•«

Car Race
Rat Trap
Antiaircraft

TYPING TEACHER Tired of being a two-fingered wonder
at the keyboard? Do you tell your friends that you use the
"Columbian" method, because you discovered it

yourself? Well, you can change from that awkward hunt-
and-peck approach and start typing like a professional
with this practical instructional program from Instant
Software.

This seven-part program turns your TRS-80 into both
typewriter and instructor as it takes you from initial

familiarization with the keyboard through the typing of

words and phrases and on to complete mastery of the
keybaord.

On-screen diagrams show you the correct placement
for fingers, and the program's practice sessions will

quickly Improve your coordination. In no time at all you'll

be typing in that smooth, free-flowing style you've
always admired. For the 4K Level I TRS-80. Order No.
OOMR $7.95.

DOODLES AND DISPLAYS I Here's a mixed bag of pro-

grams that's sure to entertain:

•Doodle Pad - Draw pictures and save them on cassette
tapes.

•Symmetrica -Turn your TRS-80 into a kaleidoscope.

•Video Display — Follow the bouncing cursor as your

TRS-80 draws its own pictures.

•Mathcurves- Bring those geometry lessons to life as
the computer draws six different geometrical curves.

•Rugpattema-A never ending stream of symmetrical
patterns that's sure to spark your imagination.

All you'll need is a 16K Level I TRS-80. Order No. OOMR
$7.95.

KNIGHT'S QUEST/ROBOT CHASE/HORSE RACE This

varied package of one-player games will give you hours

of fun.

• Knight's Quest -Battle demons to gain treasure and

become a full-fledged knight.

•Robot Chaae— Destroy the deadly robots without elec-

trocuting yourself.

•Horse Race - Place your bet and cheer your horse to the

finish line.

These programs require a TRS-80 Level I 4K. Order No.

0003R $7.95.

CAVE EXPLORING/YACHT/MEMORY These three pro-

grams are not only fun, but stimulating as well:

•Cave Exploring - Search for fabulous treasures as you

explore the magic cave. For one player.

•Yacht — A two-player game of strategy and chance. The

computer rolls the dice and keeps score

•Memory -Two players can pit their memories in this

program based on a popular television show. You'll need

a TRS-80 with Level I and 16K. Order No. 0010R $7.95.

STATUS OF HOMES/AUTO EXPENSES Two long
awaited programs that have got to save you money at

work or in the home:
•Status of Homes — This program will allow you to keep
track of all the expenses involved in building one house
or an entire subdivision.

•Auto Expenses - Find out exactly what it costs you to

drive your car or truck.

These programs require a TRS-80 Level I 4K. Order No.
0012R $7.95.

BUSINESS PACKAGE I Keep the books for a small

business with your TRS-80 Level I 4K. The six programs
included are:

•General Information - The instructions for using the

package.

• Fixed Asset Control -This will give you a list of your

fixed assets and term depreciation.

•Detail Input -This program lets you create and record

your general ledger on tape for fast access
• Month and Year to Date Merge -This program will take

your monthly ledger data and give you a year to date

ledger

•Profit and Loss - With this program you can quickly get

trial balance and profit-and-loss statements.

•Year-End Balance -This program will combine all your

data from the profit-and-loss statements into a year-end

balance sheet.

With this package, you can make your TRS-80 a working

partner. Order No. 0013R $29.95.

DEMO I This package is |ust the thing to show your

friends what your TRS-80 can do Included are

•Computer Composer - Compose and play music using

only a standard AM radio.

•Baseball - Play baseball with your computer while it

does the scorekeeping.

•Horse Race — Place your bet and cheer your pony to the

winner's circle.

•ESP — Test your powers of extrasensory perception.

• HI-Lo/Tic-tac-toa -Guess the secret number or get

three in a row.

•Petals Around the Rose - Can you figure out the secret

behind the five dice?

•Slot Machine -Turn your computer into a one-armed

bandit. These programs require a TRS-80 Level I 4K

Order No. 0O20R $7.95.

DESTROY ALL SUBS/GUNBOATS/BOMBER This pack-

age of three programs is fun for the whole family. Includ-

ed are:

•Destroy All Subs -Hunt down enemy subs while

avoiding mines and torpedoes. A one-player game.
•Gunboats -Try to blow the enemy's ship out of the

water. For one or two players.

•Bomber -Carefully release your bomb to destroy the

moving submarine. A one-player game.
To enjoy these programs, you'll need a TRS-80 Level I 4K.

Order No. 0021 R $7.95.

PERSONAL FINANCE I Let your TRS-80 handle all the

tedious details the next time you figure your finances:

•Personal Finance I -With this program you can control

your incoming and outgoing expenses.

•Checkbook - Your TRS-60 can balance your checkbook
and keep a detailed list of expenses for tax time.

This handy financial control for the home requires only a
TRS-80 Level I 4K. Order No. 0027R $7.95.

•A trademark of Tandy Corporation

•SEE INSIDE BACK COVER FOR LIST OF DEALERS NEAR YOU.

Make a great buy even better . . .

Why pay full price? Take this coupon to the store nearest you and get $l .00

off on any of our software. If the store nearest you doesn't stock Instant

Software, then use the order blank at right to order your software direct, or

call Toil-Free 1-800-258-5473.

INSTANT SOFTWARETEEEEEEKEEEE*]
\M This coupon good for one dollar off any mm\

' Instant Software package when purchased '

through your local computer store.

Clt, _iie_

Signature . r-ACKAGINUMMI.
ATTENTION DEALER Include coupons with your nexl order Credit will be applied
toward purchase it you are not as yet selling instant Software wnte Instant Soft-
ware. Dealer Sales. Peterborough NH 03458 tor catalog ana dealer net pr.ee
schedule or call our marketing department at 1 603 924 7296 tor more information

Limit one coupon per package Offer void where prohibited by law

II I* 1 1JAVJ rrrrar

InslanlSoffvvatelnc.

J

City

Statu 7,n

D Check

D VISA

Card No

D Money order

AMEX Q Master Charge

Expiration Date

Signed Date

Order your Instant Software today!

Quantity Order No Unit Cost Total Cost

Handling $1.00

Total Order

*-2 L.

Instant Software Inc. Dept 49moi

Peterborough. N H 03458 USA
J
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SINEWS
edited by Michael Comendul

Computer Store Openings

Computer Science Systems, San Antonio,

TX has opened its first TRS-80 software store

in San Antonio.

The store, the first of four to be opened

over the coming months features accounting

programs for the business community, as well

as, games and advice for the computer en-

thusiast.

Stores are slated for Dallas, Houston and

Hidalgo, Texas.

In addition to software the stores will carry

Mini-Disk Drives, Diskettes and Printers for

Tandy Company's TRS-80 computer. Sup-

port items offered will include, paper, rib-

bons, memory expansion kits and modifica-

tion kits.

10 Million Character

Storage for TRS-80

LaSalle Computing, Inc., Norristown, Pa.,

has introduced a mass storage medium for the

Radio Shack TRS-80 system, providing the

user with capabilities of a mini-computer sys-

tem.

LaSalle has developed the Series/3 Disc

Operating System software linking the Pertec 5

to 20 million character hard disc and Cameo
model DC500 Disc Controller with theTRS-80.

The system requires a user-supplied 32K model

1 TRS-80 with expansion interface and a single

Radio Shack disc drive.

The Pertec 10 million character disc drive.

Cameo controller and all system cables is priced

at $4,795 F.O.B., Anaheim, California and

may be ordered through LaSalle Computing,

Inc. or Cameo Data Systems, Inc. Availability

is stock to 60 days. The Disc Operating System

software is priced at $600.

For further information contact Dick Hard-

ing, LaSalle Computing, Inc., P.O. Box 116,

Blue Bell, PA. 19422, Larry Covey, V.P.

Marketing, Cameo Data Systems, Inc., 1928 S.

Anaheim Blvd., Anaheim, California 92805.

TRS-IBM Interface

The TRS-80 may now be interfaced to the

IBM Model 50 Electronic Typewriter. A hard-

ware interface for connecting the Model 50 to

the CPU or the Expansion Interface and soft-

ware including a printer drive program,

patches for the Electric Pencil, as well as other

special application programs (including a pro-

gram for typing TV/Movie scripts), are now
available from Mediamix, Universal City,

CA.
The IBM Model 50 when combined with the

Mediamix products can type in 10 and 12 pitch

regular type, or proportionally spaced type,

all with right justification.

Sentence and word underlining, title center-

ing, indented paragraphs and an array of spe-

cial codes are available.

The Percom Separator.

Data Separation Reliable

A plug-in adapter for the TRS-80 and MP-F
mini-disk controllers which eliminates the

data read errors caused when clock and data

bits are not reliably separated during play-

back, has been introduced by Percom Data

Co., Garland, TX.
The problem relates to the higher storage

density of the inner disk tracks, and is not un-

common with either controller.

Called the Separator, Percom' s adapter

may be installed without making any changes

to the host system.

The Separator uses an external data separa-

tion circuit that compensates for a phenom-

enon referred to as "bit shifting."

According to Percom, bit shifting arises

during playback (reading) of high density data

and this is the source of most read errors.

An assembled and tested Separator adapter

sells for $29.95, including installation instruc-

tions.

Interface Allows Level II

The new CH 14 interface eliminates the need

for a RS-232 interface and requires no soft-

ware. It is designed to interface the Heathkit

H14 printer to the Centronics parallel port on

the TRS-80 expansion interface. The user

plugs one cable into the printer port on the ex-

pansion interface and the remaining cable has

a dip plug that connects inside the H14
printer. The installation takes 5 minutes and
allows Level II commands, LPRINT and

LLIST to be used. The CH14 is available for

$99.95.

Cost Effective Computer Services, 728 S.

10th St. Suite #2, Grand Junction, CO 81501.

DOT Again

Disco-Tech, Santa Rosa, CA has intro-

duced DDT, a new "disc drive timing" pro-

gram for both TRS-80 and Apple II micro-

computers.

DDT lets every disc drive owner keep track

of his disc drive motor speed and adjust it,

averting possible data loss and incompati-

bility among diskettes.

Disco Tech's DDT program works on any

drive, and provides a real-time graphic display

of motor speed which allows adjustment

within one-tenth of one RPM, out of an op-

timum 300 RPM.
DDT comes with documentation, a 32-page

manual that takes the user step-by-step

through the analysis and adjustment pro-

cedure.

Disco-Tech is marketing its DDT program

in two versions, for the TRS-80 and for Apple

II. Available in retail stores the TRS-80 DDT
program may be purchased on cassette at

$14.95 or on diskette at $19.95. The Apple

version of DDT is available only on diskette at

$19.95. DDT is also available direct from

Disco-Tech.

Inventory Control for TRS-80

An inventory control system for the TRS-80

computer has been released by National Soft-

ware Marketing Inc., Hollywood, Florida.

The package operates on a 32K Level II sys-

tem with 2 to 4 floppy disks and a printer.

The system stores and instantly retrieves up

to 3000 items (1000 per disk drive), which can

contain a six digit item number and a 24 char-

acter description. The master file contains

quantity on hand, quantity on order, reserved

stock, safety stock level, average cost, stan-

dard price, month and year-to-date sales in

units and dollars, month and year-to-date cost

of sales and average weekly usage. A complete

audit trail of purchases and sales is main-

tained.

The system is menu driven allowing selec-
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tion of entry, editing, updating and file main-

tenance. The reports produced include Inven-

tory Status, Price List and Reorder Analysis

and Sales Analysis. Price is S89.95.

NSM, P.O. Box 6195, Hollywood, FL
33021.
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Tape Digitizerfrom Alphanetics.

New Tape Digitizer

A device for efficient data storage and
retrieval is now available to TRS-80 users. A
new tape digitizer eliminates bad loadings and
permits copying of data and program tapes

without using the TRS-80.
The tape digitizer is fully compatible with

Level I and Level II formats and tapes

reproduced on this device can be played back

on any ordinary cassette.

Two features of the digitizer are its ability

to make copies of tapes and "system" tapes

that are better than the originals.

With most tapes, low volume levels to full

volume will produce reliable loading when us-

ing the tape digitizer and circuits filter out

hum and noise while compensation for large

volume variations enables recovery from
minor tape drop-outs.

To load programs or data, the digitizer is

connected as a buffer between the cassette

recorder and the "Tape Earphone" plug.

Accompanied by an instruction sheet and
necessary cables, the digitizer retails at $44.95

postpaid.

Write Alphanetics. P.O. Box 597, Forest-

ville, CA 95436.

Avoid Microwelding

Web Associates, Monrovia, CA, is attack-

ing the all-too-common TRS-80 cassette drive

hang-up, a special problem according to Web
research, if the user is running a lot of data

saves or loads, during which the cassette

recorder is turned on and off several times a

minute.

The actual failure, said Web, is caused by a

phenomenon known as microwelding, which

occurs as a result of excessive current and heat

build-up in the TRS-80 cassette control reed

relay.

The microwelding is further compounded
by a slight, self-holding, electomagnetic force

induced by the high recorder current. This

added electro-magnetic force is why, in most

cases, the hang-up goes away when the cas-

sette recorder is manually turned off. Web
Associates has developed theTBUFF module,

no larger than an ice cube, that simply plugs in

line with the REMOTE cable between the

TRS-80 and the recorder. TBUFF reduces the

current passed through the reed relay in the

TRS-80 while delivering full power to the

recorder.

TBUFF is available in two models—N and
R—and requests the CTR model number or

REM jack polarity accompany each TBUFF
order.

TBUFF retails for $9.95 from Web Asso-

ciates, P.O. Box 60 NA, Monrovia, CA
91016.

The Web REMOTE Cable.

User's Group
Sponsors Fair

Preliminary plans are underway for the first

West Coast Computer Fair sponsored by the

TRS-80 Users Group of Sarasota.

The fair will include all areas of interest and
all makes of computers. Tentatively sched-

uled for February or March, 1980, we wel-

come responses from individuals, businesses,

or educational institutions.

If you are interested in reserving a commer-
cial booth, giving a lecture or demonstration,

or would like additional information, please

contact Carmen A. Gianforte, Program
Chairman, 19 North Boulevard of Presidents,

Sarasota, Florida 33577.

Compact Dual Drives

A new 5 V* " dual floppy disk drive that packs
two reliable drives with speed and increased

storage capacity into a standard 3 V*" x 5 3/«" x

Dual floppiesfrom Energy Equipment

%Vi" package, has been designed by Energy

Equipment, Inc.

"Another DAM Floppy" offers 400K bytes

of usable information (10 sectors of 512 bytes,

dual density format, 40 tracks) that can be

stored on two standard 5 lA" diskettes.

The dual floppy accesses random data at 1

2

ms. per track, seek time with a head load time

of only 15 ms. and a settling time of just 12 ms.

In combination, it gives you an average random
access to 400K bytes of information in just 270

ms.

A ceramic, straddle erase read-write head de-

creases time tolerance for sectoring, while a

precision ground "V" groove ensures correct

head positioning on any standard 5'/«" disk-

ette. Contact Energy Equipment, Inc. for more
information.

The Datestones of Ryn

The Datestones of Ryn is an exciting new
solo fantasy adventure from Automated Simu-

lations.

A dark and deadly labyrinth of caves and
tunnels hides the date stones stolen from the

ducal calendar of Ryn (pronounced rune).

The Datestones of Ryn has fourteen options

with a map of the dungeon.

The Datestones of Ryn comes complete with

a colorful 16-page illustrated manual, program
cassette and command summary card.

The Datestones of Ryn requires Level II, 16K
and comes on cassette or disk for $14.95.

Automated Simulations, P.O. Box 4232,

Mountain View, CA 94040.

Disk Drive Cleaner

A Disk Drive Head Cleaner for the TRS-80,
is available in the form of a mini diskette with

reusable head cleaner on both sides. In addi-

tion, a program is included that does the

cleaning thoroughly and automatically. A
cleaning solution is also provided.

The Disk Head Cleaner will allow more re-

liable disk drive operation and save the user

the cost of head cleaning maintenance,

according to TBS, Inc. Atlantic, GA.
TBS is in the process of developing the

cleaner, which sells for $12.95, for other com-
puters.

For more information see your local TBS
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so

dealer or write The Bottom Shelf, Inc., P.O.

Box 49104, Atlanta, Georgia 30359.

Plug in CRYPTEXT

CRYPTEXT, a hardware encryption

device, plugs into the back of the TRS-80 or

into the expansion interface via an optional

cable.

The pocket-size device allows you to secure

inventory and financial data, technical and

proprietary information, graphics, programs

or text. The encrypted information can be

stored on cassettes or disks.

Used with a modem, CRYPTEXT trans-

mits data or messages by telephone or other

CRYPTEXT Device.

communication channels. Other uses include

generating pseudorandom numbers for games

or scientific programs.

Data throughput is greater than 15K

bytes/second and power consumption is low

at less than 100 milliwatts.

The CRYPTEXT is available for under

$300 each.

Write: CRYPTEXT Corporation, P.O.

Box 425, Northgate Station, Seattle, WA
98125.

Diagnostic Software

Diagnostic software for the TRS-80 com-

puter system is now available from VR Data,

Folcroft, PA.
The new software is written in separate pro-

grams to test RAM, ROM, CPU, and I/O cir-

cuitry for errors. All the programs detect

malfunctions in hardware circuitry.

The diagnostic software is available for

$34.95 each on cassette or diskette from VR
Data, 777 Henderson Boulevard, Folcroft In-

dustrial Park, Folcroft, PA 19032.

INFOBOX

InfoBox is a new information system for

the TRS-80. The user can store, look up.

delete, save and read files from cassette or

disk with five one-letter commands.
The basic unit in InfoBox is the item. An

item is limited only by memory size. InfoBox

loads and runs. There is no initialization.

Because it is an all-in-one program, it can per-

form all functions with no switching back and
forth among cassettes or programs.

Versions of InfoBox are available for the

TRS-80 Level-II and TRSDOS. Both versions

use about 3K. While Infobox does not require

disk or printer, both versions have commands
to print selected items on a printer. The price

is $19.95.

Micronybble Systems, 63 Dana Street,

Cambridge, MA 02138.

Dynacomp Programs

Four new programs, on cassettes, are being

offered for TRS-80 (Level II) users by Dyna-

comp, Webster, NY. These include Flight

Simulator, a program which allows the user to

take-off, fly, navigate and land an airplane;

Valdez, a simulation of the navigation of a

supertanker through ship and iceberg traffic

with the goal of reaching the oil port of

Valdez, Alaska; Bridge 2.0, a computer ver-

sion of the card game, which both bids and

plays; and Hearts 1.5, a card game that pits

the player against two computer opponents.

The software requires 16 Kilobytes of pro-

gram memory and ranges in price from $9.95

to $17.95.

Dynacomp, P.O. Box 162, Webster, NY
14580.

200 KBYTE 77-Track
Mini Disk Drive

Microcomputer Technology, Inc (MTI),

Santa Ana, CA has introduced a large capaci-

ty mini drive for the Radio Shack TRS-80

computer.

The new mini disk system, identified as the

Model TF-7, features 77 tracks and has the

largest storage capacity of any mini drive now
available for the TRS-80: 195 Kbytes of on-

line storage. To realize the full potential of the

195 Kbyte capacity, a new, 77 track version of

the MTI/APPARAT DOS+ disk operating

system is also being made available by MTI.

The new model TF-7, 77-track unit is priced

at $625 and is available for off the shelf

delivery.

Micro-Backgammon 1.5

Micro-backgammon 1.5, for the Radio

Shack TRS-80, is a backgammon playing pro-

gram released by Questar Software. It in-

cludes three levels of play ranging from begin-

ner to expert.

The computer moves its pieces using both

animated graphics and a literal display.

The Questar game includes a number of

features: you can set up or alter any position;

dice rolls are random or input for tournament

play; and you can switch sides with the com-

puter, watch it play against itself, or set up
and have it play any position or dice roll. All

moves are checked for legality.

Micro-backgammon 1 .5 is written in Z-80

machine language. Two versions are included

on one cassette so that it can be run on both

Level I and Level II 4K TRS-80's. A complete

instruction booklet comes with the cassette.

The price is $19.95.

Questar Software, P.O. Box 723, Wichita,

KS 67201.
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Micro-Backgammon by Questar.

FLIST Allows Pagination

A new software program from Faulk &
Associates allows pagination on hard copy

listings; date and time printing on listings;

user data inserted in the heading on the listing;

support for various printers including user

defined line length and page length.

FLIST is loaded as a temporary extension

to either Level II BASIC, or Disk BASIC, and

supports the new DOS 2.2 extensions to

BASIC (including BASICR and recovery of

BASIC programs already in memory).

When running under Disk BASIC, FLIST
adds a new BASIC command to DOS
CALLED BASICF. This loads the FLIST
program and adds the temporary interface to

BASIC providing the new command FLIST to

be useable from BASIC. BASIC itself is not

modified and this product will not affect the

performance of any BASIC programs.

FLIST resides in high memory for either a

32K or 48K machine under DOS or Level II.

The BASICF command is available only on

version 2.2.

The price is $19.95.

Write Faulk & Associates Software, 253 1 E.

Commonwealth Ave., Fullerton CA 92631.

Cybermate Package

Cybermate, Nazareth, PA, has available a

full line of programs, games, puzzles and

graphics for the TRS-80.

The programs include language and gram-

mar; games of Monopoly, Scrabble or poker;
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If you're not content with just playing games. TBS is producing

applications software for your TRS-80 Level II that makes it a

practical tool.

CHECKBOOK It by Alan Meyers is the finest program of its

kind yet published. With superb graphic screen displays, it

does everything necessary to keep your checkbook balanced.

Data is input directly into a five-column screen display with a

field for alpha or numeric codes. Editing is done easily in any or

all columns. CHECKBOOK II will accurately balance and
reconcile your checkbook, handling balances up to $1 .000.000.
Your balance brought forward is always in memory. Out-

standing checks are listed and easily saved You can also search

for an entry by any field except amount, and all checks with

matching entries will be displayed and totaled A numeric sort

routine is included Screen prints can be made to a line printer

from almost any point in the program. In addition, the 3^-48K
version can write files to disk. This and the 16K version are

included on the same tape. For $18.50. CHECKBOOK II is the

top of the line in personal checkbook programs.
INFORMATION SYSTEM by Dale Kubler is simply the best in-

memory, data base manager on the market. It allows you to

create files with up to ten categories per 'page' . up to 40
characters per category and 200 characters total per page.

Data from the keyboard is entered directly on a screen display

of one entire page. Once entered, you can sort or search your
entire data base by any category and have the information

desired displayed on the screen INFORMATION SYSTEM pro-

vides a thorough editing mode allowing changes by line without

rewriting an entire file. Program your own printouts to almost
any form you desire for line or serial printers Screen prints from
anywhere in the program are also available. INFORMATION
SYSTEM creates either disk or cassette files depending on the

version you use. Four versions are supplied with the program
tape. From mail lists to recipes, for only $24.50, this program

is the ideal information manager.
EXERCISER is for everyone This program allows you to set

your own physical fitness goals, then chart and analyze your pro-

gress toward these goals Further, you may program an exercise

regimen, then have the computer 'coach' you through your

exercise routines. This system will allow you to use your com-
puter to reinforce your effort to attain physical health EXERCISER
is really two programs in one. One measures your progress in

jogging, swimming and bicycling and the other is for setting

calisthenic regimens. It has long been known that to effectively

structure an exercise program, it is necessary to think in terms
of goals which can be met over a period of time Whether you
are training for the Boston Marathon or just wish for a minimum
level of fitness. EXERCISER is designed to help you attain your
goals. The price for this exceptional program is just $12 50.

TBS has other great software for your TRS-80. BASIC
TOOLKIT, SYSTEM DOCTOR & TERMINAL CONTROL are systems
utilities BUSINESS MAIL LIST, DATA BASE MANAGER. CHECK
REGISTER ACCOUNTING SYSTEM & ANALYSIS PAD are strong

applications for business. Don't forget the LIBRARY 100; 100
programs for only $49.50. TBS also has DISK HEAD CLEANERS
for TRS-80 and APPLE and GRAN MASTER DISKETTES, the

best on the market.

TBS is YOUR COMPANY, and to you we pledge to produce
quality software at a price you can afford. The above products
are available NOW at Computer Stores and Associate Radio Shack
Stores nationwide or directly through us. For more information

please contact us at the numbers below.
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to

word processing, math tests and ecology study

programs.

A source package of 41 programs sells for

$19.95. Also available are cassettes for $4.95.

Write Cybermate for details: RFD #3. Box
192A. Nazareth, PA 18064.

Payroll System for Business

The 32K Comprehensive Payroll Program,
for up to 115 employees, is now available

from the V R Data Corp.

The random access program determines

federal withholding. FICA, state and local

taxes. It also deducts sick pay from FICA,
produces monthly, quarterly and year to date

reports and can be custom tailored for in-

dividual payroll periods— weekly, bi-weekly,

semi-monthly and monthly.

The system is programmed to print checks

and stubs to guarantee accurate records. The

price is $99.95.

V R Data Corp., 777 Henderson Blvd.,

Folcroft Industrial Park, Folcroft, PA 19032.

The Lightning Buster from TBS Inc.

Electronic Safety

TBS Inc. announced the release of a new

product called the Lightning Buster. This de-

vice protects your computer from power

surges up to 1000 amps. The Lightning Buster

is a three plug adapter that goes into any three

prong 125V, 15A wall outlet. The Lightning

Buster is an inexpensive means of assuring the

safety of electronic investments.

The price is $14.50. For more information

see your local TBS dealer or write The Bottom

Shelf. Inc.. P.O. Box 49104. Atlanta. GA
30359.

Tiny PASCAL

Supersoft. Champaign, IL has released the

only authorized version of the famous
Chung/Yuen Tiny PASCAL for the TRS-80.

The Tiny PASCAL package contains the

editor, compiler, and the run time support

routines, as well as a complete operating sys-

tem.

Tiny PASCAL on cassette requires a Level

II 16K computer, but no disc drive. The entire

system is in 8080 machine code, but source to

the compiler is also supplied with the tape.

The compiler source is written in Tiny

PASCAL.
Tiny includes the complete subset of stan-

dard PASCAL: recursive procedure/ func-

tions (7 levels deep); WHILE CASE; FOR
(LOOP); REPEAT/UNTIL; READ;
WRITE; IF THEN ELSE; 'PEEK' and

'POKE'; and complete graphics for the

TRS-80.

Tiny PASCAL is available from Supersoft,

PO Box 1628, Champaign, IL 61820, for $40.

Mailing Software

A new software product called the Business

Mailing System has just been released by TBS
Inc. It is designed for large scale business users

with a TRS-80, at least 32K of memory, a

printer and two disk drives. The Business Mail

System allows the user to store up to 150,000

names on a single file composed of multiple

diskettes. The Business Mail System sorts the

entries into zip code order and alphabetical

order within the zip code. As new entries are

made, the file is expanded automatically by

the computer.

The Business Mail System allows you to use

one through four labels at your discretion. It

provides for the printing of either three or

four line addresses. The mail list also allows

you to program names you wish to print out

by using ten exclusive and non-exclusive

codes.

The Business Mail System cost $125. For

more information write The Bottom Shelf,

Inc., PO Box 49104, Atlanta. GA 30359.

Disk Based Box-Jenkins

Box-Jenkins, a technique used for sales,

price, interest rate and production forecast-

ing, has been implemented for TRS-80's with

disk capabilities and at least 32K of memory.

The current model, according to Applied

Economic Analysis, gives the user the option

of letting the computer select the best set of

parameters to be used for forecasting. In this

way even those who are unfamiliar with the

Box-Jenkins procedure are able to use the

technique.

The $97 package comes in a three ring bind-

er with diskette and 40 pages of explanation

and documentation.

Applied Economic Analysis, 4005 Locust

Ave., Long Beach. CA 90807.

Data Base Manager

Information System (In Memory) is a new

16K program for the TRS-80.

According to TBS, Inc., the program func-

tions as an in-mem data base manager and is

operator programmable. Up to ten fields,

with 40 characters per field and 200 total

characters are allowed. The number of rec-

ords held in memory depends on the number

of fields you create, the field lengths, and the

amount of memory your computer has.

Data base can be stored by any field with a

high speed machine language sort. IN MEM
creates either disk or tape files. A complete

editing mode is provided allowing changes by

line instead of entire record.

Information System allows you to program

your printouts to any format you desire. The
program is ideal for small mailing lists, inven-

tories or anything that you would normally

file with index cards. The price is $24.50.

The Bottom Shelf, Inc.. P.O. Box 49104.

Atlanta. GA 30359.

New Mini Disk

The MF-80 mini-floppy disk drive is com-

patible with all Radio Shack TRS-80 software

and hardware. It consists of the MPI B5I

drive and a heavy duty power supply enclosed

in a silver case.

The B-51 drive features 40 tracks, dust tight

door and diskette eject. It has a clutch which

prevents crimping of the center hole of the

diskette. The MF-80 is priced at $359.

Cost Effective Computer Services, 728 S.

10th St. Suite #2, Grand Junction, CO 81501.

Classic Backgammon

Backgammon for the TRS-80

The Classic Game Series, introduced by

The Software Association, includes three pro-

grams for the 16K Level II TRS-80.

BACK-40, a backgammon program, in-

cludes computer or player opening depending

on dice roll, computer and player doubling

and scoring of all regular, gammon, and

backgammon endings. Points are numbered

to make move inputs simple and all moves are

checked for legality.

BACK-40 is priced at $14.95 with complete

instructions. The other games in the series,

Z-CHESS and DR. CHIPS (an "ELIZA"
type program) are $17.95 and $14.95 respec-

tively.

The Software Association, P.O. Box

58365, Dept. KM. Houston. TX 77058.

Does a product

interest you? Mention

80 Microcomputing

when you query!
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* * * * TRS-80 USERS—TREAT YOUR COMPUTER TO THESE EXCITING PROGRAMS: * * * * *
* ENHANCED GRAPHICS AND MORE OPTIONS IN OUR CURRENT VERSIONS! *
jfc

PRICED AS LOW AS 480 PER PROGRAM! %
* AIOS/1-This program combines NATURAL LANGUAGE with action verb program- #
*. ming. 4K & up #
* NLOS/1— Give your TRS-80 the power to read and understand ENGLISH! Build conver- *
* sational data bases — solve problems and answer questions relating to information *
•* learned. 16K (NLOS/2-32K, enhanced, performs learned tasks, built-in vocabulary!) *
* MAZE/1 - Randomly generate and solve MAZES of selected complexity. 4K *
* CONSTELLATION — Unique graphics display the night sky, then travel to any star and •*

* view the night sky of that ALIEN planet. 16K (ver. 2, enhanced, built-in star chart!) *
* YG/1 - Players may challenge the TRS-80 to a game of YAHTZEE. 16K •*

* CARTOON - Create and run ANIMATED PICTURES on your screen. 4K *
* CP/1 - Randomly generate and solve CROSSWORD PUZZLES- graphics. 16K *
* BGSG/1 -Command Colonial or Cylon fleets in BATTLESTAR GALACTICA. 16K *
* CHECKERS-Challenge your TRS-80 to a game of CHECKERS -graphics. 16K *
* LND/1-Buy and manage properties as you build your REAL ESTATE empire. But #
* beware, your tenants may give you trouble! 4K *
* MNP/1 -Challenge your TRS-80 to a game of MONOPOLY. 16K *
* SWG/1 -Challenge your TRS-80 to a SCRABBLE-like game. 4K #
* TRIVIA-Test your memory with this BRAIN TEASING game! 16K #
* POKER -Challenge your TRS-80 to a game of POKER. 4K *
* BWL/1 -Challenge your TRS-80 to a BOWLING match. 4K #
* CAL/1 -Turn your TRS-80 into a powerful CALCULATOR. 4K *
* TMT/1 —Chase a madman forward and backward in TIME. 4K *
* CLUE— Become a master DETECTIVE and solve murder mysteries. 4K *
* NB/1 - Hunt down the enemy's fleet in this exciting NAVAL BATTLE. 4K *
* AR/1 -Test your skill in a wrecked car in DEMOLITION DERBY. 4K *
* BB/1 -Challenge your TRS-80 to a BASEBALL game. 4K *
* CS/1 - Manage a nuclear power plant in CHINA SYNDROME. 4K *
* LL/1 -Attempt to land an extraterrestrial SPACE CRAFT. 4K *
* ENV/1 -Test your knowledge of ECOLOGY. 4K *
* RBT/1— Guide a series of bombs in an attempt to blow up a group of invading *
* ANDROIDS. 4K " *
* WT/1 - Lead a WAGON TRAIN safely across the prairie. 4K *
* WAR/1 -Command airplanes, TANKS and ARMIES in a war. 4K *
* MS/1 -Test your MATH SKILLS at various levels of complexity. 4K *
* SHT/1 -Turn your TRS-80 into a SHOOTING GALLERY. 4K *
* PB/1 -Turn your TRS-80 into a PINBALL MACHINE. 4K *
* SW/1 - Engage in INTERSTELLAR CONFLICT against the Zetars. 16K *
* BNG/1 - Play an exciting game of BINGO with your TRS-80. 4K *
* GR/1 - Challenge your TRS-80 to a game of GIN RUMMY. 4K *
* BJ/1 -Challenge your TRS-80 to a game of BLACKJACK. 4K *
* PP/1 - Challenge your TRS-80 to a PING-PONG game. 4K *
* FOUR IN A ROW -Play the game of CONNECT FOUR using animated graphics! 16K *
* TWP/1 -Turn your TRS-80 into a powerful WORD PROCESSOR. 16K *
* TRG/1-GENERATE REPORTS from tape data files with headings, control breaks, *
* record selection and totals. 16K *
* TRS/1 - Multi-key field SORT UTILITY for tape data files. 16K *
* TDB/1 -Create, maintain and inquiry to TAPE DATA BASE files. 16K *
* INVASION - Prevent an ALIEN INVADER from destroying the Earth. 16K *
LEVEL 2 BASIC, COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS, CLOAD TESTED CASSETTES: 84.85; SOURCE LISTINGS:
81.851 ORDER 2 OR MORE PROGRAMS—GET 10% OFF. ALL 41 SOURCE LISTINGS FOR 818.85!
SOURCE LISTINGS EASILY ADAPTED TO PET. APPLE AND OTHER BASIC COMPUTERS!

Ordertoday! * * * %Jj^ShSJdii^m^SL^i£i&SSmii£^SSSM * * * Ordertoday!
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RADIO SHACK COMPUTER OWNERS
TRS-80 MODEL I AND MODEL II

TRS80 MONTHLY
NEWSLETTER

• PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
• BUSINESS
• GAMBLING • GAMES
• EDUCATION
• PERSONAL FINANCE
• BEGINNER'S CORNER
• NEW PRODUCTS
• SOFTWARE EXCHANGE
• MARKET PLACE
• QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
• PROGRAM PRINTOUTS

AND MORE

PROGRAMS AND ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN OUR FIRST 12 ISSUES
INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:

• A COMPLETE INCOME TAX PROGRAM (LONG AND SHORT FORM)
• INVENTORY CONTROL
• STOCK MARKET ANALYSIS
• WORD PROCESSING PROGRAM (FOR DISK OR CASSETTE)
• LOWER CASE MODIFICATION FOR YOUR VIDEO MONITOR OR PRINTER
• PAYROLL (FEDERAL TAX WITHHOLDING PROGRAM)
• EXTEND 16 DIGIT ACCURACY TO TRS-80 FUNCTIONS (SUCH AS

SQUARE ROOTS AND TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS)
• NEW DISK DRIVES FOR YOUR TRS-80
• PR'NTER OPTIONS AVAILABLE FOR YOUR TRS-80
• A HORSE SELECTION SYSTEM*"ARITHMET1C TEACHER
• COMPLETE MAILING LIST PROGRAMS (BOTH FOR DISK OR CASSETTE

SEQUENTIAL AND RANDOM ACCESS)
• RANDOM SAMPLING***BAR GRAPH
• CHECKBOOK MAINTENANCE PROGRAM
• LEVEL II UPDATES"'LEVEL II INDEX
• CREDIT CARD INFORMATION STORAGE FILE
• BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO MACHINE LANGUAGE AND ASSEMBLY

LANGUAGE
• LINE RENUMBERING
• AND CASSETTE TIPS. PROGRAM HINTS. LATEST PRODUCTS

COMING SOON (GENERAL LEDGER. ACCOUNTS PAYABLE AND
RECEIVABLE. FORTRAN 80, FINANCIAL APPLICATIONS PACKAGE.
PROGRAMS FOR HOMEOWNERS, MERGE TWO PROGRAMS.
STATISTICAL AND MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMS (BOTH
ELEMENTARY AND ADVANCED) AND

Of

WORD PROCESSING PROGRAM (Cassette or Disk)
For writing letters, text, mailing lists, etc., with each new subscriptions or renewal.

LEVEL II RAM TEST (Cassette or Disk)
Checks random access memory to ensure that all memory locations are working properly.

DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (Cassette or Disk)
Complete file management for your TRS-80.

SEND FOR OUR 36 PAGE SOFTWARE CATALOG (INCLUDING LISTINGS OF HUNDREDS OF TRS-80 PROGRAMS
AVAILABLE ON CASSETTE AND DISKETTE). $2.00 OR FREE WITH EACH SUBSCRIPTION OR SAMPLE ISSUE.

•CQMPIJTRQNXCSf
Box 14* N«w City. Naw York 109S6

ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION $24

TWO YEAR SUBSCRIPTION $48

SAMPLE OF LATEST ISSUE $ 4

START MY SUBSCRIPTION WITH ISSUE

(#1 - July 1978 • #7 January 1979 • #12 - June 1979)

W 24
HOUR
ORDER
LINE

(914) 425-1535

NEW SUBSCRIPTION

CREDIT CARD NUMBER

RENEWAL

EXP DATE

SIGNATURE

NAME

ADDRESS
"ADD $6'YF AR (CANADA MEXICO) ADD J17'YEAR AIR MAIL OUTSIDE OFUSA CANADA A MEXICO'

"TRS-80 Is a registered trademark of TANDY CORP."
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CQMPUTRQNICS
• • •EVERYTHING FOR YOUR TRS-80 • • •

TRS-80 Is a trademark of the Radio Shack Division of Tandy Corporation

* All Orders processed within 24-Hours
•k Free Shipping within U.P.S. areas (add $3 for orders outside of the U.S.A. or U.P.S. areas).

ir 30-Day Money Back Guarantee on all Software (less a $3 penalty for handling).

* 10-Day Money Back Guarantee on Disk Drives and Printers PLUS 120-Days Free Service.

INCOME TAX PAC8
TRS-80 Translation* Irom Accountants Software
Associates with Complete Users Manual.

INCOME TAX PAC A . . . $19.98
For Level II 1MC Cassette
• Form 1040 • Form 1040A
• Schedule A Itemized Deductions
• Schedule B Interest and Dividends
• Schedule TC Tax Computations
• Output to Video Display

INCOME TAX PAC ft . . . $49.95
For Level II 1SK Cessans or 32K Disk
• All Features of Pac A Plus
• Output to Video or Line Printer

• Formats Form 1040 and 1040A for Tractor Feed
Forms

• Schedule C Income from a Personally Owned
Business

• Form 2106 Employee Business Expenses

PROFESSIONAL INCOME TAX
PAC C . . . $99.95

For 32K System WNh Disk Drive
• All Features of Pacs A & B Plus
• Automatic Memory Storage for Income Tax

Preparers
• Instant Line Change
• Additional Schedules and Forms
• Formats Forms for Individual or Tractor Feed

Printing

BENDER'S 1990 TAX
RETURN MANUAL . . . $29.96

• 400 Page Step By Step Tax Preparation Manual
• Includes Every Tax Table and Form
• All Forms Are Reproducible
• Line-By-Line Explanation of Each Form

TRS-80 DISK AND OTHER MYSTERIES
$19.95 ($22.95 atltr 2/1/80). Over 100 pages
of mdespensible information for disk owners.
Leern to recover information from bad disks,

how to make Basic programs unlistable and 12
more chapters of never published tipsand infor-

mation. Written by H.C. Pennington. (For all

Oisk Owners).

FROM AOVENTURELAMD INTERNATIONAL
• ADVENTURE #1 - #7 by Scott Adams . .

.

J 14.95 each available on Cassette or Disk

HORSE SELECTOR II by Dr. Hal Davis . .

.

$50. The TRS-80 version updated for the TRS-80
and originally reviewed in Systems and
Methods.

FROM APPARAT
NEW DOS • $99.95

35. 40 and 77 Track Versions available

iCQMPUTRQMICSf

FROM RACET COMPUTES
• REMODEL-PROLOAD - Renumbers pro-

gram lines, combines programs. The only re-

number program that will renumber the middle
of a program Specify 16K. 32K or 48K Works
with Cassette or Disk . . . $34.85

e GSF • Use in your Basic Programs for Instant

Sorting (will sort 1000 items in 9 seconds) Other
commands include Compress and Uncompress
Data. Duplicate Memory. Display Screen
Controls and Fast Graphic Controls . . . $24.95

(For Cassette or Disk, specify 16K. 32K or 48K)
• DOSORT - All GSF commands plus special

Multiple Disk Sorting Routines . . . $34.9$

(Specify 32K or 48K)
• INFINITE BASIC - Adds 70 commands to

your TRS-80 including Instant Sort. Matrix

Commands. String Commands. Left and Right

Justification. String Centering. Simultaneous
Equations. Upper and Lower Case Reverse and
more . . . $49.95 (For Cassette or Disk)

INFINITE BUSINESS (Requires Infinite Basic) -

Eliminate Round-off error, 127-Digit Calcula-
tion Accuracy. Insert New Elements in Sorted
Arrays. Automatic Page Headings, Footings,
and Pagination. Multiple Precision Arithmetic

and more . . . $29.95. (For Cassette or Disk).

• COPSYS - Copy Machine Language
Programs . . . $14.95 (For Cassette only).

FROM SMALL SYSTEM SOFTWARE
• RSM-2 Machine Language Monitor . . . $28.95
• RSM-2D Disk Version of RSM-2 . . . $29.95
• DCV-1 Converts Machine Language Programs

from tape to disk . . . $9.95
• AIR RAID - The ultimate TRS-80 game con-

verts your TRS-80 into a real time shooting
gallery . . . $14.95

• BARRICADE -A fast pong style game.. $14.95
• CPM - $150 (for Disk only)

• TRS-232 INTERFACE - Interface with Soft-

ware driver RS-232 printers to your
TRS-80 . . . $49.95

• TRS-232 FORMATTER -Additional

(Optional) Software lor TRS-232 owners Ads
many printer commands to your
TRS-80 . . . $14.95 ($9 95 with purcnase of

TRS-232)

MAIL PAC - For Model I or Model ll Disk
Systems only . . . $99.95. Quick-sorling full user
control over mailing list from Gallactic Software.

MICROSOFT FORTRAN (DISK)

$380- NOW $150

SARGON II

THE CHESS CHAMP
$29.95

Box 149 New City, New York 10956

36-Page Catalog $2 FREE With Any Order
Order by Phone or Mail
No Shipping Charge
Add $3 for C.O.D.

Add $3 for all Foreign and non-U.P.S. shipments
Add $3 for UPS. Blue Label

FROM THE BOTTOM SHELF
• CHECKBOOK II (for Cassette or Disk) .

.

$18.50
• INFORMATION SYSTEM (for Cassette or

Disk . . . $24.50
• SYSTEM DOCTOR (a complete diagnosis of

your TRS-80 checks memory, video, cassette,

disk. ROM and all other parts of your system) -

for Cassette or Disk . . . $28.50
• CHECKBOOK REGISTER ACCOUNT-
ING SYSTEM (requires 2 disk drives) . . $49.50

• LIBRARY 100 - 100 established business,

game and educatlonal programs pius FREE Tiny
Pilot all for . . . $49.50

• BASIC TOOL KIT - lists all variables. GOTO"s
and GOSUB's in your program . . . $19.80

• SOUNDWARE - Ads sound to your TRS-80
Just plus it in . . .$29.95. Sample programs
included

• TING TONG - Can be used with Soundware
lor a Sound version of pong . . . $9.95.

DISK BUSINESS PROGRAMS
MODEL I AND MODEL II

GENERAL LEDGER/CASH JOURNAL . . $99.95
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE . . $99.95
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE . . $99.95
INVENTORY CONTROL . . $99.95

PAYROLL . . $99.95

VISTA VM DISK DRIVE
110 K OF STORAGE

$395
Add $29 95 for Cable

(Free with Purchase Of Two Disk Drives)
— 10 Day Money Back Guarantee —

8" Drives also available

FROM HOWE SOFTWARE
MON-3 - Machine Language Programming for

Beginners MON-3 is a Complete
System Monitor with Users
Manual $39.95

MON-4 • Disk Version of MON-3 . . . $49.95

LEVEL III BASIC . . . $49.95 FROM
MICROSOFT - Now Cassette owners can add
Disk Commands to tnei r TRS-80 without owning

a Disk Drive.

BRAND NEW OLIVETTI PRINTER . . .$2495
Business Letter quality print, Automatic Line
Justification (on request). Quick Printing, can
be used as a Memory Typewriter, plugs right

into your TRS-80 without any modification or

software

THE ELECTRIC PENCIL
Cassette . . . $99.95

Disk . . . $150.00

^9

24
HOUR ORDER LINE

(914) 425-1535
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From a two man leather goods enterprise to a multi-

million dollar business, the development of Tandy Corp.

The Tandy Story

Dave Tandy, founder of Tandy Co.

Lewis Kornfeld, President of Radio Shack

Corp., a division of Tandy Corp.

By Chris Brown

The roots of Tandy Corp. lie deep in the

dusty plains of western Texas, where, over six-

ty years ago, two friends pooled their re-

sources and laid the foundations for this Fort

Worth success story.

"By the book; always keep your emphasis

on net profitability." That is the philosophy

old Dave Tandy espoused and it persists to

this day in the boardrooms and executive of-

fices of Ft. Worth. The result is a company
which controls nearly all phases of its oper-

ation, from manufacturing to retailing.

In the consumer electronics field their op-

eration is unique and may possibly make Tan-

dy/Radio Shack the healthiest domestic elec-

tronics firm facing the rugged economic sail-

ing of the 1980s.

Selling Leather

In 1918 Dave Tandy and Norton Hinckley

bought a modest inventory of shoe leather and

other repair supplies, and sold them to cob-

blers throughout Texas under the name of

Hinckley-Tandy Leather.

Business was good and by 1927 they opened

their first branch store in a small town, Beau-

mont, TX. Five years of lean operation taught

Tandy a valuable marketing lesson and he

relocated to more progressive Houston.

Dave Tandy remained a salesman all of his

life and he passed on this enthusiasm for

business to his son, Charles, who built the

Tandy Corporation of today, serving as its

first president and chairman.

World War II had interrupted Charles Tan-

dy's Harvard Business School studies but his

tour of duty made him aware of the interest in

leather hobbies that existed within the armed

forces.

After the war he returned to Hinckley-

Tandy, but he wasted no time in capitalizing

on what he perceived as a lucrative craft

market. In 1950 he opened two stores spe-

cializing exclusively in leather crafts. To com-

plement the retail operation, he also began a

mail order sales business.

Tandy's long range goal was a chain of

stores serving the hobbyist/craftsman and his

instincts proved correct. His retail and mail

order operations returned 100% percent on

his investment in the first year. This combi-

nation of retail outlets backed up by mail

order sales was the key element in Tandy

Corp.'s future success.

First Catalog

The first Tandy catalog, only eight pages,

was sent to respondents to a two-inch ad that

appeared in the April, 1950 issue of Popular

Science magazine. The catalog offerings,

aimed at the do-it-yourselfers, brought an en-

couraging response. Dave and son, Charles,

had struck a chord in the American mentality.

The era of the hobbyist was at hand.

The Tandys' ideas for the future of the

company increasingly diverged from those of

Norton Hinckley, their old partner. The in-

evitable split came in 1950.

It was amicably agreed that the Tandys

would pursue the leather craft market, while

Hinckley would continue in the shoe findings

trade.

In the vangard of the emerging do-it-your-

self movement that swept America in the wake

of consumer shortages and post-war econom-

ic slow downs, Tandy's sales climbed to over

S2.9 million within two years. They opened

fifteen stores during those first two years and

began to develop a cadre of management

talent.

In 1952, Tandy made its first of many ac-

quisitions, a failing handicrafts manufac-

turing firm in New Jersey. The acquisition

gave Tandy access to the huge East Coast

market and gave them an in-house manufac-

turing facility.

Tandy had opened 16 more retail stores, but

in each case the philosophy was the same:

Back up retail sales with direct mail adver-

tising and place new retail outlets in those

areas where large mail order markets already

existed.

In the five years between 1950 and 1955,

Tandy's sales rose to $8 million but to protect

the company's ownership from estate prob-
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lems, Tandy allowed itself to be acquired by a

Boston tannery company that had come upon

hard times. Terms of the sale provided op-

tions for Tandy stockholders to buy shares of

the parent company over a four year period.

From 1955-1958 Tandy remained a division

of the newly established General American In-

dustries, but further unprofitable acquisition

by the new parent destroyed their relation-

ship.

It became obvious that only two of six

General American divisions were making

money. A struggle for control ensued with

Charles Tandy emerging victorious after per-

suading a key European stockholder to

withhold proxy votes. By 1960 Charles Tandy
had eliminated the last of the unprofitable

divisions in what is referred to by the Tandy

management as the "clean up year."

Tandy Meets Radio Shack

Changing its name to Tandy Corporation

and its address—to Ft. Worth—in 1961 the

company operated 125 stores in 105 American

cities. Though many were leased premises that

shared space with the local drug store, five

and dime or post office, a foothold was

established in major American marketing

areas.

1961 was also a year of acquisition for Tan-

dy. With the lessons of the rapid expansion of

1956 still fresh in mind, Tandy cautiously

went shopping in the corporate marketplace.

Five companies in varying states of health

were acquired, each related to the do-it-

yourself industry.

In 1962 Radio Shack was a small, struggling

electronics firm in Boston, MA. Nine retail

outlets in the Boston area and a small mail

order operation generated $9 million a year in

sales. Most of its customers were old time ham
radio types whose passion for electronic cir-

cuitry could only be sated by a ready supply of

components.

Realizing Radio Shack's compatibility with

his retail/mail order operation, Charles Tan-

dy did not hesitate to take control.

Tandy controlled Radio Shack's manage-

Radio Shack TRS-80 Model II with Line Primer III and an external disk system.

ment by April 1963; owned 66^o of its com-

mon stock by September 1. By June 1965

Charles Tandy owned 85 percent of Radio

Shack Boston. Applying the Tandy philoso-

phy to the Radio Shack operation, he soon re-

duced inventory from 4000 items to 2500. He
replaced slow moving items with high volume,

fast turn-over ones.

When domestic vendors were unwilling or

unable to respond to his needs he went else-

where—often to the Far East. Realistic and

Archer became company trademarks and de-

veloped a reputation as inexpensive and func-

tional alternatives to more exotic brand

names.

Two years after acquiring Radio Shack,

Charles Tandy had turned a $4 million loss in-

to a profit. With sales approaching $20 mil-

lion, 40 percent of the Tandy total, Radio

Shack was becoming the most lucrative asset

in the Tandy stable of companies.

Charles Tandy's visionary perception of the

electronic hobby market was confirmed. In

1969, 5000 employees worked for Tandy and

sales approached $100 million.

Throughout the 70's Tandy grew steadily,

consumer electronics becoming a greater

market than even Charles Tandy had esti-

mated. Tandy became a household word in

electronic America.

Tandy Today

In 1976 all non-electronic activities of Tan-

dy were spun off to Tandy stockholders as

separate corporations. This gave Tandy ready

capital which could then be invested in other

areas, the TRS-80, for example.

Despite suffering significant losses in the

personal communications market (CB) in re-

cent years, Radio Shack has consistently

shown a 45.8 percent pretax return on invest-

ment. (IBM, an acknowledged model of the

well-managed American corporation, rarely

exceeds a 39 percent figure.)

Net income per share rose 30 percent in

fiscal 1978 for Radio Shack with sales gains

following that pace.

Radio Shack now operates four manufac-

turing plants in the Far East while opening

new retail outlets at the rate of two per day for

the last five years. Radio Shack's 7000 outlets

(5200 domestic) posted an 18 percent sales

gain nationally in fiscal 1978.

In what direction does Radio Shack seem to

be heading? Most indicators point to an in-

creasing commitment to computers. A stock

repurchasing plan is currently underway and

this usually indicates that a trade-off is in the

works; in this case, stock might be offered for

increased manufacturing capability.

Radio Shack's ability to meet the demand

for the TRS-80 system has fallen woefully

short of their own projected goals.

Further, an acknowledged world-wide

shortage of the IC chips used in computer

systems may have been aggravated by the tac-

tics of some of the larger computer corpor-

ations. Allegations of over-buying on the part

of IBM and other large system manufacturers

have surfaced.

Radio Shack is acutely aware of possible

competition with these industry giants and

their rumored intrusion into the future mini-

computer market. However, the unique struc-

ture of Radio Shack which markets and sells

its products through its own retail outlets
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gives it an inherent advantage over some of

the larger computer manufacturers.

Radio Shack marketing priorities for the

foreseeable future are the small businessman,

the educator and the recreational or hobbyist

user.

This attitude does not bode well for most

home hobbyists. In the words of Tandy Cor-

poration vice-president, Lewis Kornfield,

president of the Radio Shack division, "Our

impressions to date would indicate the hob-

byist, while vocal and visible, is not the

mainstream of the business."

Post sales customer support has been aimed

at the business and educational user. A net-

work of SS regional repair locations has been

established to meet the needs of the non-

technical user.

In addition, WATS line service is available

to both user and Radio Shack store personnel.

Calls have been coming in at a brisk 20,000

per month; indicating the dependency of the

non-technical user on the manufacturer.

In view of Radio Shack's current marketing

priorities it seems doubtful they will make in-

roads into design technology but will instead

stay with a proven system while constantly

chipping away at the cost.

Radio Shack's insistent refusal to carry

other lines of software has been nullified by

the wide-spread popularity of the TRS-80

system. A huge satellite industry has sprung

up around the TRS-80 system, dedicating

itself to fulfilling the needs of the more gung-

ho TRS-80 users. The variety and complexity

of non-company produced peripherals,

available to the TRS-80 owner is unmatched

in any other system currently in use in

America. The TRS-80 user enjoys more hard-

ware and software options than any other

microcomputer owner today.

Conclusion

Radio Shack is a company facing the 1980's

with a corporate perspective on American

business nearly seventy years old. It is a com-

pany in control of most facets of its operation

from material acquisition to retail sales.

But there are ominous rumblings in the

distance. The giants of the computer industry

are stirring out of their lethargic sleep as they

sense the money to be made in the new micro-

computer market. Will IBM, Digital, or

Wang Laboratories be able to sell a $2000 sys-

tem? Can they compete with Radio Shack's

proven ability to market and sell on the retail

level? Can they overcome the advantage

Radio Shack has by simply being first?

The stage is set for the home computer epic.

How the scenario will develop is the stuff of

much speculation at computer club meetings

and in corporate boardrooms. Whatever hap-

pens, Radio Shack will be in the thick of it.

They have started a revolution in information

management for the little guy, and have too

much at stake to back out now.
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Early cover from a Tandy Company catalog,

appealing to do-it-yourselfers.

INTRODUCING THE HOTTEST "FIX-IT' BOOK YET

!

"TRS-80 DISK AtfD OTHER MYSTERIES
by Harvard C. Pennington

Here it is . . THE complete"disk reference manual"' for your TRS-80 !

An excellent manual and tutor for beginners and professionals alike.

• 3^^jsgaaff^^
information deluding detailed

PLAIN ENGLISH

REVEALS ALL, IN EVERYDAY PLAIN ENGLISH
How to recover LOST FILES, HASH CODES, KILLED FILES,

CLOBBERED DIRECTORIES, BAD PARITY ERRORS. GAT & HIT ERRORS.
UNREADABLE DIRECTORIES. DIRECT STATEMENT IN FILE ERRORS.

ELECTRIC PENCIL ERRORS & LOST PENCIL FILES.
RECOVER ELECTRICALLY OR PHYSICALLY DAMAGED DISKS,

RECOVER FROM A DOS ERROR 22 IN PENCIL. MAKE BASIC PROGRAMS UNLISTABLE,
RECOVER OVER-WRITTEN FILES. READ OR EDIT ANY BASIC PROGRAM WITH ELECTRIC PENCIL,

REMOVE PROTECT STATUS. HOW TO USE SUPERZAP
And the list goes on and on.

Here is what the noted microcomputer author. WILLIAM BARDEN. JR.
has to say about this valuable manual:

"
. . . . this extensive book by Harv Pennington is clearly presented

and packed with good disk information My advice to any TRS-80 user is to

GET IT. AND USE IT
!"

SAVE $3.00 • SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER GOOD THRU Jan. 1980

Send just $19.95 (Calif, add 6% tax) plus $1.00 postage to:

•TRS-80 is a Trademark of TANDY CORP.

ORDER TODAY I

SEE YOUR FAVORITE

COMPUTER STORE

OR ORDER DIRECT
• 37

IJG. INCORPORATED
569 North Mountain Ave — Suite B

Upland. California 91768
(Sorry, no COD's on this special offer)

VOLUME DISCOUNTS AVAIL.
DEALERS — RETAILERS

BOOK STORES
Make inquiries on your letterhead
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* * * * BUSINESS/ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE * * * *

We didn't INVENT the wheel * * *

We just made it better

— but then we're not really talking about wheels, ARE we. We're talking about excellent,

low cost, full-function, fully integrated business or accounting software—and NO ONE does

that better than we do! !

!

SO—what can you buy for $3000 that would cost you $5000 + elsewhere—Aaron
Associates Businessmaster X naturally.***

We offer you EVERYTHING that Peachtree offers you plus Mailing List and Fixed Asset

Accounting. We offer you a choice of Microsoft or CBASIC. We offer you over 75 pages of

comprehensive USER documentation per module plus over 100 pages of implementor
documentation for a total of almost 700 pages generously illustrated with line drawings and
flow charts. WE ALSO OFFER AN AUDIO CASSETTE WITH EACH MODULE giving

you step by step audio instructions on the use of each package. And finally, we offer a ten day
trial period. If the software does not function, your money will be refunded. We believe this

offer is unprecedented.

Businessmaster X adds the new dimension of Sequentially Keyed Random Access Method
(SKRAM) files to our Businessmaster II.

Businessmaster Manuals
II X

General Ledger 400 1200

Accounts Receivable 150 450

Accounts Payable 150 450

Payroll with Reports 200 600

Inventory 100 300

Mailing List 100 300

Fixed Asset Accounting 100 300

All for 1000 3000 100 300

Demonstration Package with

Audio cassette 100 300 10 30
Federal Tax Preparation 1000 100

Financial Planning Pack

prepares 12 month projections 1000 100
Specify System: TRS-80, Apple, Pet, Dynabyte, Chromemco, North Star,

Micropolis, etc.

Also specify CBASIC2 or MICROSOFT

For further information—Write or better yet call

—

AARON ASSOCIATES
1 02 Ave de la Estrella #208 ^s

San Clemente. CA 92672
Phone (7 14) 492-7633

Dealer Inquiries Invited—We accept MasterCharge and VISA

II X
40 120

15 45

15 45

20 60

10 30

10 30

10 30
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HOME

In the season of good cheer let your 80 do the greeting!

Merry TRSMAS
Colin B. Taylor

Route 1, Box 122

Killington VT 05751

All of us are familiar with

conventional holiday

greeting cards, but what com-

puter hobbyist can resist an

electronic version showing off

his favorite computer? Imagine

the effect of a new computer

displaying a holiday message,

from beneath the tree, to wide-

eyed children on Christmas

morning!

What kind of program should

be written and what should it

do? A simple message could be

written and displayed on the

video screen, nice, but not too

interesting. A timer could be

added to flash the message on

and off and create some action.

Graphics can be effective but

somehow a stationary display

tends to get boring.

A Moving Greeting

This program, written for the

Radio Shack TRS-80 with Level II

BASIC and 4K RAM, contains all

the above. The graphics create a

Christmas tree, with blinking

lights, located near a window,

through which a snowstorm is

visible. The scene includes a ti-

tle and a greeting.

I had to overcome a number of

practical problems before the

program worked. Locating and

manipulating the selected

graphic blocks was one and

making the snow fall and the

tree lights blink simultaneously,

but at different rates was
another.

Let's go through the program

step-by-step.

Lines 20 through 70 clear the

screen, print the banner and the

title. The subroutine in lines

1100 through 1130 provides a

full line of "%" symbols for the

top and bottom borders of the ti-

tle. (This could have been im-

plemented as the STRING${64,

"%") function, if sufficient string

space was allocated with a

CLEAR 64 statement). Lines 40

and 50 provide the borders for

each end of the printed title.

Line 70 contains the title.

Line 90 arbitrarily defines all

numeric variables as integers.

Lines 100 through 130 draw

the sides of the tree. Starting at

the top point, the I loop sets the

horizontal and vertical coor-

dinates of each point making up

the angled sides. The A variable

determines the horizontal coor-

dinate of the left side and the B

variable does the same for the

right side. The Y variable deter-

mines the vertical coordinate of

the specific graphic blocks to be

illuminated.

Lines 140 through 160 draw a

horizontal line at the bottom of

the tree. The vertical stem ex-

tending from the bottom of the

tree is drawn by lines 170

through 210 and lines 220

through 263 draw the two

horizontal lines of different

lengths that are the base of the

tree.

Lines 265 through 290 draw

the upper diagonal tree trim. The

subroutine at lines 1000 through

1030 illuminates five graphic

blocks in a horizontal line while

the loop between lines 270 and

290 sets the location and num-

ber of times the subroutine is

called. Similarly, the lower

diagonal tree trim is drawn by

lines 295 through 320.

Lines 330 through 350 print

the greeting. These lines may be

modified to allow the program to

be personalized.

Line 360 continues the pro-

gram to line 2000.

Lines 2000 through 2030 draw

the horizontal parts of the win-

dow frame and lines 2040

through 2090 draw the vertical.

The added steps in the latter

section widen the vertical lines

to match the proportions of the

horizontal lines.

Lines 2100 through 2130

assign values to the four index-

ed string variables containing

Program Listing

20 CLS
30 GOSUB1100 mm PRINT banner mm
40 PRINT© 64,"%%";

so PRINT® 126,"%%";

60 GOSUB1100
70 PRINT® 76,"CH Rl STM AS EVE SCENE",
90 DEFINT A-Z

100 FOR I = TO 30 mm DRAW TREE SIDES ##•

110 A= 32-l:B= 32 + :Y= 11 + 1

120 SET(A,Y)

125 SET(B.Y)

130 NEXT I

140 FOR X = 2 TO 62
CCT/Y J11

### DRAW BOTTOM OF TREE ###

150 SET(X.41)

160 NEXTX
170 FOR Y = 42 TO 45 '##• DRAW STEM MM
180 FOR X= 31 TO 33

190 SET(X,Y)

200 NEXTX
210 NEXT Y

220 FOR X = 27 TO 37 'MM DRAW BASE MM
230 SET(X.46)

240 NEXTX
250 FOR X = 28 TO 36

260 SET(X,47)

263 NEXTX
265 X = 24 -mm DRAW TOP DIAGONAL TRIM MM
270 FOR I = 20 TO 22

280 GOSUB1000
290 NEXT I

295 X= 14 mm DRAW LOWER DIAGONAL TRIM I

300 FOR I = 30 TO 36

310 GOSUB1000
320 NEXT I

330 PRINT® 811,"M ERR Y"; "MM PRINT GREETING MM
340 PRINT® 871,-C H R I S T M A S";

350 PRINT® 1008."FROM DAD";

360 GOTO 2000

400 DATA 32, 13, 26, 26, 42, 31 , 15. 37, 38, 37, |

410 DATA 36, 40, 29, 15, 32, 29. 47, 30, 22, 35,

!

420 DATA 36, 25. 56. 38, 32, 36. 34, 16. 19, 27. i

430 DATA 39, 28, 17,32,45,39,31, 18,28,30,:

440 DATA 44, 26. 52, 36, 26, 38

,24,22,38,32.13.34

, 32. 10. 29, 24. 39, 21

, 45, 35. 8. 39. 27, 19

, 50, 33, 19, 40, 36, 19
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the snowfall patterns. Each of

these lines contains a maximum
of 20 spaces with any combina-

tion of snowflake symbols and

spaces. (A little experimenting

with these lines may make a

more interesting display).

Lines 2140 through 2220 are

more complex and are needed

to make the snow fall outside

the window. Variable M indexes

one string at a time to determine

each specific type of snow and

variable L defines the PRINT @
locations for the snowfall.

If the snowfall PRINT @ loca-

tion is outside the window
frame, line 2160 will suppress

printing and line 2180 will sup-

press the erase function in line

2190. Each snowfall string is

printed on a line erasing the pre-

vious one so it appears the snow
is falling.

Line 2195 branches out of the

snowstorm routine to line 450

which blinks the tree lights. The

data file in lines 400 through 440

contains 35 coordinate pairs

that locate each tree light.

A counter in line 450 is tested

in line 455 which branches to

lines 520 through 530 to restore

the data pointer when the file

has been read.

Line 460 reads the light loca-

tion coordinates. The light is ex-

tinguished in line 470 and after

the time delay in line 480, is lit

again in 490.

After a delay in line 500, the

program returns to the snowfall

routine at line 2200 and con-

tinues to alternate between the

snowfall and light blinking

routines until the BREAK key is

depressed.

As you can see, for all the

complexity of action the pro-

gram is not too elaborate. I hope

my explanation of the graphics

clarifies any questions. I found

the use of the graphics layout

sheet in the Level II manual ex-

tremely helpful in setting up the

display layout.

450 E= E+1 '### BLINK LIGHTS ### ;

455 IFE= 36 GOTO 520

460 READ F, G
470 RESET(F, G)

480 FOR I = 1 TO 60 : NEXT I

490 SET(F, G)

500 FOR 1 = 1 TO 20 : NEXT 1

510 GOTO 2200

520 RESTORE
52S E=
530 GOTO 450

1000 FOR C = 1 TO 5 -m DRAW SEGMENT OF TRIM SUBROUTINE ###
1010 SET(X + C, I)

1020 NEXTC
1025 x = x + c
1030 RETURN
1100 FOR I = 1 TO 64 ### BANNER OUTLINE SUBROUTINE ###
1110 PRINT "%";

1120 NEXT I

1130 RETURN
2000 FOR X = 72 TO 1 17 '### DRAW WINDOW ###

2010 SET(X, 11)

2020 SET(X, 27)

2030 NEXTX
2040 FORY= 11 TO 27

2050 SET(72, Y)

2060 SET(73, Y)

2070 SET(116, Y)

2080 SET(117, Y)

2090 NEXTY
2100

2110 A$(2) = " • • ."

2120 A$(3) = " . .

2130 A*4) = " . . ."

2140 FOR M = 1 TO 4

2150 FOR L = 293 TO 613 STEP 64

2160 IF L>549 THEN 2180

2170 PRINT® L, AJ(M);

2180 IF L-64<292 THEN 2200

2190 PRINT© L- 64,"

2195 GO TO 450

2200 NEXTL
2210 NEXTM
2220 GO TO 2140

2230 END

ADVANCED BUSINESS

SOFTWARE FOR THE TRS-80*

FORECASTING

CAPITAL INVESTMENT

RISK ANALYSIS

PRODUCTIVITY ANALYSIS

FINANCIAL SIMULATION

U.S. MACRO MODEL

APPLIED ECONOMIC ANALYSIS produces
advanced business planning software for

those who need today's most powerful
management science techniques. We
have maintained a non-technical user
oriented approach, making these advanced
techniques easily accessible to all busi-
ness decision makers.

The current software ranges from $40 -

$200 and is being used today in the U.S.,

Canada, Australia and Europe.

Your computer is more than an automated
accounting machine — it is also a
tremendous tool for providing you with
decision making information.

Call or write for complete information.
APPLIED ECONOMIC ANALYSIS, 4005
Locust Ave., Long Beach, CA 90807.
(213)424-3652.

rtgisKltd trademark of Tandy Co ^47

trs-80 INTERFACE trs-80
VAR/80

Interface your Level II

TRS-80 to the "Real World"
with the VAR/80 I/O Inter-

face from Telesis Laboratory.

8 inputs

8 outputs

interconnecting cable

power supply

30 page data package

assembled, tested

guaranteed

I/O INTERFACE UNIT
$109.95*

'TRS-80 is a registered trademark of TANDY CORP."

Phone Orders Please Call (614) 773-5157.

MC, VISA, Money Orders, C.O.D.'s accepted
*Please add $4.00 for shipping and handling.

Ohio residents please include 4 % sales tax.

TTELESIS LABORATORY
100 R&D Drive, P.O. Box 1843— Chillicothe, OH 45601- ^56
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REVIEW

Can't remember what programs are where?
Mumford Microsystems may be able to help.

Disk Directory

Richard K. Riley

PO Box 2227

Augusta ME 04330

The best thing since sliced

bread has just come down

the pike. If you have a TRS-80

32K disk system, you should

run, not walk to the nearest mail-

box with a check for $20.70

made out to Mumford Micro

Systems for their program "Disk

Directory."

Keeping Track

When I finally got my disk

from Radio Shack, I immediately

put all my taped programs on it

so I would never have to type

"CLOAD" again.

But how do you keep track of

all those programs on disk? Do

you type DIR and then copy the

information from the screen?

That gets old, and it never

seems up to date. I tried that and

kept 5x8 index cards between

each of my 50 disks in a plastic

5x8 card file box. This system

works, but if you want a particu-

lar program, you have to paw

through all the disks and cards

to find it.

Along comes my salvation.

The Mumford Micro Systems

"Disk Directory" is a very effi-

cient record keeper. The Mum-

ford sorts data alphabetically

either by file or by disk, holds

280 files in a 32K system, or 850

in a 48K system and either dis-

plays the files on screen or

sends them to your printer.

Now for the big surprise. The

Mumford reads the information

THE KJTfORD MICRO DISK DIRECTORY FILE

HEVIEM FILE SORTED BY DISK

2=REVIEU FILE SORTED BY PROGRAM

3=ADD A PROGRAM

4=T£LETE A PROGRAM

5=SEARCH FOR A PARTICULAR PROGRAM

6=SWRCH FOR A PARTICULAR DISK

7=L0AP AM INDEX FROM DISK

8=Wr AM INDEX TO DISK

9=TABJLATE DIRECTORIES

18=ALPHAKTIZE BY DISK

11=ALPHAB£T1ZE BY PROGRAM

IHtf IS YOUR CHOICE? _

off the disk directory. All you do

is insert your disk, give it an

identifying name or code, hit

enter, and it loads the disk

system (eg. TRSDOS, NEWDOS,
FORMAT, or whatever), the file

names (with any suffix and pro-

tection) and then tells you how

many free granules are left.

What's the Secret

How do they do it? The pro-

gram (it's in BASIC) is heavy in

peeks and pokes, with a USR(0)

and several lines of numeric

data statements. (These people

=C0Ml>JI= PR0FIS81 PROFIT PR0FIS82/TX1

PR0FIS83 PR0F1SO4 profisk PR0FIS86

PROnse? PR0F1SO9

CS7 B3 GRAMS

=TRS:uE= AMDROIDM CHANGEAG DISKKJW BAS

G.MAINT LOGO LOGQA NATAL

SWITCH TAPEBKK/CHB

063 85 GRAMS

40003= USKNR ELEVEM2&/BIR Q.1MIT

QJttlKT OfCTOlftDIR OtCT02fc'DIR PRi>"IS3

PR0FIS31 TIEMITOJ'DIR

C?7 19 GRANS

•1RSWS- CHAH3EAG C0MP1 0>ff?

C0HP3

HIT ENTER TO RETURM TO DIRECTORY .

Photo 2. Listing by Disk

l*ttT IS THE PROGRAM NAME (OR PART THEREOF)

? CO

ENTER 'H* FOR HARKOPY

1) =CON»JI= C82

2) C0NP1 C7?

3) C0ff2 C77

4) C0HP3 C77

HIT ENTER

Photo 1. Mumford Micro DISK Menu
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03 GRANS 69
05 GRANS 63
06 GRANS 71
0? GRANS 61
10 GRANS 73
10 GRANS 74
12 GRANS 70
14 GRANS 80
IS GRANS 65
15 GRANS 67
17 GRANS 75
19 GRANS 77
28 GRANS 76
30 GRANS 79
39 GRANS 68
41 GRANS 72
67 GRANS 78
*DPF= 69
=FILEJU= 74
=FORMAT= 76
=FORMAT= 78
=NEWDOS= 65
=NEUDOS= 68
=NEWDOS= 63
-NEWDOS= 61
=NEWDOS= 70
=NEUDOS= 73
-TRSDOS= 67
*TRSDOS= 71
=TRSDOS= 72
=TRSDOS= 75
=TRSDOS= 77
=TRSDOS= 79
=TRSDOS= 80
ALLSTAR1 73
ALLSTAR1 65
ALLSTAR2 73
ALLSTAR2 65
ALPHA 70
ALPHA2 70
AS I 73
BACKUP/CHD 69
BASIC/CHD 69
BUDGET/BAS 69
CATHAINT 67
CATHAINT 80
CFINDER/BAS 69

Example 1.

know much more about the

TRS-80 systems than I ever

dreamed about.)

The best I can understand,

Mumford is able to poke a sub-

routine that will call the DOS
"DIR" program while retaining

control in their own program.

The program reads the screen

through peek statements and

stores the information in an ar-

ray. It does the same thing with

the "FREE" command and,

again, look at the screen for an

answer.

When you load all your disks

in this file, you can sort, save,

modify or list your fifes ten dif-

ferent ways (Photo 1).

I number my disks sequen-

tially as I buy them. I label each

by its disk number and subject

(Table 1).

GA = Games
BU = Business

US = US Naval Reserve

CO = "Conduit" translations

UT = Utility programs

HO = Home
DE = Demonstrations

Table 1.

For example, a disk coded

11 HO is the first side of the

sixth disk I bought, and it

stores my home programs on it:

records; finances; etc. This al-

lows me to keep the same num-

bers on the disk at all times, no

matter what its contents and

change the suffix only if I

change its programs.

I number the front of the disk

odd and the back even. Yes, I

use both sides of my disks, the

poor man's approach to floppy

disks. I punch another two read

holes and a write protect notch

in the disk envelope (not neces-

sary on the Percom-type

drives). I don't know if there is

any danger in this method, but I

have operated disks for almost

a year on both sides and since

my buffered mod I have never

lost a program.

I compiled my files by suffix

(all the home disks together)

and wrote the files to disk. A
friend who has a 48K system let

me load all my files together,

sort them and now I have a mas-

ter list of over 400 programs by

disk number and name that will

either display or print (Photo 2

and Examples 1 & 2).

Searching by String

Looking in the file for particu-

lar programs or disks is nice,

but I didn't use this feature at

first. After all, it is easier to look

at the printed lists.

I re-read the instructions and

found that the program will

search by string section. For

example, I could find all the pro-

grams with a /PCL in it. I have

used this to find all the duplica-

tions (backups and progressive

saves) of programs. I can find

all the versions of the COMP
program this way (Photo 3).

This program does have side

benefits. The sort routine is

61 09 CRANS
*NEMD0S= CHECKBAL LSTATS2 PORKBARL
PSYCHO STATS2

63 OS CRANS
=NEUDOS= DISKDIR ELEVEN20/DIR GLINIT
GLMAINT ONETO10/OIR ONET020/DIR PROF IS3
PROF I S3

1

TWEN1T03/DIR
65 IS CRANS

=NEUDOS«= ALLSTARI ALLSTAR2 CUST/DAT
DISKDUMP/BAS EDT48723/CND INV/DAT INV1/DAT
INV2/DAT INV3/DAT SWITCH

67 IS CRANS
=TRSDOS= CATHAINT GL GLBALSHT
CLINIT CLHAINT CLHAINT2 CLTXPOST
INCOME TXREPORT

68 39 CRANS
»NEUD0S= D61T67 DISKDIR

6? 03 CRANS
=DPF = BACKUP/CHD BASIC/CHD BUDGET/BAS
CFINDER/BAS CHECKINC/BAS CKLDR/BAS DATA/DAT
FLLDR/BAS LOADER/BAS PF/BAS SAVINCS/BAS

Example 2.

very fast, but it still takes a long

time to sort 280 records. The

Mumford has a nice subroutine

that "buzzes" the expansion in-

terface cassette relay when the

sort is completed. The sound is

noticeable but not annoying

and allows you to watch TV or

clean up the computer room
without glancing back at the

screen to see if the sort is com-

pleted.

The relay it uses selects be-

tween cassette 1 and cassette

2 in the interface. Since I got my
disk system, I have not used the

dual cassettes and only use the

one input in my CPU.

The Mumford prompted me
to get my act together and put

all the games on certain disks,

the business programs on
others, a welcome bonus.

The address is Mumford Mi-

cro Systems, Box 435, Summer-

land CA 93067.

TRS-80 OWNERS
MINI FLOPPY DISK DRIVES

$359.00
Includes MPI drive case and power supply.

2 Drive cable $25.00 4 Drive cable $35.00

THE ELECTRIC PHONE II

Turn your TRS-80 into an automatic phone dialer with this

ingenius program. Contains all hardware for a 5 minute in-

stallation. Requires level 2, 1 6k.

Tape version $ 1 4.95 Disk version $ 1 9.95

REAL TIME GAMES PACKAGE
By Michael E. Dreiger

3-D REALTIME LUNAR LANDER
Displays horizontal and vertical graphics and all flight

parameters. Land on any of the 9 planets. Very challenging!!!

REAL TIME STAR TREK
Commands available to battle the Klingons are warp, phasors,
photon torpedoes and impulse engines. Has complete action-
packed graphics of the quadrant you are presently in, along
with a sector map. No doubt the best action Star Trek game
available.

Both of the above on cassette for level 2, 1 6k. $1 4.95

EXPANDED MAILLIST
By Harry Hopkins

Utilizes sequential files for rapid access in sorting into labels or
lists. Full select and suppression capabilities with up to a 1 0-

digit key. Multiple file and full update capability. Stores 1 200
names on a clean diskette in files of 200 names on a 32k
system and 350 names on a 48k system, redundancy check
and much more.

Maillist program on diskette with manual $59.95

Send for free catalog.

COST EFFECTIVE
COMPUTER SERVICES

1042 ute • p.0. box 3643, Grand Junction, CO
(303) 243-3629
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RECREATION

Play tunes on your cassette
in minutes—without any extra hardware!

Music Maestro!

Roger L. Pape
7545 Marble Drive

Liverpool NY 13088

Music generation has be-

come a popular activity

for computer hobbyists. A vari-

ety of hardware peripheral

boards are marketed specifical-

ly for this purpose. Owners of

Radio Shack TRS-80s with Lev-

el II BASIC can be generating

music on their systems after

only a few minutes of program-

ming, as described below. No
added computer hardware is re-

quired; you simply make use of

the cassette output port already

available. But, rather than the

raspy sounds generated by a

CSAVE, a simple machine-lan-

guage routine generates tones

of respectable quality.

Existing Hardware Mods

The audio section can con-

>

sist of whatever you have avail-

able. Lacking anything else,

you can record the output on

cassette and then play it back

off-line. On the other hand, to

listen to the sounds directly as

they are generated, connect

high-impedance earphones to

the cassette output plug. (An

inexpensive crystal earplug

provided with transistor radios

works great!) Since I am using

an old TV set for a video moni-

tor (instead of the $200 Radio

Shack monitor), I simply added

a jack tied to the audio portion

of the TV set, which was still in-

tact, and played the sounds

through it.

The TRS-80 uses a direct re-

cording approach for the cas-

sette I/O. The output circuitry is

sheer simplicity, as shown in

Fig. 1. The data output word is

fed into a data latch with a re-

sistor network tied across the

outputs of the lowest two bits.

When the lowest bit is set (01

out), the output voltage is high.

o^n
Fig. 1. TRS-80 cassette output circuitry.
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When the next bit is set (02 out),

the output voltage is low. When
both are reset (00 out), the volt-

age is at a mid-level. Radio

Shack's specs call for a 0.8 volt

peak-to-peak output level at 1k

Ohm. To generate a tone, just

toggle between any two of these

levels at a controlled rate.

Incidentally, the next higher

data bit (D2) controls the relay,

which turns the cassette drive

on and off. Outputting 04 (or

any value with bit 2 set) to the

port closes the relay, turning

the cassette on. Resetting the

bit turns it off.

Generating Simple Tunes

To convince myself that mu-

sic generation was feasible, I

wrote the short machine-lan-

guage routine shown in Fig. 2,

which can quickly be POKEd in-

to upper memory. Since my ob-

jective was to have a routine

callable by BASIC, I used the

USR function linkage. Details

of the USR function are given in

the Radio Shack Level II BASIC

manual. A single 16-bit argu-

ment is passed from the BASIC
program to the routine in loca-

tions 4121 H and 4122H (lower

eight bits in the lower memory
location). The Level II ROM in-

cludes a routine starting at lo-

cation 0AF7H that fetches the

argument and returns it in the

HL register pair.

For simplicity, the lower eight

bits (in L) were used to control

the length of a half cycle (i.e.,

the pitch); while the upper eight

bits (in H) were used to specify

the number of cycles (i.e., the

duration of the note). After set-

ting an output level, the value

from L is counted down for a

half cycle, after which the level

is toggled. This process is con-

tinued until the value of H is

counted down to zero.

Fig. 3 gives a BASIC driver

program with a sample tune.

The machine-language routine

of Fig. 2 is POKEd into the last

available memory space (de-

pending on whether you have a

4K or 16K system) with the

starting address POKEd into lo-

cations 16526, and 16527,„ to

provide the linkage for the USR
function call. The numbers re-

quired to generate the notes of

an octave were determined as

follows.

All 1s in the lower bytes (255,,)

are used for the lowest note

(coincidentally, this results in

about 220 Hz or the A below

middle C). For an equally tem-

pered scale, the 12 half-step in-

tervals in an octave are equally

divided, giving a frequency

ratio between adjacent notes a

half-step apart equal to the

twelfth root of 2, or 1.05946. To

maintain a constant duration of

the notes as the pitch changes,

the number of cycles per note

(upper eight bits) must be in-

creased as the length of a cycle

decreases. In other words, the

product of the two bytes should

be constant. The resulting in-



NOTE CALL 0A7FH ;PUTS USR ARGUMENT IN HL
LI LD A.05H

OUT (0FFH),A
:SET FOR + CASSETTE OUTPUT (DRIVE ON)

LD B.L ;PUT LOUER 8 BITS IN B
DJNZ S ; COUNT DOUN FOR DELAY
LD A.04H ;SET FOR CASSETTE OUTPUT (DRIVE ON)
OUT (0FFH).A
LD B.L ;SArt DELAY
DJNZ S
DEC H ;HOLD NOTE LONGER?
JR NZ.L1
RET
END

Fig. 2. Z-80 assembly listing a simple Tone Generation routine.

teger value is the 2's comple-

ment equivalent of the com-

bined 16 bits.

The notes of the tune are

stored in the final DATA state-

ments with 1 through 13 corre-

sponding to the notes between

the lower A and one octave

higher. A zero is used to desig-

nate a rest. The program reads

the indices in sequence and

passes the corresponding inte-

ger value from the N% array to

the Tone Generation routine by

calling the USR function.

Memory space must be re-

served for the machine-lan-

guage routine at initialization.

When the system is turned on

and MEMORY SIZE? appears,

enter 32746 (or less) for a 16K

system or 20458 for a 4K sys-

tem. Load the program and

RUN. You should have no prob-

lem recognizing the tune. Just

for the fun of it, you might re-

place the note-reading state-

ment (line 100) with:

100 K = RND(13):X = USR(N%
(K)) : GOTO 100

to generate an "abstract" tune.

An Improved Routine

Although the approach de-

scribed above does a surpris-

ingly good job of generating

simple tunes, it is limited in the

range of notes that can be gen-

erated and by the difficulty in

changing note lengths. There-

fore, the obvious step is to de-

velop a routine with more flexi-

bility.

The basic approach I adopted

was to provide three values to

the Tone Generation routine:

the note number within an oc-

tave, the octave number and

the note length in 1/16ths. The

three fields in the 16-bit USR
function argument are shown

in Example 1.

The half-cycle count for each

of the 12 tones in the lowest oc-

tave is stored internally as a

table of 16-bit values, and the

note number is used as an in-

dex in this table. To increase

the tone one octave, the length

of a cycle is divided by 2 (i.e.,

the count is shifted right 1 bit).

The octave number controls the

number of right shifts. The du-

ration of a note is determined

by accumulating half-cycle

counts until the upper eight

bits reach a value correspond-

ing to the length of a 1/16 note

and repeating the process for

the specified number of 1/16

notes total duration. The num-

ber matched for the basic 1/16

note length determines the

tempo.

Fig. 4 shows the Z-80 assem-

bly-language listing of the Tone

Generation routine that evolved.

One of the more challenging as-

pects was to develop position-

independent code so that the

routine could be easily loaded

into any area of memory. The

relative jumps in the Z-80 in-

struction set simplify the prob-

lem; however, referencing an in-

ternal table presents a slight

problem.

Rather than use an absolute

memory reference, the objec-

tive is to latch onto the value of

the program counter within the

routine and add the offset to

the table. That is the purpose of

the CALL in the first statement.

A short two-instruction se-

quence is provided near the

bottom of the Level II ROM as

follows:

OOOA; POP HL
JP(HL)

A subroutine CALL places

the value of the PC immediately

following the CALL statement

on the stack for a return link-

age. Then, the routine at 000AH
places this value in the HL reg-

ister pair and returns via the JP

(HL) instruction. The note table

was placed where it is to simpli-

fy the calculation of the offset

into the table. This feature

added only four bytes and a few

microseconds to the routine.

The remainder of the routine

is relatively direct. Note that

the RRD instruction provides a

convenient means for extract-

ing the 4-bit fields from the ar-

gument. No internal checks are

provided for out-of-range val-

ues (e.g., note number greater

than 12). I felt that the calling

program could easily provide

the necessary checks. The data

bytes output to the cassette

port are 01 and 00 so that the

cassette drive will be turned

off. If you really want to use the

cassette recorder for the out-

put, the values must be changed

to 05 and 04 (or disconnect the

REMOTE plug).

The Program

For a routine of this size, it is

probably advisable to use an

assembler and generate a SYS-

TEM file with the object code.

On the other hand, it is more

convenient to have a single,

self-contained program in BA-

SIC. For those who prefer a sin-

gle file (or don't have an assem-

bler), Fig. 5 gives a BASIC pro-

gram that POKEs the Tone Gen-

eration routine into high mem-

LENGTH IN I/I61h» OCTAVE NOTE

Example 1.

ory just as the previous pro-

gram did.

To simplify the process of

transcribing notes into DATA
statements, letter designations

are used to specify the various

notes in an octave (i.e., A
through G with # used for sharps

and * for flats). Octave num-

bers can range from to 8 with

3 corresponding to the octave

containing middle C. Letters

are also used to designate note

lengths with S representing a

sixteenth note, E an eighth

note, Q a quarter note, H a half

note and W a whole note.

Therefore, a section of the

program (statements 43 to 75)

interprets the note designators

and packs the corresponding

values in a 16-bit integer, which

is stored in array M%. The size

of this array (statement 40) is

limited by the remaining mem-
ory space. For a 16K system it

can be increased considerably.

The program continues to

scan and store the notes until a

blank character is read for a

note. The tune is then played by

sequencing through the values

in the M% array. More than one

tune can be stored in the DATA
statements, separating them

with a blank note.

Several features were added

to the program to make it more

1 REM F0LL0UING SECTION PUTS TONE GENERATION IN HIGH MEMORY
2 REM A 1-79 FOR 4K OR 127 FOR 16K
3 Al-127
10 POKE 16526. 233: POKE 16527. Al :A-256*Al+235
20 READ B: IF B>-0 POKE A.B:A-A+1 :G0T0 20
30 DATA 205.127.10.62.5.211.255.69.16.254.62.4.211.255
31 DATA 69.16.254.37,32.239.201.-1
40 REM F0LL0UING NUMBERS REPRESENT ALL NOTES IN ONE OCTAVE
49 REM LOU B BITS ARE PITCH. UPPER 8 BITS ARE DURATION
50 DIM NXU3)
60 FOR J-l TO 13:READ NX(J):NEXT J

70 DATA 32767. -30735. -2870 1.-26666. -24374. -2 1825. -19276
71 DATA -16726.-13664.-10601.-7281.-3705.-129
99 REM FOLLOWING READS NOTE NUMBERS AND GENERATES TONE
100 READ K:IF K>0 X-USR(NX(J) ) :G0T0 100
110 IF K-0 FOR J-i TO 180: NEXT J: GOTO 100
119 REM TURN OFF CASSETTE IN CASE IT'S USED
120 OUT 255,0
199 REM PUT NOTE NUMBERS IN DATA STATEMENTS AFTER THIS POINT
280 DATA 1. 1.3.1,6.5,0
201 DATA 1.1.3.1,8,6,8
202 DATA 1.1. 13, 10.6.5.3.0
2B3 DATA 11.11. 10.6.8.6
998 DATA -1

999 END

Fig. 3. BASIC program for music generation.
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interesting: the ability to change

pitch and to change tempo. The

pitch can be changed any num-

ber of half-step intervals (up or

down) by simply adding this off-

set to each note number and

correcting for octave changes

(statements 41 and 61-65). The

tempo is changed by poking dif-

ferent values into the byte loca-

tion used for testing for a 1/16

note length (statements 85-89).

With these two simple addi-

tions, you begin to appreciate

NOTE call bbbah RETURNS PC IN HL (FOR POSITION INDEP)
JR SETIX SKIP OVER TABLE

TBLN DEFU 85AAH TA8LE OF NOTE LENGTHS (HALF CYCLE)
DEFU B55AH FOR 1.7741 MHZ CLOCK
DEFU B5BCH
DEFU 84C4H
DEFU 8488H
DEFU B43FH
DEFU 8482H
DEFU 83C8H
DEFU B392H
DEFU B35EH
DEFU 832EH
DEFU B3BBH

SETIX PUSH HI
POP IX IX NOU POINTS 2 LOC ABOVE TABLE
XOR H CLEAR A
LD D.fi CLEAR D
LD HL.4121H POINT HL TO LOUER BYTE OF USR ARG
RRD GET NOTE NUMBER (BOTTOM NIBBLE)
JR 2. REST B IS A REST NOTE
LD B.81H SET B FOR + CASSETTE OUTPUT
LD E.A CALCULATE POSITION IN TABLE
SLA E 2 BYTES PER ENTRY
ADD IX. DE ADD OFFSET
LD E.UX+fl) PUT BASE HALF CYCLE LENGTH
LD D.UX-t-1) IN DE
RRD GET OCTAVE BITS (NEXT NIBBLE)

SI JR Z.ADJ
SRL D
RR E

DEC A

JR SI

SHIFT LOOP FOR CHANGING OCTAVE

REST LD B,A CLEAR B (A STILL ZERO)
LD E.82H ANY LEN6TH IS OK FOR REST

ADJ DEC DE SUBTRACT 2 TO ACCOUNT FOR
DEC DE OVERHEAD OUTSIDE COUNT LOOP
PUSH DE SAVE ADJUSTED COUNT FOR HALF CYCLE
POP IX IN IX REGISTER
INC HL UPPER BYTE OF USR ARG IS NOTE LENGTH
LD C.(HL) STORE IT IN C

GEN LD HL.88BBH CLEAR HL
GEN1 LD A.B OUTPUT B

OUT <8FFH).A TO CASSETTE PORT
PUSH IX SET COUNT
POP DE IN DE
ADD HL.DE AND ACCUMULATE COUNT IN HL
XOR A CLEAR A FOR TESTING

Dl DEC DE COUNT DOUN HALF CYCLE
CP E PREVIOUS INSTR DOESN'T SET ZERO FLAG
JR NZ.D1
CP D
JR NZ.D1
OUT (BFFH).A OUTPUT 8 TO CASSETTE PORT

PUSH IX REPEAT ABOVE FOR SECOND HALF CYCLE
POP DE

02 DEC DE
CP E
JR NZ.D2
CP D
JR NZ.D2
LD A. 1BH THIS VALUE CONTROLS TEMPO
CP H

JR NC.GEN1
DEC C DECREMENT NOTE LENGTH COUNTER
JR NZ.GEN AND GO BACK IF MORE

DONE RET
END

Fig. 4. Z-80 assembly listing of a more flexible Tone Generation
routine. There is a minor error in this listing, but it does not af-

feet th e operation of the /urogram. The routine in ROM, which is

called in the first line to fetch the program counter from the
stack, starts at location 0OOBH instead of OOOAH . The contents
of location 000

A

H is 40H, which is equivalent to a Z-80 instruc-

tion code of LD B. B. Thi s is essentially a "no operation" and
does not cause anyproblem. Perfectionists will want to change
the first line to: CALL 001)BH.

the appeal of computer-gener-

ated music.

Conclusion

Again, you must allocate suf-

ficient space at the top of mem-
ory for the machine-language

routine. Since this version re-

quires 1 14 bytes of memory, the

MEMORY SIZE should be set at

32653 for a 16K system or 20365

for a 4K system.

Although the sample tune in

the program is somewhat
lengthy, be sure to try it. It's a

familiar contemporary tune. Af-

ter you tire of this melody, try

entering your own favorites.

Soon you'll be thinking of modi-

fications to the program to add

new features. That's what it's

all about.

1 REM FOLLOUING SECTION PUTS TONE GENERATION IN HIGH MEMORY
2 REM Al-79 FOR 4K OR 127 FOR 16K

3 Al-127
IB POKE 16526. 142: POKE 16527. Al : A-256*A1+142
28 READ B:IF B>-8 POKE A.B:A-A*1 :GOT0 28
38 DATA 285.18.8.24.24.178.5.98.5.12,5,196.4.128.4.63.4.2
31 DATA 4.288.3.146.3.94.3.46.3.8.3.229.221.225.175.87.33
32 DATA 33.65,237.183.48,24,6.1.95.283.35.221.25.221.94.8
33 DATA 221.86.1.237.183.48.18.283.58.283.27.61,24.247.71
34 DATA 38.138.27.27.213.221.225.35.78.33.8.8.128.211.255
35 DATA 221.229.289.25.175.27.167.32.252.186.32.249,211.255
36 DATA 221,229.289.27.187.32.252.186.32.249.62.16.166.46
37 DATA 224. 13.32. 218.2B1.-1
39 REM CONVERT NOTE DESIGNATORS TO INTEGER INDEX
48 DIM MXU5B) :MN-15B
41 INPUT-SHIFT PITCH HOU MANY HALF TONES ';S
42 K-8
43 READ N».0.L*:IF N»-" ' GOTO 88
44 H-8:L-1:IF 0<B OR 0>8 0-3
45 IF N*-'A' N-1:G0T0 68
46 IF NS-'A*' OR N»-"B*' N-2:G0T0 68
47 IF N*-'B" N -3: GOTO 68
48 IF NS-'C N-4:G0T0 68
49 IF NS-'C*" OR N*-'D*' N-5:GOTO 68
58 IF NS-'D' N-6:G0T0 68
51 IF NS-'Do* OR NS-'E*' N-7:G0T0 68
52 IF NS-'E" N-8:G0T0 60
53 IF NS-'F' N-9:G0T0 68
54 IF NS-'F»' OR NS-'G*' N-18:GCT0 68
55 IF NS-'G' N-11:G0T0 68
56 IF NS-'G»' OR NS-'A*' N-12
59 REM SHIFT PITCH AND CHECK FOR OCTAVE CHANGE
68 IF N-8 GOTO 78
61 N-N+S
62 IF N>12 N-N- 12: 0-0+1: GOTO 62
63 IF N<1 N-N+12:0-0-l:G0T0 63
64 IF 0<8 0-8

65 IF 0>8 0-8
69 REM CONVERT LENGTHS TO MULTIPLES OF U16
78 IF LS-'E" L-2:GOT0 7S
71 IF LS-'Q" L-4:G0T0 75
72 IF LS-'H" L -8: GOTO 75
73 IF LS-'U' L-16
74 REM GENERATE AND STORE COMBINED VALUE
75 K-K+1:MX(K)-N+16*0*256*L:IF K<MN GOTO 43
BB IF K-B STOP
B5 INPUT'UHAT TEMPO(S.M.F) ';TS
86 T-256*Al+34r )•)}

87 IF TS-'S' POKE T.28
88 IF TS-*M' POKE T. 16

89 IF TS-'F' POKE T.8
99 REM FOLLOUING STATEMENT PLAYS TUNE
IBB FOR J-l TO K:X-USR(MX(J)):NEXT J:G0T0 42
199 REM PUT NOTES IN DATA STATEMENTS FOLLOUING THIS POINT

28B DATA D.3.E. D.3.E.D.3.E.G.3.H.D.4.H.C.4.E.B.4.E.A.4.E
281 DATA G.4.H.D.4.Q.C.4.E.B.4.E.A.4.E.G.4.H.D.4.Q
282 DATA C.4.E.B.4.E.C.4.E.A.4.Q.R.8,0.D.3.E.D.3.S
283 DATA G.3.H.D.4.H.C.4.E.B.4,E.A,4.E.G.4.H.D.4.0
284 DATA C.4.E.B.4.E.A.4.E.G.4.H.D.4.Q.C.4.E.B.4.E.C.4.E
285 DATA A.4.0.R.B.Q.D.3.E.D.3.S.E.3.Q.E.3.E.C.4.E.B.4.E
286 DATA A.4.E.G.3.E.G.3.E, A.4.E.B.4.E.A.4.E.E. 3.E.F».3.Q
287 DATA D.3.E.D.3.S.E.3.a.E.3.E.C.4.E.B.4.E.A.4.E,G.3.E
288 DATA D.4.0.A.4.H.D.3.E.D.3.S.E.3.0.E.3.E.C.4.E.B.4.E
289 DATA A. 4. E.G. 3. E.G. 3.E. A.4.E.B.4.E. A,4.E.E.3.E.F*.3,E
218 DATA R.B.Q.D.4.E.D.4.S.G.4.E.F.4.5.E*.4.E.D.4.S
211 DATA C.4.E.B».4.S.A.4.E.G.3.S.D.4.H.R.B.O
212 DATA D.3.E.D.3.E.D.3.E.G.3.H.D.4.H.C.4.E.B.4.E.A.4.E
213 DATA G.4.H.D.4.Q.C.4.E.B.4.E.A.4.E.G.4.H.D.4.0
214 DATA C.4.E.B.4.E.C,4,E.A,4.H,D,3.E.D.3.S.G.3.H.D.4.H
215 DATA C.4.E.B.4.E.A.4.E.G.4.H.D.4.0.G.4.E.F.4.E.E*.4.E
216 DATA B.5.H.A.5.0.G.4.E.R.B.0.G.3.E.G.3.E.G.3.Q
998 DATA ' \B.' '.' '.B.' '

999 END

Fig. 5. Improved BASIC program for music generation.
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TRS-80 OWNERS
IDo you want to write BASIC programs faster?

• Do you want your programs to have that 'professional look"?

%Are you tired of erasing and redrawing screen formats on paper?
%Do you want faster graphics than "poke" will allow? . _.

TM

THE BABY CURSOR allows you to easily create

screens (including graphics) on your video. A powerful

command then generates the BASIC instructions to

recreate the screen. For the first time, a program for

automatic generation of video display forms. (16K

Tape or 16K Disk).

THE MAGIC CURSOR I additionally makes sophis-

ticated Data Entry and Display easy. With THE MAGIC
CURSOR I you define the Data Entry Entry or Display

fields directly on your screen. The definition

commands generate the BASIC instructions to

implement the Data Entry and Display. THE MAGIC
CURSOR I has commands which move, center and

duplicate blocks of graphical or alpha/numeric

displays. You can even justify text. (16K Tape only)

THE MAGIC CURSOR II adds the power to write

animated games easily in BASIC. THE MAGIC
CURSOR II allows you to reload previous screens

either from memory or from disk. You can then modify

them and store either the modified screen or only the

changes. (32K Disk only)

IMAGINE!!!!!!!

• Letting the computer write your BASIC
programs.

• Creating a ibrary of your own personal

displays.

• Up to thirty powerful commands.
• Data Entry and Display on Video Forms.

• No more scrolling data entry.

• Instant screen displays with data.

BUSINESSMEN: It will make your programmers more productive!!

VERSIONS:

BABY CURSOR - 16K Tape or 16K Disk $ 24.95

MAGIC CURSOR I - 16K Tape only 79.95

MAGIC CURSOR II - 32K Disk 99.95

MAGIC CURSOR III - Model II (Coming Soon) 149.95

(ALL DISK PROGRAMS WILL OPERATE ON SINGLE DRIVE SYSTEMS)
TRS-M Is r*gi«t*r*d tradMMffc of TANDY CORP."

ORDER FROM:

Send check or money order payable to:

CUSTOM COMPUTER CENTER, INC.
P.O. Box 58042 / Dept. 8-A / Houston, Texas 77058

QUAN. DESCRIPTION SYSTEM
(size /tape or disk)

PRICE

Handling Charge: $1.50 1 Texas Res. add 6 % Sales Tax TAX & HANDLING

Name
TOTAL

Address.

City

MASTER CHARGE / VISA

CARD #

State. Zip EXPIRES.

CUSTOM COMPUTER CENTER, INC.
P.O. BOX 58042 / HOUSTON, TEXAS 77058

Phone Orders: (800) 621-5199 / Illinois (800) 972-5855
w
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OMALL
t/YSTEM TRS-80 PRODUCTS

MALL
'MSB

YSTEM
91-2: Ml AOVANCED TAPE MMITM FOR 16K TRS-ttVS - (26.9$
R9»-2»: THREE MONITORS F0« TRS-tO RISK SYSTEMS - 29.95
R9R-2 RELOCATOR: PUT RSN-2/2* MTHKK Ui NENDRY - 9.95
91 RS-232-C: PRINT WITH RS-232-C FN* tS*-Z/2o - 9.95

22 cimnds to control your TRS-80 2-80 processor! E.amine DOM's, test RAN,

program in machine language, read/write •chine language tapes, and - .:•

ore! SrmOLIC DUMP will disassemble memory into Z-80 mnemonics 1 HEX and

two ASCII memory dumps; EDIT, HOVE, EXCHANGE, VERIFY, FILL, ZERO, TEST, or
SEARCH memory, read/write SYSTEM tapes, enter BREAKPOINTS, PRINT with TRS232
or Centronics, and read/write disk sectors directly! Radio Shack uses RSP;
see page 4-17 of your disk manual! RSH-2 tape loads at top of 16K LEVEL I

or II; RSN-2D disk includes 3 versions for T6K, 32K and 44K.

ADVENTURE' S14.95 each, 3 for S39.95, all 5 for S64.95.

Machine language versions of Advent the cinwtninr language v* r » i unj u< "O^fnigfe, inf turrrni rsqf 31 lie Dig
time-sharing coaiputers! 5 versions, 1-Adventureland, 2-Pirate's Adventure,
3-Mission Impossible, *-Voodoo castle, 5-The Count. A challenge that can
take weeks to solve! LEVEL-II 16K.

BARRICADE: MACHINE LAMSUAmt ACTION SAME FOR TRS-SO'S - 114.95

Break through 5-wal I Barricade
paddle! Trap the ball aaong the

Select 96 different options to
with the best of each saved to be
achieve the •

th high-speed ball and "eyboard controlled
alls and natch it destroy the 190 blocks'
challenge e«perts and beginners. 3 scores
challenged by other players. NOBODY ran

LEVEL- I and II.Ui WEIGHTED SCORE of 33,000

All RAID: MACHINE LANSUACE TRS-80 SHOOTING 6ALLERT' - f14.95

Shoot down high speed aircraft with a ground based missile ho«-"»''
Aircraft e»plode dramatically when hit, sometimes destroying other n»arn,
planes! Score is tallied for each hit or miss, and the highest score is

saved to be challenged by other players. Hours of fun for you, and » super
demonstration program for entertaining friends! 4K LEVEL I and II.

MSIC-1P - LEVEL-1 BASIC WITH PRINTING' - S19.95

Run any LEVEL-1 BASIC tape ( 1 2K or less) in 16K LEVEL-II TRS-80 without
conversion! Plus LLIST and LPRINT for TRS232, RS-232-C or Centronics
printers. LPRINT ON and LPRINT OFF prints anything that you see on the
screen! All LEVEL-I abbreviations and functions supported.

• CALIFORNIA RESlPENTS ARC 6 PER CENT SALES TM •

• SHALL SYSTEM SOFTWARE • P.O. BOX 366 • NEWBURY PARK, CALIF. 91328 •

TRSZ32 PRINTER INTERFACE - 149.95 (S2.00 skipping)

Assembled and tested output port for TRS-80 printing. Use any RS-232 or

20-mil current loop ASCII printer. Eipension interface not required. Use

with LEVEL-II BASIC, CP/M, BASIC-IP, ELECTRIC PENCIL, RSM-2/2D or your own

programs! Standard cassette software included, or order new "FORMATTER"

(below) for enhanced printer control.

TRS232 "FORNATTER" SOFTWARE PACKAGE - B14.95

Page and line length control, form feed function, printer pause, 9 baud

rates, "smart" line termination, indented continuation lines, built-in

keyboard debounce, software control of screen printing, etc.

TNE ELECTRIC PENCIL FOR TRS-00 DISK SYSTEMS - S1S0.00

THE ELECTRIC PENCIL FOR TRS-tO TAPE SYSTEMS - 99.95

PENCIL RS-2S2-C: ABAFT TAPE PENCIL FOR RS-232-C - 9.95

Write te«t, delete, insert, or move words, lines or paragraphs, save te«t on

tape (or disk), then print formatted copy with our TRS232 or Centronics

printer (RS-232-C with oisk version). Right justification, page titling and

"umbering, transparent cursor and repeating keyboard. Lowercase entry and

display with modification. Tape version runs on Level I or II 16K.

CP/M OPERATING SYSTEM WITH TRS232 SOFTWARE - S14S.00

SMALL SYSTEM SOFTWARE/LIFEBOAT ASSOCIATES version of CP/M. Includes TRS232

ind RS-232-C software, lower-case support, debounce, DCV-2 and other unigue

utilities. CP/M Editor creates and modifies all files. Assemble directly

from disk, placing HEX and PRINT files back onto disk! Includes DDT

(Dynamic Debugging Tool), PIP (Peripheral Interchange Program), and "ore!

CP/M is a trademark of Digital Reasearch, Inc.

KIM: CONVERT STSTEN PROGRAMS TO BISK FILES - S9.95

Eiecute Adventure, Barricade, Air Raid, RSL-1, ESP-1, T-BU6, etc., from

disk, even if they interfere with TRSDOS! After using DCV-1, your orograa

loads from disk into high memory, moves itself to its correct address, then

lumps fere ano eiecutes! New version works with TRSOOS 2.2.

OTHER TRS-M PROtOCTS

ESP-1: 129.95 Editor, assemoler, and monitor using INTEL 8080 mnemonics.

. RSL-1: 14.95 Draw patterns, then play Conway's LIFE in machine language.

• LST-1: 8.00 A disassembled listing of LEVEL-1 BASIC with some comments.

|
• SMALL STSTEN SOFTWARE • P.O. BOX 566 • NEWBURY PARK, CALIF. 91320 •

1 "T RS-SO IB registered trademark ol TANDY CORP. »~ 30

SECURITY for TRS-80 DISC DRIVE OWNERS

• BUSINESSMEN - Ensure th* privacy of your Corporal* Files

• PROGRAMMERS - Protect Programs/Data Files

• RS232 USERS - *»" wiretaps with Super Cipher

CIPHER f°r security at tho Confidential level. Cipher is a sophisticated cryptographic system

which is impervious to all Master DOS passwords. Codas of up to 11 alphanumeric

$39.95 characters accepted. Cipher is supplied with its own self-chaining disk operating

system, but will accept DOS 2.1, 2.2 or 2.3 files.

SUPER CIPHER f° r security at the Top Secret level. Super Cipher accepts codes of up to

256 alphanumeric characters. This is the code for special business or military applica-

$99.95 tions.

AUTHORS - DISTRIBUTORS - SYSTEM HOUSES

• DOUBLE AND TRIPLE YOUR SALES

• CURTAIL COPYRIGHT VIOLATIONS

• PREVENT ILLEGAL DISC DUPLICATION

• THWART PROGRAM EXAMINATION DURING EXECUTION

We will customize your program so that it will execute, but can not be examined regardless of any effort to disable the protection.

Our technique is impervious to both Master DOS passwords and alien DOS systems. Send us your program together with a $40 encipher-

ment fee. If we consider the cryptographic problem acceptable, we will encipher your program and return the encrypted version to

you. Otherwise your $40 fee will be promptly refunded. Examine and test our diskette complete with its own copyrighted DOS system

• to see if the level of encipherment is adequate. If you are satisfied we will then supply duplicates in lots of fifty at a fixed charge per

diskette.

P.O. Box 516 • Troy, Idaho 83871 • SOLARIS PRESS • Specify 32K or 48K • (208)835-5391 ^36
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EDUCATION

The University of Loyola runs a

computer education course, using 25 TRS-80 systems.

Night School

Dr. Antonio M. Lopez, Jr.

Dept. of Math Sciences

Loyola University

New Orleans LA 70118

As more personalized com-

puters—with their latest in

technological advances—be-

come available in today's

marketplace, it is becoming

more evident that the human
element is not keeping pace.

When Radio Shack announced

its TRS-80, 1 was one of the first

to make my way down to my
local Radio Shack, only to find a

store manager with a product he

did not know how to sell. When I

asked to see the product, his

response was, "Do you know

how to program this thing?"

That was the beginning of what I

hope will be a long and pro-

fitable friendship for both of us.

Let me explain what I mean.

Loyola University is fortunate

to be in the forefront of

microcomputer use in the New
Orleans area. We have a variety

of systems—an Altair, a couple

of KIM systems, two Processor

Technology SOL systems, two

Apple II systems, a Commodore
PET and two TRS-80 Level II

BASIC systems. These micro-

computer systems see heavy

use daily at Loyola, which offers

two degree programs in the

department—a BS in computer

science and a BS in math-

ematics. When they are not be-

ing used in advanced course

work, these systems are used in

research, with Heuristics'

Speech-lab on our own home-

made plotter, or they are down
for upgrading. There is no time

available to run a large-scale

continuing education program

for the general public off these

systems; however, if I had 25

systems of the same kind. . .

.

After some good old-fash-

ioned bartering, I was able to

convince both the district

manager of Radio Shack and

the director of continuing

education that it would be in the

common interest to hold a six-

day workshop on the TRS-80

Level I BASIC unit, which retails

for under $600. Radio Shack

would provide 25 systems and

25 store managers; Loyola

would provide the instruction

and be allowed to open the

workshop to the public for a

nominal fee of $65. This cooper-

ation on the local level provided

36 paying customers the first

time the course was offered in

June. In July, when it was of-

fered again, we had 48 paying

customers. The director of con-

tinuing education has slated the

course again for later this year.

The education level of the au-

dience varies greatly in these

workshops—from a nine-year-

old boy to a 67-year-old, retired

furniture-store owner; from

CPAs, doctors and lawyers to

homemakers, hobbyists and the

just plain curious. The common
denominator is that they know
nothing about computers, but

they want to learn.

Workshop Format

The format for the workshop

is a combination of lectures and

supervised labs (Fig. 1). It is in-

Mon. Wed. Thur. Mon. Wed. Thur.

FIRST HOUR LECTURE LAB LAB LAB LAB LAB

SECOND HOUR LECTURE LECTURE LECTURE

Fig. 1.

LECTURE LECTURE LECTURE

tended that the course run for

two consecutive weeks on Mon-

day, Wednesday and Thursday

nights, but I do not feel that this

is absolutely necessary as long

as enough "think time" is al-

lowed between sessions. A
good deal of information is

covered in the lecture periods,

more than the average person

can comprehend immediately.

At the end of each lecture period

the participants are handed an

exercise set which is divided

into two sections— problems

that all are expected to do and

problems to do if they are bored.

The lab periods are scheduled

for the first hour of the sessions

for two reasons. First, the partic-

ipants have had time to think

about the exercises and are now
eager to try their solutions. Sec-

ond, once someone starts using
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THE DATA BASE SO SIMPLE
EVEN YOU CAN OPERATE IT!

FILE-IT the quick-and-easy data-base you can use
on yourTRS-80 with absolutely no prior computer ex-

perience. Use this powerful program and one or

more disk drives to keep inventories, sales records,

menus, lists, tables, indexes; in short, just about
anything you can store in a file system you can store

in FILE-IT. Dynamic formatting power means files

from one to 16 fields, files up to 300 records long;

even multiple files. Global search, partial or exact
match, instant access... FILE-IT does the work for

you. Requires one drive. Fully documented. $24.95

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS™ (415) 592-6633
1313 Laurel St., Suite 15, San Carlos, CA 94070 •k

Please send me TRS-80 FILE-IT

($24.95 each enclosed. Calif, residents add tax).

D Send your catalogs.

Name

Address

City
TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp.

State. -Zip.

a microcomputer system, it is

difficult to tear him away. If you

want to go home at a reasonable

hour, you do not dare schedule

the lab period for the last hour.

For this workshop, I use two stu-

dent assistants, usually a math

major and a computer-science

major. During the lab periods,

we circulate from station to sta-

tion answering both program-

ming and technical questions

and giving hints on how to solve

problems that are being encoun-

tered. We endeavor to install a

"try-it" attitude among the par-

ticipants.

A two-hour lecture the first

night enables me to cover a

variety of topics. I like to point

out to my audience why we have

chosen the TRS-80 to work with:

1. Radio Shack has supplied

us with the 25 systems.

2. The TRS-80 requires no

engineering know-how to as-

semble and run. In fact, it can be

set up and programming begun

in 15 minutes.

3. The TRS-80 is expandable

with a line of products to fit vary-

ing needs and there is no worry

about interface and compatibili-

ty.

4. The TRS-80, including the

Level I BASIC unit, is capable of

handling business-oriented

problem solving.

5. Finally, the TRS-80 is local-

ly stocked. Should a power unit

or a CPU fail, we have 35 Radio

Shack dealers in New Orleans—

surely one will have a replace-

ment part. I do not have to ship

my unit halfway across the U.S.

for repair.

Next, we talk about problem

solving with the TRS-80 and

divide our endeavors into the

two classical areas of decision

making and actual data manipu-

lation. The next two nights we
concentrate on the TRS-80 as a

tool for decision making; the

following two nights are dedi-

cated to the TRS-80 in the data-

processing environment. Our

problem-solving procedure de-

pends heavily on flowcharts and

the ability of the participant to

see his solution as a sequence

of "atomic" BASIC instructions.

Diskette
SALE

WE WILL NOT BE
UNDERSOLD!!!

Find the best price you can in this
magazine on a box of 10, 5% " Verbatim
diskettes and

(Low discount pric« — $26.50)

THAT'S OUR PRICE

nipta

4636 Park Granada 168
Calabasas California

[213)992 197091302 • 69

'Offer good 'till December 31, 1979, as
long as supply lasts. Price includes
shipping in the US except for Alaska &
Hawaii.

ATTENTION TRS-80

PROGRAMMERS
Houston Micro Compute Technologies. Inc., Is now
soliciting speciality business applications packages for

the TRS-&0 Mod I and Mod II. Each month HMCT malls

more than 2000 newsletters to Independent Radio

Shock Dealers and select Computer Dealers. All pro-

grams we market will be offered to these deolers as a

point-of-sale pockages.

Criteria!

'Must be disk based

'Must be NEVDOS (Apporat) Compatible

'Must be copyrighted by individual or company

submitting program

'Must sign a non-plogerlsm release

'Must have complete documentation

NO GENERAL
FINANCIAL PACKAGES, PLEASEI

Royalties are 19-00% of net collected proceeds based

on quality and market potential.

For further Information please call(713)

661-2005 and ask for Gene Atteberry or
Steve Tune or write:

"TRS-80 Is a registered trademark of TANDY CORP."

HOUSTON MICRO-COMPUTER

TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

5313 BISSONNET

BELLAIRE. TEXAS 77401

(713)661-2005 ^-13

Let Your TRS-80®
Teach You

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE
Tired of buying book after book on assembly

language programming and still not knowing your

POP from your PUSH?

FREIVIsoft proudly announces a more effi-

cient way, using your own TRS-80* . to learn the

fundamentals of assembly language programming
-at YOUR pace and at YOUR convenience.

Our unique package, "INTRODUCTION TO TRS-80*
ASSEMBLY PROGRAMMING", will provide you with

the following:

• Ten 45-minute lessons on audio cassettes.

• A driver program to make your TRS-80* video

monitor serve as a blackboard tor the instructor.

• A display program for each lesson to provide

illustration and reinforcement tor what you are

hearing.

• A textbook on TRS-80* Assembly Language
Programming

• Step-by-step dissection of complete and useful

routines to test memory and to gain direct control

over the keyboard, video monitor, and printer.

• How to access and use powerful routines in your

Level II ROM.

This course was developed and recorded by

Joseph E. Willis and is based on the successlul

series of courses he has taught at Meta Technologies

Corporation, the Radio Shack Computer Center, and

other locations in Northern Ohio. The minimum
system required is a Level II, 16K RAM.

REMASSEM-1 only $69.95

REMsoft, Inc.

571 E. 185 St.

Euclid. Ohio 44119
(216)531-1338

WO
Include $1.50 lor shipping and handling

Ohio residents add 5'/?% sales tax

TRS-80* is a trademark ot the Tandy Corp.
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It is at this point that I encounter

the biggest audience awaken-

ng—"You mean you have to do

.ill that to get it to print out the

lumbers 1 through 10?" (Fig. 2).

With this all behind us, we

still have time to examine some
of the special function Keys and

ihe two existing modes of the

TRS-80 BASIC Level I unit -the

calculator mode and the pro-

gram mode. To the novice it is in-

credible that you can do arith-

metic calculations "over" your

program without "damaging"

ihe program.

Lectures and Programs

By now, my two hours are just

about up and my audience is

really ready for action. It is very

important to start with a pro-

gram that is not too difficult; yet,

not too easy for the entire group.

I have found that a compound-

interest problem is just about

the right level (Fig. 3). It illus-

trates all the basic flowchart

symbols, plus the idea of a loop,

"he scenario for this problem is

that you wish to deposit a cer-

tain sum in a savings account

that pays 5% percent per an-

num, compounded quarterly.

How much will you have in the

bank after 20 years? I also in-

troduce the idea of blocks of the

flowchart actually becoming

I nes of code in BASIC—the
block numbers match the line

numbers (Fig. 4).

By the second lecture ses-

sion, confusion seems to be giv-

R«
0575/4

"/ '

/ INPUT /

/ ; /

- I

N«— 1

40

1

le LET R - 0975/4
«.« INPUT "WHAT IS THE PRINCIPAL "

M LET N - 1

48 LET I • R * P
56 LET P - P * I

<W LET N • N 1
re IF N <• 80 THEN GOTO 48

M PRINT "YOUR DEPOSIT IS NOW "
. P

*e END

Fig. 4.

96
96
186
lie
126
138
148

INPUT "WHAT IS THE COST OP YOUR ASSET ".C
INPUT "WHAT IS THE USEFUL LIFE IN YEARS ". N
INPUT "WHAT IS THE EXPECTED SALVAGE VALUE "

. S

I N
A <C-S>/N
PRINT TABC26). "DEPRECIATION SCHEDULE-
PRINT "VEAR". TAB<16/, "STRAIGHT LINE". TA8.36/

•

V - 1

D - <2»I*<C-S/.'/'<N*tN-l/

>

PRINT TA8<2>, V, TAEK13); A, TAB<35/, D
IF V - N THEN END
I - I-i
V V*l
GOTO 96

'SUM OF VEARS DIGITS

Fig. 5.

INPUT "WHAT IS VOUP CLIENT S NAME ". A«
INPUT "MHAT IS THE AMOUNT OF THE LOAN ". L
INPUT "WHAT IS THE NUMBER OF MONTHLY PAYMENTS
READ R

DATA 8 86?
REM 8975/
A R * 1

CURRENT MONTHLY INTEREST RATE

186
116

FOR I - 1 TO N
T - T»A
NEXT I

P • <L4**T>/<T-1>
PRINT A», - YOUR MONTHLY PAYMENT IS »". P
END

Fig. 6.

18 INPUT "WHAT IS A NUMBER BETWEEN 1 AND 186 ", N
26 FOR I • 1 TO N
36 R - RND<8>
35 NEXT 1

46 T - 6

31
32
imi
ne
128
125
138
131

132
133
134

135
13*
137
138
133
148
141
156
166
165
178
186

FOR K 1 TO 18
CLS
a = rnd<:i6>
e - RNDvie-
C « A*B
PRINT TAB. 5 /.A
PRINT TAB.4/, "", B
PRINT TAB.4), " "

INPUT " ",D
IF C • D THEN GOTO 138
PRINT "NO '

!
' ".A, " ",B;" - "

. C

GOTO 168
FOR X-46T083 SET '.X, 27 > SET.X. 44. NEXTX
FOR V-27T044 SETC46, V> SET.47. V) SET. 82. V) SET.83. V > NEXTY
FOR X-54T059 SETCX. 36) SET.X. 33 > NEXTX
FOR X-68T073 SET.X, 38/ SET. X. 33/ NEXTX
FOR V31T032 SET<54. V/ SET.55. V) SET. 38. V. SET. 59. V> NEXTY
FOR V-31T032 SET<68. V> SET 1 69, V/ SET<72, V> SET. 73, V) NEXTY
FOR V-34T033 FOR X-62T065 SET.X- Vj NEXTX NEXTY
SET. 52. 37 > S£T<53. 37> SET < 74, 37) SET. 75, 37>
SET. 54. 38/ SET(55-38> SET.72. 38) SET. 73, 38 >

SET.56. 39. SET. 57, 39/ SET. 78, 39/ SET. 71. 39'
SET.58. 48> SET.59, 48> SET.68. 48/ SET..69. 48>
FOR X - 68 TO 67 SET. X, 41) NEXTX
T T*l
FOR I - 1 TO 2566: NEXT I

NEXT K
PRINT "YOUR SCORE IS "j T»18; *SJ"

END

Fig. 7.

C p° )

Fig. 3.

ing way to confidence and a de-

sire to "try it" and see what hap-

pens. I have very little time to

dwell on this newfound knowl-

edge, but I do emphasize that

those who do not wish to learn

to program their own personal

computers are faced with lines

of software that include such

greats as: Backgammon, Black-

jack, Quick, Watson, and the

Home Recipe Program. Per-

sonal computers like the TRS-80

are not toys unless you want

them to be toys. My lectures will

now center around different

types of programs.

The second program that we
discuss is a depreciation

schedule. In fact, I want to

depreciate an asset in two ways
—a straight-line depreciation

and a sum-of-years digits

depreciation. This program

serves as a means of teaching a

number of points. Since I am not

an accountant, I pick up my
favorite accountant text and

look up the formula for straight-

line and sum-of-years digits

depreciation. They are: Let C be

the cost of the asset. S the

salvage value and N the useful

life in years. Then, the straight

line depreciation is: A = (C-S)/N

and the sum of year digits depre-

ciation is shown in Example 1. I

= N for the first year; I = N-1 for

the second year; ... I = 1 for the

Nth year.

D = (2 x I x (C - S)V(N x (N + 1))

Example 1.

The stage is now set for more

instruction in looping tech-

niques.

Finally, in order to introduce a

need for the TAB function

(which Level I BASIC supplies). I

have the participants "dress up"

their output with a heading and

subheading (Fig. 5).

Since the audience is varied,

the next problem is oriented to

capture the attention of any

real-estate agents that might be

in attendance. If a young couple

is interested in purchasing a

home today, one of the first

things that enters their minds is,

"How much is the loan going to

cost us per month?" What we
have here is an amortization

problem. Again, looking up the

formula for the periodic pay-

ment, we see that if L is the

amount of the loan, N is the

number of monthly payments

and R is the monthly interest

rate, the payment P is shown in

Example 2.

P = (L x R x (R + 1)
N
V((R + 1)

N - 1)

Example 2

An immediate problem with

Level I BASIC is that it does not

have an exponentiation key.

However, this serves as another

teaching point— if you are

clever, you can program around

many of your system's short-

comings.

I hasten to point out, especial-

ly to the ham radio operators,

that the trigonometry functions

can also be programmed into
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SAVE
ON ADD-ON

PRODUCTS FORTRS-80

SUPER D«SK
.^..^-wsk—SSSL 'OTTO
up to 195 Kbytes on 77 tracks wim

A Complete Family Of

DISK DRIVES
To Choose From...

IN STOCK
ALL DISK DRIVE SYSTEMS COME COMPLETE

WITH POWER SUPPLY AND CHASSIS

Two drive cable = $25 «Eour drive caDie $55

TF-1 Pertec FD200. 51ft? 40 track use both sides

TF-3 Shugart SA400. 514" 35 tracks same as randy

TF-5 MR 5*4" 40 track door lock and auto diskette ejection

TDH-1 Pertec Dual Head 35 track same capacity as 2 drives

ADD-ON DISK DRIVES
DOES NOT INCLUDE POWER SUPPLY OR CHASSIS

•Pertec FD200
•Shugart SA400 (unused)

•Pertec FD250 (Dual Head)
•MPI B-51

•MP B-52 (Dual Head)

>282.00
286.00
[399.00
[279.00
>349.00

PRINTERS

•LP779 Centronics 779
w/tractors $1099

•LP700 Centronics 700 $1495
•LP701 Centronics 701 . . $1 759
•NEC Spinwriter $2499
•LP702 Centronics 702 . . 51999
•DP8000 Anodex Printer . 5 999
•LP1 Centronics P1 5 399
•Centronics cables $ 39

SOFTWARE

IMPROVE TRS40
PERFORMANCE WITH

NEW DOS+
OVER 200 MODUCATIONS. CORRECTIONS
AND ENHANCEMENTS TO TBS DOS. INCLUDES

UTILITIES AVAILABLE IN TWO VERSIONS

•35 Track Version $ 99
•40 Track Version |1 10
•Accounts Receivable . . . $ 39
•inventory Control $ 39
•Job Entry/Status $ 75
•General Ledger $ 79
•Game Diskette $ 19
•AJA Word Processor $ 75

NEW PRODUCTS
•Small System RS232 Interface . < AO^•Expansbn Interface w/32K Loo'™•AC Line Interference Eliminator J

4
JiS•AC Isolator (6 connectors) | IKS

•Telephone interface LS2
•Ve^atum 5" soft sector Diskettes 1*2•16KM 16K RAM Kit Computer f .X ~X
•16 Key Pad Kit f

82-00
$ 66.00

ALL PRICES CASH DISCOUNTED • FBHGHI F06/FACTOSV

SBAKROCCVMPUrER
TECHNOUOGV
INCORPORATED

• 28

2080 South Grand Ave.
Santa Ana, CA 92705

(714)979-9923

pporot, Inc.

6000 E. Evans Ave., Bldg. 2
Denver, CO 80222
(303) 758-7275

26
in

33

M
lee
M6
138
let
166
196
216
215
226
ise
240
i58
2«6
270
286
25*
368
:-ie

326

INPUT "HOW MANV DATA ELEMENTS ".N

FOR I 1 TO N
INPUT "ENTER DATA ELEMENT ". MI)
NEXT I

H • A-.1)

L Atl)
FOR I - 2 TO N
IF H < A<I) THEN M » A<I> GOTO 85
IF L > A<I> THEN L - A< I >

NEXT I

U <H-L>/3
'« a-0 &-e c-e
FOR I » 1 TO N
S » S*H<I>
IF A<I> < L+U THEN A - A*l GOTO 21

IF <L*U <» ft<I>) * <A<I> < L*2 • U.

IF H<I> >- L*2 * .. THEN C - Ol
NEXT I

CLS
PRINT "THE HIGHEST VALUE IS ", M
PRINT "THE LOWEST VflLUE IS ".L

PRINT "THE AVERflGE VflLUE IS ". S»"N

PRINT AT 256, L
PRINT AT 329, L*H
PRINT AT 384. L*2«W
PRINT AT 448, H
FOR I-lTOfl X-39+I SETCX, 12) SET<X. 13> S£T<X, 14) NEXTI

FOR I-ITOB X-39+I S€T(X, 15) SETlX. 16) SETCX. 17) NEXTI
FOR I-1T0C X-39+I SETkX, 18) SET<X, 19) SET (X, 20) NEXTI
END

THEN 6 - 6*1 GOTO 210

Fig. 8.

CLS FRINT -LORD DATA TAPE — PRESS PLAV AND RECORD"
FOR I - 1 TO 5060 NEXT I

CLS PRINT TA6<.20>. "CREATING A MAILING LIST" GOSUB 1000
PRINT "ENTER CUSTOMER S NAME XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

"

INPUT " "• A» PRINT
PRINT "ENTER CUSTOMER S ADDRESS XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX "

INPUT " "B*
CLS GOSUB 2000 PRINTi A*, ". ". Bf CLS
GOSUB 1000
PRINT "ENTER CI TV XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

"

INPUT "
".ft« PRINT

PRINT "ENTER STATE CODE AND ZIP XX XXXXX"
INPUT " ".B«

CLS GOSUB 2080 PRINT* A». ". ". B» CLS
INPUT "ARE THERE MORE ENTRIES -- 1 - VES, 2 - NO ".0

IF • 1 THEN GOTO 30
IF - 2 THEN END
PRINT "PLEASE ENTER EITHER 1 FOR VES OR 2 FOR NO"

GOTO 110
PRINT PRINT "AN ENTPV IS LIMITED TO 16 CHARACTERS-
RETURN
PRINT PRINT "***** WRITING TO DATA TAPE »«»»»"

RETURN

M
4H

re

;e
81
?-e

91
166
lie

128
lie
148
150
1000
1010
2000
2010

Fig. 9.

the system. (Some of these rou-

tines are given in the back of the

Level I BASIC manual.)

Although looping techniques

were introduced from the begin-

ning, I wait until the amortiza-

tion problem to introduce the

FOR NEXT instruction. The

amortization program also re-

ceives the personal touch by the

use of string variables in re-

questing the client's name and

then, after the calculations are

done, addressing the answer to

the client. Since the interest rate

does not vary daily (yet!), I can

use the READ and DATA instruc-

tions to eliminate the need for

the input of the rate each time

the program is run (Fig. 6).

Probably the hardest lecture

to present is that of the third

night—the last night we con-

sider the TRS-80 as a tool for

decision making. My objective is

to introduce the RND function,

the logical operator* (AND) and

the TRS-80 graphic functions

CLS, SET, RESET, PRINT AT, as

well as the idea of an array.

Since there are usually

educators participating in these

workshops, I can get their atten-

tion with a computer-assisted

instruction program, which I will

call an addition quiz. This pro-

gram is designed for young chil-

dren. It gives a ten-question

problem set that a child can

answer. If the child's response

is correct, a "happy face" is

drawn on the screen; if the re-

sponse is incorrect, the correct

answer is displayed and the

child is allowed to study it for a

few seconds. Although the con-

cept of this program is basically

simple, the tedium of the

graphics seems to bore the par-

ticipants. They like the results

very much; however, they do not

want to code the drawing (Fig.

7). The coding for the "happy

face" is found inclusively in
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la CLS PRINT "LOAD DATA TAPE INTO RECORDER — PRESS PLAY"
20 FOR I = 1 TO 5060 NEXT I

10 CLS PRINT TAB>,17>, "MAILING LIST RETRIEVAL"
e PRINT PRINT INPUTt A». 8«

» PRINT R» PRINT B*
30 INPUTi A*, B» PRINT A*, ". \B*
re FOR I 1 TO 5 PRINT NEXT I

38 INPUT "ARE THERE MORE RECORDS TO BE RETRIEVED 1—VES. 2—NO".Q» IF - 1 THEN GOTO 30
» IF - 2 THEN END
iee PRINT "PLEASE ENTER EITHER 1 FOR VES OR 2 FOR NO" GOTO 88

Fig. 10

lines 130 to 141.

On many occasions, we han-

dle a large amount of data and

we want to statistically analyze

it. It is not necessary to give

e£.ch piece of data a different

name. Years ago, mathemati-

cians had the same problem;

they solved it by talking about

sets and subscripted variables.

If we have a set of three objects

we can denote this by A = [a-|,

a«i a3l. where ai is the first ele-

ment of the set, a2 is the second

element, and 83 is the third ele-

ment. We can do the same thing

with our TRS-80 Level I BASIC

ur it.

Now we want to write a pro-

gram to accept N data points;

find the highest value, the

lowest value and the average

value; and draw a bar graph of

the data grouped into three

categories. This program illus-

trates a brute-force sorting tech-

nique. It again makes use of the

graphic functions and intro-

duces the instruction of PRINT

AT and the logical operator*

(AND) (Fig. 8).

The last two lectures show
the TRS-80 Level I BASIC in the

classical data-processing en-

vironment. The major function

of data processing is the

establishment of files of data,

the retention of this data and

the processing of it to produce

meaningful information. Two
facilities on the TRS-80 Level I

BASIC—the tape recorder and

the instructions INPUT# and

PRINT#—allow us to enter the

world of data processing.

The scenario for the next pro-

gram is an eye-catcher. Sup-

pose you are a Radio Shack

store manager. You foresee that

a customer who comes in and

buys a $600 4K Level I BASIC
unit will soon want to upgrade

.00

.81
IM
.10
HI
.12
180
1 21
:22
123
:30
J 31

:.32

140
J 41

S50
151
152
:53
168
170

171
172
173
:74
:88
:ee
.61

PRINTCLS PRINT "PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS
INPUT "WHAT IS EMPLOYEE S NAME "A* PRINT
INPUT "WHAT IS THE SOCIAL SECURITV NUMBER XXX-XX-XXXX". B* PRINT
INPUT "WHAT IS THE EMPLOYEE S DATE OF BIRTH (.MMDOVY) ". B PRINT
INPUT "HOW MANY DEPENDENTS -,D
CLS
PRINT "SALARY TYPE 1> SALARIED-
PRINT " 2> HOURLY" PRINT
INPUT "WHICH CATEGORY IS IT ". T
IF <T"1> <T»2> THEN GOTO 98
G0SU6 288 GOTO 61
IF T • 1 THEN INPUT "WHAT IS WEEKLY SALARY ", U GOTO 188
INPUT "WHAT IS HOURLY WAGE ".W
CLS
PRINT "SEX 1> MALE-
PRINT " 2> FEMALE" PRINT
INPUT "WHICH CATEGORY IS IT ", S
IF <S»1> <S«2> THEN OOTO 128
O0SUB 288 GOTO 181
CLS
PRINT "MARTIAL STATUS:
PRINT "

PRINT "

INPUT "WHICH CATEGORY IS IT ". M
IF vM-l> i.M-2) <H»3> THEN GOTO 148
GOSUB 288 GOTO 121
CLS PRINT "•••» WRITING TO DATA TAPE *«•*"
PRINTi A*, ". ",B*. ", ".T. ". ".B. ". "-S. ". ".M. ". ".D, ". ".H
PRINT INPUT -MORE EMPLOYEES 1—YES. 2—NO".0
IF O « 1 THEN GOTO 10
IF O - 2 THEN GOTO 168
GOSUB 208 GOTO 158
T - 8
PRINTt A*. -. ". B*. ". ", T. ". -. B. ". ". S. ". ", M, ". ", D. "« ". W
FOR I • 1 TO 28
CLS PRINT "REMOVE DATA TAPE"
FOR J 1 TO 188 NEXT J
NEXT I

END
PRINT PRINT ««. INVALID RESPONSE ••**»"
PRINT "PLEASE CHECK YOUR ANSWER" PRINT
RETURN

1> SINGLE"
2> MARRIED"
3> DIVORCED" PRINT

Fig. 11.

BANDITO

Take the gamble.
Pull the arm on Bandito the graphic TRS-80* slot

machine with sound effects.

Hear the Bandito's arm creak as it moves. Wait anx-

iously as the spinning and clicking wheels slow to a
stop. And, if your luck holds out, you'll see your win-

nings pile up!

Bandito will provide hours of fun and entertainment

on your TRS-80 microcomputer. The fast graphics are

excellent animation and the sound effects give the feel-

ing of actually playing the slots. Bandito is good for

demonstrating your computer to friends, a great party

program, and enjoyable entertainment at any hour.

Sound effects on Bandito, as on all Acorn programs,

are made through the cassette cables. You just plug a
small speaker amplifier into the AUX cable and you'll

hear the arm creak, the wheels spin, and the winnings
pile up.

Acorn produces several programs with sound
effects. These include Star Warp and Lunar Lander,
Alien, Star Trek, Ting-Tong, Music, Codebreaker, Word
Challenge and more. All available for $9.95 for a 16K,
Level II TRS-80. Ask for these quality programs at your

local computer store.

*TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp.

634 North Carolina Avenue, S.E., Washington, DC. 20003

Acorn

e* leader Service—see page 147 80 Microcomputing, January 1980 • 45



for the TRS-80 from Micro-Mega

-J

ca—ette control unit

• Speed up your cessette tape handling m Pinpoint program locations on tape with an audibt* monitor •

Get protection trom recording and playback glitcnas resulting from ground loops • Eliminate tha tedious

plugging and unplugging ot recorder capiat

Tha Micro-Mega Castatta Control Unit does all HI and mora you gat instant

manual control ol tha recorder at tha 'tic' ot a switch Want to tind tha

bagmmng or and ot a program'' Flick anothar switch and you'll haar rt All

capias rtmam piuggad m all tha tima

Tha Micro Mega Cassarta Control Unit does a lot to improve Iha appaar

anca ot your TRS SO syttarrx too As shown, its in a2'i>" • 5" bos which

snuggles between tha keyboard and your racordar Thara is no naad to

mora tha racordar. and all cablas coma naatly into tha unit Tha Cassatta

Control Unn is tailorad to tha CTR-41 recorder, but may ba usad with most
othar recorders as wall

CASSETTE CONTROL UNIT
Ago it 00 lor postaga end handling

CPU MONITOR

%

Evei imp yowsaif with a blank scraan wonOarmg what your compu tar is up to? Tha Micro Mega CPU Monitor

can tall you lor example • It your CPU is in a loop with no ami. • Whan a long sort is naaring complation.

or • II a nay bouncat during keyboard input Tha CPU Monitor lata you listan to all CSA VEs and CLOADa
and will halp you Quickly find tha corract racordar voluma tatting. It you have an expansion mtartaca. you

will always know mhathar tha real-time clock it on or ott because you can haar it

Tha Micro-Mega CPU Monitor gift a voice to IhaZK microprocessor In

your TRS-80 by using AM radio circuitry to pick up tha computational

rhythmt ol tha CPU. which ara amplitiad and playad through a loudtpaakar

Tha pickup unit ot tha CPU Monitor, thown at lall in tha photo, goat under

your TltS00 kayboard It it connected by a 36" cabla to Iha tpaakar and
control unit, which includes an one" voluma control and an LED "powar
on " indicator Tha Monitor is powarad by an AC adaplar, shown at right in

iha photo No bananas ara naadad and no aiactrical connactions to your

TRS SO ara required

fly listaning to Iha CPU Monitor, you will soon bacoma familiar with tha "parsonaiitias " ol tha programs you
run and whether thay ara azacutmg in a normal way A dramatic usa ol tha CPU Monitor is in tha graat

anhancamant which it provides for compular gamas iSaa "Gaming Environment" balow

}

CPU MONITOR S4T50

Add S2 00 tor postage and handling

THE GREEN-SCREEN

Tha aya-plaasing Green Scraan tits over tha CRT of your TRS-K Vidao Display and givas you improved con
trast with raducad glara You gat bright, luminous graan characters and graphics like those featured by very

expensive CRT units

The Green Screen it closely matched to the color and texture ot the TRS-SO
Video Ditplay and improves the overall appearance ot your system It is at-

lached with adhesive strips, which do not mar your ditplay unit in any way
Tha Micro Mega Green-Screen gives improved video display visibility tor all

applications and is especielly effective m creating dramatic, high-impact

displays lor computet games iSee "Gaming Environment" below I

III 50THE GREEN SCREEN
Add SI 00 tor postage and handling

THE ULTIMATE STAR TREK PACKAGE

Tired ot trivial computet games'* This complete Stai Trek package wm provide you with endless fascination

and challenge In addition lo the program cassette il includes comprehensive instructions a pad of

Voyage Log record sheets and a free standing Torpedo and Maneuvering Chan
The package is buiii around the latest version ol Lance Micklus' incom-

parable Star Trek III a 13 000 byle program with a host ol subtle and imag

inative leatures. which include numerous dynamic and spectacular graphic

displays Star Trek III puis you in command ol tha Enterprise cruitmg in a

galaxy ot 192 Quadrants tilled with uncharted haiardt. including hostile

Khngons, pulsars, and black holes You have at your ditpotai tcannart.

various weapont and detente tyttemt. onboard computert. and a loyal

cntw lYou will need them all to turvne the Klingont

)

Your mittion it to nd the region of Khngons and to locale live inhabitable planatt. all within 300 ttardayt.

before returning lo Star Fleet Headquarters where your overall effectiveness at a llarthip commander will

be tcored High scores are possible only with careful planning and effective battle tactics Tha "Voyage

Log' sheets will guide your strategy, and the "Torpedo end Maneuvering Chert" writ give you e vital edge in

combat (When you engage three Klingon ships you can't afford to miss.)

STAR TREK PACKAGE Hot Level II. 16K only) 127 50
Add IT 00 for postage and handling

CREATE YOUR OWN SPECTACULAR
GAMING ENVIRONMENT (and mm SS.OO]

The Enterprise is in battle trim with deflector shields at full power As her captain, you are taking her into

combat The battle-ttationi tiren rings in your eers and "CONDITION RED" tlathet on your monitor tcreen
You call tor warp drive and key in the coordinatat of the Quadrant where your tcannart have detected Kling-

on thips At you select the warp factor, you hear the reetturing clicking ol your navigational gear at it ac-

tivatet the warp drive

Suddenly you break out ol hypertpaca and your monitor displays the chitting sight of three Klingon Battle

Cruisers floating on your tcreen ' Their evil thapet glow in luminous green againtt the bleck void ol tpaca
Moments later, you hear the characteristic reaping sound ot Klingon laser weapont. and. at you watch,
high energy beemt come knifing toward the Enterprise In succession from each ot the Klingon thipt

You have been hiti You heat the dismal sound ot the damage control alarm as "DAMAGE TOWARPDRIVE"
and "DAMAGE TO PHASERS"tlaah on your tcreen The Klingont have stopped llrlngi The Enterprise it

crippled, but your best weapon is still Intact, and It's your turn now' You key in the command tor photon
torpedoes As your screen again diaplayt Iha position ol the Klingon ships, you select a tiring vector trom
your torpedo chart and key it in. Now you hear the bun ol yourphoton torpedo as you see it speeding toward"
a Klingon ship It strikes him dead-center' As you wetch. the Klingon Battle Cruiser disintegrates accompa-
nied by a satisfying crackling sound

Does the above scenario sound tar latched -1 Not at an It s a small sample ol whal you will experience with

Micro Mega s Gaming Environment which consists ol • The STAR TREK PACKAGE • The GREEN
SCREEN and • The CPU MONITOR The last paced and dynamic aclion rellecis the superb Slar Trek III pro
gram together with the Voyage Log and Torpedo Chart ot the Slar Trek Package All ol rhe unique
graphic displays are greatly enhanced by the Green Screen Finally, the uncanny sound etlects are pro

duced by the CPU Monitor, which faithfully picks up the FOR. NEXT loops and other CPU patterns which
create the distinctive siren sounds thai accompany the ALERT and DAMAGE messages along with the

harsher notes ol Ihe weapons salvos Once you ve tried n. you won t any longer be satished with silent com
puter games

Remember thai with the Gaming Environment you also get all ot the other excellent leatures ol the CPU
Monitor and the Green Screen tor non gaming applications You also save $5 00 oft the combined cost ot
the individual items
GAMING ENVIRONMENT J 76 50
Add %3 50 tor postage and handling

Terms: Check or money order, no CODs or credit cards, please. Add amount
shown lor postage and handling to price ol the item. All items shipped within 48
hours by lirst class or priority mail. Virginia residents, add 4% sales tax.
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the system as he or she be-

comes more experienced. It

would be beneficial to you, then,

to keep a list of your TRS-80

customers and inform them pe-

riodically of product innova-

tions, sales of equipment and

changes or revisions.

What better to do with the

TRS-80 you have on display in

your shop than store a mailing

list on tape? The information

you wish to store is the in-

dividual's name, the street ad-

dress, the city, the state code

and the zip code.

Doing this brings a couple of

immediate problems to mind.

First, the TRS-80 Level I BASIC

unit has only two string

variables, AS and B$. It cannot

compare these to themselves or

any other string. Second, these

strings are limited to 16 char-

acters each. Hence, our records

will be 32 characters maximum,

and we will make repeated use

of A$ and B$. Furthermore, we

must personalize this program

by telling the user to load the

new data tape and press play

and record, by recalling each

CTR-41 set at the position on

which the program terminated

the last time it was run. Finally,

we want to be able to retrieve

these records, so we write a

quick little retrieval program in-

corporating some of the "per-

sonalizing" techniques we used

in the creation program (Fig. 10).

The fifth and final formal lec-

ture is devoted to the establish-

ment of master files and the pro-

curement of reports based on

these files. These topics lead to

some very interesting and fun-

damental concepts in file pro-

cessing. I briefly touch upon the

question of inserting, deleting,

and updating records. The idea

of a father-son tape system is

explored with the realization

that the TRS-80 4K Level I BASIC

system will have to be upgrad-

ed. We leave this realm, a little

dissatisfied but still capable of

doing quite a bit of data manip-

ulation. It is with these pro-

grams that I introduce the en-

coding and decoding of informa-

tion for human readability, the

editing of input in the creation

program so that the data cap-

NAME AS Limited to 16 Characters

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER B$ XXX-XX-XXXX

SALARY TYPE T 1—SALARIED
2-HOURLY

DATE OF BIRTH B MMDDYY
SEX S 1-MALE

2-FEMALE
MARITAL STATUS M 1 -SINGLE

2-MARRIED
3-DIVORCED

! DEPENDENTS D

WAGE W

Table 1.

Micro-Mega P.O. Box 6265 • Arlington,Va 222Q6

time that we are limited to 16

characters per entry, by marking

out what 16 characters are such

that we do not have to count the

characters in our entry and by

deciding when to quit.

This program (Fig. 9) serves to

instruct the workshop partici-

pant in the use of subroutines in

repetitive-type processing at dif-

ferent locations within a pro-

gram. It also serves as a "spring-

board" for talking about block-

ing and the interblock gap be-

tween file records. Furthermore,

additions to this file may be

made by running this program

again with the counter on the

tured is "machine-pure" and us-

ing a dummy record to detect an

end of file.

My scenario for this set of

problems is that I want to

develop a personnel master file

for all my employees. The infor-

mation I want to store is the in-

dividual's name, social-security

number, salary type, date of

birth, sex, marital status,

number of dependents and the

weekly or hourly wage. The

coding of the data is handled as

in Table 1.

In order to create a master file

with "machine pure" data, then

edit checking must be per-
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formed at each point ol data en-

try. The use of the logical oper-

ator + (OR) is very valuable at

this time. Thedummy record will

have a zero in the T variable (Fig

.

11).

Once the master file is creat-

ed on tape, I want to create my
detail file for the video display

unit. The scenario for this prob-

lem is that I want a list of all

salaried employees, their social-

security number and their mari-

tal status. Since all my records

are of the form A$, B$, T, B, S, M,

D, W, I must interrogate T and M
and print out A$, B$ and the cor-

rectly interpreted marital status

(Fig. 12).

Although I have not said or

Finally, in a very cumbersome

yet functional way, I use a

TRS-80 16K Level II BASIC sys-

tem with line printer to give a

demonstration of word process-

ing. Each participant gets a let-

ter with his or her name and ad-

dress and proper salutation,

thanking him for having attend-

ed the workshop and informing

him of Loyola University's inten-

tion of continuing to offer high-

er-level seminars in the near

future.

Evaluation

To date, this program has

been very successful. I have

detected the slow but sure

movement away from the Level I

ie CLS PRINT TRB<22); "SALARIED EMPLOYEES". PRINT
11 PRINT "NAME", TA6<22>; "SSN"; TflB<38>; "MflRTIRL STATUS"
28 INPUT* R*. B». T, B. S, M, D, U
38 IF T • e THEN QOTO 100
40 IF T 2 THEN QOTO 28
M IF M - 1 THEN GOTO 90
6a IF M • 2 THEN GOTO 80
79 PRINT A*, Tfle<22>>B*;TAB<41>; "DIVORCED". GOTO 20N PRINT A«;TAB<22>.B»;TAB<41>. "MARRIED" GOTO 28
96 PRINT A*. TABC22),B». TAB<42)i "SINGLE" GOTO 20
106 END

Fig. 12.

writ :en anything about program

documentation in this paper, I

do stress this to the partici-

pants. Since the classes are

scheduled far enough apart for

thinking about a problem, they

are also set far enough apart for

forgetting about how one solved

a previous problem. The need

for program documentation can

easily be demonstrated
throughout the seminar.

The final lecture is not really a

lecture but an audience-partici-

pation discussion with some
mora advanced microcomputer

systems that I have been able to

borrow. I like to view the

future ... talk about the 11

megabyte hard-sector disks that

are now being marketed by In-

ternational Memories, Inc.' We
discuss the chip and how it has

revolutionized our environment,

and I like to speculate on what

bubole memory will do for

microcomputer systems when it

is o'fered commercially. (Rock-

well International Corporation

has now introduced bubble

memory with volume production

to siart in 1980.'

BASIC units immediately; that

is, beginners, because of the

delays in shipping (possibly),

are ordering the Level II units

without ever having experienced

the Level I unit. This leaves a

gap in our educational structure

because the opening pages of

the Level II reference manual

read: "We've prepared this

reference manual with the

assumption that you—the user

—already have considerable ex-

perience with programming in

BASIC. Our Level I user's man-

ual was written for the total

beginner—and has been greet-

ed with wide acclaim. We freely

admit this manual has not been

written from the same perspec-

tive."
1

1. "Hardware," Datamation,

June 1978, page 254.

2. Alexander Auerbauch, "Re-

cent Advance Making Comput-

ers Practical," The Times-
Picayune, New Orleans, Sun-

day, September 24, 1978, Sec-

tion 1, page 32.

3. Level II BASIC Reference

Manual, Radio Shack, 1978, Fort

Worth.

This Weekend:

STIK
IT....

••to your

That's right! Esmark's VIOIET-STIK light pen has the TRS-80 CONNECTION
for LEVEL I & II Your 4K to 48K TRS-80 System will come alive under your
VIDIET-STIK within minutes of its arrival. That's because there are no wires to
solder or traces to cut. You're up and running as fast as you can plug the
interface into your system's cassette EAR-jack, CLOAD our custom LIGHT-
WAVE demonstration software and RUN And because the interface has a
plug for your recorder, you won't have to unplug it again when loading your
other software tapes. The interface allows them to pass right thru whenever
you're not using the pen. Its exclusive "switched tip" design means the pen's
electrically isolated from your system when it's not in use. Just point & press 1

It's that simple...Plug. CLOAD and RUN. And havewe got the software for you
to RUN with! Our demonstration tape includes a calibration program (used to
adjust the CRT'S brightness and contrast) plus STIK-TAC-TOE. AWARI and
TOWERS. Two challenging games and a puzzle that will keep grownups and
children Stik'ing it to your TRS-80 for hours. And there are instructions
provided so you can begin writing your own light pen programs (lightware)
for fun or profit (Level II). Or, just sit back and enjoy our LIGHT-WAVE tapes
each month. Esmark's unmatched commitment to lightware can bring you up
to five new games, puzzles, drills& educational quizes or simulations each
month. Our current LIGHT-WAVE releases are

LIGHT-PAK2 — LIGHTPEG (4 peg-jump puzzles)
ENDRUN (Othello with a twist)

(LEVEL II) LIFE9 (Conway's LIFE with mutations)
Price: $19 95 (including postage & handling)

LIGHT-PAK3 — LtTEGAMMON (Backgammon you'll Stik with)
(LEVEL II) STIKWUMPUS (Caves with a little lite)

MAZEMASTER (Maze after maze to poke thru)

PRICE S19.9S (including postage & handling)

Order yours now and we'll include a tree copy of FLASHBACK. Esmark's
newsletter dedicated lo the latest news in lightware applications. And. don't
forget to tell your friends The VIOIET-STIK can also be ordered for use on
most other micro systems using the following processor chips

8080 Z80 6800 6502

All that's required is a standard cassette jack leading to Ground and a
readable single bit input port Driver software is provided along with
instructions for wnting lightware applications And tell your local Dealer that
Esmark's got a Dealer package he won't want to miss out on Delivery is 3 to 6
weeks from receipt of your order CO D.'s are $3 00 extra but will be shipped
within two weeks All prices areFOB Mishawaka. Indiana. Indiana residents
add 4% state sales tax

ALSO COMING FROM ESMARK:

[ ] TRS-80 Printer Interface (Cassette AUX-jack interface for all RS232
printers. Includes LLIST& LPRINT software)

( ] TRS-80 RS232 Communications Interface (Makes you r TRS-80 a ful I

I/O terminal to timesharing systems the world over. Gives you
intelligent or dumb terminal capabilities at 110 or 300 BAUD. Also
Includes Printer Interface above with 20 mA current loop & TTL level
I/O options.)

— TRS-80 is a trademark of the Tandy Corporation —

* »"40

INCORPORATED

507 vk e. Mckinley hwy. mishawaka, in 4*3544

(219) 255-3035

T
R
S
1

8
O

$62 95

•ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS MARKETING
PLUS $1.50

POSTAGE &
HANDLING
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REVIEW

A look at some interesting

(and some not so interesting) programs,

Software Review

Rod Hallen

Road Runner Ranch
PO Box 73

Tombstone AZ 85638

Evaluating software is a lot

like evaluating television

programs. My wife and I seldom

turn on the TV anymore because

there isn't much there that inter-

ests us, and yet millions of peo-

ple sit staring at their TVs night

after night. Does that mean that

their tastes are better than ours

or vice versa?

I don't think either alternative

is necessarily true. It's just that

our tastes are different. The

same can be said about person-

al computer software. I really

like some of the programs de-

scribed below, while others real-

ly don't do anything for me at all.

I hope that my descriptions and

opinions will give you enough

information to allow you to

make your own decisions.

Software

Name: Line Renumbering

Vendor Software Associates,

PO Box 2248, Springfield VA
22152

Price: $14.96

Purpose: To renumber BASIC
program lines and to allow the

loading of more than one pro-

gram at a time (merging).

Documentation: Excellent

Loading: OK
Implementation: The tape con-

tains 16K, 32K and 48K versions,

which will all work with Level II

or disk. This is a machine-lan-

guage program that resides in

high memory. It can be called

from BASIC at any time by using

the SYSTEM command. Three

renumber commands are provid-

ed: N allows you to pick the

starting program line number

and the line increment. For in-

stance, N 100 10 would re-

number the program starting at

100 in increments of 10. Of

course, all GOTOs and GOSUBs
are appropriately renumbered

also. M puts a partition at the

end of the in-memory BASIC
program to allow another pro-

gram to be added to it. As many
programs as you have room for

can be loaded. R removes all

partitions and merges all in-

memory programs.

Suitability: This is the type of ap-

plications software that the per-

sonal computer owner needs. It

is a shame that this was left out

of Level II BASIC.

Name: Doctor and Fetch

Vendor Omicron Software, PO
Box 2547, Sepulveda CA 91343

Price: Doctor, $10; Fetch, $7

Purpose: To demonstrate arti-

ficial intelligence

Documentation: Good
Loading: Touchy

Implementation: Both programs

are intended to demonstrate the

field of artificial intelligence.

Doctor is based on the program

Eliza written by Joseph Weizen-

baum. It takes the part of a

psychotherapist and asks you

questions about your problems.

The theory behind the program

is good, but this implementation

gets lost quickly if the program
doesn't receive exactly the

answers that it is looking for.

Fetch allows you to make de-

clarative statements, which are

stored, and then you can ask

questions relating to the stored

information. For instance:

?CARTER IS A PRESIDENT
OKAY.
? A PRESIDENT IS A LEADER.
OKAY.

? IS CARTER A LEADER?
YES

GSF#

10

Table 1 . GSF subroutine summary.

QSF* Page* Arg# Mod*

1 5

1 Address

2 Integer

2 15

15

P«ge#

13

Return Value

1 Address

2 Integer

3 integer

Return Value

1 Address

2 Integer

3 Integer

Return Value

1 Address

2 Integer

Return Value

Return Value

Return Value

None
Return Value

1 Address

2 Integer

Return Value

Argi Mod*

Address

Address

Integer

Return Value

Description

Invert Graphic Video

Graphic data to be inverted

Number of bytes to be inverted.

Read Tape Data Block

Location where data to be placed

Maximum number of bytes to be read

Tape Block ID number
- 1 Tape block ID does not match.
- 2 Data read error.

X) Number of bytes read.

Write Tape Data Block

Location of data to be written.

Number of bytes to be written.

Tape Block ID number.

Address last byte written + 1.

Duplicate Memory Serially

Locations of start of data.

Number of bytes to be duplicated.

Address last byte duplicated.

Scroll Screen Up

Scroll Screen Down

Scroll Screen Left

Scroll Screen Right

Return Value

Duplicate Memory Incrementally by 64

Location of start of data

Number of bytes to be duplicated.

Address last byte duplicated.

Description

Compress Data

Data to be compressed.

Where compressed data is to be placed.

Number of bytes to be compressed

Number of bytes In compressed area.
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? IS REAGEN A LEADER?
I DONT KNOW.

Which only proves that even

computers can get into argu-

ments about politics.

Suitability: Both programs are

interesting and also demon-

strate some possible future

computer applications. I do,

however, feel that they are over-

priced, and I think that most

buyers will feel the same. Both

programs on one tape for about

$7 to $8 would be more realistic

and would probably net the ven-

dor more money in the long run.

Name: Generalized Subroutine

Facility (GSF)

Vendor RACET Computes, 702

Falmdale, Orange CA 92665

F rice: $24.95

Furpose: To provide utility sub-

routines that can be called from

BASIC.

Documentation: Excellent

Loading: OK

Implementation: GSF provides a

number of machine-language

utility subroutines that can be

called from a BASIC program.

These subroutines are loaded

into protected high memory and

are available to the calling pro-

grams at all times. Some of the

utilities provided include: Dis-

play Screen Control, Draw Hori-

zontal and Vertical Lines,

Duplicate Memory, Move Data,

Compress and Uncompress

Data, Read and Write Tape Data

and In-Core Sort. See Table 1.

Each routine is numbered and

is called with the Level II USR
statement. As an example, con-

sider the "Scroll Screen Left"

utility, which is USR(7). Each

time that USR(7) is used, i.e.,

K = USR(7), whatever is on the

screen will move one position to

the left. Scroll right, up, down

and reverse video are all in-

cluded in this group. The Draw

12 7

13

15

15

Address

Address

Return Value

1 Integer

2 Integer

3 Integer

Return Value

1 Integer

2 Integer

3 Integer

Return Value

1 Address

2 Address

3 Integer

Return Value

1 Integer

Return Value

1 Address

Return Value

1 Address

2 Integer

3 Integer

Return Value

13 17

1 Address

2 Integer

3 Integer

4 Address

Return Value

Uncompress Data

Data to be uncompressed.

Where uncompressed data to be placed.

Number ot bytes in uncompressed area.

Draw Vertical Line

Row number tor vertical line.

Column number for vertical line.

Length ot vertical line.

Draw Horizontal Line

Row number for horizontal line.

Column number for vertical line.

Length ot vertical line.

Move Data

Location of data to be moved.

Location where data is to be moved.

Number of bytes of data to be moved.

Address last byte + 1 |Arg#3 + Arg#1).

Fetch GSF Argument

GSF argument # to be fetched

Integer argument saved by GSF.

Fetch Memory Word

Address of memory location (etched

Integer value at memory location

In-Core Sort— Multiple Variable Mode
Pointer to sort key string.

Start index for sort.

End index for sort.

Sort completed successfully.

1 Null Argument #1

2 Missing variable.

3 Array specified not found.

4 Array found not single dimension.

5 Array too small.

In-Core Sort— Character String Mode
Pointer to array to be sorted.

Start index for sort

End index for sort.

Sort Key parameter list

Sort completed successfully

1 Argument #4 array not integer

2 Argument #4 array multi-dimension.

3 No substrings specified.

4 Substring location specified.

Line utilities ask for the starting

point and the length of a line,

which appear almost instantly.

Outstanding graphics are possi-

ble with these routines, which

operate many times faster than

the normal BASIC POKE and

SET statements.

I found the Compress and Un-

compress Data and the Read

and Write Tape Data routines

particularly useful. Recently I

wrote a BASIC program to allow

me to draw pictures on the

screen using the Level II

graphics characters. It worked

out just fine. Then I added a

routine to SAVE and LOAD the

pictures on cassette tape. I

stored the 1024 picture

elements in an array and output

the array to tape 64 elements at

a time. Total recording time was

almost 5 minutes. I improved on

this by converting the array to 16

strings and recording those.

Time to convert and record was

about 1 minute. This was before

I received GSF, which can do the

same thing in a few seconds!

The other utilities are too

complex to explain rationally

here in a few words, but the

manual does an excellent job.

Each subroutine is carefully ex-

plained with a sample listing of

a BASIC program using that

routine. What makes learning

even easier is that all of the ex-

ample BASIC programs are also

recorded on the GSF tape with a

menu to provide selection. This

is also an effective display of

the type of graphics that can be

displayed. I wish that all soft-

ware gave the buyer this kind of

demonstration.

Suitability: I only found two

minor areas of complaint: the

tape label says that protected

memory should start at 29950,

and the manual says 30000. It

works great at 30000. Also, no

error checking is done as far as

addresses are concerned. If you

tell it to move into an area oc-

cupied by your program or data,

it will do so. If you tell it to draw

a line longer than can be con-

tained on the screen, it will do

that too, even if it destroys data

at the same time.

GSF comes in 16K, 32K and

48K versions. If you buy the 16K

version and later increase the

size of your system, you can get

a 32K or 48K version for $5. 1 per-

sonally feel that all three ver-

sions should be included on the

original tape. I don't think that

the vendor will make much at

that $5 price because it will be

an inconvenience to the buyer.

In any case, I definitely recom-

mend GSF as a good buy for

anyone who is seriously writing

his own programs.

Name: Music Composer/Editor

Vendor: PFDC Software, 784

Goucher Street, Gretna LA

70053

Price: $20

Purpose: To compose and play

music through a radio placed

next to the TRS-80 keyboard unit

Documentation: Very good

Loading: Touchy

Implementation: Once you get

the hang of it, music is very easy

to enter into memory. The basic

requirements are octave, note

length and note. A quarter note

at middle C would be entered as

2 ON C. The octave number does

not have to be repeated until you

move to a new octave. The same

goes for the note length. Rests

can be inserted where required.

If you can read music at all, you

will be able to enter notes quick-

ly. Daisy, along with a random

25 note piece, is provided as a

part of the program.

Many other features, such as

listing, tape saving and loading,

editing and playing, are provid-

ed. Each song can be titled, the

tempo changed, the key

changed, portions repeated and

much more . . . too much to try

to explain here. After a song has

been entered from the keyboard

or tape, it can be played,

changed, replayed, retitled,

saved on tape or erased. A radio

placed near the keyboard and

tuned for the best sound

transmits the song when played

on the computer. I tune my radio

to 700 kHz on the AM dial.

Suitability: The music that re-

sults from this program is quite

good; it is obvious that a great

deal of thought went into its cre-

ation. However, there are some

drawbacks. Only one note can

be played at a time. . .sort of like

playing the piano with one

finger. Whenever a song is not

playing, great amounts of com-
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puter noise emerge from the

radio. I find this annoying and

have to reduce the volume,

which I forget to turn back up

when I'm ready to play a song.

All in all, this is a nice novelty

demonstration program; I'll let

you decide whether it is worth

the price.

Conclusion

I'm happy to say that every

one of the tapes reviewed above

came in a plastic box. That

makes for better, cleaner

storage. I have modified my
CTR-41 tape recorder for auto-

matic level control while reading

tapes. Now most tapes, whether

my own or commercially pro-

duced, load at 7 on the volume

control. Whenever I receive a

tape that won't load at 7, 1 try dif-

ferent volume control settings

until I get a good load. I imme-

diately CSAVE the program

back on the tape. From then on

it will load at level 7.

At the present time I have re-

ceived 50 TRS-80 tapes for

review. Of these, I have been

unable to load eight no matter

what I do. I have requested re-

placements and will try again.

Robert Elliott Purser says on

the back cover of his excellent

magazine, "List of TRS-80, PET

and Apple computer cassettes,"

that, ".
. .95 percent of the pro-

grams listed in this magazine

should never have been offered

for sale." I don't know if I would

agree with the 95 percent part,

but there is an awful lot of soft-

ware being sold that are word-

for-word copies of magazine or

book programs. Some are poor

and some are good but most are

overpriced and could have been

copied by the user at no cost.

None of the software reviewed

here falls into that category.

With the enormous amount of

software that is being offered

for the TRS-80, it is difficult to

know what you are getting by

reading the advertisements. I

hope this and similar reviews

make the selection process a lit-

tle easier and more effective.

BUSS EXTENDER for TRS-80
TM

ELCOMPCO Microcomputer Peripherals

P.O. Box 6133, Albany, CA 94706
(415)848-7122

Now you can hook up to four

accessories to the TRS-80™
Buss with Active Buss Ter-
mination to reduce Buss
ringing and noise and in-

crease reliability.

INTRODUCTORY PRICE $95.
Tfti 60" 8 o trademark of Tandy Cor

p

B16K 9
•memory!
expansion
$87.20 !!

Now you can have top quality without
paying top dollar . . . and expand mem-
ory In Radio Shack 80. Apple, and Exldy
Sorcerer computers. 250 ns. low power
chips are compatible with a mhz
processors; easy-to-follow instructions,

plus dip shunts, make Radio Shack-80
memory expansion a snap — even for
those with no previous hardware
experience. Compare our features and
price with the competition; It just might
tell you why this is one of our all time-
best selling products.

TBtMS: Allow 5% for shipping (excess refunded)
VISA" ' Mastercharge" orders call our 24 nour order
desk at iais> 562-0636 COO OK witn street address for

UPS Cal res add tax. Prices good tnrougn cover montn
of magazine

Pro
M

BOX 2355, OAKLAND AIRPORT. CA 946U

from

V^ (415)562-0636^

Radio /tiaed,

COMPUTER CENTER

MICRO MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS

Up To 15% Discount
on

TRS-80's

WE HAVE THE HIGHLY
RELIABLE LOBO DISK DRIVE

INSTOCK!

TRS 80 is a registered trademark of TANDY CORP."

Mini Mall — Downtown Shopping Center

115C Second Ave. S.W.

Cairo, Georgia 31728

912-377-7120 ^72

WARLORDS:
It is the Dark Ages, in the ancient king-

dom of Nerd, and all is chaos. King Melvin

has died without an heir and the country

has fallen into the hands of four powerful

and vile WARLORDS. A power struggle is

taking place to see who will emerge as

the new King. You and the other players

are these WARLORDS and, as you brood

in your castle, you will have to decide

what combination of military might and

skilful diplomacy will lead you to victory.

It would be foolhardy to wage war against

all others simultaneously, yet . . . will the

alliance you make stand the test of bat-

tle? Should you double-cross him before

he screws you?

BULLS and BEARS
WARLORDS

TRS-80

$ 12 each

TRS 80 Is • registered trademark of TANDY CORP."

Speakeasy Software Ltd

471 RICHMOND RD
.

OTTAWA, ONTARIO, CANADA

K2A 0G3
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MAKE EVERY BYTE COUNT
IN YOUR TRS-80 MODEL I OR MODEL II DISK SYSTEM

PROGRAMMING
TOOLS

FREEBuy 4, get 1

All 5, $79.80*

SUPERSEDE $19.95
For Model II $29.95
Write programs in shorthand change
variable names - generate program
documentation • use with REBUILD and
MINGLE to build new programs from old

ones.

REBUILD $19.95
For Model II $29.95
Reorganize programs for adding program
code, faster execution, readability. Rear-

range groups of program statements - line

numbers automatically updated. Use with
SUPERSEDE and MINGLE for maximum ef-

fect.

MINGLE $19.95
For Model II $29.95
Combine sorted files into one file. May be
used to combine program or data files.

SHRINK $19.95
For Model II $29.95
Makes Every Byte Count! Make programs
smaller and faster! Combines lines &
removes unnecessary code including
remarks, without altering program opera-

tion.

SIFTER $19.95
For Model II $29.95
Nine in-memory high-speed sorts for use in

arty BASIC program: stable, non-stable,
with/without tags, for numeric or string

data. Random Access Sort included.
Relocate as needed with REBUILD.

*For Model II $1 19.80

All products
guaranteed for

replacement only.

Prices. Specifica-

tions & offerings

subject to change
without notice.

AILING INFORMATION?
Doctor it up with AIDS-II. This Automated
Information Directory System is user-
defined, features user-specified fields and
print/display formats, conditional record
selection, updating of fields within records,
sorting by any combination of fields, and
more! Directory size is limited by available
memory - will typically handle 200 records
or more in 32K. Greatly expanded product
based on the very popular AIDS system.

AIDS-II $49.94
For Model II $79.95

TIRED DISKS?

MAILSORT replaces existing sort in

Radio Shack Disk Mailing List9 system.
Sort by any combination of fields. Hi-
speed in-memory routine sorts at appx.
5 records per second. Minimum 32K
required.

MAILSORT $19.95

FILE OUT-OF-SORTS?

Sort ASCII files by any combination of
user-specified fields; ascending or
descending, numeric or non-numeric
keys. Optionally retains original file.

FILESORT $29.95
For Model II $49.95

SAME OLD B.S.?

Not from MTC! Our exclusive Technical
Bulletin Service reveals the inside story
on the TRS-80® I & II. Sent by first

class mail, bulletins are issued as the
new breaks, not just once a month. Ex-
pensive but worth it! Cancel any time
-unused balance refunded. Free year-
end subject index with 12-month ($36)
subscription.

MTC Tech B.S $3/month

Single sided, Single density, Soft-sectored

DISKETTES

MOST
ORDERS
SHIPPED
WITHIN

24 HOURS

DEALER
&

USER GROUP
INQUIRIES
INVITED

Verbatim 5% -inch

$2495
Box of 10

With plastic Library Case $28.44

8-inch FLOPPIES
Single-density, Box of 10 $29.95
With plastic Library Case $33.65
Double-density, Box of 10 $39.95
With plastic Library Case $43.60

Library Cases available separately.

NO SECONDS. Factory Fresh.

Minimum order 1 box, NO order limit.

Complete with all utilities

NEWDOS +

$fiQ 95

includes REF, RENUM, SUPERZAP,
EDITOR/ASSEM., DISASSEM.,
DIRCHECK, and more!

Transfer PROGRAMS and DATA
from MODEL I to MODEL II

TRAN-SEND
^P^y by MTC
Requires MODEL II and MODEL I with
disk & RS 232. Simple to use. not a kit

•nothing else to buy. Complete with
custom cable, 5>/«" & 8" floppies, instruc-
tions.

Custom cable only $19.95
Suitable tw use »itn Radio Shack TRANSFER* prof/am

WE ACCEPT
• VISA
• MASTER CHARGE
• CHECKS
• MONEY ORDERS
• COD.

Add $2 50 for

shipping &
handling
$2.00 EXTRA
for COD.
Ohio residents

add 5'/2 % sales tax.

^20

To order or for more information

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-321-3552

IN OHIO call (216)289-7500 (COLLECT)

METfl TEChMQLQGJES CQRPQRriT.™

26111 Brush Avenue, Euclid, Ohio 44132
791105

TM TANDY CORP
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With an impact printer,

Braille can be generated by your computer.

APPLICATION

Braille

Alfred J. Bruey

201 S. Grinnell St.

Jackson Ml 49203

This article describes a pro-

gram to generate and print

Braille on an impact printer that

has been adjusted to make a

heavy impression. To read the

output, just turn the sheet over

so the reversed impressions

become properly oriented raised

dots. This program will run on

either the Level II TRS-80 or the

PET with no modifications.

The Development of Braille

As most of you already know,

Braille is a form of written com-

munication for the blind. It con-

sists of patterns of raised dots

that can be felt with the finger-

tips. These dots represent let-

ters, numbers and special cha-

racters.

In the early 19th century,

French Army officer Charles

Barbier devised a method of

sending messages that could be

read in the dark. The messages

were coded with a series of

raised dots and dashes. Barbier

demonstrated his system to

Louis Braille, a young French-

man who had been blind since

the age of three. Braille found

Barbier's code too complicated

for general use, so, at the age of

15, Braille started work on a

system of his own.

Before he died at age 43 in

1852, Braille, who was a teacher

of the blind, an organist and a

cellist, had devised a system to

represent mathematical and

musical notation. He also de-

vised a way for the blind to write

in Braille by using a sliding

template on the paper with a

stylus to punch the dots into the

paper.

The Braille Notation

Braille notation is based on a

cell containing six dots. For

ease of reference, the dots are

numbered from 1 to 6 as follows:

1 . . 4

2 . . 5

3 . . 6

a b c d e f g h i j

m n o p q r si

w x y z

numeral

sign

Fig. 1. The Braille alphabet.

As you can see from the first

row of Fig. 1, the letters a

through j are formed using only

the dots 1, 2, 4 and 5. The letters

on the second row, k through t,

are formed by adding dot three

to the characters above them in

the first row. The third-row let-

ters, u, v, x, y and z, are formed

by adding dot 6 to the second-

row characters k, I, m, n and o.

The letter w is formed indepen-

dently of the rules above. (The

letter w is rarely used in French,

and the symbol for w was not in-

cluded in Braille's original

alphabet.)

The digits 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,

9

and are formed by placing the

numeral sign

in front of the pattern for the let-

ters a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i or j,

respectively. Similarly, capital

letters are represented by plac-

ing a dot 6 before the letter sym-

bol. Symbols for some punctua-

tion marks are also shown in

Fig. 1.

Printing Braille with a Computer

It should be obvious that

Braille can be printed on a com-

puter printer by using only the

period symbol, but this would be

of little use to the blind since

they wouldn't be able to see the

dots. A step in the right direction

would be to have the printer ad-

justed to print a heavy impres-

sion of a dot so that it could be

felt from the back of the paper.

This method has a shortcoming:

Turning the paper over to feel

Program listing.

5 DIM DAS(27.7),OT*<3)

10 DATA A,'
-*"." "," ",•• ",•' "

20 DATA s."»";••"." "." ",•' ".'• "

30 DATA C."«"," ••».•• ",- -

40 DATA D."«'\" "." •••••;••"• »

50 DATA E."»"," "," ","•"." "

60 DATA F,"«*y«,,

,
M •,•'•"," ".•' "

70 DATAO,"«","«"." "/'•"."•'V' "

80 DATA H,**«
,",","i" "•" ","•"."

90 DATA I," »,•'•"," ",'••"," "," "

100 DATA J." ••,•••',•• "/••H
i"»

H
."

"

110 DATA K,"«"." ",•••••,• ",•• ",• "

120 DATA i_
-.•••.•• •••-,• •',• •-,•• "

130 DATA ll,"»*\"
•_••••,••••• •• ••

140 DATA N. "•".••
•••••'».••••.•

150 DATA 0."«V ••,•••'•," •••.•• ••

160 DATA p •.••••.•••.",•••••,•• ",'• "

170 DATA Q. •••••••••••'•••••'••,••• '•

180 DATA R,"«","»","•"," ••,•.•_••

190 DATAS," ","•"."•""•"•" "." "

200 DATAT," ••,«•«•• «•','••",« ••

210 DATA U, "•••." ",•*•"," "," •',"•••

220 DATA V,*'»","«","«"," ",*' '.•'•"

230 DATAW," '•,"•"," ',•••"."•","•"

240 DATA X."»"," ••,••••,.,•• ••••

250 DATA Y."«"." ",-•"."•". ."•"

260 DATA 2,
'••.•• ",»•"." ","•",-•"

270 DATA" "," ".•• •'," ••," •',• ",•• "

500 FORI = 1T027:FORJ = 1T07:READDA$<I.J):NEXTJ:NEXTI



544 0T$ = (1) = " ":0T$(2) = " "-.OTSO)^'
"

550 PRINT 'ENTER CHARACTER STRING. NO MORE THAN 13 CHARACTERS

560 INPUT TXS

570 J = LENfTXS)

580 IF J>13 THEN TXS = LEFT$(TX$,13)

590 L = 1

600 FOR I = 1 TO 27

610 IFMID$(TX$.L,D = DA$(I.1)THEN 630

620 NEXT I

625 PRINT 'ILLEGAL CHARACTERS :GOTO 544

630 OT$(1) = DA$(l,2) + OT$(1)

640 OT$(2) = DA$(1 ,3) + OTS<2)

650 OT$(3) = DA$<l ,4) + OT$(3)

660 OT$(1) = DA$(l,5) + OT$(1)

670 OT$(2) = DA$(l ,6) + OT$(2)

680 OT$(3) = DA$(l,7) + OT$(3)

690 OTSf1)= " " + OT$(1)

700 OT$(2) = " " + OT$(2)

710 OT$<3) = -' " + OT$(3)

720 L = L + 1

730 IFL>LEN(TX$)THEN 760

740 GOTO 600

760 PRINT OT$(1)

770 PRINT OT$(2)

780 PRINT OT$<3)

785 PRINT

790 PRINT-MORE? ENTER AY OR N ";

800 INPUT ANS: IF AN$ = "Y" THEN 544

810 STOP

the raised dots would make the

text backwards. We can correct

this by printing the Braille

backwards, so that when the

aaper is turned over, it will read

:orrectly from left to right.

That's the method that this

Drogram uses. Braille text en-

tered with INPUT statements is

oonverted to reversed Braille

and printed. An impact printer

must be used for this applica-

tion so that the pressure can be

set to make tangible indenta-

tions in the paper. A character

printer would probably give

better results than a dot matrix

printer, but you can try whatever

you have.

The Program

This program is offered only

as an example of what can be

done. As written here, it is only

capable of converting to Braille

the 26 letters of the alphabet

and the space character and

printing them in reverse on the

video screen. You can add more

characters by using more DATA
statements and changing the

number 27 in lines 5, 500 and 600

to the new number of cha-

racters.

Since it takes seven charac-

ters to represent each character

in the table, you will soon run up

against the PET limit of 255 for a

maximum subscript value. You

can break the data up into two or

more arrays and modify the

search routine.

The 13s in lines 550 and 580

are necessary because of the

screen width restriction on the

PET. The numbers can be

changed to 21 on the TRS-80 and

to an even larger number if the

Braille text is sent to a printer.

Each Braille character requires

three print positions, two for the

character and one for the space

between characters.

An example of backward

Braille, the letters a through m,

is shown in Fig. 2. If you wish to

demonstrate this program

printing regular, nonreversed

Braille, just reverse the order of

the operands on the right side of

the equations in lines 630 to 710.

For example, change line 630 to

OT$<1) = OT$(1) + DA$(1,2)

This program is simple to run.

Just type RUN and enter the

character string that you want

to convert when you're

prompted for it. TRS-80 users

will have to use the CLEAR com-

mand to reserve some string

space.

Extensions

There is a lot of room for ex-

perimentation with this method,

and this program is only pre-

sented as a starting place. For

example, it should be relatively

easy to connect a printer and a

typewriter in conjunction with a

keyboard and a microcomputer

so that a blind person could type

a document for a class or com-

pany while at the same time

generating a Braille copy for his

own records.

This program could also be

changed to print forward as

described above, and the

printed output can be used as in-

put to a scanning device, which

could create embossed output.

Although I agree that it's fun

to hunt the Wumpus or land your

simulated rocket on the moon,

there's no reason that more

useful things can't be done with

microcomputers. I hope this pro-

gram will help someone take a

step in that direction.!
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Find out if you can
read minds with this aid to ESP research.

Telepathy

APPLICATION

john Warren
/ ssistant Professor

Dept. of English

East Carolina University

Greenville NC 27834

Extra sensory perception

(ESP)— to most people

these words conjure up images

of crystal balls, black cats and

bad science-fiction movies.

However, many reputable psy-

chologists feel that ESP is real

and that a large portion of the

population can call upon super-

normal powers at one time or

another. Two of these powers

are telepathy and precognition.

Telepathy is the ability to read

the thoughts of others. . . some-

times even the ability to see

through their eyes. Precognition

involves a knowledge of things

to come. This foreknowledge

may extend for seconds, weeks,

months or years.

Nearly everyone can claim a

"psychic experience." For ex-

MNITIM.IZC
J

-<D

CHECK RESPONSE
rOR CORRECTNESS
AND DISPLAT
DECISION

1
'CALCULATE AND
' OISPLAT SCORE
PflOMPT-
CONTINUE INPUT j

OISPLAT
SYMBOL -ANSWER
AND CORRECTNESS/

ced

Fig. 1. Program flowchart.
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ample, the man who inex-

plicably stopped just seconds

before a brick crashed into the

sidewalk in front of him, or the

woman who "just knew" what

the man in the elevator was

thinking. Unfortunately, scien-

tists can't use these occur-

rences as evidence. The human

subconscious is too effective in

sorting out and acting upon

cues that the conscious mind

just slides over.

To build a body of evidence to

study, scientists had to come up

with a series of stimuli that were

simple, incapable of being easi-

ly misunderstood, easy to han-

dle and inexpensive. Among the

first instruments tested were or-

dinary playing cards, but the

shapes were ambiguous and

there was too much confusing

information—such as suit,

number and color. Instead of

abandoning cards entirely, the

scientists produced their own
designs. These had only four

distinct symbols (a fifth was ad-

ded later)—circle, cross, square

and star. These are known as

Zener cards and are accepted

tools for detecting certain kinds

of ESP powers.

The Program

This program simulates a

deck of Zener cards but has the

advantage that it acts as an

electronic bookkeeper. At the

end of the run, the readout con-

tains not only a raw score but a

record of each trial.

Another person is needed for

the telepathy segment. The sub-

ject should turn so that he can

see neither the tester nor the

computer screen. Some
psychologists suggest that the

subject close his eyes and try to

make his mind as blank as

possible.

When the image appears on

the screen, the tester should

look directly at it, concentrate

on the shape for about ten

seconds and ask the subject

what form he thinks is on the

screen.

To minimize verbal cues, the

question should be the same

each time. A single word or

sound is sufficient to prompt

the subject. After getting a

response, the tester enters it in-

to the computer, which goes

automatically to the next image.

In the precognition segment,

the computer acts as the tester.

The subject sits at the terminal

and enters what he feels that

the image will be. This is a valid

test of prediction since the ran-

dom number generator is not ac-

tivated until a response has

been entered.

At the beginning of the run,

the user can elect to have the

computer terminate the run

after a given number of trials, or

by entering when prompted, he

can terminate the run at any

time with an escape command
instead of the requested input.

At present, the DIM statement

on line 100 limits the program to

100 trials. If a greater number of

trials is desired, simply increase

the number after A$ and B$.

Interpreting Data

Pure chance will yield a score

of about 25 percent. A consis-

tently higher or lower score

could be a strong indication of

active ESP ability. In statistical

circles, an abnormally low score

is considered just as significant

as an abnormally high one since

both are deviations from the



ESP program.

1" PRINT PR I NT "TELEPATHY
lOO CLEAR700 CLS CT-O MI«0 DIHB*( 100) . A*< 100

>

120 PRINTCHR»(23) PRINT«lfc. "E S P TEST" PRINTt236. "PRECOGNITION
140 INPUTA
ISO PRINT"T0 LIMIT RUN TO A SELECTED NUMBER OF TRIALS ENTER THAT NUMBER"
160 INPUT"TO USE 'END' ENTER '0 ",TR
170 IFA-2THEN290
180 CLS: PRINTC448. "TYPE WHAT THE SYMBOL WILL BE (SQUARE. CIRCLE. CROSS OR STAR)"
190 IFTR>0G0SUB3000
200 INPUTA*
210 IFA«-"END"THEN2000
290 IFTR>OGOSUB3000
300 CLS: CT«CT*1 B-RND14) ONBGOSUB 101 00. 10200. 10300. 10400
320 RESTORE: IFA-1THEN F0RN-1T01000 NEXT GOTOIOOO
340 PR INTtO. "ASK THE SUBJECT WHAT YOU ARE SEEING AND TYPE HIS RESPONSE" I NPUT "( C IRCLE . SQUARE . CROSS OR STAR)".A»
350 IFA*«"END"CT-CT-1 G0T02OOO
360 G0SUB1000 G0T0290
1000 A«(CT)-A» B»(CT)«B» CLS IFA»»B»PRINT"CORRECT RESPONSE""
1010 IFASOB* MI-HI*1 PRINT" INCORRECT RESPONSE"
1050 F0RN-1T05OO NEXT IFA- 1 THEN180
1060 RETURN
ZOOO CLS PR INT"SCORE"", 100-(MI/CT»100) . "PERCENT PRESS ENTER TO REVIEW ANSWERS"
2003 INPUTZ»
2010 F0RX-1T0CT PRINT "TRIAL*" ; X, : PR INT "SYMBOL-"; B*<X), "RESPONSE-"; A»(X);
2020 IFA» < X ) -B» ( X ) PR INT " CORRECT " : G0T02040
2030 PRINT" "

2040 NEXT
2999 END
3000 IFCT-TRTHEN2000
3010 RETURN
999V ENU
lOOOO REM SUB FOR IMAGES
101OO B»«"STAR"
10110 Y-12 FORX-60T090 Y-Y+l SET < X, Y ). NEXT
10120 Y-43 F0RX-30T059 Y-Y-l SET(X. Y) NEXT
10130 Y-43: F0RX-30T0100STEP4. Y-Y-l. SET(X, Y) NEXT
10140 Y-43: F0RX-86T018STEP-4: Y-Y-l: SETIX. Y> : NEXT
10150 Y-24: FORX-18T098:SET(X. Y): NEXT
10160 RETURN
10200 8«-"CROSS" Y-19: F0RX-45T073 SET(X, Y) NEXT
10201 X-60 F0RY-10T045 SET(X. Y) SET(X*1. Y> NEXT
10210 RETURN
103O0 B«- "CIRCLE"CLS
10310 READ X.Y IFX-OORY-OTHEN RETURN
10320 SET(X.Y) SET(127-X. 47-Y) SET ( 127-X, Y) SET( X. 47-Y

)

10323 GOTO103 10
10330 DATA 63. 7. 62, 7, 61 . 7, 60. 7. 39, 7. 58, 7. 57. 8, 56. 8. 55. 8. 54. 8, 33. 8. 32, 8, 51 , 8, 30, 8
10340 DATA 49. 8, 48. 9. 47. 9. 46. 9. 45. <», 44. 10. 43. 10. 42. 10. 41. 10
10350 DATA 40. 11. 39, 11. 38. 12, 37. 12. 36. 13. 35. 13. 34. 14. 33. 14
10360 DATA 32.13.31,16.30.17.29,18.28,19,28,20.27,21.27,21
10370 DATA 27, 22. 27, 23. 27. 24. 0, 0. O.
10400 B«-"SQUARE"
10410 X-30. F0RY-15T040: SETIX, Y) SET(X*60, Y) NEXT
10420 Y-40F0RX-30T090: SETIX, Y) SETIX, Y-23) NEXT
10430 RETURN

predicted norm.

Just what the practical

tenefit would be from a

regative ESP seems rather

vague. However, these people

would do well to avoid gambling

cr "playing hunches."

The user should carefully

analyze the incorrect answers

on the readout. Studies have in-

dicated that some persons with

what is presumed to be strong

ESP potential will set up a pat-

tern of wrong answers. For ex-

ample, every time a cross was
displayed, a particular subject

would respond "star." His

response to a star would consis-

tently be "circle."

This is just as valid an indica-

tion of ability as being able to

pick the correct answer;
although, again, the practical

usefulness is questionable.

This program is presented for

amusement only. It is a great

way to introduce people to the

TRS-80 and is a wonderful ice-

breaker at parties. However,

strict laboratory conditions are

required to remove the inter-

vening variables that interfere

with scientific testing. It is

highly unlikely that home con-

ditions would be completely

suitable.!

Subscribe to

mmicrocomputing

out the

postage paid

reply card

on page 67

The state of the art in small systems medical office

programs. Pascal software for the TRS-80*, I'DP-11 ,

and many others.

From the medical software specialists:

PATIENT CARE DATA SYSTEMS ~*
418 North Main St., Penn Yan, New York 14527

315-536-3734
'TRS-flO is a trademark of Radio Shack, a division of Tandy Corporation
PI)I* 11 is a trademark »! Digital f.i|uipnu-nl Corporation.
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PERSONAL

Your 80 can help you through the decision

making jungle—if you can decide to use the program!

Decisions, Decisions

Photo 1: Beginning of a run.

Photo 2: Testing user preferences.

Stephen Walton

PO Box 147

Village Station

New York NY 10014

If
making decisions were

easy, there would be no mys-

tique surrounding the process.

As it is, few choices are really

clear-cut, and we need all the

help we can get.

I'm an admirer of Phil

Feldman and Tom Rugg's

utility-value decision program

("Pass the Buck," p. 90, Kilo-

baud No. 7, July 1977) and have

enjoyed running it for both

serious and trivial problems.

Like this program, it forces you

to make your decision a little

bit at a time.

But where Feldman and

Rugg had you identify and

weigh the factors relevant to a

decision then evaluate each

alternative in the light of each

factor, my program, Cross-Pref-

erences, simply asks you to de-

cide between alternatives two

at a time, until all pairs have

been tested and the program

can then rank alternatives by

frequency of preference.

Concept

Three arrays are used: B re-

cords the number of times each

alternative is preferred as

Photo 3: A decision is made

! 6 • 80 Microcomputing, January 1960



they're tested in pairs. Two-

dimensional P contains, after

ranking, the numerical iden-

til ies of the alternatives and the

number of times each was
chosen over another. A$ holds

alternatives' names.

The number of alternatives is

limited to 20 to keep video

display of the list manageable;

the limit could be higher or in-

definite. After the alternatives

hcive been identified as either

"Items" or "activities" (to make

later program responses a bit

snoother) and they've been

listed and the list approved, the

pj irs are tested.

With a list of seven or fewer

al ernatives, each one is tested

against each other one twice,

th 3 second time with their order

reversed. The double testing

provides a kind of verification:

if one alternative is preferred

tb3 first time and the other the

second, the results of testing

thsm against each other will

cancel out in the final rankings.

For as many as seven alter-

natives A, the number of pair

tests (microdecisions?) is A2 -

A, for a maximum of 42 tests.

With eight to 20 alternatives,

each pair is tested only once,

and the number of tests is (A2 -

A)/2. That's still a lot of microde-

cisions to make on a 20-alterna-

ttve list, but not as unwieldy as

380 would be.

The decision to make seven

the breakpoint for double-vs-

sirgle testing was entirely arbi-

trary. Change line 605 in the

program listing to go single

above a different number or

just eliminate line 605 for dou-

ble testing of any size list.

When tests are complete,

each alternative will have been

preferred anywhere from zero

to 2A - 1 times, and it's this val-

ue that's stored in array B at

that alternative's number. The

program now does a fast "de-

strjetive sort" of B to load P

with those values, largest first,

and the ranked alternatives' nu-

me'ical identities.

The contents of P are then

printed in order, along with the

alternatives' names obtained

from A$. A sample run using a

trivial example—"What kind of

fru t do you want for des-

sert?"— is shown.

Implementation

The program was written in

Radio Shack Level II BASIC and

requires 2302 bytes, including

500 cleared for strings. Conver-

sion to another string-handling

BASIC should present no dif-

ficulty.

On the TRS-80 (and probably

on most other machines as

well), it's good to be terse in

naming each alternative— or

the printing of the ranked list

may be thrown off. Try to keep

each alternative to two or three

words and you'll print cleanly at

the end.

Use and Improvements

Like the Feldman and Rugg

program— and like old-fash-

ioned coin-tossing— Cross-

Preferences can make you look

at what's already on your mind

when you're faced with a deci-

sion. Even if you disagree with

the program's conclusions,

you'll probably find that they

help you clarify your thoughts.

Most of us have been ex-

posed, at one time or another,

DECISION FROM A"

ITEMS OP ACTIVITIES.

18 REM ** CROSS-PREFERENCES ***
28 REM A DECISION-AID PROGRAM BY STEPHEN WALTON
38 REM
48 REM
88 CLEAR 588
98 CLS
188 DIM A*(20). 6- 28)
110 PRINT"HERE'S A PROGRAM TO HELP VOU MAKE A
128 PRINT"LARGE NUMBER <UP TO 28 > ALTERNATIVE
138 PRINT
148 INPUT-ARE WE CONSIDERING ITEMS OR ACTIVITIES". T$
150 R»=LEFT*<T*, 1)

160 IF R*»"I" V*«"HAVE"
170 IF R*="A" V$="DO"
188 IF R*<>"I" AND R*0"A" THEN 140
190 PRINT PR I NT "OKAY, LET'S LIST THEM. WHEN YOU'VE GIVEN ME ALL OF THEM/

200 PRINT"JUST INPUT 'END' AND WE'LL GO ON FROM THERE "

218 IF R*="I" J«="ITEM"
220 IF R*="fl" J$="ACTIVITV"
230 C=l
240 PRINT .!*," NUMBER". C.

250 INPUT Q*
260 IF Q*="END" THEN 508
270 A*<C>=Q*
288 C=»C*1

285 IF C-21 PRINT"SORRV. 28 IS THE LIMIT "GOTO 498
290 GOTO 240
490 INPUT "PRESS 'ENTER' TO CONTINUE". Z*
580 CLS PRINT"HERE'S VOUR LIST "

585 C«C-1
510 FOR 1-1 TO C
520 PRINT" "iM<D
530 IF I«12 AND C>12 PRINT "THERE'S MORE
540 NEXT I

550 INPUT" IS THE LIST CORRECT "; Z*
560 IF LEFTXZ*. 1)»"N" PRINT"WE'LL DO IT OVER " GOTO230
570 IF LEFT*<Z*. DO"V" THEN 550
600 CLS PRINT"NOW WE'LL TEST YOUR PREFERENCES " PRIN
605 IF C>7 THEN 624

PRESS ENTER TO SEE IT"; INPUT Z«

610 FOR 1=1 TO C

620 FOR J-l TO C

622 GOTO 630
624 FOR 1-2 TO C

626 FOR J-l TO I- 1

630 IF J=I THEN 728
640 PRINT-WHICH WOULD YOU RATHER "V*;":"
650 PRINT"1 ";A*<I>
660 PRINT" OR"
670 PRINT"2. ",A*U>
680 INPUT R

690 IF R=l B<I>-B<I)+1
780 IF R-2 BU>=8<J>+1
710 IF ROl AND R<>2 THEN 648
720 NEXT J, I

800 DIM P<C*i. 2>.P*<C-»i>
818 FOR N=l TO C B<N)=B<N)+1 NEXT N
828 FOR K-l TO C
838 L=8 V-8
848 FOR N=l TO C

858 IF B<N)>V THEN L=N V-B<N)
860 NEXT N
870 PCK.D-L P<K, 2)-V
880 B<X>=0
890 NEXT K

892 CLS PR I NT"HERE ARE THE ALTERNATIVES RANKED ON THE BASIS OF VOUR"
894 PR I NT"EXPRESSED PREFERENCES " PRINT
900 PRINT-RANK". "ALTERNATIVE", , "TIMES PREFERRED"
918 FOR N-l TO C
915 IFN-12 AND C>12 PRINT"PRESS ENTER' TO SEE THE REST". INPUTZ*
920 PRINTN. A*<P<N. 1>>, , P<N. 2>-l
930 NEXT N
960 INPUT "DO A NEW ONE". Z* IF LEFTS- Z*. 1>="V" THEN RUN
970 PRINT PRINT-OKAV SO LONG "

988 END

Program listing.
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to vocational-preference tests,

which work the same way as

this program. You can readily

construct your own "What do I

want to be when I grow up?"

test by giving appropriate in-

puts for the list of alternatives.

The principle can be extend-

ed to cheap-and-dirty per-

sonality tests such as the

WQFOT (Walton's Quick Fun-

damental-Objectives Test). In

this, the alternatives, specified

as items, are: power, fame,

wealth, love and pleasure. I've

tried the WQFOT on several

persons and obtained widely

varying results.

With a graphics-capable

micro such as the TRS-80, you

can go on to graph a profile

showing the importance of

each of these aims for the

testee and even comparing

such a profile with an updated

"normal" profile (using

cumulative averages for all the

people you've tested), if you

permanently embed the

WQFOT list—or your own— in a

version of the program. (Some

suggest that "accomplish-

ment" should be added to the

WQFOT list, while others main-

tain that accomplishment is im-

plicit in the attainment of any of

the objectives already listed.

You decide.)

One improvement I'll defi-

nitely include in the next ver-

sion of Cross-Preferences is a

procedure for recognizing ties

and identifying them as such in

the print of the ranked list. You

could also arrange for recogni-

tion of preferences as strong or

of the don't-much-care variety,

with numerical or verbal indica-

tions given in the last print. Ex-

tension to alternatives-lists of

any length was mentioned

above. Provision for changing

an incorrect list without com-

pletely redoing it would also be

nice.

A combination of this pro-

gram with Feldman and Rugg's

is another possibility. You
would probably take the Cross-

Preferences data first and

display it. Then, while running

the utility-value module, you

would ask what weight should

be assigned to relative prefer-

ence as a factor (the user can

always eliminate it by assign-

ing it zero weight), positioned

last on the list of factors. It

would be handled differently

from the other factors, inas-

much as the user would make
no new evaluation of the alter-

natives based on it— rather, the

data already obtained would be

used, with the weighting pre-

viously assigned to relative pre-

ference as a factor, to con-

tribute to the conclusions

drawn.

This program is available on

cassette for TRS-80 from the

author for $4.95 postpaid.

5UPER
GRRPHIC5

Don't you wish graphics were easy9 Well, now they

are! PICTYPE lets you type graphic characters into

your BASIC program one rectangle at a time No
need to look up the character codes Moreover,

statements containing graphics can be LISTed and
EDITed like normal statements Graphics show up
as graphics—not garbage PICTYPE loads easily

and saves as part of your program, giving you fast-

printing, memory-efficient graphics every time you
run it. So get PICTYPE. and program action packed

graphics like a pro 1

PICTYPE or

BASIC with

for TKS NO Level II Disk

postpaid $19

© DISCOVERY BAY
SOFTWARE CO.
P.O. Box 464 Port Townsend.WA 98368

TRS-80 it a registered trademark of TANDY CORP."

Bank Cards Welcome ^ 101 Dealer Inquiries Invited

•DUCATIONAL SOFTWARJ
Laval II—Min 4K

[ALPHA For ages 4-7—teaches

alphabet recognition;

Reinforcement—a "happy"|

face

{SIGMA For Grades I -3—A random I

series of one-digit additionj

problems (i.e. 4 + 5 = 9)

Reinforcement—Push the

puck through the goal

I Simple to use—No depressing the ENTER
j

[key

Each $5.95— Both for $10.00

M
Mercer Systems Inc.

87 Scooter Lane

Hicksvllle, N.Y. 11801

^104

TRS-80 SOFTWARE
MAILING LIST (32K, disk) $69.95
Over 1000 names and addresses on a single diskette.

Add, change, delete, lind name, alphabetic or zip

code sort, print labels.

HOME BUDGET (32K, disk) $49.95

Keeps track of your checkbook, income and month-
ly bills. Monthly and year-to-date summaries.
SMALL BUSINESS ACCOUNTING (32K, disk). $49.95

Handles income, expenditures and payroll lor a

business of up to 16 employees. Daily, monthly, and
year-to-date totals. Designed after Doms Bookkeep-
ing Journal.

MONITOR #4 $49.95
Machine language monitor including disassembler,
memory display, move, verify, search, modify; object

code relocater; read and write object tapes or disk
files; communicate via RS-232-C Interface; more.
SMART TERMINAL $49.95
For use of BS-232-C Interface with a time-sharing

system. Automatic memory transmission; control

key; upper/lowercase.

CONSULTING, ADVICE. DEVELOrMENT OF CUSTOM
SOFTWARE TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS.

HOWE SOFTWARE
14 LEXINGTON ROAD *W*

m. NEW CITY, NEW YORK 10956 mmm

NEED HELP WITH TRS-tO MACHINE LANGUAGE ?

SUPEPMAP ro TrU ttscui!

SUPERMAP contain* hundreds and hundred! of
coMnti and explanations arranged In a long
detailed memory map. Documents keyboard, video,
tape, LEVFL II coananda and functions. SUPERMAP
even reveala the Mysterious reserved RAH areas.
An essential tool for the expert and a valuable
guide for the beginner.

NEVER BE LOST AGAIN WITH SUPERMAP. . .only 11°. 9b

PULLER SOFTWARE
630 E. SPRINGDALE
GRAND PRAIRIE, TEXAS 75051 k^ 102

Note Texas resident* ado 95c 'or sales ta>

Micro-Futures
• 105

PROVIDING TOTAL SUPPORT

FOR

TRS-80 TRADERS
Commodities— Stocks

SOFTWARE : Commodity Market Analyst Pkgs.

CMA2.1 Disk 32K/48K $125

CMA1 OCass 16K LVL II S75

Stock market version soon!

HARDWARE: Add-ons to complete systems fast

delivery! Distributor Warranty & Service

DATA BASE: Providing Commodity Futures Data

From M|K Associates, Santa Clara. CA
On Disk. Cass or Direct Telephone Access'!

WEE taOCHUREI SEND TOPAY I

Micro-Futures Trading Company
MFTC Box 1603/MI Golcta CA 93017

i t*B Adventure

y?L International JNtSjk
"Highest rated gamesaie the Adventure games".

Robert Purser Edition 7 CCR

Declared a true "Classic".

Computer Cassettes Review, fall '79

"Adams' Adventure is exquisite. It is a true

tour-de-force . .

."

Recreational Computing Sep/Oct '79

Out of 50 programs reviewed Adventure was
rated No. I

1 "Highly Recommended".
80 Software Critique Issue No. I

"I highly recommend these programs".

80 US Journal, Sept/Oct '79

Adventures by Scott Adams are available from
our many fine Dealers for TRS-80. Pet, Sorcerer
and by Christmas, the Apple III

Write for free flyer Each Adventure S14.95

Adventure International

Box 3435 ^97
Longwood, Florida 32750

COD/Visa/Mastercharge - Call (305) 862-6917
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Three great new products for .

.

TRS-80* Owners

MS-80 MINI DISK SYSTEM

INTRODUCTORY PRICE: $395 PER DRIVE

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE $445

Each add-on drive includes one minifloppy disk drive, case,

power supply and regulator board
• More Storage Capacity
• Fastest Access
• Does Not Void TRS-80 Warranty
• Shipped To You Ready To Run

2-DRIVE INTERFACE CABLE
$24.50

4-DRIVE INTERFACE CABLE
$34.50

MATCHLESS FEATURED PRINTERS

Features:
• Documentation Included
• 80 Columns. 63 Lines Per Minute, Bi-Directional, Nominal
Thruput

• High Reliability — Heavy Duty Cycle, 100 Million Characters
Print Head Life

• Sprocket Feed
• 5 x 7 Dot Matrix Character Font

CABLE—$34.50
INTRODUCTORY PRICE: $749
SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE $777

APPARAT NEW DOS+ $99

Features:
Modified Editor Assembler with Disk I/O and new cross reference feature. User Information is obtained
from Radio Shack's Editor Assembler documentation.
Super-fast machine language Disassembler program, with cross reference feature
Apparat's own Superzap, a Hex dump utility to examine or modify disk or memory locations
Transfer machine language tapes directly to disk.

Enhancements including built-in key-debounce (eliminating double entry): option under DOS or BASIC
to print the screen to your MATCHLESS featured line printer; execution of a BASIC program.

M
7^

ATCHLESS
YSTEMS

NOBODY CAN BEAT OUR MS-80 WARRANTY: 90 days on labor,

One Year on parts.

Dealer Inquiries Welcome
'TRS-80 is a Radio Shack product.

Prices subject to change without notice.

^16

18444 South Broadway, Gardena, CA 90248 • (213) 327-1010
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TUTORIAL

Teach yourself the ins and outs
of Level I with the aid of these program modules.

Beyond Blackjack

Robert M. Thorson

12991 Pierce Road
Saratoga CA 95070

Are you one of the thous-

ands who have recently

purchased a TRS-80 from Radio

Shack? By now you've probably

played a lot ot blackjack using

the packaged cassette program

that came with your TRS-80, and

perhaps now you're trying to

teach yourself Level I BASIC
with Radio Shack's excellent

User's Manual.

Short Graphics Programs

Mere are some tips that I use

in my high school electronics

classes to speed up the learn-

ing of BASIC and to hold the in-

terest of the students at the

same time. I have found that

short graphics programs are ef-

s

ective teaching tools because

the results of changes in the

Drograms are immediately visi-

o\e. The programs themselves

are interesting enough to

challenge the learner to take an

active role in trying these dif-

'erent changes and to think up

/ariatlons of his own.

After the student has learned

:he main instructions, state-

ments and commands from the

Jser's Manual, we introduce

he random number function

3ND(***), which will generate

andom whole numbers be-

ween and the number inside

he brackets, and the SET(X.Y)

ISO • 80 Microcomputing, January 1980

statement, which will light the

video screen at a spot deter-

mined by the horizontal and ver-

tical coordinates X and Y. To il-

lustrate this we use the short

program shown in Example 1.

Line 20 generates random X

and Y coordinates and lights a

spot on the screen at that point.

Line 30 causes this action to be

repeated continuously. Re-

sults? A screen that is rapidly

filling with stars.

Now let's take the program

in Example 1 and expand it a lit-

tle. For this we'll need to use a

couple more graphic state-

ments. They are RESET(X.Y),

which will darken the video

screen at the point whose coor-

dinates are (X,Y), and
POINT(X,Y), which checks
graphic location (X,Y) ... if the

point is lit, a 1 is returned; if the

point is off, a is returned.

PRINT AT begins printing at a

specified location on the

display.

Now let's see if you can make
some changes. The program

now causes the spot to reflect

off the edges at the same angle

it entered. Can you make it

reflect at a different angle?

Don't look at Hint 1 until you've

tried. How about changing the

size of the spot (Hint 2)? Could

you confine the pattern to a

10 CLS
20 SET(RND(120). RND(40))

30 GOTO 20

Example 1.

small portion of the screen

(Hint 3)?

As the program is written

now, the spot keeps going until

you hit the BREAK key. How
could you change the program

so it would stop by itself? We'll

give you a little tip: Set up a

counter and use an IF-THEN

statment. If you can't do it, see

Hint 4.

Our last program drew a sym-

metrical pattern. We asked you

to change the program so the

spot would be a different size

and reflect at a different angle

(Hints 1 and 2). Now can you

write a program that would run

through this revised program

and then go back and run the

original program? (See Hint 5.)

Next let's change things so the

screen will go blank for a while

between the two programs you

just wrote and so the programs

will repeat. (See Hint 6.)

Now we'll write a program

that will also fill the screen with

stars, only this time it will do so

by checking points at random

on the screen (line 40) to see if

the point is lit (1) or dark (0). If

the point is lit, we'll turn it off

10 CLS: A -
20 X - HND(120)

30 Y RND(40)

40 IF POINT(X.Y) THEN 90

SO ReSET(X.Y)

80 A - A-1
70 PRINT AT 807. "POPULATION. A
80 GOTO 20

90 SET(X,Y)

100 A . A + 1

110 PRINT AT 807. ""POPULATION. ". A
120 GOTO 20

Example 2.

(line 50); if the point is dark,

we'll turn it on (line 90).

To keep track of how many
points are lit up we will set up a

counter (line 10), and every time

we turn on a point we'll add 1 to

the counter (line 100) and when
we RESET we'll subtract 1 (line

60). Line 70 and 110 will keep

printing out the total in our

counter and, as an added

bonus, will show an asterisk

whenever a point is being

turned on.

Will this program fill the

screen completely with dots?

No, it will reach an equilibrium

point when the screen is about

half full (see Example 2).

Now change the program so

5 CLS
10 X = RND(59): Y = RNO(40)

20 A = 1:B = 1

30 X = X + A: Y = Y + B

40 IFX = SO THEN A = - 1

50 IFX = 1 THEN A = 1

60 IFY * 40 THEN B * - 1

70 IFY = 1 THEN B = 1

80 SET(2*X,Y):SET(2*X 1.Y)

90 GOTO 30

Example 3.

10 CLS
20 X = RNO(120):Y = RND(40)

30 A = RND(6): B = RND(3)

40 X X+A Y = Y + B
50 IF X<7 THEN A - RNO<6)

60 IF X>1 13 THEN A = - RND<6)

70 IF Y<4THEN B = RN0<3)

80 IF Y>36 THEN B = - RNCX3)

90 SET(XY)

10C GOTO 40

Example 4.



10 CLS
20 X « 32: Y 24

30 SET(2"X. Y.2) SET(2'X.1 Y*2)
40 A 1 B- 1

50 FOB I - 1 TO 20

60 FOR J » 1 TO 1

70 X«X + A:V»Y + B

80 SET(2'X, Yt2):SET(2-X + 1 Yf2)
90 NEXT J

100 A x -A
110 FOB J 1 TOI
120 X»X + A:Y-Y*B
130 SET(2'X,Y + 2):SET(2-X* 1, Y -2!

140 NEXT J

ISO B • - B
160 NEXT 1

Example 5.

dots will appear only on the left

half of the screen (Hint: Change

line 20.)

Now let's look at the next

program (Example 3). See if you

can figure out what is sup-

posed to happen here? Once
ac ain we start out at a random

spot on the screen (line 10).

Line 20 adds 1 to both the

horizontal and the vertical coor-

dinates, and this spot is turned

on at line 80. You'll notice two

SE:T statements in line 80. This

was done to give us a nice

scuare spot. Leave the second

SET statement off and you'll

see the difference.

Line 90 sends us back to do it

all over again, but once again a

1 is added (line 30) to the

horizontal and vertical coor-

dinates, shifting the spot in a

diagonal direction. Lines 40

through 70 form fences that

cause the spot to bounce off

the edges. We end up with a

line moving diagonally around

the screen generating a geo-

metric pattern.

Testing Your Programming

Ability

Let's see if you can write a

program that will cause the

spot to draw a line around the

screen as in the previous pro-

gram, but this time we want the

spot to move at random speeds

and reflect off the sides at ran-

dom angles, and, while we're at

it, let's make the sides vary ran-

domly, too. After you've written

your program, compare it with

the program in Example 4.

Notice that with A and B gener-

ated at random, the distance

Change (for example) line 40 to

40 IFX = 59 THEN A = -2

Hint 1.

Change line 80 to

80 SET(2*X,Y):SET(2'X+1,Y):SET(2*X + 2,Y)

Hint 2.

Change the value of X and Y
in lines 40 through 70

Hint 3.

Subscribe to

m

the spot moves with each step

will also be random. Lines 50

through 80 cause the sides to

vary. Try changing the numbers

inside the RND brackets and

see what effect that has on the

program.

Your final test is to write a

program that will draw a spiral

that forms a large diamond on

the screen. We'll give you one

hint: You'll need two FOR-NEXT

loops. Compare you results

with the program in Example 5.

As a final task, see if you can

write a program that will cycle

through all these programs

with blank pauses between

each part. Incidentally, a good

attention-getter we have found

at school is to put the video

monitor in the display window

and have the TRS-80 cycle

through these graphic pro-

grams with a little propaganda

for the electronics classes ap-

pearing on the screen between

graphic displays.

If you have been able to run

all these programs, you should

be well on your way toward

writing your own programs—

and that blackjack cassette will

just gather dust on your desk.

Add these lines:

7 N = 1

31 N = N + 1

82 IF NO700 THEN 90

85 END
This will cause our spot to keep going until

our counter hits 700

Hint 4.

Use the lines added in Hint 4, except change

line 85 to

85 CLS and add

89 GOTO 105

Then add 100 to each line of the original program.

For example, line 40 becomes line 140.

Make line 190 GOTO 130.

Hint 5.

Add these lines to the Hint 5 program:

87 FOR T = 1 to 1000

88 NEXTT
89 GOTO 105

90 GOTO 30

Also add 100 to each of the above lines and

add them to the program, except modify lines

182. 189 and 190 to:

182 IF NO 700 THEN 190

189 GOTO 5

190 GOTO 130

Hint 6.

"We Are Now Returning Control of Your TV Set To You"

microcomputing

out the

postage paid

reply card

on page 67

Also Your:

• Computer

• Microwave Oven

Power Saw
Stereo

Or any other 110 volt appliance"

Phase Two's new C0MPU-L0CK-B0X has the answer to controlling who uses your

electrical appliances!

C0MPU-L0CK-B0X is a small, inexpensive device which when connected to your 110
volt appliance will render it inoperable until key activated to the On position Easy to

use and install, it requires no modification to your appliance

To order your COMPU-L0CK-B0X send S17.95 plus S1.50 for shipping and handling to

Phase Two P Box 3054 Orange CA 92665 (California residents add 6%)

v* /leader Sonic*—see page 147
^76
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THEORY

Why your cassette is so bad, and how you
can improve it. Construction details next month.

Cassette Problems

Donald L. Stoner

Dick Barker

The Peripheral People

Box 524

Mercer Island WA 98040

Bill Jones wanted a copy of

John Smith's master tape

of TRS-80 programs. John con-

nected a couple of cassette re-

corders together, ran off a copy

of his tape and checked it on

his "80." A spot check of the

programs showed they loaded

properly.

A grateful Bill Jones took the

tape home and stuffed it into

his CTR-41 and mashed the

play button. Oops ... the first

program didn't load! Neither

did the second! After much fid-

dling with the volume control

and tone switch, Bill succeed-

ed in getting one of the pro-

grams to load. Unfortunately, a

couple of bits were dropped,

and an error message was gen-

erated at line 200. Some pro-

gram tape! Some friend, that

John Smith!

Sound familiar? With a cou-

ple of "ifs," the Radio Shack

cassette/data-storage method

is a highly reliable system ... if

the CTR-41 is used and if you

get the volume set just right.

Having problems with a "free-

bie" tape is not as frustrating as

having difficulty loading a pro-

gram you paid hard cash for!

After waiting some time for

your tape to arrive, you put it in

the cassette player and try to

load it, but READY never ap-

pears on the screen.

Introduction

Most commercial enterprises

duplicate tapes at high speed

(five to ten times the normal

playing speed). It takes superb

equipment and professional-

quality tape to get acceptable

copies. A tiny flaw in the tape

oxide (that might not affect a

CSAVEd tape) can ruin a high-

speed duplicated tape. Even at

normal speed (500 baud for

Level II), the actual data pulse

is only .00054" wide. At high-

speed duplication, the pulse is

proportionately narrower. It

doesn't take much of a flaw to

destroy something so tiny.

Even a dust particle can cause

one or more missing data bits!

Reputable program suppliers,

such as Instant Software, are

well aware of the duplicating

problems and use the finest

equipment and tape.

System tapes and other pro-

grams in assembly language

present another type of dupli-

cating problem. Generally

speaking, they are harder to

load than programs in BASIC.

More important, they are not

easy to duplicate by the aver-

age TRS-80 owner because

they cannot be CSAVEd with-

out T-BUG or similar aids. Find-

ing their location in memory is

not always easy, even for the

experienced TRS-80 buff.

The circuit called the Data

Dubber will permit 100 percent

perfect CLOADs even with tapes

that contain waveform distor-

tion, noise, hum and even minor

dropouts. When connected be-

tween two tape recorders, the

circuit allows the operator to

make perfect copies of any

tape, even those in assembly

language!

To prove the point, during

testing of the design, we made
copies of copies of a chess

game in assembly language

that was notoriously difficult to

load. By the time a third-genera-

tion copy was made, pulse jitter

from speed variations became

a problem. However, the third-

generation copy loaded with a

little coaxing. Even three-for-a-

dollar tapes from the local dis-

count house produced consis-

tently good copies when the

JJL U
SECONDS Of » BITS

(SYNC)

Data Dubber was used.

Before we tell you how to per-

form these miracles of science,

let's see why a Data Dubber is

even necessary.

The Data System

The data stream produced by

the TRS-80 is shown in Fig. 1.

The stream starts with a 4-sec-

ond leader of zeros to synchro-

nize everything and ready the

TRS-80 for a CLOAD. The leader

consists of sync pulses only.

These and the following sync

pulses occur every 2 millisec-

onds (Level II).

After the leader, a data bit

may occur between sync pulses,

depending on whether a 1 or a

is being transmitted (Fig. 2a).

This system is relatively forgiv-

ing of variations in tape speed.

Even if the recorder speeds or

slows slightly, the next pulse is

still the next pulse. This is im-

portant since it is virtually im-

possible to make an inexpen-

sive tape recorder that will

maintain a constant tape speed

and baud rate.

However, this scheme does

have one disadvantage. If a sin-

SYNC AND DATA BITS

I PROGRAM

)

CLOAD ASTERISKS

START MERE

Fig. 1. TRS-80 data stream.
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glo sync or data pulse is lost

anywhere along the line in a

TFS-80 recording, the entire

transmission will become out

of step. This results in a defec-

tive load and all that garbage

on the screen when you try to

lis: the program.

The sync and data pulses

from the TRS-80 have a bipolar-

ity waveform as shown in Fig.

2a These pulses are applied to

the recorder input during a

CSAVE operation. This unusual

waveform was selected by Tan-

dy engineers for a specific rea-

son. Because of frequency-re-

sponse limitations, the re-

coider and tape cannot faithful-

ly reproduce the waveshape

shown in Fig. 2a. The poor high-

frequency response of the re-

corder causes the leading and

tra ling edges to droop. Poor

lov» -frequency response cannot

maintain the flat tops of the

pulses, which eventually round

off As a result, the frequency-

resDonse distortion of the cas-

set:e recorder turns the wave-

form into a near perfect com-

plex cycle of audio (Fig. 2b).

This is exactly what the engi-

neers want on the tape! Crafty,

those Texans.

Ideally, the playback wave-

forn will resemble Fig. 2b. The

sync pulse will allow the follow-

ing data pulse (if one is present)

to input memory. The succes-

sive stream of data pulses

loads the memory and consti-

tutes the program stored on the

tape.

Unfortunately, the ideal sin-

gle cycle of audio waveform is

not always recorded on tape.

Depending on a number of fac-

tors (tape characteristic, re-

corder bias, record level, trans-

former phasing, etc.), the wave-

form can be substantially mod-

ified from the ideal. Some com-

mercial program tapes have so

much hum and waveform dis-

tortion that it is truly a miracle

that they load at all. It is also

amazing how forgiving the TRS-

80 is of these poor tape re-

cordings.

The waveform in Fig. 2c was
noted coming from both Pana-

sonic and Sanyo recorders.

This is not to imply there is any-

thing wrong with these ma-

chines. However, the pulse

characteristics are quite differ-

ent than those of the CTR-41

supplied by Radio Shack.

Note the predominant dou-

ble-positive pulses. While the

TRS-80 appears to prefer posi-

tive-going pulses, it does not

like to see two of them! The

"bumps" above the baseline

tend to double-trigger the TRS-

80. Incidentally, this waveform

is often seen on commercially

duplicated tapes, and the

TRS-80 despises it. Early ver-

sions of Radio Shack Micro-

chess were improperly dupli-

cated and exhibited this wave-

form. The two positive peaks

were the same amplitude as the

negative peaks! As a result, the

tapes were difficult or impos-

sible to load.

When predominantly positive

or negative pulses occur, ex-

cessive input levels are often

required to get the loading

9

r
j]

BIT TlMC . 2-S
!«T*S / LEVEL I)

Ml I.

J

' \

3
"Y

Sx ,\.

J 46 •. .:.
''

v0l ts

T-

TRS80

RECORDER mm

THE
DATA
DUBBER

OPERATE

THE PERIPHERAL PEOPLE
BOX 524

MERCER IS WA 08040

An electronic switch turns on the Data Dubber when pulses are ap-

plied. This eliminates the usual toggle switch and eliminates bat-

tery drain when used by forgetful computerists. An LED indicates

the unit is operating.

Fig. 2. Cassette-recorder waveforms.

"stars" to appear. Sometimes
reversing the phase of the

waveforms will greatly improve

the ability to load the program

tape. Those of you who are

technical types can accom-

plish this by simply reversing

the secondary leads of the

speaker transformer in the cas-

sette recorder.

Program Tape Problems

Dropouts are a problem with

all tapes. If you hear a click,

empty space or a sudden vol-

ume change, it will usually

mean that data has been lost.

Generally, dropouts are caused

by defective oxide or wrinkles

on the tape. Sometimes, in-

creasing the tension on the

pressure pad in the cassette

cartridge will bring the level up

sufficiently to provide a satis-

factory load. However, if a sync

or data bit is actually missing,

even the divine intervention of

the Data Dubber will not help.

Power-line audio hum is an-

other common problem with

program tapes. The TRS-80

hates hum with a passion. If

you hear hum when listening to

a program tape, it indicates de-

fective duplicating equipment

and will cause loading difficul-

ties. The tape should be re-

turned to the supplier for credit

or replacement.

There is another ac problem

that few people realize. If your

work area looks like the average

computerist desk, you probably

have line cords dangling all

over the place. You can actually

damage a cassette by leaving it

on an active line cord for a day

or two. With a thin diskette, par-

tial erasure can happen in an

hour or two. Even though the ac

field around the line cord is

tiny, over a period of time, it can
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demagnetize the magnetic me-

dium. Obviously, you must

keep your tapes away from any

ac fields, weak or strong.

Amplitude changes are also

a common source of loading

difficulty. If the active program

volume is low compared to

most of your other tapes, the

problem is probably caused by

a head-alignment difference

between the duplicator and

your cassette. Quite often you

can obtain a significant in-

crease in volume by shimming

up the cartridge with paper

stickers to achieve better align-

ment. Try wiggling the car-

tridge around while it is playing

to see if shimming will help.

If most of your purchased

tapes can be improved by shim-

ming, it probably means the

head in your cassette, and not

the duplicator, is at fault. In this

case, you should invest in a

head-alignment test tape. If

you don't mind butchering your

CTR-41, you can driU a hole

just above the head-alignment

screw and trim each tape for

maximum volume and high

pitch tone.

If the volume or tone of the

tape seems to wander around,

it could be caused by a number

of problems. Probably the most

common is oxide buildup on

the record/playback head

(either your unit or the duplica-

tor). The head must be kept

clean at all times. Always keep

a bottle of alcohol and a pack of

cotton swabs handy for head

cleaning.

Slow periodic volume and

tone changes can also be

caused by tape weaving. This

actual wandering of the mag-

netic field causes variations

from proper alignment. Shim-

ming may help this problem (by

centering the wander), but usu-

ally, you will have to play

games with the volume control

to get a good load.

The Data Dubber

The Data Dubber was de-

signed to cope with most of the

situations just described. The

tape signal and recreate dupli-

cates of the bipolarity pulses

that produced it in the first

place. This is exactly what the

Data Dubber does. The ideal-

ized pulse is then fed to a sec-

ond cassette recorder and

copied. Thus, the Dubber can

be connected between two cas-

sette recorders to make a clean

new tape.

The TRS-80 also likes to

"see" bipolarity pulses. A sec-

ond Dubber output provides

pulses that are optimized for

the TRS-80 CLOAD input. Un-

less there is a missing pulse on

the tape, the Data Dubber will

permit perfect CLOADs. usual-

Between now and the time

your next issue of 80-Microcom-

puting arrives, take a few min-

utes to listen to the pulse re-

cordings. They should be loud,

steady and have a sharp stac-

cato sound. The leader (that

steady sound at the beginning)

should come on steady with no

clips or pops. A sudden burst,

then volume reduction, indi-

cates the tape was recorded

too loud and the recorder auto-

matic volume control had to

correct the level. Learn to rec-

ognize what a good tape

sounds like so you can analyze

the problems with a bad tape.

The second part of this arti-

INPUT
FROM «

CASSETTE

BANDPASS
FILTER

FULL *AVE
RECT

— THRESHOLD
OCT

ELEC
SWITCH

« TRS-80

concept of the Data Dubber is

relatively simple, and a block

diagram is shown in Fig. 3.

Ideally, the tape recorder should

be fed bipolarity CSAVE pulses.

To duplicate a tape, the prob-

lem is to take the sine-

waveform data of the incoming

Fig. 3. Data Dubber block diagram.

ly on the first try. The playback

level is not critical when the

Dubber is used. You can actual-

ly run the volume up and down
or flip the CTR-41 tone switch

back and forth while a tape is

loading, and the Data Dubber

will ignore the disturbance.

cle will tell you how to build a

Data Dubber to solve all of the

aforementioned problems, plus

a few more that have not been

mentioned. The Data Dubber is

available from The Peripheral

People, Box 524, Mercer Island

WA 98040.
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FROM THE ORIGINATOR
OF THE TRS-80 PROJECT

CORPORATION

HEADQUARTERS FOR PASCAL
„, And Other High Level Languages

'ASCAL COMPILER CP/M®OPERATING ^RS-COBOL-80
Pascal MT - is designed to run under CP/M. New 1.5 Version SYSTEM FMG s Microsoft COBOL brings the world's
It provides an efficient development cycle Includes RS-232 and 10 Byte implementa- most widely used computer programming
plus efficiently executing obiect programs us- tion. Editor. Assembler. Debugger and Utili- language to the TRS-80 user. FMG COBOL-80
mg a highly structured language so fewer

t,es for 8080 and Z80 Systems. is comparable to COBOL systems found on
programming errors are made. Pascal MT

Package Includes-
minicomputers and large mainframes Conse-

has extensions to standard Pascal. 'CPM System Diskette 5V,~ quently, it greatly enhances the usefulness of

Features- 'CP M Features and facilities Manual microcomputers because it gives users ac-

• Compiler executes only in 32k.
'CPM Editor's Manual cess to the incredibly large numbers of pro-

'Direct I/O manipulation. 'CP/M Assembler Manual grams already written in COBOL. Because
'Logical Functions allow bit manipulation. ZmEEBZSS!"* C0B0L-80 is a standard, COBOL programs
'Assembly languages interlace. *>?/* imertace buiae /Requires 16K and \ written on other computers may be run easily
'MM programs execute ten times taster than price $150" (one drive min. ) on the TRS-80.
P-code system. * '

'Includes real time symbolic debugger. Price, set of 5 (Manuals only) $25" FMG TRS-C0B0L-80 is based on the 1974
'Accurate 16 digit oto business anthmettc.

y ,
ANSI standard. It combines all Level 1 tea-

Package Includes System Diskette and In- new disc suoolied $20" tu res and the most useful Level 2 options for

struction Book (Requires CPM) ""warn the "Nucleus" and for sequential Relative and

pnce S100" FORTRAN et
pnce Indexing file handling facilities.

Same package (TRS-DOS version) Comparable to compilers on large mam The FMG TRS-COBOL-80 system includes a

P r,ce $125" frames and minicomputers. All of ANSI stan-
compiler for translating source code into re-

Same package (S-100 CPM version with 8" dard FORTRAN X 3.9-1966 is included except locatable object code (which, incidentally is

diskette) price $100" COMPLEX data type. Therefore, users may ""m
R
at 'b 'e wlth

.J

he object code of our F0R-

u 1.ulunrrn....rUnrn „..,,„ ».»„,., „ take advantage of the many applications pro-
TRAN-80 compiler and MACRO-80 assem-

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED PASCAL MANUALS grams already written in FORTRAN Dler). and a routine system for running the

"Pascal Users Manual and Report" Features: EX^tyJ^iffi
Price. Manual Only . $9" - FORTRAN Compiler execution Jme. It also includes screen han-

' - Macro Assembler (280) dhng capabilities for easy use of interaction.

p™° ESTST""! $25" : uZ, ^ «* CP/M and 2 Mini Disk Drives.

n ui oi •• n » «. • Lib Manager (Not in TRS-DOS version) Price $750"
Problem Solving Using Pascal, the

"* *'™
beginners book for UCSD Pascal FORTRAN, TRS-CP M version price $200" MJUI11
Price. Manual Only $14" FORTRAN, TRS-DOS version price .

.
$150" UCSD PASCAL

"Prnnramminn m Pa-sral"
^^WOBforeacfl (Manual Only) $25"

Pr,c°e

9
Manua,

9
0n,.

aSCa
$14" TRS-8 COMMUNICATOR £WSSWAK

_Pascal Primer" ^ RS232 communication Program that &s'c
Jft nTZJOiSr!?i™ dJ?? !c'

y.°
Uf

Price. Manual Only $17"
a|lows TRS .80 t transmj,

«
r recejve ™S;P°: ™'«^ System

TFYTWRITFR II m Programs and data files. Also makes the TRS- ,l
eft n£eases the value and"W of

ICAIWnilCn II J\ tf& 80
*
nt0 a remote terrr,ma | Requjres Rad j

trie IHS-80.

Exclusively from FMG \.o*w
Shack RS232. Package Includes:

A text formatting program that prints files ere- TRS- CP/M version $25" 'Operating System 'Library

ated by an editing program. Contracts, per- TRS-DOS version $35" 'Screen Editor 'Pascal Compiler

sonalized form letters and other documents
w "

'280 Macro 'Utilities and System

can be printed from a stored library of stan- Call or write for complete information
***** ***** Book

dard paragraphs. ^^^^^ —^^ /Requires 48K. \
Pnce.. S75 00 m̂ mm̂

am\ r-] \ / V,y~^ pnce $150" 1 2 drive System)

^^7l°a7ln „. "
5

/ V PIKVA ( n available Wlth0ut Macr0 Assemb,er

TEXTWRITER III 1 / 17 \ / WVJ Linker and Library (not for compiling

All features of Textwnter II plus ability to com- ^i^mDPODATlT™ K°°TS)^ p „ m r
$10,°"

puter create Indexes and table of Contents. ^^^COKPORATION For recommended Pascal manuals, refer

Price $125" (817) 294-2510 ,0 PASCAL COMPILER listing.

P.0.Box16363(80)- Fort Worth, Texas 76133

High Level Languages for the TRS-80
BASIC • FORTRAN • COBOL • PASCAL »

CP M is a registered trademark ot Digital Research Corp • TRS-80 is a registered trademark ol Radio Snack I
""

I
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If you enjoy driving, you're going to get a
COMPUCRUISE. Once you see what it can do,

you just won't be able to live without it.

Q»] Us) 8B 33 11

— '

.1:55
i

|jfpmmm

This gadget fits into most dashboards ... no strain even in a tiny sports ca - like the Mazda RX-7 . . . and
once you have it, every trip is like Hying a 747. The darned thing tells you the time, how tast you're going, how
far you've been on this trip or since the last regassing, how many miles per gallon you're getting, either at the

instant or the average on the trip ... or gallons per hour at the moment or for the trip . . . temperature outside

. . . inside (or coolant temperature, if you prefer) ... oh, it has an elapsed time for the trip, a stop watch, lap

time, an alarm . . . how much further for your trip, how many gallons more the trip will take, how much longer

for the trip at your present average speed . . . yes. it gives you your average speed for the trip. You prefer it in

metric, no strain . . . liters remaining, etc. Did we mention that it also has cruise control either at a speed set

on the control board or at whatever speed you are traveling? The Compucruise will keep you busy and enter-

tained during any trip . . . telling you more than you will ever want to know.
The Compucruise is not difficult to install . . . though it does connect to everything except the cigarette

lighter. Until you've tried computerized travel, you haven't found out how much fun driving can be. It will work
on any car not having fuel injection . . . and there is a front-wheel drive accessory gadget available for only

$4.40-#P001 (regularly $5.50).

The price for the Compucruise is regularly (199.95 . . . and a bargain at that price. We'll sell you one of these

fantastic gadgets for S159.95 with cruise control (Model 44#P002), and $127.95 without (Model 41 -#P003).Send

money . . . and start having fun!

MAIL ORDER MICROS
POB 427 • Marlboro NH 03455

DBD
n n n
B B B
B B B

A CAR IS STOLEN EVERY 32 SECONDS. Will yours fM next?

Do you want to drive a car thief completely batty'' Put one of

these little buggers in your car and watch the fun. You can even

leave your keys in the ignition and the best of thieves won't be
able to get your car started. Hct wiring? No way. not from the

passenger compartment.
To start your car. you must sunch in the correct four digit

code . . . it's a digital combination lock. Not bad for $49.95

. and even better for our special price of $39.95 (#P004) (that's

20% less than the manufacturer's suggested retail). We're in

business for the fun of it. not to make money, so we're able to

pass this gadget along to you at a real bargain price. Buy one
now. before we come to our senses!

20°/o OFF
Inventory

Clearance SALE

19

Parallel Keyboard (can be used with Poly-88)

—Good condition. #S001-$50 each. SPECIAL
PRICE
PolyMorphic System 88 Software on 5'V—This

is system software that requires a PolyMorphic
Disk Controller in a System 88 Cabinet. •0002-
$100.

Electric Pencil for Poly 88—Word Processor

loomm
Processor Tech. SOL Computers—8K Memory.
S-100, excellent condition. #D004-$980 each.

TREK-80 on cassette for SOL—This is one of the

best real time space games available today;

needs 8K. #O005-$11 each.

Electric Pencil on cassette for SOL—Word pro-

cessor, needs 8K. #D006-$80 each
Processor Tech ROM/RAM card—Contains 1K
RAM. empty slots for 12K ROM. S-100. excellent

condition #DO07-$76.

Processor Tech 3P + S I/O card—Three parallel

ports, one serial port. S-100. excellent condition.

#D008 $116 each.

Processor Tech Video Display Module—Memory
mapped video for S-100, excellent condition.

*D009-$144 each.

Processor Tech 16K Static RAM card—450 nano-

seconds. S-100, excellent condition. #D010-$199
each.

Processor Tech 2K ROM card (kit)— Empty board.

S-100. new. #0011 $17.20 each.

Processor Tech 2K ROM card—Empty board.

S-100. excellent condition. #D012-$25.20 each.
BASIC 5 from Processor Tech—This is a simple

BASIC for a SOLOS. CUTTER, or CONSOL
Monitor and 8K ol RAM. #001 3-$l 1.60 each.

Processor Tech GAMEPAC for above
BASIC—Various simple games #0014-$11.60

each
Processor Tech Extended Disk BASIC—This is

full disk BASIC on 8" disk for HELIOS II disk con-

trollers with PTDOS and greater than 16K
#0015-580 each
Extended Disk BASIC on cassette—This is the

same as previously mentioned for the Disk

BASIC from Processor Tech. Needs more than

16K 0017472.
Extended Cassette BASIC from ProTech—This
includes all file operations, advanced lunctions

for doing more than playing games; for SOLOS,
CUTTER, and CONSOL Monitors. #O016-$22
each.
ALS-80 Operating system—This system requires

12K RAM from DOOO to FFFF; as well as either

the SOLOS or CUTTER monitor; it includes an

AssemWetiEdrtot. HO0AMA1.6Q each.

112

PolyMorphic Video Terminal Interface—Memory
mapped video for S-100 bus. good to excellent

condition. #SO44-$150 each. SPECIAL PRICE.
PolyMorphic Video Terminal Interface (used)—As
above. #S045-$100 00. SPECIAL PRICE.
PolyMorphic CPU—8080 CPU for S-100 with Poly

monitor in ROM. excellent condition. #S046-$100
each SPECIAL PRICE
PolyMorphic Cassette Interface—Plugs into Poly

CPU only. new. #D047-$29.60 each.

PolyMorphic Printer Interface—Plugs into Poly
CPU only, new. #D048-$29.60 each.

PolyMorphic S-100 Cabinets—Nice 5 slot S-100
mainframe, good to excellent condition.

#O049-$248each.
Tech Design Consultants Income Tax Manager—
This requires the above BASIC and is for the year

1977 #D019-$1 1.60 each.

IASIS COMPUTER-IN-A-BOOK Computer Trainer
—8080 Microcomputer, comes built into training

manual, excellent condition. #O020-S240
Novation Modem #3102A—Connects to any
phone, originate only, good condition.

#S021-$165 each. SPECIAL PRICE.
Novation Modem #3103A—Connects to any
phone, answer/originate, good condition.

«S022 $200 each. SPECIAL PRICE
Novation Modem #43—Connects to any phone,
originate only, good condition #S023$165.
SPECIAL PRICE.
Abacus Paperweight—Hefty, brass, excellent

condition. #S024-$3 SPECIAL PRICE.
Compucolor Computer 8001 (use as computer or

75 MHZ Color Monitor)- 8K RAM. BASIC and
DOS in ROM, good condition. «S025-$1500 each.

SPECIAL PRICE.

Compucolor MiniFloppy—5% inch, good condi-

tion. «S026-$52S each. SPECIAL PRICE.
Compucolor 8K RAM card—Static RAM, good
condition. #S027-$200 each. SPECIAL PRICE.
Compucolor Floppy Tape Drive—Uses eight

track cartridges, good condition. #S028-$70 each.

SPECIAL PRICE.
Bally VideoCode Cassettes—We received only

four of these; they consist of two games: Speed
Math and Bingo Math #D029-$16 each

2 MicroTerm ACT Terminal—Need a video monitor,

up to 600 Baud, good condition. #S035-$200

each SPECIAL PRICE
1 Shugan MiniDisk D'ives—With case and power

supply, includes cable for North Star, good con-

dition. «S036-$320. SPECIAL PRICE.
4 Shugarl MiniDisk D'ives—No cabinet, good con-

dition. *S037-$300 each SPECIAL PRICE
4 Power Supplies for above—good condition

#S038-$30 each. SPECIAL PRICE.

2 Power Supplies for above—good condition. $30
each SPECIAL PRICE.

7 Mountain Hardware AC Controller— Remote AC
outlet control. S-100. new. #O040-$100 each.

4 Mountain Hardware remote outlet—Remote
module for above, two channels, new. #0041 $72
each.

1 ICOM Dual Disk Drive—Single density. 512K
storage, S-100 controller, includes CP/M ROM.
good condition. #SO3O-$1500 SPECIAL PRICE.

1 ICOM PROM and 8 Disk lor SOL FDOS—This

disk requires an ICOM S-100 Disk Controller in-

stalled in an S-100. #0031 $160.

1 ICOM CP/M on 8" Disk tor S-100— Requires an

ICOM S-100 controller in an S-100 cabinet. #0032-

$100.

2 ICOM FDOS-II on 8" Disk tor S-100—Requires an
ICOM S-100 contro ler in an S-100 cabinet, no
documentation. #D033-$180 each

1 ICOM FDOS-II on 5'V Disk for S-100—Requires
an ICOM S-100 Miri-Floppy Controller in an S-100
cabinet. #O034-$16d

1 Heuristics Speech Lab—S-100. used, fair condi-

tion. #SO42-$100 as is. SPECIAL PRICE.

4 Heuristics Speech Labs—S-100, new #D043-$151

each.

120 S-100 Edge Connector—Gold Contacts, new
•00504.20 each.

6 Extender Card for S-100 (kit)—New. #0051 -$24

each.

Prices include 20% discount.

SPECIAL PRICE includes more than 20% discount.

TERMS: FOB Marlboro, NH USA. Limited stock; everything guaranteed as described; you pay postage on returns.

PRINT orders clearly. Minimum order $10 plus $2.50 shipping and handling charge in USA only. DOUBLE THAT
ELSEWHERE. Orders over $50 add 5% for shipping in USA; 10% elsewhere (we will relund excess). Orders shipped
UPS or insured mail only. Send US funds by check or money order. For credit card purchases, add 3%. list AE. MC or

VISA, number, and expiration date Mail to MOM'S. POB 427, Marlboro NH 03455.

Please specify catalog number and name of item when ordering.

Condition of Inventory:

New = original container Excellent new, but not in original container Good = tested or used in store
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UTILITY

Bring the cursor to your attention with this subroutine.

Winking Cursor

Daniel Lovy

2398 Hulett Road
Okemos Ml 48864

Many computers feature a

winking cursor which,

some users feel, enhances input

of information. This article con-

cerns a short subroutine written

for the TRS-80 Level II that will

give input statements a winking

cursor or winking graphics

block.

To use this subroutine, you

first PRINT the question that is

being asked, then execute

Winking cursor subroutine.

999 END
1000 TO = 256- (PEEK(1641 7) - 60) + PEEK(16416)

1010 PRINT® ro,CHR5<95);: FOR WAIT = 1TO 35;NEXT

1020 IN$»INKEY$
1030 IF INS = "•THEN PRINT® TO." ";:FOR WAIT = 1 to 35:NEXT:GOTO 1010

1040 IF ASC<IN$) = 13THEN PRINT ©TO," '^RETURN

1050 IFASC(IN$><32 THEN POKE 1 5360 + TO.32

1060 PRINT® TO.INt;

1070 FIS = FIS + IN$:GOTO 1000

10 PRINT -WHAT IS YOUR NAME?';:GOSUB 1000

20A$*FI$
30 PRINT "YOUR NAME IS":A$

Example 1

GOSUB 1000. The cursor will

blink as data is input. When the

ENTER key is hit, control will re-

turn to the main program with

the input information stored in

Fl$. If the data is to be stored as

a number, it will have to be con-

verted using the VAL function

(see Example 1).

If you prefer a winking

graphics block to a cursor then

change line 1010 to ...

CHR$(143). . . The rate of blink-

ing can be changed by altering

the length of the two FOR-NEXT

loops in lines 1010 and 1030.

VERBATIM® ATHANA® GEORGIA MAGNETICS®

Floppy Diskettes for

ANY COMPUTER SYSTEM
8 " Floppies only $32

e
°
a

HUNDRE

10 for $3.65 ea • 50 for S3.40

ea.
HUNDRED LOTS

W» reserve ths right to ship alther of the name brands that we carry.

5 1
/4 Mini-floppiesonly$2

HUNDRED

10 for $3.10 ea. • 50 for $2.85 ea

eo
ea.

HUNDRED LOTS

SPECIFY SIZE, TYPE, A COMPUTER
5% ' So It Sac tor, 10 Sector, 16 Sactor—S* IBM Compatible, Hard Sactor

CALL TOLL-FREE 24 HRS. TO ORDER

800-824-7888
OPERATOR 814 School* and

L ^

CALIFORNIA 800-852-7777 gi«3iyY«V?iood c.O.D.

DC SOFTWARE & COMPUTER PRODUCTS
POST OFFICE BOX 503

SAN BRUNO, CALIF. 94066
FOR INFORMATION 415-348-2387

• 59

TRS-80 USERS

fGtuS*
\atv&**&:

kef*

[LEVEL 2 BASIC I

Can your computer read and solve this problem by itself?

"ON THEIR VACATION, TOM AND DICK VISITED A
FARM. WHILE THERE, THEY NOTICED A PEN
CONTAINING CHICKENS AND PIGS. TOM SAID
THERE WERE 3 TIMES AS MANY CHICKENS AS
PIGS. DICK SAID HE COUNTED 100 LEGS IN THE
PEN. HOW MANY CHICKENS WERE IN THE PEN?"

• n

I

withNLOS/1, it can!
NLOS/1-16K; NLOS/2-32K, LARGER
VOCABULARY, FASTER, ACTION VERBS

-

CREATES AND RUNS ITS OWN BASIC
PROGRAMS- LEARNS PROCEDURES!

STOP PROGRAMMING YOUR COMPUTER,
EDUCATE JT!

ORDER TODAY

I
SOURCE
$1.95

CASSETTE
$4.95

CYBERMATE _
R.: .#3BOX192A

NAZARETH PA 18064
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Ran(giEin©M3s§ jumrsbstt iris@°©® ®®wswiWM w©w
• GAMES '

ANIMATED HANGMAN I II 16K by L ASHMUN
SPACE BATTLE L M 16K bv 14

SPACE BATTLE 1 32 D sk only) by L 4

CVLON RAIDER L M16K bv L 4

FINAL APPROACH: L I and II 16K by L4

RACER I II ' 6« by L4

OREGON l ' i6'

POKER DICE L II 16K

SNOOPY MATH L » 16K

MICRO-OPOLV: L n 16K

ANDROID NIM with SOUND: L II I6K by 80 US
SNAKE EGGS with SOUND: III <6K by SOUS
ANIMATEO GAME of LIFE with SOUND L II I6K by 80-US
BEEWARV with SOUND: L II I 8K by 80-US
BARRICADE L I or II 4K by SM SVS SOFTWARE
AIRAID: L I O' II 4K by SMI SVS SOFTWARE
CRIBBAGE L IM6K by TSE

CONCENTRATION L II 16K by L MICKLUS
AMAZING MAZES L II '6K by TSE
TIME BOMB: L n 16K by TSE
NINE GAMES for PRE-SCHOOLERS LH16K by TSE
ROBOT PLUS BREAKAWAY L II 4K by L MICKLUS
TYCOON L IM6K by TSE

STAR TREK III 3 L n 16K by L MICKLUS
TEN PIN LIM6K By TSE

END ZONE L II 16K by TSE

PORK BARREL L n I 6K by TSE

SLALOM L II 16K by TSE

MEAN CHECKERS MACHINE L 111 6K by L MICKLUS

TREASURE DUNGEON II: L II 16K by TSE

DOGSTAR. I II I6K by L MICKLUS
TREASURE HUNT: L II 16K by L. MICKLUS
JOURNEY TO THE CENTER OF THE EARTH: L II 16K by TSE

TRANSATLANTIC BALLOON VOYAGE L 'I I6K bv TSE

KAMIKAZE' L II 16K by TSE
SAFARI L II 16K by TSE

TAIPAN L II 16K by TSE

X WING II L n 16K by TSE

ALL-STAR BASEBALL L.H 16K by TSE

ROUND the HORN L II 16K by TSE

"NEW ARRIVALS *

POKER PETE L n 16K by QS
FASTGAMMON L u 16K by QS

* ADVENTURE GAMES BY S. ADAMS *

$9 95
$7 95

$7.96

S9 95
$7 95
$7 96

$9 95
$9 95
$7 95

$9 95

$1495
S19 95

1 LAND ADVENTURE
2 PIRATES COVE
3 MISSION IMPOSSIBLE

4 THE COUNT

n disk

1-1.'' -v,-

* PERSONAL '

PERSONAL FINANCE

5 VOODO CASTLE

6 STRANGE ODYSSEY

7 MYSTERY FUN HOUSE

16K by L MICKLUS
ADVANCED PERSONAL FINANCE D s. 32K
HOME FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT Leva II 16K MD KELLEHER

KEYBOARD 80- IMPROVED L II 16K J GARON
SECRETS OF THE TAROT L I 0' II 16K J T PhilliPP

LIBRARY 100 TBS

PROGRAMS FOR THE AMWAY PRODUCT DISTRIBUTOR L II 16K

* SPECIAL PURPOSE "

SYSTEM COPY L H 16K by K BERGEN

• UTILITIES *

STBO SMART TERMINAL. L II 16K by L MICKLUS
STBOD: lor 32K DISK systems by L MICK1US
ELECTRIC PENCIL I II 16K tape by M SHRAYER

$24 95

$24 95

S39 95

SI 4 95

S19 95

S24 95

S9 95
$9 95
S9 95

S49 95

$24 95

LEVEL IV GRAPHICS L II 16K by L ASHMUN
L 4 "DISK" GRAPHICS 16K-48KbyL ASHMUN
LEVELS BASIC L II 16K by MICRO SOFT

RSM-2 L II 16K by SM SVS SOFTWARE
RSM-2D DISK ONLV 16K-48K
LENDOS DISK ONLY by LENCO EQUIPMENT CO
KVP L II 16K by L MICKLUS
KVP-232 L II 16K by L MICKLUS
DCV-1 L II 16K by SM SYS SOFTWARE
AUTOK/OEDIT L II 16K by DISCOVERY BAY SOFTWARE
AUTO/QEDIT SK L II '6K by DISCOVERY BAY SOFTWARE
UTILITY DISK DISK ONLY by L4

REMODEL L II 16K-48K by RACET COMPUTES
REMODEL/PROLOAD L II 16K-4eK by RACET COMPUTES
GSF L II 16K-48K by RACET COMPUTES
AUTODOS L 4 Book b Listings SI 9 95

$49 95

$79 96

S100 00
SK version S150 00

S14 95

S19 95

$55 95

$26 95

$29 95
529 95

S24 95

S24 95
SB.96

S14 95

S199S
S34 95
$24 96

S34 96

S2496
Intro Pries $39 96

BRINGS YOU
* OPERATING SYSTEMS '

NEWDOS DISK ONLY by APPARAT INC

NEWDOS+ DISK ONLY by APPARAT INC

AND MORE' "40 or 77 track vision $10 00 ext-a

LEVEL I RELOCATED L II 1 6K by APPARAT INC

MMSFORTH L II 16K by MMS
MMSFORTH DISK DISK ONLY by MMS
TRS80 FORTRANDnk. 2 Drive mm t>v MICRO SOFT

TRS FORTRAN ONLY Single Drive by MICRO SOFT

MACRO ASSEMBLER ONLY Single Drive by MICRO SOFT

CP/M Operating System lor the TRS-80

C BASIC 2: compiler Basic

G2'.l III Basic by MICRO SOFT

* BUSINESS *

MAILING LISTER: by L 4

MAILING LISTER II

INVENTORY II by L 4

SMALL BUSINESS BOOKKEEPING: lor Disk bv MMS and R ROBITAILLE sp

without Journal $24 96 with Journal S31 96
* DISK DRIVES *

40 TRACK CAPABILITY 6Vi INCH DISK ORIVE
Software available to use full forty tracks.

Same as Above with Power Supply b Case

DRIVE (O) FIRST DRIVE w.4 Drive Cable & DOS Manual

'35 TRACK DUAL HEAD DRIVEl Drive Only)

NEW SINGLE POWER SUPLY t» CASE
' USlS SINGLE POWER SUPPLY b CASE
2 DISK DRIVE CABLE
4 DISK DRIVE CABLE
DOUBLE DISK DRIVE IN SINGLE CASE
With Power Supply in single Case and Cable

DOUBLE HEADED DUAL DISK
With Power Supply 6 Drives in Single Case. Equal lo 4 RADIO SHACK Drives

DOUBLE DRIVE POWER SUPPLY Er CASE ONLY S1 16 00
QUAD ORIVE POWER SUPPLY » CASE ONLY $169 00
QUAD DRIVES Si 359 00

S7SO
SI 4 95

S19 95
S7 50

Special $7 SO
$7 60
$7 60

$7 60

$7.50

S7.50
$14.96

$1496
S149S
$1496
$1496
S1495
$7 96

S7 95
$7 96

$7 98
•9 95
S7 95

S7 9S
S14 95
$7 95
S7.96

$9 95
$7 95

$19 96
DISK $24 96

$7 95

$49 95
$99 00

$15 00
$44 95

$64.95

S175 00

S95 00

S95O0
$149 00
$11000
$56 95

$49 95

$79 95

$99 95

$300 00

$379 00
$400 00
$376 00
$89 00

S6O00
S36 00
$46 00
S698 00

S999O0

in Smgie Case witn one I

'When Available

* PRINTERS *

BEST BUY
ANIOEX PRINTER
PAPER TIGER 110 CPS

Cable 3n-of swuc COMPLETE

List $1.096 00 Our Price S995 00
S99 5 00

* EDUCATIONAL *

TOUCH TYPING I L II 4K by L ASMMUN $15 00
TOUCH TYPING II L II 16K by L ASMMUN S15 00

CLS SUPER MATH ADD LU16K $2495
CLS SUPER MULT L M 16K $24 95

* MISC. HARDWARE *

TRS232 SERIAL PRINTER INTERFACE W/SOFTWARE $49 00

ISO 2 $49 00

AC LINE CORD SUPRESSER/FILTER $24 00
MUFFIN FANS $16.00

AC POWER STRIPS $16 96
34-PIN CONNECTORS $6 00
34-PIN CONNECTORS with 3 It ol Ribbon Cable $7 00
AMPHENOL CONNECTOR 36 PIN lCentron.cs Printer Connector' OUR PRICE S10 00
RIBBON CABLE 34 CONDUCTOR by the foot or by the yard Cell for Price

CENTRONICS-PRINTER CABLES Complete $35 00
ANADEX PRINTER CABLES Complete $35 00
MEMORY 300 ns With full instructions $99 00
DATA DUBBER Copy any tape S49 95
RIBBONS *•: 779 Printers $6 50
ANIDEX RIBBON DP 8000 SB 50
MAY DAY BATTERY BACK-UP 'or the TRS-80 S3 50 00
SOLA CONSTANT VOLTAGE TRANSFORMER S4O0 00
* STORAGE MEDIA *

DiakottM
NATIONAL BRAND Special Offer Limited Suplyi oo- 10 $32 50
VERBATIM
BASF
WABASH I For 77 Track Drives)

HARDSHELL LIBRARY BOXES for DISKETTES
LEVEL IV 3 Ring Binder* w/5 double disk sleeves

LEVEL IV 3 Ring Binders w/o sleeves

DISK SLEEVES for 3 Ring Binder $1 26

CsMMtNM
RADIO SHACK CERTIFIED (List S3 49! S3 00

box 10 $40 00
DOH 10 $45 00
box '10 $60 00

$6 00

$9 96
$5 00

Or 5 b ' SB.00

DATA TAPES
* BOOKS Cr MAGAZINES OF INTEREST *

SOFTSIDE
PROG-BO
80-US
We carry ALL back issues that are in print

All above books based on the TRS-80 only

SYSTEMS EXTENTIONS
BASIC HANDBOOK
OSBORNE - AR/AP
OSBORNE - PAYROLL
OSBORNE - GENERAL LEDGER
MMSFORTH PRIMER

$1 00

$1 60

S3 00
S3 00

S3 00
S14 96

S14 9S

S14 95
$14.96

$1496

LEVEL IV PRODUCTS will match any NATIONALLY ADVERTISED RETAIL PRICE! On any item in this

book. - OR - We'll send you a FREE LINE PRINTER. (Retail Value $10.00). Call for Details.
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INTERFACE

Connect your 80 to a

Teletype 33 printer, with less than $40 worth of electronics.

Level II To Model 33

Lauren A. Colby

532 Pearl St.

Frederick MD 21701

If
you own a TRS-80 computer

and also own an ASCII Tele-

type, such as the Model 33, you

can Interface the computer to

the Teletype and enjoy the con-

venience of hard-copy printouts.

You will need Level II and the ex-

pansion unit to do the job.

You will also need two UARTs
(universal asynchronous receiv-

er-transmitters). These are

40-pin chips. There are two

types: One works off a single 5

volt supply; the other requires

two supplies— +5 volts and

-12 volts. I have the kind that

requires a dual supply. However,

you can simplify matters if you

get the kind that uses only a

single 5 volt supply. Order

UART# AY-51015A/1863 from

Advanced Computer Products,

Box 17329, Irvine CA 92713.

Price is $6.95 each.

You will need to make a spe-

cial connector to access the

line-printer port on the expan-

sion unit. You will then need to

construct some circuitry to con-

vert the parallel data appearing

on the port to serial data for use

by the Teletype machine. Final-

ly, because the computer can't

generate certain line-feed sig-

nals that the Teletype needs in

order to operate properly, you

will have to build some circuitry

to generate these signals.

Connections to Line-Printer

Port

The line-printer port consists

Grounded pins: 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 27, 31, 33, 34.

Not connected: 19, 29, 30, 32

Data lines: D-0 pin 3 (LSB)

D-1 pin 5

D-2 pin 7

D-3 pin 9

D-4pin11

D-5 pin 13

D-6pin15
D-7 pin 17 (most significant bit)

Pin 21 is "busy" to expansion unit (logical low, not busy, ready for

new data; logical high, wait).

Pin 23 is "Out of paper" to expansion unit (logical high-out of

paper, wait).

Pin 25 is "Unit select" input to expansion unit (logical high— unit

selected, all OK; logical low, unit not selected, wait).

Pin 28 is "fault" input to expansion unit (High, OK; Low, wait).

Pin 1 is the strobe pin. Generates a 1.5 microsecond low to strobe

the printer.

Fig. 1. Line-printer port pin connections.
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of a 34-pin, male edge connec-

tor on the side of the expansion

unit. Pin 1 will be marked. All of

the odd-numbered pins are on

the same side of the board as

pin 1, so that the pin numbers

on that side of the board will be

1, 3, 5, 7, etc. Pin 2 is directly op-

posite pin 1 on the other side of

the board so that the pin num-

bers on that side of the board

will be 2, 4, 6, 8, etc.

To make a female connector

to mate with the male edge con-

nector, go to any electronics

store that sells Vector Products

and purchase a PC receptacle,

number R636-1DP. This is a

72-contact edge connector with

0.1-inch spacing. With a small

coping saw, saw off the end of

the connector between pins 18

and 20 (as marked on the Vec-

tor product, not the computer).

Obtain some ribbon epoxy and

mold a new "end" around the

cut, so that the connector will

slide over the contacts inside

the expansion unit and all the

pins will match up properly.

Warning: The pin markings on

the Vector product do not

match the pin numbers on the

computer expansion unit. Go
by the pin numbers on the ex-

pansion unit; pay no attention

to the numbers on the Vector

connector.

Fig. 1 shows the pin-

numbering system at the line-

printer port. The eight data lines,

D-0 through D-7, generate the

ASCII code required by the print-

er. Actually, the eighth bit is a

parity bit that is not used; you

"l.
mic* '» -r 0I °
MYLAR ^ J

Fig. 2. Clock circuit.

can hook it up as shown in the

figures or just leave it dangling.

Pin 21 is a handshaking line.

The computer can output ASCII

data at incredible speeds; how-

ever, the Teletype can only print

about 100 words per minute (110

baud), so pin 21 is used by the

Teletype and associated cir-

cuits to tell the computer to

withhold sending any more data

until the Teletype is ready for it.

Pin 1 is a strobe pin used by the

computer to tell the Teletype

that new data is ready to be sent

out. Pin 23 is used in this project

for a special purpose. Its use will

be described later. Pins 25 and

28 are not used; they must be

left unconnected.

Parallel to-Serial Conversion

The UARTs you will be using

in this project must be clocked

at 16 times the baud rate. The

baud rate of a Model 33 Teletype

is 110 baud, so the clock must

be operated at 1760 Hz. Fig. 2

shows the clock circuit. It

should be adjusted to proper fre-

quency with a counter. My expe-

rience of about nine months has

shown this clock to be suffi-



1 21

9

ii SO

13 31

11

f
2—

»

FROM I760MI CLOCK

GROUNO 3. 35. 38. 39
TIE TO «5VOLTS I. 34. 36, 37
CONNECT -I2VOLTS TO PIN 2. IF NEEDCO

•OPTIONAL CONNECTION
••GROUND FOR TEST PURPOSES OTHER* ISE SEE FIGURE T FOR CONNECTION

Fig. 3. Parallel-toserial-conversion circuit.

ciently stable; a crystal clock is

not needed. However, be sure to

use a silver mica or Mylar ca-

pacitor as the timing capacitor.

Fig. 3 shows the circuit used

for parallel-to-serial conversion.

Parallel data enters the UART at

pins 26 through 33, but the

eighth bit, applied to pin 33, is a

parity bit that is ignored and not

used. When the computer wants

to output some data, it emits a

brief negative pulse to pin 23 of

the UART. The UART then out-

puts a low at pin 22, which is in-

verted and applies a high to pin

21 of the line-printer port. This

tells the computer that the

UART is busy loading data for

transmission to the Teletype.

When the load is complete,

UART pin 22 goes high, applying

a low to pin 21 of the line-printer

port and telling the computer it

is OK to send more data.

Serial data is output from pin

25 of the UART and applied to an

AND gate ( V* of a 7408. For test-

ing purposes, the free input of

the AND gate can be tied to + 5

volts. The data will then appear

at the output of the gate and ac-

tivate the transistor, Q-1. The

output of Fig. 3 is applied to the

electronic relay, Fig. 4, which

operates the Teletype's local 20

or 60 mA loop.

For test purposes, jumper pin

23 of the line-printer port to

ground. With the circuits of

Figs. 2, 3 and 4 constructed and

operational, and the free gate in-

put tied to the 5 volt line, as sug-

gested, you should be able to

command your TRS-80 to

LPRINT different things, and it

should do so. For example, if

you enter the command LPRINT

"THE QUICK BROWN FOX", the

computer should cause the

Teletype to print, THE QUICK

BROWN FOX.

4N26 OR SIMILAR

1 ^5 VOLT
ZENER

3 VOLT
ZENER

HCT
02
RS-2012
HI VOLTAGE
TRANSISTOR
(NPN)

TO TTY 20 OR 60mA
HI VOLTAGE LOOP

f
2«

SENS

CLOCK

KM
DATA OUT*

27

i—

^
29

so

f-
SI

1,
TFROM LINE

l
2S

FEED TlMEP
•0

r i> ZK

JL 1

FROM I760KH1 CLOCK

GROUND 39. 38. 39, 3

TIE TO SVOL.TS I. 34. 36. 37
CONNECT -I2VOLTS TO PIN 2. IF NEEDED

Fig. 5. Line feed UART circuit (A Y5-1015 or equivalent).

Fig. 4. Electronic relay circuit.

Generating the Line-Feed

Function

After your computer has

printed THE QUICK BROWN
FOX, it will execute a carriage

return. It will not, however,

generate a line feed. To get a

line feed you must enter LPRINT

CHR$(138). In the LLIST mode,

there is no way that you can get

a line feed. Thus, the computer

will just keep typing on the same

line, over and over.

The problem here is that the

Radio Shack printers automati-

cally execute a carriage return

and a line feed when they get a

carriage-return signal. Your

Teletype does not, so you need

some more circuitry to generate

a line feed when the computer

puts out a carriage return.

To accomplish this, we use a

second UART, the line feed

UART, which is hardwired to

output a line-feed signal (a ten in

binary). Fig. 5 shows the circuit.

I suggest you construct it and

test it by disconnecting the

jumper from the free input of the

AND gate to +5 volts (pre-

viously installed for testing pur-

poses) and connecting pin 25 of

the line-feed UART to the gate

input. Now, momentarily bring

pin 23 of the line-feed UART to

ground. Every time you do this,

the printer should execute a line

feed.

You now have the capacity to

generate a line feed on com-

mand. Also, by removing the

jumper from pin 23 of the line-

printer port to ground, you can

make the computer stop and

wait and not send any more data

until you bring the pin low, once

again. If you could really move

fast, you could put your com-

puter in the LLIST mode, let it

print out a line, quickly bring pin

23 of the line-printer port high

(thereby stopping the computer

and making it wait), bring pin 23

of the UART low, generating a

line feed, and then bring pin 23

of the line-printer port low. so

the computer would print out an-

other line.

But obviously, you'd have to

move fast, and it would be an

awful lot of work. You need a

method to do everything auto-

matically.

To do this, it is necessary to

decode the carriage-return sig-

nal from the computer. It is a

binary 13. Fig. 6 shows the de-

coding circuit. Whenever the

computer outputs a carriage

return, the output will go low.

Finally, it is necessary to con-

struct two timers (Fig. 7). Both

timers are activated by the nega-

tive-going pulse from the

decode line. The first timer gen-

erates a 300 ms positive pulse,

which goes to the "out of paper"

line and tells the computer.

"Wait, we're getting ready to

generate a line feed—don't do

anything for 300 ms." The sec-

ond timer generates a 150 ms
positive pulse. When that pulse

goes away, the line-feed UART
sees it as a negative-going

strobe pulse and generates the

line feed. Finally, when the 300

ms pulse goes away, the com-

puter gets the message, "Wait

no longer, proceed to send more

data."

Watch Out for Pin 23

In reading over the circuit

descriptions and examining the

figures, please watch out when-
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ever there is a reference to pin

23. Through an unfortunate co-

incidence, there are three differ-

ent pin 23s, doing three different

things. Pin 23 of the data UART
is a strobe that receives a nega-

tive pulse and activates the

UART whenever the computer

sends out a character to be

printed. Pin 23 of the line-feed

UART is a strobe that receives a

negative pulse from the decoder

whenever the computer puts out

a carriage return, thereby ac-

tivating the line-feed UART and

generating a line feed.

Pin 23 on the line-printer port

(expansion unit) is an interrupt

or wait line, which causes the

computer to wait whenever it

goes high. This line is delin-

eated as an "out-of-paper" line

by Radio Shack. However, that

particular designation has no

significance in this application.

It is merely a "wait" line; the

computer doesn't know or care

for what purpose it is being told

to wait.

Construction Details and

Comments

I constructed this whole proj-

ect on two pieces of Radio

Shack perfboard, the kind with

22-pin edge connectors. The two

boards are linked together by

soldering the pins of an edge

connector to board A and plug-

ging board A into board B. The

ICs used were based on what I

had readily available. You could

probably simplify matters by

substituting a 7430 eight-line

decoder for the two 7420s and

the OR gate (7432). That would

get rid of two ICs and might

make it possible to get every-

thing on one board. However, I

can't guarantee this would

work, because I haven't tried it.

On each of the UARTs, note

the little circuit tied to pin 21.

Often, in books and articles, this

pin is shown as tied to ground.

Grounding this pin is a principal

reason for hang-ups and erratic

operation. The UART needs a

FROM l.NE
printer output
PORT ON
EXPANSION UNIT

IN9I4 J ,

FROM ,,
0ECOCE> j\

—

OUTPUT TO
• PIN 23. LINE
PfllN'ER PORT

: l,
• .

' '

; ; _ • i

• 'LINE FEED" UART
STROBE )

FRO- °*'
F

DECODE) jf

;£; Ol "LINE FEED" TlkltH

150 mS PULSE

Fig. 7. Wait and line-feed timers.

Fig. 6. Decoding circuit (decodes carriage return—binary 13).

brief positive pulse when the

power is first turned on to ini-

tialize it.

In constructing the circuit,

liberal quantities of bypass

capacitors were installed, in ac-

cordance with standard TTL

construction practice. Consult

Don Lancaster's 7TL Cookbook

for information on bypassing

techniques.

The interface should be pow-

ered by a separate, well-regulat-

ed 5 vo t supply (and a - 12 volt

supply, if needed by your

UARTs;. It is risky to try to derive

power from the computer or the

expansion unit for any periph-

erals. The Radio Shack Techni-

cal b'anual recommends
against it.

I have been using this inter-

face with no problems for about

nine months. Total construction

cost, not including power sup-

plies, was under $40.

For Canadian'
* Owners"

Lower Case Modification S65.00

Cassette Load Modification . $20.00

Radio Shack Numeric Keyboard
Installation $50.00

(You supply numeric pad)

RS232C Serial 1/0 Port for Printer

etc. (Complete with connectors)

For Use With or Without Expansion

Box $169.95

For a complete catalog and credit

vouchers worth $25.00 on future

purchases send $5.00 to:

'AM Quotas in Canadian Funds

ORTHON S2K2H*
12411 Stony Plain Rd..

" Edmonton. Alta. T5N SN3

tlnyFORTH
MnyFOSTH is the TRS-80 cassette oriented

version of the dictionary based computer

language called FORTH

tlnyFORTH includes these features

•* Dictionary-oriented structured high-level

language • Buitt-m assembler and text

editor - Enhanced graphics *- Cassette

tape input and output * Interpreter for quick

program development ^ Compiler for fast

execution ^ tinyFORTH is faster. more

compact. and more powerful than

BASIC *• finyFORTH programs are

interchangeable *- Easy to use

tlnyFORTH cassette for 16K TRS-80 and full

documentation $2° °5

Documentation Only S995

All orders are fully guaranteed. Add SI 50 for

postage and handling Order with check,

money order. COD. Visa, or Mastercharge

Specify TRS-80 level when ordering

The Software Farm ^09
Box 2304 Depl. A6 Reston. VA. 22090

I Advanced Scientific Software for
]

TRS-80 and NORTH STAR
MATH Library I

22 quality prograrr s (req 16KI including root ol

equations, mtegrat on. differentiation, simulta

neous equations, nalnx operations, interpola-

tions, regression analysis (linear, polynomial.

multiple), ordinary differential equations, partial

differential equations, statistics and plotting,

with manual

TRS-BOdisk S35

TRS-80, Level II tap* $32

North Star disk (single density) $45

ODE Master
Solves single and simultaneous ordinary differ

ential equations, can handle even stiff prob-

lems; error control .ind tormatted output to CRT
or printer; with manual.

TRS-80 Level II, 16K tape

North Star disk (tingle density)

$25
$30

! Custom Software for education or professional

I use Is available.

L 5819 Thomas Ave.. Phi adtlphia PA 19143 (215) 748-4558
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EXCLUSIVE TO IRS-80 USERS
TSHORT™- THE GREATEST SOFTWARE BUY OF THE YEAR! HAVE YOU BOUGHT YOURS YET?

OTHER PRODUCTS AND SERVICES:

TBEEP™For LEVEL II and DISK USERS - A self-contained

beeper. Alerts you with a pager-like tone when YOUR program
commands it! Simply plug in-line with the "AUX" cable from
your CPU and program in BASIC, i.e.: OUT 255. 1: FOR I

=

1 to300: NEXT: OUT 255,0. (Req's 9V Batt.) $19.95

TBUFF'M- For LEVEL II CASSETTE USERS. Prevent and elim-

inate forever, cassette relay sticking. TBUFF is no larger than an

ice cube and plugs in-line with the "REMote" cable to your
SHORTHAND for LEVEL II and DISK BASIC cassette recorder. (Specify cassette recorder make and model)

$ 938
•TSHORT™ lets you type LEVEL II and/or DISK BASIC more tdawtm n in ui u. a^cac«iu-u

_. , . -_- .: ... . , c . nna/ TPAK M — C-10 blank tape cassettes. AGFA 611 hiqh qua ityquickly and accurately than ever before. Save up to 90% _. . . ... . . .

„„.„„,„,: .;„,„ „„.j M.UI— mn<v taPe — tne best money can buy I We use this tape exclusivelyprogramming time and achieve 100% accuracy. . TC11f,nT n < \r> .i_ ._ j •. , , . . **«.#.£
,Z. , ,

for TSHORT. Pack of 10 with box and blank labels. . . .$12.95
31 preprogrammed statement keys.

* KUSTOMrMkey, up to 64 characters — changeable anytime.

*42 key decals (see picture). 10 are different for DISK users.
COMING SOON: (Write for further details.)

* A single, shifted-key entry types entire statement on screen. TBASE — A powerful DATA BASE MANAGER program sec-

" Fast, efficient machine language. ondtonone! for under $50.00
* Uses 580 bytes of LOW memory, i.e.: No MEM SIZE req'd. TCHAIN™- LEVEL II chaining utility - Preserve your variables
* Comes on cassette, one side LEVEL II, the other for DOS. and arrays for multiple program use, or while EDITing, RUNing
•Compatible with DOS 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, NEWDOS, KBFIX, etc. or CLOADing Priced under $ 10.00

•DOS version loads to and executes from disk via TAPEDISK. TSEL™- We'll convert your IBM SELECTRIC to a high quality
* Features self-entering commands: CONT;GOT010; KUSTOM printer - up control - 512 character buffer - special TRS-80
(Self-enter optional) caD| e with control switches - complete and ready to LPRINT

•TSHORT W/4 page instruction manual $9.95 (cleaning, minor service included) Priced under $800.00

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED TELEPHONE ORDERS: (714) 559-6249 SORRY,
Send check or money order to: NO C.O.D.'S

• 27 WEB ASSOCIATES • P.O.BOX 60-QA • MONROVIA, CA 91016 • (Calif, residents add 6% tax)

^TRS-80 :

^
"TRS-M i* a registered trademark ol TANDY CORP."

FINDISK-II Automatically extract user

file names from disks, print disk directory

labels and indexed master list of all disk files

Automatic update Optional descriptions.

TRSDOS or NEWDOS $20.00

SOLAR- 1 Passive solar analysis Input, any
latitude, orientation slope, storage, roof

shading Output solar angles, heat gam loss.

% solar, fuel use. hourly, monthly, yearly,

in presentation format By solar architect,

easy use Comprehensive manual $30.00

SOLAR-II As above plus lifecycle cost

optimization $50.00

R1A-II Real Estate Investment Analysis,

business or homeowner Input costs, loan,

tax data Output before after tax cash

flows, rates of return, depreciation profit gain

of sale for any time senes complex, essential

investment calculations in seconds $30.00

All 32K Tape or Disk (one drive - otdet tapei

Following min.req. 16K Level-II

DEPRECIATE-I Calculate, sums, print

depreciation schedules 1 to 500 items, plus

print Tax Schedule C Automatically up-

date 12 facts on each item such as re-

maining bal & life Prompts optimum

switch DDB to SL $10.00

STRUCT- 1 Calculate and print beam sizes,

moment, shear diagrams Optimize beam,
joist selections Simple span/cantilever,

uniform and/ or point loads. Also moment
transfer calculations for unusual shapes

Screen and printer graphics $15.00

DOCUMAN SOFTWARE "M
BOX 387 D KALAMAZOO. Ml 49005

.»',blb) 344 0805 VISA MC

tS Reader Service— see page 147

TRS-80®
DIRECT INTERFACE

$695.00

Cleaned and Functionally

Checked IBM I/O Terminal

ASC II-RS232, Parallel

Service and Parts Manuals

Immediate Delivery

Heavy Duty Packing $25.00

Shipping Collect

Cashier Check, Money Order

2E
N*i

Inc.

• 71

McClain & Associates.
5104 E. 65th Street
Indianapolis. Indiana 46220

(317)8420526

THE
SMART TERMINAL

SOFTWARE PACKAGE FOR THE

TRS-80
"TRS-80 is a registered trademark of TANDY CORP."

• TRUE BREAK KEY

• AUTO REPEAT KEYS

• PROGRAMMABLE SOFT KEYS

• MULTIPAGE SCROLLING DISPLAY
• FULLY CONFIGURED FROM KEYBOARD
• TWO SELECTABLE LINE DIAGNOSTIC

MODES DISPLAY CONTROL
CHARACTERS

• MULTI PROTOCOL CAPABILITY

• GRAPHIC CHARACTERS GENERATED
FROM KEYBOARD

• TRANSMIT SCREEN. PRINT SCREEN
• TRANSMIT FILE, RECEIVE &. CREATE DISK

FILE

• FLEXIBLE I/O LINKAGE CAPABILITY

• DISPLAY AND KEYBOARD DRIVERS CAN
BE USED UNDER DOS

• $79.95

• 73

MICRON, INC.
10045 WatertorO Dr

Ellicott City. MD 21043

(301)461-2721

MC/VISA accepted

Now Available: SPOOL-80
• PRINT YOUR LISTINGS
WHILE RUNNING
OTHER PROGRAMS
(DISK SYSTEMS ONLY

)

S39 95
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REVIEW

80 may be the best TRS-80 magazine,

but there are others—read about some of them

Rival Publications

Rod Hallen

Road Runner Ranch
PO Box 73

Tombstone AZ 85638

I

had intended this to be a

review of newsletters aimed at

the TRS-80 user, but some of the

publications that I have received

are not really newsletters ac-

cording to my definition of the

word. I have, therefore, ex-

panded the coverage of this arti-

cle to include TRS-80-related

publications.

As the popularity of the

TRS-80 grows, so does the

number of businesses designed

to provide the TRS-80 market

with software, hardware and

publications of various kinds. In

a companion article I have

reviewed some of the software

that is available, and I intend to

continue that as a series of ar-

ticles as I try out different pro-

grams.

Because of the TRS-80's pop-

ularity, articles and advertise-

ments pertaining to the TRS-80

are appearing regularly in all of

the general-interest personal

computer magazines. However,

these magazines can only pro-

vide a certain amount of space,

since they have to satisfy the

owners of many different types

of computers. Various individ-

uals and companies have ob-

viously felt, as I do, that there

was a need for specialized publi-

cations directed toward the

TRS-80.

I feel that there is a need for

these publications because the

TRS-80 owner/programmer/

hardware modifier has useful in-

formation to offer his fellow en-

thusiasts. Why spend hours or

even days trying to solve some
problem or come up with a

better way of doing something

when someone else has already

found the answer? By the same

token, when you discover

something that no one else has

thought of, you want to be able

to pass your masterpiece along.

The true newsletter is a clear-

inghouse of information. The

thoughts of the editor, articles

on various subjects and adver-

tisements provide helpful infor-

mation. But what I find most

useful are the letters from

readers spelling out their solu-

tions to various problems that

they have encountered.

I have not attempted to

categorize the following pub-

lications, which are listed in the

order in which they happened to

come to hand. I have not in-

cluded prices because they

seem to be in a state of change;

most of these publishers are ap-

parently new to this game, and

they are just now learning the

hard facts of publishing eco-

nomics. Also, I have listed the in-

terval between publications,

such as monthly, bimonthly or

quarterly, but some publica-

tions have had difficulty adher-

ing to their own schedules.

TRS-80 Publications

Name: TRS-80 Computing

Publisher Computer Informa-

tion Exchange, Inc., PO Box 158,

San Luis Rey CA 92068

Interval: Monthly—slowly get-

ting on schedule

Format: 32 pages—8V2 x 11

Comments: This is a true

newsletter in that the bulk of the

material published comes from

its readers. I have at hand issues

1 and 2. While they seem to lean

towards the hardware side of

computing, there is a lot of soft-

ware material, including some
tutorial articles.

The first issue contains a

complete set of TRS-80
schematics. These are large

scale and easy to read. It is

possible to have both Level I and

Level II BASIC in the TRS-80 at

the same time. Complete modi-

fication information, as well as a

comparatively easy mod that

implements lowercase without

losing the graphics character

set, is included.

TRS-80 owners, including me,

grumble about the need to plug

and unplug the cords to the

cassette recorder in order to re-

wind the fast-forward. I have

seen gadgets in magazine ar-

ticles and for sale that

eliminated this problem, but

they cost up to $40. Issue 1 of

TRS-80 Computing has a series

of modifications for the CTR-41

recorder that took me less than

15 minutes to implement and

cost me a V*Watt resistor. Now I

never have to unplug anything;

record and playback are more

reliable; and I can hear the data

on the tape when it is being

loaded. This alone is worth a

year's subscription.

An interesting article by one

of the designers of the TRS-80

gives the thoughts behind the

decisions that were made in its

design. Another by a technician

in one of Radio Shack's repair

depots discusses the problems

that crop up most often and

what can be done about them.

Other articles and letters

discuss how the TRS-80 works,

how to make the computerist's

life easier and the latest news

from Radio Shack on what is

coming in the near and distant

future. Issue 2 also contains a

Journal-Ledger program and a

Star Trek game.

At the present time TRS-80

Computing does not contain

many ads, but that may change

as it is discovered by the small-

computer business world.

Name: TRS-80 Bulletin

Publisher Computer Informa-

tion Exchange, Inc. (address

above)

Interval: Monthly

Format 16 pages—8V2 x 11

Comments: This is a companion

publication to TRS-80 Com-
puting. In fact, most of the

material presented comes from

that magazine. However, TRS-80

Bulletin is given away free at

computer stores. Free Subscrip-

tion applications are also

available.

The same comments made
about TRS-80 Computing apply

here, except that there are fewer
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pages and more adver-

tisements.

Name: Programmers Software

Exchange

Publisher Programmers Soft-

ware Exchange, 21 10 N. Second

Street, Cabot AR 72023

Interval: Quarterly

Price: $1.00

Format: SVt x 8V2

Comments: This is a catalog of

programs, which are equally

divided between the TRS-80 and

the Apple, with a few for the PET

thrown in. Programmers with

software for sale can get their

creations listed without charge.

Also listed are public-domain

programs that are available for a

$5 copying charge each, or

$49.95 for 100. The majority of

software listed are games, but

there are also some interesting

applications programs here too.

The January-March 1979

issue contains an article on

teaching the blind to type. A
"call for articles" would indicate

that other than just software

listings are planned for future

issues.

Name: TRS Yellow Page

Publisher Micro Architect, 96

Dothan Street, Arlington MA
02174

Interval: Five times per year

Format: Eight pages—7 x 9

Comments: I don't know
whether the November-
December 1978 issue I have is

the first issue or not. It is also

hard to tell what direction this

paper will take. Classified ads

will be accepted, while the bulk

of this issue is made up of adver-

tisements for the publisher's

software. Perhaps the next

issue will show more clearly the

publisher's intentions. Sub-

scriptions are free.

Name: CLOAD
Publisher: CLOAD Magazine,

PO Box 1267, Goleta CA 93017

Interval: Monthly

Comments: CLOAD differs from

all of the other publications that

I will discuss in this article. It is

supplied on a C-30 cassette

rather than being printed on

paper. I have the October 1978

issue. CLOAD is strictly

software-oriented and contains

half a dozen programs each

month. With CLOAD, you have

no long listing to enter from the

keyboard, just insert cassette

and CLOAD.

Each feature (program) is

recorded twice with Level I on

one side and Level II on the

other. The tape starts out with a

Cover program that displays the

name, date and a geometric

design that keeps changing as

the program runs.

Next comes a long Star Wars

game that gives you a chance to

fly the trench and drop a bomb
down a ventilation shaft in an at-

tempt to destroy Darth Vader

and the Deathstar. Of course,

while you are thus engaged,

TIE fighters and laser guns

alongside the trench are trying

to destroy you! Add to that the

fact that you have to get out

quickly after you drop your

bomb or the exploding Death-

star will take you with it, and you

have a fast-moving, interesting

game. A slow-paced mode is

available for us beginners.

Graphic is a design-drawing

program that is better than any

that I've seen. The variety of

designs is infinite; I find myself

sitting for long periods of time

fascinated by what is appearing

on the screen.

Chase is a game that involves

robots, electric fences and you.

It has been around for quite a

while, but this is the first BASIC
version that I have seen. BASIC

slows the game down con-

siderably, especially when you

elect to have more than one

robot on the playing field, but it

is still challenging and in-

teresting.

If you have any money in the

bank that draws daily interest,

you will have a use for

Passbook, which computes the

daily interest on your savings.

Enter the interest rate, the date

and amount of each deposit,

and Passbook will keep you up

to date on your account.

The tape ends with a ma-

chine-language program called

Machin, which fills the screen

with the TRS-80 alphanumeric

and graphics character sets.

This is more of a demonstration

routine than anything else since

a simple BASIC program can be

DATA BASE MANAGER IDM-IV S69

You can use it to maintain a data base & produce reports without any

programming Define file parameters & report formats on-line. Features key

random access, fast multi-key sort, field arith . label generator, audit log

MOD-II version with more than 50 enhancements $199

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE ACCT-III $69

One or more drives Order entry calculates sales tax. shipping, amount for

multiple items Credit checking, aging, sales analysis, invoices, statements

and reports. As opposed to most other A/R. ours can be used by doctors,

store managers, etc. MOD-II version S149.

WORD PROCESSOR 16K $39. 32K $49. MOD-II $49.

First word processor specifically designed for the TRS-80 that uses disk

storage for text. Written in BASIC. No special hardware and text limit. Use

for letters, manuals & reports. 32K version features upper /lower case

without hardware change and multiple input text files.

MAILING LIST advanced MAIL-V $59.

Fast sort by any field. Multiple labels and reports. 4-digit selection code,

new zip code ext
. screen input, live keyboard, powerful report writer. MOD-II

$99.

INVENTORY INV-V $99

9-digit alphanumeric key for fast key random access. Reports include order

info, performance summary, etc Calculate E.O.Q. Powerful report writer

MOD-II $149

All programs are on-line, interactive, random access, virtually bug free

documented and delivered on disks. MODI requires 32K. DOS. We challenge

all software vendors to offer low cost manuals so you can compare and

avoid those high-priced undocumented, on-memory programs. Send $5 for

a MOO-I manual and $10 for MOD-II

MOD-II proqrams are extensively modified, guaranteed to run with 1 year

newsletter I updates. 10% off for ordering more than 1 MOD-II programs

MICRO ARCHITECT
96 Dothan St., Arlington, MA 02174 •«*

TRS-80 is a registered trademark of TANDY CORP.

SYSTEM
EXPANSION
FOR THE

TRS-80
M

AT

^.cn- 9 * r
pcB°ARD * l

9Q37 [USER MANUAL J

m
• SERIAL RS232C 20mA I O
• FLOPPY CONTROLLER
• 32K BYTES MEMORY
• PARALLEL PRINTER PORT
• DUAL CASSETTE PORT
• REAL-TIME CLOCK
• SCREEN PRINTER BUS
• ONBOARD POWER SUPPLY
• SOFTWARE COMPATIBLE
• SOLDER MASK, SILK SCREEN

LNW
RESEARCH „
8 Hollowglen St. Irvine CA
714-552-8946 92714

TO ORDER
P.O. Box 16216 Irvine CA 92713
Add S3 for postage and handling.

CA residents add 6% sales tax

$349.95 Assembled w case (limited ovoilability, less RAM)
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DISK DRIVE WOES? PRINTER INTERACTION?

MEMORY LOSS? ERRATIC OPERATION?
DON'T BLAME THE SOFTWARE!

iso-i SO 2

Power Line Spikes, Surges & Hash could be the culprit!

Floppies, printers, memory & processor often interact!

Our unique ISOLATORS eliminate equipment interaction

AND curb damaging Power Line Spikes, Surges and Hash.

•ISOLATOR (ISO-1 A) 3 filter isolated 3-prong sockets

;

integral Surge/Spike Suppression; 1875 W Maximum load,

1 KW load any socket $54.95

•ISOLATOR (ISO-2) 2 filter isolated 3-prong socket banks;

(6 sockets total); integral Spike/Surge Suppression,

1875 W Max load, 1 KW either bank $54.95

•SUPER ISOLATOR (ISO-3). similar to ISO-1

A

except double filtering & Suppression .... $79.95

•ISOLATOR (ISO 4), similar to ISO-1 A except

unit has 6 individually filtered sockets .... $93.95

•ISOLATOR (ISO-5), similar to ISO 2 except

unit has 3 socket banks, 9 sockets total . . . $76.95

•CIRCUIT BREAKER, any model (add-CB) Add $ 6.00

•CKT BRKR/SWITCH/PILOT any model

(-CBS) Add $11.00

M| PHONE ORDERS 1617655 1532

Z±zj/ Electronic Specialists, Inc. ,,.)8

171 South Main Street. Natick. Mass. 01760
Dept.8M

TRS 80
SOFTWARE DIRECTORY

THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE FOR OVER 5000 PROGRAMS

• ALPHABETIZED AND CROSS-INDEXED
• INDEXED BY TITLE, SUBJECT, VENDOR & BASIC
• PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS AND LISTINGS
• LISTINGS INCLUDE TITLE, DESCRIPTION, BASIC

MEMORY, MEDIA, PRICE & VENDOR
• OVER 120 PAGES OF PROGRAMS AVAILABLE
• 380 VENDORS NAMES & ADDRESSES

THE ONLY COMPREHENSIVE TRS 80 SOFTWARE GUIDE

SOME OF OUR CUSTOMERS INCLUDE:

ATT US NAVY
IBM US AIR FORCE
NBC UNION CARBIDE

RADIO SHACK
PEPSI COLA CO.

TEXAS INSTRUMENT

PUBLISHEO 3 TIMES A YEAR - SPRING SUMMER FALL

SINGLE ISSUE S6.00 FOREIGN ADD S2.00-AIR

TRS-80 is a registered trademark of TANDY CORP."

Conputffit^
BOX 1664 DEPT. M LAKE HAVASU AZ 86403

written that will accomplish the

same thing.

Included with each month's

tape are a few printed pages of

editorial material that contain

comments on CLOAD pro-

grams, TRS-80 software in

general and announcements.

Although program names and

tape counter settings are

printed on the tape label, I would

like to see a table of contents

either in the printed material or

as part of the Cover program.

CLOAD is available by sub-

scription, or individual issues,

including all of the back issues,

can be purchased. It is mailed

first class. It does not contain

any advertisements as yet, but

would you be surprised if you

loaded your tape some month

and your screen announced,

"This portion of CLOAD is spon-

sored by Superfluous Products,

makers of the TRS-80 dust cloth

and other related products?"

Mainly TRS-80

The following publications

are not dedicated exclusively to

the TRS-80 but contain much

that will interest the TRS-80

owner.

Name: Software Exchange

Publisher The Software Ex-

change, PO Box 55056, Valencia

CA 91355

Interval: Bimonthly

Format: 32 pages—8 Va x 11

Comments: This is another

software-oriented magazine.

The first three issues show a

definite TRS-80 trend; each

issue contains more TRS-80

software reviews and adver-

tisements than the previous

one. The main thrust is to review

software and software-related

books and periodicals. In addi-

tion, the editor and other insid-

ers talk about software market-

ing, availability and implemen-

tation.

Classified advertising space

is provided for both individuals

and companies to offer for sale

their creations or to inquire

about programs of special in-

terest in "wanted" ads. Letters

from readers are also published.

Name: Purser's List

Publisher Robert Elliot Purser,

PO Box 466, El Dorado CA 95623

Interval: Quarterly

Format: 20 pages—8 V2 x 11

Comments: This is a list of soft-

ware available for the TRS-80,

PET and Apple computers. Edi-

tion 4 contains 15 pages listing

vendors and programs. The

printing is very small, so an

enormous amount of software is

listed. Individuals who have pro-

grams to trade are included.

There is no charge to vendors or

individuals who want to be

listed. The list itself can be pur-

chased in single copies or as a

subscription. Advertising space

is also available at a reasonable

cost.

A unique feature of Purser's

List is a photo section showing

screen displays of various pro-

grams.

This is the best and most

complete list of TRS-80, PET and

Apple software that I have seen.

Every owner of these three ma-

chines should have a copy.

Name: Online

Publisher Dave Beetle, 24695

Santa Cruz Hwy., Los Gatos CA
95030

Interval: Every three weeks

Format: 24 pages—6% x 9

Comments: This is strictly a

classified ad magazine, but it

always contains quite a few ads

relating to the TRS-80. It is

printed with very small type and

includes a large number of

advertisements. It also has a

very short lead time, so that ads

received by the publisher up to

four days before publication can

appear. A long list of computer

club meetings held all over the

country is a feature of each

issue. As space allows, the

publisher includes new hard-

ware and software an-

nouncements.

Conclusion

We will continue our objective

review of TRS-80 publications

next month in the second of this

series of reviews. Each publica-

tion is intended to fill some need

that the publisher thinks exists.

It is clear in many cases that a

good start has been made, while

in a few cases it is too early to

tell. I look for even better results

as the readers and publishers

become more familiar with this

field.!
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TRS-80

real»oft7^" F"OORiS!»3SS!i
4 200 Wisconsin AveNW POBox9609 Washington DC 20016

rRS-80

ADVENTURE 'GAME*
Adventures are like no other programs you

have ever seen. They are "electronic novels" or
"role-playing games." Whatever description you
hear, it is inadequate until you "play" one.
But here's an attempt.

In any version you move from one location to
another. The locations can be as varied as
caverns, islands, or rooms in a house. You take
or use objects in these locations either
Immediately, or carry them with you for later
use. For example, a key found in one place may
unlock a door in another. By collecting and
using these items you strive to accomplish your
mission which differs with each adventure.

Also, you interact with the program using
short sentences like TAKE KEYS, THROW AX, etc.
Part of the fun is figuring out what words the
program understands.

The "adventure" is figuring out the mystery -

how to complete your mission. This makes
adventure like a crossword puzzle, a mystery
novel, and more. All require 16k, Level IljA.J

adventure
,

from Adventure International y
Scott Adams has authored seven different macnine'
language Adventures for quick responses. They
support the optional lower case hardware, have a
unique screen video driver with blinking cursor
for easy reading, and have over a 100 word
vocabulary. They are highly recommended by
80- US , insiders, and 80 Software Critique .

1. ADVENTURE LAND: Most like the original
with caves, maze of pits, magic words and the
dragon. $14.95

2. PIRATE'S ADVENTURE: "Yo Ho Ho and a

bottle of rum..." Go from your London flat to
Treasure Island searching for the pirate's
buried treasure. $14.95

3. MISSION IMPOSSIBLE: "Your mission is. .
."

Will you be able to complete your mission in
time? Or is the reactor doomed? $14.95

4. VOODOO CASTLE: Count Cristo has had a

fiendish curse put on him by his enemies.
You're his only hope. $14.95

5. THE COUNT: Somewhere in Transylvania you
awake in a large brass bed. Guard your neck.
And watch for the postman. $14.95

6. STRANGE ODYSSEY: At the edge of the
galaxy you find the ruins of an ancient alien
culture and its treasures. $14.95

7. MYSTERY FUN HOUSE: Try to make it
through the strangest Fun House before the park
closes. S14.95

1&2 or 6S7 on disk for $24.95. 3,4&5 for

$39.95. Other combinations available.

80 adventure
from Mad Hatter Software

Greg Hassett has created a series of four

adventures. While they are written in BASIC,

the response time is quick and they have about

40 rooms. Most enjoyable.

1. HOUSE OF 7 GABLES: Ring the bell, but

you'll have to deal with the witch to leave.

Check your score. 9.95

2. JOURNEY TO THE CENTER OF THE EARTH:

Escape after you fix your earthdigger, but watch

out for the bugs. $9.95
3. KING TUT'S TOMB: A true treasure hunt

inside the cursed tomb. You'll be lucky to

escape with your life. $9.95
4. SORCERER'S CASTLE: Kill the evil, wicked

sorcerer before he captures you. Then try to

leave the castle. $9.95
All four on disk for $35.00

doq star adventure
by Lance Micklus from TRS-80 Software Exchange

Aboard an enemy battlestar you try to rescue the

princess, find the plans, retrieve the treasure

and blast off. $9.95

treasure dungeon 2
by David White
Fight with the Savage Mlnataur, ghouls, trolls,

and other monsters to get their guarded

treasure. But know when to withdraw. S7.95

iS Reader Service—see page 14

TRS-80

If you're looking for any

TRS-80 SOFTWARE, GIVE us

a call. This is only a

small sample of our

PRODUCTS, We HAVE

hundreds of titles in

stock. Our phone is

answered 24-hours a day

to take your order. so

act today.

MAIL/FILE
from Galactic Software

A professional mailing list
program requires support and

thorough documentantion by the
publisher. Galactic Software
provides 30 pages of documentation
in a three ring binder and updates
to registered owners. And the file
interfaces with their line of
business packages.

The program will sort over 600
records on a single diskette 1n

seconds! Not minutes. Not hours.
Retrieval 1s in either alphabetic or
zip code order plus other criteria.
Labels are printed in either
standard or unique user defined
label formats. And an optional
message line is available. Also, it

supports both company names and
international addresses.

Each record consists of name,
address, phone, and category codes.
With the proper codes, thousands of
sublists are possible. And, editing
is simple.

Mall/File is excellent for
customer billing, newsletters,
direct mail, collection agencies,
clubs, and many other organizations.
A complete package on disk for

$99.00.

temple of apshai
from Automated Simulations
This first in the DunjonQuest(tm)
series lets you take your hero into

a magical and mythical labyrinth of
over 200 rooms. You can encounter
over 30 kinds of fearsome monsters
who guard over 70 varied treasures.
Some of the treasures are magical
and can help you in exploring the
underground complex, but look out
for monsters and traps that spring
at you from the walls and shadows of

the rooms and passages you traverse.
The Book of Lore fills in the
background and describes the

appearance of the temple as you go.

You combat monsters, move, and grab
treasure in real-time. Bring in

characters from other fantasy role
playing games, or let the innkeeper
find thee a hardy fellow. Test your
mettle against the servants of evil!
For serious gamers. $24.95 with
Book of Lore.

ed tasm
DISK-*MOD PATCH
by Roy Sol toff from Misosys

This machine language program modifies your
copy of the Radio Shack Editor/Assembler for use
with your minidisk and disk operating system.
You can save and load both text source and
assembled object files. You can read the
directory and the space used and available while
in the EDTASM. You can also kill files. It is

a complete disk modification for one or more
drives.

Other capabilities are also added. The block
move command relocates a section of text to any
other area. The global change command permits,
for example, changing a label throughout the

text. The pagination feature provides hardcopy
on 8 1/2 by 11 pages on either single sheets or

continous paper. In addition, high memory can
be reserved, like in BASIC, for machine language
routines like printer drivers. You can also
display the amount of memory remaining.

The <CLEAR> key is functional, the symbol

table is sorted alphanumerically and output
5-across, the scroll up/down allows 15 lines on
the screen, and the 'DEFM' assembly is improved.
Lower case input is now permitted. Plus, you
can branch to any address.

Upgrade your Editor/Assembler today. $19.95

ATERM
by Tom Stibolt from Acorn Software

The complete ASCII terminal program with the
features you need and want: truly full duplex,
completely compatible with Radio Shack's RS-232,
all 128 ASCII characters from the keyboard,
support of lower case 1f a modification is made,
and BELL sound on AUX line from the computer.

You can set baud rate, parity, word length,

and number of stop bits from the keyboard, even
while receiving. Output to the lineprinter 1s

buffered in the computer's remaining memory so

printers slower than the RS-232 can be used.

Completely compatible with Radio Shack's
communications package. Level II with modem.

$19.95

GSF
from Racet Computes

A collection of fast, easy-to-use machine
language routines: in memory sort with multiple
variables and keys, array read/write to tape;

compress, uncompress and move data, screen
scrolling in any direction, save screens, and

more. Thorough documentation and two BASIC
programs with multiple examples on the tape.

Specify 16, 32 or 48k when ordering. $24.95

Credit card callers may phone us 24-hour a day.

Or clip the coupon and mall your order today!

oacccooaoannnnoQCCDDCauoooQOonaoaoooooG

• 17 HE PROGRAM STORE

*0 Box 9609 Dept rm
</ashington, D.C, 20016

YES please send me these TRS-80 prog
title priprice

postage:
total:

S 1.00

name:

address:
city, stale
& code
Q Check payable to The Program Store

MASTERCHARGE mc bank code:
DVISA exp date:

card number:
signature:
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HARDWARE

The most common cause of 80 breakdown
is the failure of the cassette relay—protect yours,

Relay Protection

Robert M. Richardson
?0 Box 1065

Chautauqua Lake NY 14722

Here is a simple and inex-

pensive solution to what

can be a very expensive prob-

lem when you use the TRS-80

microcomputer with a tape re-

corder other than the Radio

Shack CTR-41. The contacts of

he TRS-80's tape recorder

i emote control relay, K1 part

456-1051-10, are adequate to

handle the nominal 500 mA at 6

7 dc drawn by the CTR-41 tape

recorder that comes as part of

the TRS-80 system, but they

cannot handle the larger cur-

rent drawn by most other tape

recorders.

Though the TRS-80 is ex-

tremely reliable and well

designed, the Radio Shack
computer service centers re-

port that failure of the K1 relay

contacts due to overload with

recorders other than the

CTR-41 is their most common
servicing problem.

I use this battery-powered

isolation relay (to operate a

Radio Shack CTR-21 tape re-

J-1: 274-333 subminiature phone jack

B-1: 23-464 9 VDC miniature battery

PL 1: 274-289 subminiature phone plug
R-1: 390 ohms @ 'A watt
RY-1: 275-004 6 VDC mini-relay @ 900 ohms
CR-1: any 12 volt PIV diode

Table 1. Parts list. You can probably substitute the RS275403
12 V dc mini-relay by leaving out R-1. My junk box had a 6 V dc
relay, so I used it.

T

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram.

corder as the second tape) unit

with my TRS-80 Expansion/Inter-

face, which controls two tape

units. It works equally well with

the TRS-80 barefoot. The relay

contacts are rated at 1 Amp @
125 V ac and will handle consid-

erably more current if needed.

Total current drain from the

9-volt transistor radio battery is

only 8 mA while the tape re-

corder is running. Battery life

should approach shelf life of

these batteries, which most
Radio Shack stores give away
free once a month to regular

customers.

Layout is unimportant and

may be as shabby as you wish

(see Fig. 1). About the simplest

and easiest configuration

possible is to tape the relay to

the bottom end of the 9-volt

transistor radio battery with

transparent tape, with approx-

imately 2 inch leads from each

end to the plug and jack, respec-

tively. With this layout you sim-

ply plug the isolation relay/bat-

tery into the tape recorder of

your choice, and the TRS-80

recorder remote plug into the

isolation relay's jack.

There is no battery current

drain when the tape recorder is

not running, so it should last as

long as battery shelf life. If it

does not, do not forget those

"freebie" Radio Shack bat-

teries every month.
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Build yourown microcomputer
asyou learn

computer technologyat home.
New from NRI!

The First Interdisciplinary

Home Study Course Ever Offered
As the microprocessor revolutionizes

the computer world and microcomputers appear

almost everywhere, NRI brings you a new, con-

venient, and effective way to keep up with this

expanding technology. It's NRI's courses in

Microcomputers and Microprocessors, created

and designed exclusively for learning at home
in your spare time.

Designed for the New Breed
of Computer Technician

It's no longer enough to be just a pro-

grammer or technician. With microcomputers

moving into the fabric of our lives as low-cost,

easily available tools for business and home,

both the programmer and technician must

become total professionals. With practical

knowledge of hardware, the programmer can

design simpler, more effective programs. And

with advanced programming skills, the tech-

nician can test and debug systems quickly and

easily. The NRI course gives you simultaneous

training in both skills . . . makes you one of this

rare new breed.

Build Microcomputer,
Test Instruments

NRI goes far beyond book learning to give

you practical, "hands-on" experience. As you

learn, you actually assemble NRI's designed-

for-leaming microcomputer. It performs like

the finest of its kind, and features both assembly

and basic language capabilities.

Every assembly step's a learning step.

Using the NRI Discovery Lab® plus the NRI

transistorized volt-ohm meter and CMOS digital

frequency counter you also build, you perform

meaningful experiments throughout your

course. . .trace circuitry, interface components,

introduce and correct problems, design your

own programs, and more.

The Proven Way to Learn
at Home

You don't have to worry with travel, classes,

or time lost from work when you learn the NRI

way. As they have for more than 60 years of teach-

ing technical subjects, NRI brings the material

to you. You study in your spare time, at your

convenience, using "bite-size" lessons that

program material into logical segments for easier

assimilation. You perform experiments and build

equipment using kits we supply. And your per-

sonal NRI instructor is always available for con-

sultation should you have questions or problems.

Over a million students have already shown

the effectiveness of NRI r—«—— <~ •

training.

Choice of
Courses
Several courses

are available, depending

upon your needs and

background. NRI's

Master Course in Micro-

computers and Micro-

processors starts with

the fundamentals,

explores basic electronics

and digital theory, the

total computer world,

and the microcomputer.

The Advanced Course,

for students already

versed in digital electronics, concentrates on
software and the world of the microprocessor

and microcomputer. In both courses, you build

all instruments and your own computer.

Send for Free Catalog. .

.

No Salesman Will Call

Get the details on these exciting new

courses in NRI's free, WO-page catalog. Shows

all kits and equipment, lesson outlines, and full

information, including facts on other electronics

courses. Mail the coupon today and we'll rush

your catalog. No salesman will ever call. Keep up

with the latest technology as you leam on your

own computer. If coupon has been removed,

write to NRI Schools, Computer Department,

3939 Wisconsin Ave., Washington, DC. 20016.

NRI Schools
McGraw-Hill Continuing

Education Center

3939 Wisconsin Avenue

Washington, DC 20016

TO SALESMAN WILL CALL

Please check for one free catalog only.

D Computer Electronics Including

Microcomputers

D TV/Audio/Video Systems Servicing

Complete Communications Electronics

with CB • FCC Licenses • Aircraft,

Mobile, Marine Electronics

D CB Specialists Course

Amateur Radio • Bask and Advanced

art******
All career courses

approved under GI Bill.

D Check for details.

D Digital Electronics • Electronic

Technology • Bask Electronics

D Small Engine Repair

Electrical Appliance Servicing

D Automotive Mechanics

D Auto Air Conditioning

D Air Conditioning, Refrigeration. & Heating

Including Solar Technology

(Pleax Print) *P

Street

Cttv/SUB/Zip

Accredited by the Accrediting Commission of the National Home Study Council 179-010
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EDUCATION

A step-by-step guide to working your fractions out.

Fraction Tutor
H. T. (Tom) On
249Juanita Way
Placentia CA 92670

Daddy, can you help me with

my homework? We're
studying fractions."

The voice was that of Sherri,

my 9-year-old daughter. After

looking at her schoolwork and

seeing some of the difficulty

she was having, I realized that,

just as the computer had helped

her learn the multiplication

tables, the computer could help

her with fractions.

TRS-80 Tutor

Rather than just have the

computer ask her how much 1/2

plus 1/3 was and tell her

whether she was right or wrong,

I felt that the computer pro-

gram should take her through

the fractional addition process

step-by-step and check for er-

rors along the way.

The program accomplishes

the objective in the following

manner:

1. It first provides two random

fractions to be added.

2. It then asks the user to de-

termine the lowest common de-

nominator and tells if the re-

sponse is right or wrong.

3. The program next asks the

user to convert the first fraction

into the new denominator and

checks for accuracy.

4. It does the same thing with

the second fraction.

5. It next asks the user to add

the two fractions and it checks

for accuracy.

6. Should the total be greater

than one, it assists the user in

converting it to the whole num-

ber plus the fraction.

7. If the final answer is not in

its lowest terms, it asks the

user to convert it and checks

for accuracy.

8. Most important, according

to Sherri, it keeps a record of

the problems worked and the

number of errors.

The program uses the ran-

dom number function to gener-

ate two fractions with different

denominators. Asking the user

to add 1/3 plus 1/3 at the pro-

gram's beginning would be too

simple for the program's pur-

pose.

The program checks to be

sure that the random fractions

have the numerator smaller

than the denominator. For nine-

year-olds, I decided that the

largest denominator would be

10. This keeps any multiplica-

tion required to convert to a

lowest common denominator

in the range most people can

do in their heads.

The FOR-NEXT loop in lines

300 to 330 determines the two

fractions' lowest common de-

nominator. The lowest number

divisible by both denominators

will be the final value of I. This

will be compared with the value

entered by the program user to

determine if the denominator

selected is, indeed, the lowest.

The portions of the subrou-

tines starting at line 1000 and

2030 determine if the fractions

are at their lowest terms. This

prohibits starting or finishing

with fractions such as 2/4 or 4/6.

Results

Sherri took to the program

like a duck to water. She con-

siders it much more fun than

doing similar problems with

pencil and paper. Her proficien-

cy with fractions has increased

immensely, and you should see

her smile when she has worked

20 problems correctly with zero

errors.!

The author's nine-year-old daughter, Sherri, finds the use of a com-

puter makes learning fractions fun.

FRACTIONS

WELCOME TO THE FRACTION PROGRAM. I WILL GIVE Y00 TWO
FRACTIONS TO ADD. I WILL HELP YOU GO THROUGH THE
STEPS OF ADDING THEM.
PRESS ENTER WHEN READY TO START?

3/10 + 1/4
WHAT IS THE LOWEST COMMON DENOMINATOR? 40
WRONG, TRY AGAIN? 20
CORRECT
OK, NOW YOU'VE GOT THE LOWEST COMMON DENOMINATOR,
NEXT, LET'S CALCULATE THE ANSWER.

3/10 = 1/20
X= HOW MANT?6
OK SO FAR

1/4 = 1/20
Y=H0W MANT?5
OK SO FAR
OK, NOW LET'S PUT THEM TOGETHER.

6/20 5/20 = Z/20
HOW MANY IS Z? 11

VERY GOOD, THE ANSWER IS 11/20
YOU DID THAT WITH 1 ERRORS.
THAT WAS 1 PROBLEMS WITH A TOTAL OF 1 ERRORS.
TRY AGAIN (1=YES,£=N0)?

Sample run.
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RBI «*** FACTIONS PROGRfiH

REM H TCTOHXKR. H6HT. 249 JUANITA HfrY, PUCENTIftCH 92670

OS
0=0 R=0

«pe.p=8

PRINT" FRHCTIONS-

PRINT PRINT'UELCaC TO TtC FRACTION PROGRrtl I Hill GIVE YOU TWO"

PRINT-FRftCTIONS TO ADO. I HILL HELP YOU TO GO THROUGH THE"

PRINT"STEPS OF RD01NG THEM "

INPUT "PRESS ENTER WHEN READY TO START", R*

CLS

R=8 L=8

REM FIRST FRACTION

GOSUB 2888

H=fl:X*B

REM SECOND FRACTION

GOSUB 2888

Y*A.Z=8

IF Z«X THEN 208

REM PRINT FRACTIONS

PRINT" MfcV'iX;" ",Y;"/",Z

REI1 CACLULATE LOWEST COMMON DENOMINATOR

FOR 1=2 TO 188

IF <I/X)=INT<I/X> THEN 258

NEXT I

END

IF (I/Z)=INT(I/Z) THEN 270

GOT0228

REM I" IS LOWEST COMMON DENOMINATOR

INPUTHHRT IS THE LOWEST COMMON DENOMINATOR", E

IF E=I THEN PRINT-CORRECT- :
0=0*1

: G0T0428

IF <E=I*2)+(E=I*2)+(E=I*4)*(E=I»5) THEN 2128

INPUT-NRONG, TRY AGAIN"; E : R=R+1 : GOT0298

PRINT-OIC NOW YOU'VE GOT THE LOWEST COMMON DENOMINATOR
"

PRINT-NEXT, LET'S CALCULATE THE ANSWER.
"

PRINTS "/", X, " = X/-, I

C«<1/X)*M

INPUT'X=HOW HflNY-,D

IF C=D Tr€N PRINT-OK SO FAR- GCTO490

PRINT-WRONG, TRY AGAIN' R=R*1 G0T0448

PRINT Y;V;Z;- = Y7M
INPUT-Y»HOW WNY-iF
G=<I/Z>»Y

IF F=G THEN PRINT-OK SO FAR-:G0T0548

PRINT-WRONG, TRY AGAIN" : R=R*1 : GOT0498

PRINT'OK, NOW LET' S PUT THEM TOGETHER "

PRINTD, "/-, I, • ",F, "/-,!, ' = Z/M
INPUT-HOW MANY IS Z", H

IF H=0+F THEN PRINT"VERY GOOD, THE ANSWER IS", H, V", I GOTO600

PRINT-URONG, TRY AGAIN. " ,R=R*1 G0T0558

IF H>I THEN -.58

IF H=I THEN 788

u»h GOToieee

PRINT-THIS IS THE SAME AS 1 AND HOW MANY /-, I-

INPUTU

670 IF U=H-I THEN PRINT. PRINT-RIGHT ON. -:G0T01088

688 PRINT-WRONG, TRY AGAIN " R=R+1 G0T0658

788 INPUT'THIS IS EflUIVHLENT TO WHAT"; V

718 IF Y=l THEN PRINT-RIGHT OK * G0T0888

880 PRINT -YOU DID THAT WITH",R; " ERRORS
"

882 0=0+1

885 P=P+R

886 PRINT-THAT HAS", Q, "PROBLEMS HITH A TOTAL OF\P;" ERRORS

887 INPUT'TRY AGAIN <.i=YES, 0=NO>",T

810 IF T=l THEN 198

815 PRINT PRINT"********************************************

828 PRINT'THANK YOU FOR PLAYING HITH HE. SEE YOU SOON"

828 END

1888 REM CHECK TO SEE IF REMAINDER IS AT LOWES" TERMS

1818 FOR J=2 TO 108

1828 IFCU/J)=INT(U/J) THEN 1880

1938 NEXT J

1025 IF L=i THEN 1588

1040 G0T0888

1888 IF (I/J>« INTU/J) THEN 1188

1890 GOTO1020

1100 U=<U/J):I«(I/J)

1185 L=l

1110 GOTO1010

1588 PR1NT"THE REMAINDER IS NOT AT LOWEST TERMS "

1510 INPUT'THE NUMERATOR SHOULD BE",M

1528 IF M»U PRINT'THRT'S RIGHT- G0T01558

1538 P. -WRONG, TRY AGAIN". (MM. GOT01518
1558 I NFUT" THE DENOMINATOR SHOULD BE", M

1568 IF M=I PRINT'THAT'S RIGHT"GOTO880
1578 PRINT "WRONG, TRY AGAIN" :R=R+1 G0T01558

2088 REM SUBROUTINE TO PICK. UP FRACTION

2810 A=RND<9).B=RND<.9)*1

2828 IF A>=e THEN 2818

2030 REM TEST FOR FRACTIONS NOT IN LOWEST TERMS

2040 FOR 1=2 TO 9

2050 IF iA/I;=INT (A/!) THEN 2880

2860 NEXT I

2070 RETURN

2880 IF B/I=INT<B/I) THEN 2188

2898 GOT02868

2100 A=fVI B=8/I

2118 GOTO2840

2128 PRINT-THAT'S A COMMON DENOMINATOR, BUT NOT THE LOWEST.

2128 PRINT-SO I HILL HAVE TO SAY

2146 GOTO406

To get a printout ot this program it was necessary to convei t the code to Level II. This

listing is a straight conversion of Level I; it has not been mcdified to actually run on a

Level II machine When typing the program for Level I use the following procedure:

1. Use the abbreviated form of each command
2 PRINT® becomes PA. or PAT
3 PRINT* - 1 becomes P.H

4. INPUT* - 1 becomes l.» or IN.#

Program listing.

HI

o

EDUCATIONAL
* PERSONAL
* BUSINESS

Model 1 TRS-80" Software
Basic 1,2, Disk 2.2 & Assembler

THE DIFFERENT COMPANY

-<
c/>H
m

If you DONT want your software on
high quality cassettes, detailed instruc-

tion manuals, user oriented, guaran-
teed loadable for 30 days and a compa-
ny that will answer user's technical

questions, then DONT COME TO US!
If you DO want GREAT SOFTWARE,

need a debugging service or custom
program at a very reasonable price and
a company that takes an interest in the

hobbyist as well as the professional,

then send for our free catalog today!
Mailed 1st class.

iJiwU* iiicut T&cmAufa SftJUuxtie

•Home of the CWELLA.NS— • 1 1

3

1 BOX 02205, Oavaland, Ohio 44102

(^Associates

Computer Professionals

—Services—

MAIl LISTS of TRS-80 owners.enthusla*ts Media Is TRS-80

cassette or North Stat disk $501000 names

CUSTOM UNErtlNTll LISTINGS of your level I or level 2 Of

assembler program Send cassette |we return) 2 cusp cleat.

original listings $7.95

LANK CASSfTTt LAHLS on pin leed backing 19.95/100

custom printed, (torn $19 95 100

CUSTOM rtOCIAMMMC in assembly language Over I 5 years

e«perience USR routines. I/O drivers, process conttol (write lor

prices)

—Software—

THI VIMflCt cassette certificate

VISIS1E MIMOaV dump memory I

ulng) program $14 95

renin ASCII IK at a time

$5 95

Please write lot < r free catalog of set vices, games and utilities!

(California, add 6% lax)

P.O Box 8073, La Crescenta, California 91214

^114

These popular, professionally developed

applications are low-priced. Guaranteed

performance! Detailed booklet Included.

• BUDGET 8r INVESTTONT $17.95
• BUDGET 8, CHECKING $Ut.95

• HOME INFO RETRIEVAL 811.95

• MATH (ages 5 and up) t 7.95
• STOCK PORTFOLIO 118.95

• AUTOMOBILE $ 12.95

• MASTERMIND game $10.95

• MONTE CARLO gaao $ 7.95

• and others from $ 1|.95

"TRS-80 it a registered trademark of TANDY CORP."

Send order, or SI. 00 for descriptive
catalogue (free wit", order) to:

NEWBY SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT CO
299 DAWUSH AVE TORONTO. CANADA M4N 1J6
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UTILITY

Only 150 bytes needed for this

simple renumber program, sans bells & whistles.

Basic BASIC Renumbering

James Orleff

1433 1/2 Charles St.

LaCrosse Wl 54601

Most of us, at one time or

another, have needed to

insert just one more line into a

program in which all line num-

bers have already been used.

By using the short program

given here, Level II TRS-80 users

will be able to do it themselves

without waiting for Radio

Shack's machine-language ver-

sion.

The program is easy to use,

but because it must be typed in

each time it is to be used, it is

short and limited only to renum-

bering the actual line numbers.

It requires only about 150 bytes.

It wj 1 1 not correct references to

lines made within program

statements. Still, correcting a

few GOTO and GOSUB state-

ments is easier than retyping

the whole program.

Operation

To use the routine, simply

type it in as shown (see Fig. 1)

and use a RUN 10000 command

to jump to it. Depending on the

length of your program, it will

take up to 30 seconds to run

and will terminate with an un-

defined line error as the pro-

gram renumbers itself and

breaks the loop. When you list

the program the lines will be

separated by ten, except every

25th line, which will be separat-

ed from the next by only six.

To understand the program

you must first know how Level

II BASIC keeps track of its

lines. All programs start at lo-

cation 17129 with the byte at

this location being the low byte

of the address for the next line.

Note that all PEEK commands
return decimal values, so this is

the decimal value of the low

byte of a two-byte address.

The next location is the high

byte, followed by the low byte

of the actual line number, then

lOOOO L = 10
iooio C = 17123
lOO^O N = PEEr-.O
lOtfiO N = N « '.PEEK t.C+1) * 256.'

10040 POKE C*2, L
lOtf.-O POKE Ct-2, H
10060 L = l+io
10070 IF L > 25W THEN L = H = H+l
ltfO&O IF H = 255 THEN PRINT "TOO MHNY LINES" END
ltfwyy C = N
lulOO 00 TO 10020

Fig. 1. Renumbering program.

the high byte. The next byte is

the beginning of the actual text

of the statement, which ends at

zero. The whole process starts

over again at this point with the

new line, the address of which

was pointed to by the previous

one and the contents of that ad-

dress being the low byte of yet

the next one.

In my program, the location

of the first line 17129 is initial-

ized in C (for current line). The

contents of this location, when
added to 256 times the high

byte, give the decimal address

of the next line. This is stored in

N (next line). Next we must alter

the current line number in line

10040 by POKEing the initial-

ized value of 10 into the low

byte with the variable L. Next,

H, which Level II will have set to

zero, is loaded into the high

byte.

The low counter is increased

by 10 in line 10060, where you

can increase or decrease the in-

terval between renumbered

lines. A test is made in line 70 to

see if the low byte is greater

than 250, since the largest deci-

mal value that can be expressed

in one byte is 255. If it is greater,

we set the low byte to zero and

increment the high byte count-

er by one. Line 80 tests to see if

the high byte has reached 255

yet and, if so, prints an error

message and halts execution.

If not, the current line counter

is set equal to the next line

counter and loops back to the

beginning.

Using this information,

someone wishing to renumber

only a few lines of their pro-

gram should be able to use the

PEEK and PRINT CHR$ func-

tions to locate the bytes con-

taining the line numbers and al-

ter them as he or she wishes.

For example, the short program

of Fig. 2 will display decimal ad-

dress, decimal value and char-

acter if printable.

By looking for the text of the

line you wish to renumber, you

can easily locate the line num-

ber, which will be the two bytes

immediately before the begin-

ning of the text. Simply POKE
the desired new line number in-

to these locations in the com-

mand mode. Divide the decimal

number by 256 and POKE the in-

teger result into the second or

high location. The remainder

will be what you POKE into the

low address.

10 LLS
20 N=17123
20 PRINT N. PEEKcN.) CHR*'.PEEKCN>^
40 N=N+1

:

5* GUT030

Fig. 2. Dump Memory program.
j
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PROFESSIONAL

INCOME TAX PROGRAMS
for TRS-80 TM

Accountants, lawyers, tax consultants nationwide, prepared

over 100,000 1978 Federal tax returns using our system.

Displays and fills in Form 1040 and related schedules on the

screen, then prints out the completed forms automatically.

Change your mind? Make an error? Correct a single entry and

you have a brand new form with all re-computations made
automatically.

No tax system, running on any computer anywhere, has all the

features of our professional system, and yet—

Our base program, which does 1040 and Schedule A costs only

$189.95

And! You can add schedules for only $37.95 each, customizing

your system to your requirements.

DEMONSTRATION CASSETTE $3.95

(with sample forms)

Requires 32K System, 2 Disk Drives

We also have available fan-fold Forms 1040, blank stock, and

other supplies you will require— all engineered and tested for

use with TRS-80.

FREE CATALOG AND BROCHURE TO PROFESSIONALS

CONTRACT SERVICES ASSOCIATES
706 SOUTH EUCLID ANAHEIM, CA 92802

TELEPHONE (714) 635-4055

• • * 20 YEARS OF SERVICE * • •

• 10
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TUTORIAL

Typed NEW by mistake? Don't panic!

Learn how to reclaim your programs, plus

NEW Restored

Ken Fordham
6704 Preston Ct.

Tampa, FL 33615

The TRS-80 Level II ma-

chine is a useful and power-

ful computer. And it's utility is

enhanced if you know more

about what goes on inside it. As

a proud owner of a new Radio

Shack wonder, I wanted to find

out what made it run and what I

could do to expand its capabili-

ties. Among other things, I'll

tell you how to RESTORE to

anywhere you want and also

how to recover a program after

you've inadvertently typed

NEW.

Try An Experiment

First let's talk about state-

ment format. Since you're prob-

ably sitting at the keyboard

already (like I am most of the

time), we'll do a little experi-

ment. Type NEW, then enter the

following statement:

10 STOP

Now from the keyboard do a

series of PEEKs at the first

eight addresses of the program

storage area. As the Level II

memory map shows, the first

address of the program storage

area is 17129. So if we PEEK

starting here we find:

17129 = 239

17130 = 66

17131 = 10

4FE1 21ED42 LD HL, dddd ;set up memory pointer

4FE4 01FFFF LD BC, dddd ;set up dummy byte counter

4FE7 AF XOR A -.clear A
4FE8 EDB1 CPIR ; search memory for first end of line

; indicator (0).

4FEA 22E942 LD (addr), HL ; restore "next line pointer" in first statement

»

4FED 23 INC HL

»

; increment to point to MSB of "next line pointer"

4FEE 7E LD A, (HL) I

4FEF A7 AND A ;used only to set CPU flags

4FF0 2807 JR Z, dis ;is M§B of "next line pointer"

4FF2 46 LD B, (HL) ;no, following instructions get next pointer

4FF3 2B DEC HL ;

4FF4 4E LD C, (HL) ;

4FF5 60 LD H, B •

4FF6 69 LD L, C ;

4FF7 18F4 JR, dis ;go back to 4FED to keep looking

4FF9 23 INC HL ; increment to LSB of next available line number

; space

4FFA 22F940 LD (addr), HL ; restore "next available line" pointer

4FFD C3191A JP addr ;go back to BASIC

Listing 1. FIXNEW— 9 program to restore a BASIC program after NEW is typed.

17132

17133 = 148

17134 =

17135 =

17136

The first two addresses form

an address that points to the

beginning of the next state-

ment. Addresses in the TRS-80

are stored in the standard Z-80

format. That is, the first part is

the least significant half and

the second part is the most

significant half. In this case,

then, 66 would be the most

significant. To convert this to a

recognizable address, multiply

the most significant part by

256, then add in the least

significant half. Following this

procedure we have:

66-256 + 239=17135

So address 17135 is the ad-

dress where the next statement

will begin (if there is one). More

about this later.

The next two addresses form

the statement line number. This

has the same format as dis-

cussed previously for memory

addresses. In this example it's

easy to see the line number, but

for numbers above 255 we can

perform the same calculations

as before to see the line

number.

Let's skip over the next ad-

dress (17133) for a minute. Ad-

dress 17134 contains a zero

which Is used as the end of line
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indicator. The last two ad-

dresses (17135,17136) are

where the next statement

would start if there was one. If

this is the last statement in the

program, Level II sets these ad-

dresses to zero to indicate that

there are no more statements.

If there is another statement,

these two addresses will con-

tain the pointer to the next

statement just as 17129 and

17130 did for this example.

Now let's back up. All the ad-

dresses between the line num-

ber and the end of line indicator

form the statement text space.

In our example there is only one

address, but typically there will

be many. At this time it would

be appropriate to take a look at

Table 1.

Level II uses a condensed

storage format for all of the

statements and functions. In

our example address 17133

contains 148. Looking at Table

1 we see that 148 is the code for

a STOP statement. If our exam-

ple had befen something like:

10FORA = 1TOB

there would have been six

spaces between the line num-

ber and the end of line in-

dicator. These six addresses

would contain 129, 65, 213, 49,

189 and 66.

Looking at Table 1 and an

ASCII chart we see that this

area does indeed contain a

combination of the codes from

Table 1 and ASCII codes.

Clearing to Zero

We now have enough infor-

mation to make ourselves

dangerous. Let's look at the

NEW command. I don't know

everything that happens when

this command is used, but I do

know two things. Previously I

thought this command wiped

the program storage area slick.

However, this is not the case.

Remember the first two ad-

dresses of each BASIC line?

Well, when NEW is typed these

two locations in the first state-

ment are cleared to zeros.

When RUN or LIST is typed and

BASIC starts scanning the pro-

gram storage area, it finds

these two zeros and goes back

to READY, assuming that no

program is there. In most cases

these two addresses are 17129

and 17130.

In addition when NEW is

typed, BASIC maintains a "next

available line" pointer. This is

located at addresses 16633 and

16634. It points to the line

number area of the next state-

ment if one is to be entered. In

the case of our first experi-

ment, this pointer is set to

17137. When NEW is typed it is

set back to 17131.

As far as I can tell these four

addresses are the only ones

that are changed when you

type NEW. So if you type NEW
and then realize you forgot to

CSAVE your evening's pro-

gramming effort, reset these

two pointers to their previous

values and you have your pro-

gram back. This works fine if

you haven't attempted any

CLOADing before you restore

them.

The hardest part of this pro-

cedure is finding out what

these pointers should be so you

can set their proper values. You

could perform a series of

PEEKs, using the information

I've presented, and establish

their value. But in a long pro-

gram, this will take time.

Another way is to PEEK at the

four locations mentioned
above in all of your programs

and write them down to be used

later. Make a habit of doing this

when you're developing new

programs.

FIXNEW

By far the easiest method

uses the program in listing 1

called FIXNEW. This deter-

mines the proper values for the

four previously mentioned

bytes, sets the four addresses

and goes oack to the command
mode of Level II jumping to ad-

dress 668 1 . The program can be

put on tape using TBUG. Since

it is written to reside anywhere

in memory, you can put it at the

end of whatever memory you

have.

If it becomes necessary to

use FIXNEW you can load it

with SYSTEM. It is not

necessary to invoke the

MEMORY SIZE? question. FIX-

NEW loads over the top of your

string space so it is wiped out

when you run the program you

have just Drought back to life.

After FIXNEW is loaded, use

the / command to run it. It will

restore your BASIC program

and return to the command
mode. If you have FIXNEW

128 END
129 FOR
130 RESET
131 SET
132 CLS
133 CMD
134 RANDOM
135 NEXT

136 DATA
137 INPUT
138 DIM
139 READ
140 LET
141 GOTO
142 RUN
143 IF
144 RESTORE
145 GOSUB
146 RETURN
147 REM
14R STOP
149 ELSE
150 TRON
151 TROFF
152 DEFSTR
153 DEFINT
154 DEFSNG
155 DEFDBL
156 LINE
157 EDIT
158 ERROR
159 RESUME
160 OUT
161 ON
162 OPEN
163 FIELD
164 GET
165 PUT

166 CLOSE
167 LOAD
168 MERGE
169 NAME
170 KILL

171 LSET
172 RSET
173 SAVE
174 SYSTEM
175 LPRINT
176 DEF
177 POKE
178 PRINT
179 CONT
180 LIST
181 LLIST
182 DELETE
183 AUTO
184 CLEAR
185 CLOAD
186 CSAVE
187 NEW
188 TAB
189 TO
190 FN
191 USING
192 VARPTR
193 USR
194 ERL
195 ERR
196 STRINGS
197 INSTR
198 POINT
199 TIMES
200 MEM
201 INKEYS
202 THEN
203 NOT
204 STEP
205 +

206 -

207 *

208 /

209 t

210 AND
211 OR

212 >

213

214 <

215 SGN
216 INT
217 ABS
218 FRE
219 INP
220 POS
221 SQR
222 RND
223 LOG
224 EXP
22 5 COS
226 SIN
22 7 TAN
228 ATN
229 PEEK
230 CVI
231 CVS
23.'? CVD
233 EOF
234 LOC
235 LOF
236 MKIS
237 MKSS
238 MKDS
239 CINT
240 CSNG
241 CDBL
24:? FIX
243 LEN
24^ STRS
245 VAL
246 ASC
247 CHRS
248 LEFT$
249 RIGHTS
250 MIDS
251

252
253 .

254 !

255 ISA

Table 1. Codes for Level II statement storage. Note that some codes cannot be used until you get

a disk.
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CHESS * BACKGAMMON * MOREI

NEW MACHINE LANGUAGE GAMES!
FOR I6K LEVEL II

Z-CHESS

Play the classic game of CHESS using the
TRS-»o graphics. Seven levels of difficulty
(up to six levels of "look ahead") provide
a challenging game for all. Alpha-Beta
pruning and move sorting are employed to
keep response times to a minimum. setup
mode allows the board to be arranged as
desired. Plays all moves - including CAST-
LING and EN PASSANT captures. Numbered
squares simplify move input. Possibly the

fastest good strategy chess game available!
( 17. »S

I. a A '11 u 'A a n
::::::::

) » I x k i 1

1

BACK-48

A SUPERIOR OPPONENT WHICH MAKES EXTENSIVE
USE OF THE TRS-SO GRAPHICS TO DISPLAY A

REGULATION STYLE BACKGAMMON BOARD
OF UNRIVALED QUALITY AND CLARITY INCLUDING
the dice! BACK-40 DOUBLES if it stands a

GOOD CHANCE OF WINNING WHICH IT USUALLY
does! Every feature of a regulation BACK-
GAMMON MATCH IS INCLUDED EVEN KEEPS

»I4.»S

<IOUS

DR. CHIPS

A FASCINATING PROGRAM BASED ON Tl

"DOCTOR" and "ELIZA'programs. Simply
"TALK"(er."TYPE") TO YOUR COMPUTER
DR CHIPS will analyze your sentences and
"TALK" back to you - immediately! Although
DR. CHIPS' responses should not be taken
SERIOUSLY. HE IS THE ULTIMATE COMPUTER
INTRODUCTION FOR THE FAMILY AND FRIENDS
AND A SUPER "conversationalist" at parties!

SM.SS

IMMEDIATE
SHIPMENT BY
FIRST CLASS

MAIL
TEXAS RESIDENTS

ADD 5%
ORDER BY MAIL OR

"TRS-80 is a registered trademark of TANDY CORP."

The Softwane Association ^60
HOUSTON. TEXAS 711 / 482-OU3

TRS-80 OWNERS!

We have a FREE program just for you. IDEA SEEOSj* a new concept
in software from CECDAT. Each month you can receive a FREE program
for your TRS-80, ready for use and/or customization, for just a self
addressed-stamped envelope.

ACT AT ONCE... Send your self addressed-stamped envelope NOW
before it slips your mind! It could be the best thing you have done
for your TRS-80 Library.

FREE IDEA SEEDS"! ONLY FROM CECDAT! ^62

CECDAT, Inc. P.O. Box 8963, Moscow, Idaho 83843

"TRS-80 is a registered trademark of TANDY CORP."

10 FOR A- 1 TO 9: READ B: PRINT B; : NEXT A: PRINT

20 FOR C- 1 TO 10: READ D: PRINT D: NEXT C: PRINT

30 RESTORE

40 FOR E- 1 TO 9: READ F: NEXT E

50 GOTO 20

100 DATA 100 , 300 , 200 , 900 , 500 , 600 , 800 ,400 , 700

110 DATA 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9

Listing 2. Illustrates DATA RESTORE problem.

at the beginning of a tape,

then the whole procedure

shouldn't take more than a

minute or two including the

time it takes to find the tape.

A short description of the

program is in order. The
numbers are in hex. The in-

structions from 4FE1 to 4FE7

set up the proper registers for

the CPIR instruction. 4FE4 sets

up the B and C registers to a

known value. These two regis-

ters aren't used, but the dummy
value insures that B and C don't

decrement to before the CPIR

has found the first 0.

The CPIR instruction

searches memory from 17133

until it finds a match with the

accumulator which in this case

is (the end of line indicator).

Upon completion of CPIR the

HL register pair has been in-

cremented to one address

beyond 0. The HI pair is then put

in 17129 and 17130 as the re-

stored "next line pointer."

The instructions from 4FED

until the end restore the "next

available line" pointer. In the

BASIC program text area the

most significant half of the

"next line pointer" will always

be a value in the range of 66 to

255. Therefore, if we skip

through memory looking at the

upper halves of every "next line

pointer," when we come to one

that is we know that the

previous BASIC line was the

last one and that this space is

the "next available line." Just

add one more to point to the

least significant half of the line

number space and put it in

16633 and 16634. The final step

is to jump back to BASIC. FIX-

NEW is short so I didn't spend

much time trying to shorten it

further.

DATA Manipulations

Have you ever had a program

with many DATA statements

and the first half of the program

used the first half of the DATA,

while the last half of the pro-

gram used only the last half of

the DATA? Let's suppose that

the last half of the program

reads through the last half of the

DATA statements several times

but the first half of the program

only needs to read the first half

of the DATA once. A RESTORE
at the end of the DATA on the

first pass through the program

requires a series of dummy
reads to get back to the begin-

ning of the second half of the

DATA. Remember, we no longer

need the first half of the DATA
after the first pass through the

program.

Dummy READs are wasted

time and add significantly to

processing time. The program

in Listing 2 illustrates the prob-

lem. This is just an example, so

the number of DATA items is

small, but imagine that there

could be a hundred or more

items in the DATA list!

Line 10 reads the DATA at

line 100. Line 20 then reads the

DATA at line 110. Hereafter we

want only to read the DATA in

line 110. So line 30 RESTORES
and line 40 does nine dummy
reads so that the next DATA
item that we read will be from

line 110 again.

Wouldn't it be nice if the

RESTORE statement had an

argument option allowing it to

RESTORE anywhere and not
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just to the beginning of the first

DATA statement? Well we don't

have any such option, but you

can do the next best thing: use

two POKEs to do a homebrew

RESTORE. BASIC maintains a

pointer at 16639 and 16640 to

the next DATA item that will be

read. Actually, it points to the

comma before the next item to

be read, so instead of doing a

RESTORE, we can do two

POKEs and set the pointer any-

where we want.

Listing 3 shows how this can

be done. It's the same as

Listing 2 except statement 15

has been added, 40 has been

deleted, and 30 has been

changed. After line 10 has read

the DATA in line 100, the DATA
pointer is now at line 110. Line

15 saves the value of the

pointer for later use. In line 30

we can now simulate a RE-

STORE back to line 110, instead

of line 100, by POKEing the sav-

ed pointer back in. That's all

there is to it. Experiment with it

awhile and you'll get the hang

of it.

Hints and Tips

Normally, if you wanted to

change your answer to the

memory size question, you

would have to turn the key-

board unit off and back on

again. Well, if for some reason

you don't want to turn it off,

there is a way to get around this

problem. Get the CPU to ex-

ecute a jump to address 0. To

do this type SYSTEM and then,

in response to the *? prompt,

type/O then ENTER. This brings

you back to the memory size

question, but because Level II

goes back through it's initializa-

tion routine, any program in

memory may get wiped out (and

FIXNEW won't help).

If for some reason you need

to know the cursor position in

your program, you can use the

POS(0) function to give you a

number from to 63 which is

the horizontal cursor position,

but this gives you no idea which

line it is on. Level II has a cursor

position pointer at addresses

16416 and 16417. To find the

position as it relates to the

video memory addresses, use

the following statement:

A = PEEK(16417)-256 + PEEK(16416)

This will return a number be-

tween 15360 and 16383, in-

clusive.

To find a number from to

10 FOR A- 1 TO 9: READ B: PRINT B;: NEXT A: PRINT

15 PI- PEEK( 16639): P2- PEEK( 16640)

20 FOR C- 1 TO 10: READ D: PRINT D;: NEXT C: PRINT

30 POKE 16639, Pi: POKE 16640, P2

50 GOTO 20

100 DATA 100,300,200,900,500,600,800,400,700,

110 DATA 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9

Listing 3. Illustrates solution to RESTORE problem.

10 POKE 16526,0: POKE 16527,79

20 X- USR(0)

100 POKE 16526,8

110 Y- USR(0)

Listing 4. Multiple USR(x) calls without Disk BASIC. Assume

machine language routing starting at 20224 and another of

20232. Line 100 uses only one POKE because it's necessary to

change only the LSB's of the address in this example.

SlflMIH I *nm af
A specially designed SF TACTICAL BATTLE GAME for

your PET, TPS-80 or APPLE Computer.

The man called Sudden Smith watched the five blips on
his screen spread out to meet the enemy. Two freighters

converted into something like battlewagons, powerful

but slow, and three real cruisers: the most powerful group

of warships ever seen near the Promethean system — except

for the Stellar Union fleet opposing them. Everyone was
calling it Starfleet Orion, though it existed for only this

day. It was life or death, and, after the object lesson on
the planet Spring, everyone knew it.

STARFLEET ORION is a complete 2 player game system

• rule book • battle manual • cassette

• ship control sheets • program listings

Includes 2 programs, 22 space ship types, and 12 playtested

scenarios. Game mechanics are extremely simple, but play

is exciting, challenging, and rich in detail. Specify PET (8K),

TRS-80 (Level II. 16K), or APPLE II (16K& 32K) S19.95.

Ask your local dealer or send your check to:

Automated Simulations

Department m ^m
P.O. Box 4232
Mountain View, CA. 94040

•TRS 80 ii • r*gi«t*r*d trademark of TANDY CORP."

California residents please add 6% sales tax

msk your ii

m

w>->[ BCC
T^y Conr»d

l^r

^S SOFTWARE!
Yes! Quality Software for the TRS-80 is now
written & available. BCC is pleased to be able to

___„» present some very fine software now with even

more available in the very near future. Also we
develop custom designed software for your

every need. Write us for a FREE price quote.

s^^" For Softioare Think BCC ^=52/
$69.95 - A RANDOM ACCFSS PROGRAM FOR DTSK: REO . 48K, 4 DRIVFS

Keeps track o« an unlinited number of entries. Plus

it allow* direct access of information in any order.

Today, list all people who have outstandino bills, I

tomorrow produce a list in Zip Code order. You never

have to sort because this program always knows where

every record" is l always keep i them in order.

$39.95 - A RANDOM ACCFSS PROGRAM FOR DISK: REC. 32K. 2 DRIVFS

This program keeps track of an unlimited number (650

per disk) of vendors. Allows direct access of coded

information by vendor number, t also permits you the

added convienence of reference by contact name, com-

pany name, category, etc. Al »o aives reports.

For Supplies Think BCC
3M BRAND DISKFTTFS IN LIBRARY CASF $49.95 (10 E

is certified to be error free

_3M BRAND CASSETTE TAPES $2.79ea Un units of fl

lqnnd to qive error- free performance in micro-c

leader less.

_MAILINO,
MAILING
MAILING
MAI I. INC
MAILING
MAILING
MAILING

VENDOR
VENDOR
VENDOR
VENDOR
VENDOR
van o*

RECONDITIONED CENTRONICS PRINTERS Send for informatio (lin ited •)

^^P - Visa Signature

ORDER NOW! All programs come on ijuality cassettes Programs irr available on diskette for an

additional charge of 17.00 per order. NY'S residents add 7*». Chert boxes of items being ordered

# ol items ordered— . Total amount enclosed- I All ilems must be prepaid}

Bourrut Consulting Corporation
i Bl Friendhjftd. Smithtouxi.aV 11787 ^57 j
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1023 that can be used later in a

PRINT® statement, use the

following:

A = (PEEK(16417V60)-266 + PEEK(1M16)

The Level II USR(X) command
gives you an easy way to

branch to a machine language

routine. The Level II manual

states that there is only one

allowable USR call in Level II.

Well this is not strictly true —
you can have as many calls as

you like. All you have to do is

POKE the starting address for

the routine you want into 16526

and 16527.

Later, when you want to use

a different routine, POKE the

new starting address and then

use USR(X). Refer to listing 4 for

an example.

Try developing a short routine

at a starting address that looks

at the argument you have passed

and then jumps to one of the

other routines based upon the

argument. If you have ten

routines then you would pass

an argument of any number

from to 9 which would repre-

sent the routine that you

wanted. Use PEEKs and POKEs
to pass a computational argu-

ment, if needed.

The Blinking Cursor

The control codes listed on

page C/1 of the Level II manual

can be used to provide a blink-

ing cursor among other things,

which draws your attention to

the area of the screen where in-

put is needed. This can only be

done with the IN KEYS function,

as shown in Listing 5.

Basically, you turn on the

cursor, delay a little, turn off

the cursor, delay a little, and

start it all over again. During

the delays you do an IN KEYS.

The example is a program that

allows you to enter exactly ten

characters and then stops.

Lines 10-50 form the loop that

calls the subroutine ten times,

prints each character you

typed, then stops. Lines

10 FOR I- 1 TO 10

20 GOSUB 1000

30 PRINT A$;

40 NEXT I

50 END

1000 PRINT CHR$(14);

1010 FOR A- 1 TO 50: A$=INKEY$: IF A$ <> ,"' THEN RETURN ELSE NEXT

1020 PRINT CHR$(15);

1030 FOR A=» 1 TO 50: A$*INKEY$: IF A$ <> "" THEN RETURN ELSE NEXT

1040 GOTO 1000

Listing 5. Blinking cursor example.

1000-1040 are the subroutine

that blinks the cursor and

RETURNS when a key is

pressed. Line 1000 turns on the

cursor — 1020 turns it off.

After each of these is a line

that forms a delay loop with the

INKEYS function embedded in

the loop. When a key is pressed

the subroutine is immediately

exited. To alter the blink rate,

change the maximum loop

count in each of the loops. I'm

sure there are many ways a

blinking cursor could be pro-

duced so if you decide to do it

your way keep in mind that the

INKEYS function must be ex-

ecuted often in order to pro-

duce an output each time a key

is pressed.

One thing you may find in-

teresting is that when the cur-

sor is positioned to a spot on

the screen where there is al-

ready a character, that charac-

ter will alternate with the cursor

— when the cursor is on, the

character is off and vice versa.

During the time that the cursor

is being displayed, the ASCII

code for the character is kept in

the Video Display Control

Block at address 16418 (see

Level II manual page D/1).

All the ideas presented were

checked out on my 4K Level II

machine. Also it was assumed

that TRSDOS was not being

used. Have fun.

T R S 80 USERS
Preserve— Protect — Display

your equipment with

CRYSTAL CLEAR
PL\STIC COVERS

Special offer: Buy both covers & save
• Keyboard, interface & CRT $10 95 ea

• Line printer $10.95 ea.

Combination price $19.95
phis $1.50 postage

(lnd\ana residents add 4'*. sales tax)

Crown Plastic Co.

3746 N. College 317-925-5566

Indianapolis, IN 46225 *^119

BUY AND SELL SOFTWARE
GAMES»EDUCATIONAL»BUSINESS
ANY LANGUAGE ... ANY COMPUTER

HOME SOFTWARE EXCHANGE'S
PROGRAM OF THE MONTH CLUB

AS A MEMBER
You may list as many programs as you wish on

the exchange. In any computer language.

You receive a catalog of all programs each year

& monthly newsletter update.

Each time a member buys one of your programs

you receive a $2 00 royality fee.

Your only obligation is to buy 1 (one) program

a month at the club rate of $6.00 per cassette

program.

To join send $6.00 for one year's membership

along with the programs you wish to list. For

each program please send a cassette of the

program, a full listing, and a shod description

of the program.

You will receive a catalog & your first month's

order blank Then each month you will receive

an order blank & update. You must buy 1

program a month, but you may buy more.

HOME SOFTWARE EXCHANGE
1716 DIXIE DRIVE ^115

JACKSON, MS 39209

NO SHIFT G

Oosig i ied (or your . . .

TRS-80™

SHIFT « SHIFT LOCK '" UPPER CASE !

ng shift »i lower easel

ERSES THE KEYBOARD AND DISPLAYS

WHAT YOU TYPE IN UPPER CA..E IS WHAT YOU SEE ON THE HON I TOR

what you typ« in Icvrr ca» ia what you ••• on tha Moni
what you mm* ii what you Lprint

HARDWARE, SCHEMATIC, INSTRUCTIONS 53°. 75
AS ABOVE EXCEPT HIRED 4 TESTED J59.75
SCHEMATIC INSTRUCTIONS ONLY S 9.75

Of couraa th« Modification raquiraa aoldarin
ONE YEAR TREE PUTS EXCHANGE I

Pa. raa. add 6% RaMit to

^107

SQUARE SALES-SERVICE. ICICi

128 BALA AVE BALA CYNWYD. PA 19004
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GRAPHIC-TREK mis full graphics, real time game is full of fast.

"1f\M\" exciting action 1 Exploding onoton torpedoes and
'uuu phasers fill the screen 1 You must actually

navigate tne enterprise to dock with trie giant space stations as wen as to
avoid klingon torpedoes' Has shields, galactic memory readout, damage
reports, long range sensors, etc 1 Has 3 levels for beginning, average, or
expert players'

INVASION WORG Time: 2099 Place: Earth's Solar
System Mission: As general of earths forces, your job is to stop the Worg
invasion and destroy their outposts on mars, venus, saturn, neptune,
etc' Earth's l-orces: Androids Space Fighters Lazer Cannon
Nuetnno Blasters' Worg Forces: Robots Saucers Disintegrates
Proton Destroyers' Multi level game lets you advance to more complicated
game as you get better'

STAR WARS Manuever your space fighter deep into the
nucleus of the Death Star' Drop your bomb then escape via the only
escape route. This graphics game >s really fun' May the force be with you'

SPACE TARGET Shoot at enemy ships with your lazer gun. if they
eject in a lifeboat vehicle, capture them. 01 if your cruel, destroy them'
Full graphics, real time game'

SAUCERS This fast action graphics game, has a time limit 1

Can you be the commander to win the distinguished cross 1 Requires split

second timing to win' Watch out' Tne saucers fight back'
Package One — $12.95

LIFE This / 80 machine language program uses full

graphics! Over 100 generations per minute make it truly animated! You
make your starting pattern, computer does the rest' Program can be
stopped and changes made' Watch it grow 1

REAL TIME Tins full graphics simuiater lets you pick what
1 AMnFR planet, asteroid or moon you wish to land on'LMIMUch The "i ive" keyboard gives super response that
gives you the feeling of being in command' Has 3 skill levels that make it

fun for everyone.

GREED II Multi-u'vel game is fun and challenging' Beat the
computer at this dice game using your knowledge of odds and luck'
Computer keeps track of his winnings and yours. Quick fast action. This
game is not easy

!

THE PHARAOH Rule tne ancient city of Alexandra' Buy or sell
land Keep your people from revolting' Stop the rampaging rats and
locusts'. Requires a true political personality to become good'

ROBOT HUNTER A group of renegade robots nave escaped and are
spotted m an old ghosttown on mars' Your 10b as "Robot Hunter" is to
destroy the pirate machines be'ore they kill any more settlers' Exciting 1

Challenging' hull graphics'
Package Four — $12.95

CHECKERS 2.1 Finally! A checkers program that will challenge
everyone' Expert as well as amateur' uses 3-piy tree search to find best
possible move. Picks randomly between equal moves to assure you of never
having identical games. Computer also makes sly remarks about the game'

POKER FACE The computer uses psychology as wen as logic to
try and beat you at poker. Cards are displayed using TRS-80's fun graphics
Computer raises, calls, and sometimes even folds' Great practice for your
Saturday night poker match!

PSYCHIC Tell the computer a little about yourself and he'll

predict things about you. you won't believe' A real mind bende>' Great
amusement for party's.

TANGLE MANIA Try and force your opponent into an immobile
position. But watch out, their doing the same to you' This graphics game is

for 2 people and has been used to end stupid arguments. (And occasionally
starts them 1

)

WORD SCRAMBLE This game is for two or more people One person
inputs a word to the computer while the others look away. The computer
scrambles word then keeps track of wrong guesses. Can you make less

mistakes then your adversary'
Package Two — SI 2.95

SUPER Make /our bets iust like at the real racetrack' 8

unocrBArfi horses race in this spectacular graphic display 1 UpnLmaeriMue lo g people can piay ' use's real odds but has that
element of chancayou see m real life' Keeps track of everyone's winnings
and losmgs. This is one of the 'ow computer simulations that can actually
get a room of people cheering'

MAZE MOUSE 'he niouse with a mind! Computer generates
random mazes 01 whatever size you specify then searches for way out' The
second time thru he'll always go fastest route' A true display of artificial

intelligence' F ull graphics, maze. & mouse!

AMOEBA KILLER You command a one man submarine that has
been shrunken to the size of bacteria in this exciting graphic adventure'
injected into the presidents bloodstream, your mission is to destroy the
deadly amoeba infection rampaging his body'

LOGIC This popular game is based on mastermind but
utilizes tactics that make it moie exciting and challenging' Has 2 levels of
play to make it fun for everyone

SUBMARINER Shoot torpedoes at the enemy ships to get points,
fast action graphics, arcade type game is exciting and tun for everybody'

Package Five — $12.95

POETRY This exciting and sometimes funny program lets
you choose the subiect as wen as the mood of the poem you want. Vou
give TRS-80 certain nouns or names, then mood, and he does the rest'
TRS 80 will write different poetry about one subiect forever if you let
him. Has a 1000 word vocabulary of nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs'

ELECTRIC ARTIST Written by a working artist and a computer
engineer to make drawing on the video screen easier then picking up a
pencil' (Less messy too') Manual: Draw, erase, move as well as. Auto
Draw, erase, move, uses graphics bit's not bytes. Graphic face In ad done
using this ingenius program'

GALACTIC The Swineus enemy have long range phasers but
DATTi p cannot travel at waip speed 1 You can, but onlyon 1 i-c have Short range phasers' Can you blitzkrieg the
enemy without getting de.troyed 1 f uii graphics - teal time 1

WORD MANIA Can you guess the computers words using your
human intuitive and logical abilities' You'll need to. to beat the computer'
He keeps score and gets mad if he loses'

AIR COMMAND Real time, graphics Flight Simuiater' Land,
take-off, get out of a spin' Be careful not to stall 1 Watch your fuel gauge 1

Requires a clear headed pilot.
Package Three — $12.95

20 HOME Did yuu ever get a loan and wonder H they

ClfUAfciriAl figured interest or payments correctly' Or did
r 1

ivmimuim 1 you evPl want to see what your payments would
PROGRAMS t>« '' you borrowed x amount at x% interest overrnuunMiYio ^ years , f. ,guies amortization. anuitys.
depreciation rates, interest tables, earned interest on savings and much,
much more. This program will get used again and again A must for the
conscientious, inflation minded person.

Package Six — $12.95

Home Computer
Software For
Everyday

Applications

asawaiK
Exceptional Software thru Research & Imagination

Send Check, Money Order or Bank Card No. to:

SIMUTEK
P.O. Box 35298 Please Add 2.75

Tucson, AZ 85740 Postage & Handling

*^19

24 HOUR HOTLINE
(602) 882-3948 JSL.

Same Day Shipment on Bank Cards & Money Orders

All Tape Programs Require a Minimum of 16K Level 2

Packages Available on Diskette (32K System) $5.00 Extra

TRS-80 IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF TANDY CORP.

3 or More Packages Get 10% Discount
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Use your 80 to analyze the horses;

who knows you may even make a killing at the track!

RECREATION

Toutl

Charles J. Wilson

539 Spring House Lane
Camp Hill PA 17011

PSSSST! Hey, buddy! You

wanna hot one in the fifth?"

Those of you who have visited a

racetrack may have heard these

or similar words coming from

the shadows next to the betting

windows. The speaker is the

tout, the turf consultant, the

seller of "inside" information.

The tout is one source, although

highly unreliable, of information

that you could use in making

your betting decisions. I think

the TOUT described in this arti-

cle will prove to be of more

value.

I'm the type who visits the

track three or four times a year.

Even though wagering on the

ponies is a recreation rather

than a vocation with me, I still

like to take an analytical ap-

proach to my selection-making.

I usually examine past statis-

tics, make some computations

and march with confidence to

the $2 window, shrugging off the

obviously inferior opinions of

others as I go.

Because of my interest in

horse betting, one of my first

programming projects after

picking up my TRS-80 was to

automate my handicapping

computations. Working within

the constraints of a Level II, 4K

machine, I wrote TOUT I. This

handicapping program uses

some basic concepts of horse

selection.

The Program

Although the program is writ-

ten in TRS-80 Level II BASIC, I

think that an examination of the

code in the Program listing will

convince you that the program

can be modified easily for use

on any of the popular microcom-

puters.

TOUT I uses two criteria to

compare the horses in a race.

The first is how much money a

horse brings home each time it

runs a race. This is computed by

dividing the amount of money

won by the horse by the number

of races it has run. This criterion

is based on the rationale that a

horse with a higher dollar win-

ning per race than another

horse either has been running in

races with higher purses (and,

thus, has been successful

against stiffer competition) or

has been relatively more suc-

cessful in races of similar

purses.

The second criterion used by

TOUT I is a finish factor, which

is similar to the grade-point

average received by a college

student. Each win is given a

grade of 3, each second place

finish a grade of 2 and each

third-place finish a grade of 1.

Any finish lower than third place

is given a grade of 0. For exam-

ple, a horse that has run in ten

races—winning two, finishing

second in three and third in

four—has a finish factor of (2*3

Program listing.

|O0

105
1 10
1?0
130
200
;>io

130
340
350
160
370
380
1V0
<.oo

MO
420
430
-AC
4*>0

460
470
490
500
MO
530
->4()

550
570
bRO
590
600
610
620
630
6*0
650
655
660

C. J. WILSON

:nk

REM *Il)llT l»

CLEAR ?O0
MM = 1 1

DIM At(MM).KW(MM),KPIMMI,T|MM),R(MM).P(MM)
DIM B Ml -v

| ,„ P |**| ,w„
.
m -).,-,-

| MM | . .(. i
vv

|
, , ,|MM|

CLS
PRINT "TOUT I " : CK INI

INPUT "NAME OF TRACK":Ct
INPUT "UATA";Dt
INPUT "WHICH RACF DO YOU WANT TO HANDICAP FIRST 1

nh = n
INPUT "NAME Of- HORSE TO RE EVALUATED"* AS(NH)
INPUT "NUMBER UE RACES RUN THIS PFRIOD";MR
IK MR«0 PRINT "NO RACE HISTORY. RF JEC T . " : GOTll 3 70
INPUT "WINNINGS THIS PEKlOD":w

finishes this period":mi,m2.m3
» W/MR
» (3»M1 2»M? M3I/MR
ANY MORE HORSES TO EXAMINE ( YE S/NO) •• : HS

IF Bi*"NO" Then 490
I F MiO"YtS" Th(-n 440

1 NPUl
K W ( NH

)

KP(NH)
INPUT

» 1 :G0Ti) 370
TU NH: T(J) • KW(.l): NEXT J

NH * NH
EUR J»0
GUSUB 1000
FOR J*0 TU nh:
FOR J*0 TU NH:
GOSOH 1000
FOR J«0 TO NH:
FOR J»0 TO NH:
GOSUB 1000
FOR J»0 TO NH: POIJI
CLS
PRINT "RACE » ";NR:"
PRINT "RANKING BASED

«wl .1 ) » R( j) :

T (J I = KP(J) :

PW( .1 ) = PI .11 : NEXT J

MP( Jl
ROI J)

« Rl.ll : PP( J) = P(.l) : NEXT J
= KW(JI*KP|J): TIJI = Klilj): NEXT J

PIJI : NEXT J

":C*: "
i in ";i>*

\*%* WINNINGS"
PR INT "RANK" ."NAME". ."4WIN/HACE"
FOR J"0 TU NH

PRINI J*l :IAB( 13)A$(PW(.I) ) :

PRINT TABI49I USING •«••«». •»":KW(Pw1 J) )

NEXT J

670 PRINT :PR INT: INPUT "h|T RFTllRN WHEN RFVlEW COMPLFTi
690 CLS
700 print "race • ":nr: m at ";ct:" on »;o$
710 PRINT "RANKING BASED ON FINISH FACTOR"
720 PRINT "RANK". "NAME". ."FACTOR"
730 FOR J«0 TO NH
740 PRINT J+l :TAB( 13IA»I PP( J) I :

T>b PRINI TABI4H) USING "«.»»*" :KP ( PP ( J ) )

750 NEXT J

760 PRINT -.PRINT : INPUT "Hll RETURN WHEN REVIEW COMPLETI
780 CLS
790 PRINT "RACE * ":NR:" AT "iCS*" ON ":f>t
800 PRINI "RANKING BASED I IN COMPOSITE SCORE"
RIO PRINT "RANK", "NAME". ."COMPOSI Tfc SCORE"
820 FUR J«0 TO NH
830 PRINI ,1*1 :TAB( 131 AtlPOl J) ):

835 PRINT TABI49) USING "« ****.»*'•; R(l( PO ( J I I

840 NEXT J

850 PRINT:PR INT : INPUT "H|T RETURN WHEN REVIEW COMPLETI
870 CLS
890 PRINT "PERSONALLY, I LIKE ":AS(PO(0)l
900 FOR J=l TO NH

910 IF HUlPUl Jl K0.9»ROIPO(O) ) IMEN 950
920 PRINT "AND " : At ( Pll( .1 1 )

930 NEXT ,1

950 PRINT :PRINT: INPUT "ANOTHER RACE III HANDICAP (YES/r
960 IF BI="NO" THEN 990
970 IF BtO»YES" THEN 950
980 INPUT "WHICH RACE NFXT":NR: (,OT0 360
990 END
1000 REM 'SORTING SUBROUTINE*
1050 FUR ,l»0 TO NH
1060 MX ' -999
1070 FOR J|«0 TO NH
1080 IF T ( Jl )<MX 1HFN 1 1 10
1090 MX = T ( Jl 1

1100 JS = Jl
1110 NEXT Jl
1 120 R(JS) = 1

1130 PIJI = JS
11 40 Tl JS) -9999
1150 NFXT J
1 160 R E I UR N
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TOUT I

name: op track? aqueduct
date? 26 december
which race do you want to handicap first? 8
name op horse to be evaluated? the prince's pants
number op paces run this period? 11

winnings this pepicd? 55970
finishes this period? <».3.0
any more hopsss to examine (yes/no)? yss

NAME OF HORSE TC BE EVALUATED? CPEATCP
NUMBER OF RACES RUN THIS PERIOD? \>*

WINNINGS THIS PERIOD? U1751
FINISHES THIS PERIOD? 5.1.2
ANY MORE HORSES TO EXAMINE (YES/NO)? NO

Fig. 1. Data input sample.

+ 3*2 + 4«iyi0, or 1.6. The

larger the finish factor, the

closer to the front the horse has

been finishing.

These two criteria are not the

only ones that can be used in

handicapping a race. Another

that comes immediately to mind

is how fast the horse can make

it around the track. The fastest

horse wins (usually). However,

TOUT I will be concerned with

only the two criteria discussed

above. There will be no need for

you to take your stopwatch to

the track in the predawn hours

to clock training sessions and

workouts.

Data Input

The program begins by re-

questing the name of the track

at which the race is taking

place, the date of the race and

the number of the race. This in-

formation is used for tagging

the output. Then, for each horse

to be evaluated, four pieces of

data must be input:

• The horse's name: A$0;

• The number of races in which

the horse has competed over

some time interval: NR (I use

the number of races run in the

current year unless this

number is less than eight. In

that case, I use data from

both the current and previous

year.);

• The dollar winnings over the

time period: W;

• The horse's finishes (first,

second, third) over the time

period: M1.M2.M3;
All information required by the

program is easily obtained from

the Daily Racing Form. You will

be prompted by the program as

each data element is needed.

Once all the input information

has been entered, the computa-

tions begin when you respond

"NO" to the question "ANY
MORE HORSES TO BE EXAM-

INED (YES/NO)?'" First, the

money won per race is cal-

culated. Next, a weighted finish

factor is computed using the

equation in the third paragraph

under the "Program" heading.

Two rankings are then made-
one by dollars per race and one

by finish factor. The dollars per

race and finish factor are

multiplied together to get a com-

posite factor. A third ranking is

made using this composite fac-

tor.

Each of the three rankings

will be displayed in turn with

each ranking remaining on the

screen until you indicate that

your review is complete. After

the three listings have been

displayed, TOUT I will present

you with its own opinion, and

the handicapping of the race is

complete. TOUT I picks the

horse with the top composite

score plus any horse with a com-

posite that is 90 percent or bet-

ter of the top score. Additional

races may be handicapped by

responding affirmatively when
asked.

The constant MM on line 110

defines the amount of memory
reserved for the data arrays—

MM being one less than the

number of horses that can be

evaluated. Those of you with

more than 3284 bytes of avail-

able memory can increase MM
and, thus, permit more than 12

horses to be handicapped in

each race. However, if you have

trouble eliminating all but the 12

top horses in a race, perhaps

you should confine your wager-

ing to your state lottery.

An interesting sidelight of the

program development is shown

in line 655 (also on lines 745 and

835). I had a requirement to print

an output with a certain format

at a certain line position. The

TRS-80 Level II BASIC manual

discusses PRINT TAB(N)X AND
PRINT USING X$;X but does not

address the use of both in the

same statement. I first tried

PRINT USING X$;TAB(N)X and

got a syntax error. Success was
achieved with PRINT TAB(N) US-
ING X$;X. This was another ex-

ample of the leprechaun-lover's

law in action.

You can increase the effec-

tiveness of TOUT I by prescreen-

ing the horses. Eliminate any

horse that has not raced in the

past month or that has not fin-

ished in the top four in at least

one of its last four races. If the

race being handicapped is a

claiming race, you should avoid

any horse that has been claimed

in either of its past two races.

Maiden races—races in which

none of the entrants (either male

or female) has ever won a race-

should be approached with cau-

tion because of the lack of per-

formance data.

The Toteboard

At this point, you're probably

muttering under your breath,

"He does a lot of talking, but can

he show results?" Let's take a

look at a sample run. The input

data shown in Fig. 1 and the out-

RACE # 8 AT AQUEDUCT ON 26 DECEMBER
RANKING BASED ON $$$t WINNINGS
RANK NAME tWIN/RACB
1 THE PRINCE'S PANTS 5088.18
2 PRINCE ANDREW U738.20
3 RING OF LIGHT 3833-00
4 SILENT JOY 3006.17
5 CREATOR 2982.21
6 BILLY REDCOAT 1277.64

HIT RETURN WHEN REVIEW COMPLET57

RACE # 8 AT AQUEDUCT ON 26 DECEMBER
RANKING BASED ON FINISH FACTOR
RANK NAME FACTOR
1 SILENT JOY 1.750
2 THE PRINCE'S PANTS 1.636
J CREATOR 1.357
<* RING OF LIGHT 1.300
5 PRINCE ANDR2W 1.133
6 BILLY REDCOAT 0.636

HIT RETURN WHEN REVIEW COMPLETE?

RACE | 8 AT AQUEDUCT ON 26 DECEMBER
RANKING BASED ON COMPOSITE SCORE
RANK NAME COMPOSITE SCORE
1 THE PRINCE'S PANTS 8326.12
2 PRINCE ANDREW 5369.96
3 SILENT JOY 5260.79
l» BING OF LIGHT 1*982.90
5 CREATOR 4047.29
6 BILLY REDCOAT 813.04 1

HIT RETURN WHEN REVIEW COMPLETE?

...........................•...••«•»»»«»».••••••

PERSONALLY. I LIKE THE PRINCE'S PANTS

ANOTHER RACE TO HANDICAP (YES/NO)?

Fig. 2. Data output sample.

SWln Finish Composite Actual

Horse Race Factor Score Finish

The Prince's Pants 1 2 1 1 |

Prince Andrew 2 5 2 4

Ring of Light 3 4 4 3

Billy Redcoat 6 6 6 5

Silent Joy 4 1 3 2

Creator S 3 5 6

Fig. 3. TOUT 1 rankings and actual results.
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put data shown in Fig. 2 are

based on information from the

Daily Racing Form for the eighth

race at Aqueduct on December

26, 1978. TOUT I's three rankings

are summarized in Fig. 3 along

with the actual outcome of the

race. As you can see, TOUT I. us-

ing the composite score, picked

the winner. The Prince's Pants.

The second ranked horse fin-

ished fourth, but the third

ranked horse finished second.

Not too bad.

Don't get all excited. The pro-

gram's not going to do this well

for every race. (At least it hasn't

in the past.) To compensate for

TOUT I's occasional lapses. I've

found the best strategy is to bet

the two horses with the highest

composite scores to win. I don't

often triple my money but then, I

seldom lose a bundle.

For those of you who are true

gamblers and like the exotic

bets, I've had some success

with the following procedures:

Daily Double— the winners of

two successive races (usually

the first and second) have to be

picked. I take the top two selec-

tions for the first race and the

top two selections for the sec-

ond race and couple them. For

example, if the first race selec-

tions were A and B and the sec-

ond race selections were C and

D. I would bet the combinations:

A&C. A&D, B&C and B&D.

Quinella—the first two finishers

in a race must be picked with

either horse finishing first. I take

the top three selections and bet

all combinations. For example,

if the selections are A, B and C,

the three required bets would

be: A&B, A&C and B&C.

Exacta—The first two finishers

in a race must be picked in the

order they will finish. Same
strategy as the Quinella except

more combinations are re-

quired. The bets would be A&B.

B&A, A&C. C&A. B&C and C&B:

six bets in all.

Triple or Trifecta—the first three

finishers in a race must be

picked in the order they will fin-

ish. Same procedure as the Ex-

acta except top four selections

are used and 24 combinations

are bet.

A big investment will be re-

quired to follow the suggested

approach, but sometimes the

reward is outstanding. In fact,

TOUT I hit the Triple at Penn Na-

tional on December 26, 1978,

when the first, fourth and third

selections finished in that order

in the fifth race. The payoff was

$329.90 for a $24 wager.

So the next time you're plan-

ning an outing to the track, go

out and buy a Daily Racing

Form, punch TOUT I into your

machine, enter the required in-

put and let the program pick

your winners. Of course, in no

way do I guarantee that you will

become rich beyond your wild-

est dreams. However. I have

found that TOUT I works better

than picking horses by the col-

ors of their jockey's silks. Good

luck and let me know how you

do.B

TRS-80
SPEEDUP BOARD

REVERSE VIDEO

SPEED MOD — You don I have to spond S3,500 on i TRS-80

Model II to act tutor computing Now you can spoodup your

Lovol II TRS-80 • Disk lystemi included • - by up to 100%
(50% guaranteed) with our spoodup board Tho result is mora

animated graphics, shorter program run times, and generally

tar greater computing power tor your dollar Change between

normal and taster operation by using a simple BASIC statement

The contents of memory are not affected by speed changes and

a switch is not required (a switch may be installed if manual

speed select is desired). Changes are provided lor NEWD0S,
DOS 2.2. and DOS 2 3 that allow disk systems to run reliably

at both the normal and accelerated rata Buy the most versatile,

easiest ts install, and most publicly recognized speed mod
on the market today.

ASSEMBLED & TESTED $24. 95

REVERSE VIDEO is finally here ' It you re tired of going blurry-

eyed looking at your video display, then you are ready lor

reverse video It provides dark black characters and graphics

on an all white screen lor a much crisper and much easier to

read presentation Change between normal and reverse by

simultaneously pressing a combination of three keys on the

keyboard

ASSEMBLED $14.95
Add 5% tor postage and handling s 1 22

California rasidants add 6*4 salas tax

Bill Archbold Electronics
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(916) 362-3627
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mpl choice
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MO residents add $1 25 ta* Order on Master

Charge. Visa. Certified Check or Money Order

Personal Checks require 14 days to clear Software

warranteed 'or replacement only Order trom

Fireside Computing Inc. 5843 Montgomery Rd
Elkridge. MD 21227 (301) 796-4165 (301) 725-

9288

TRS 80 ACCESSORIES
Verbatim Diskettes $ 35

Centronics 779 1050

Parallel Printer Interface 50

BKMs Own TRS-80 Buffered Cable 30

Schematic Diagram ol Radio
Shack Buffered Cable I

Basic and Personal Computer 12
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Superboard II ....... 279

Video Monitor Usable as TV 95
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Discounts on Larger OSI Systems
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1
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MicroPhase Systems
Announces

AUTOSCRIBE for TRS-80.
Let AUTOSCRIBE transform your Model I or Model II

TRS-80 into a high quality word processing system

AUTOSCRIBE features include: full screen

editing, margin justification, line insertion,

line deletion, block move, block copy, find.

Change, and much much more.

Model II $149.95
req. 1 disk, 64k mem.

Model I disk version $ 99.95

req. 1 disk, 48k mem.

Documentation only S 9.95
(can be applied to later purchase)

STOCK MARKET DATA TAPES for TRS-80 Model I !!

Each tape cassette contains one months data for

the NYSE or AMEX stock of your choice. Date
includes daily high, low, close, and volume
information. Can be read by any Level II Basic

program with simple input statements. Available
for Jan. 1979 to present. Please specify month
and stock name.

one months data S 5.95
charting proqram 149.95

(plots high, low, close and 2 moving avgs.)

MicroPhase Systems

\U23 E. 45 St. So. #314 ^123
Tvltt, Ok. 74145

8" SINGLE SIDE - DOUBLE DENSITY
Box of 10 FOR $50.00

8" DOUBLE SIDE • DOUBLE DENSITY
Box of 10 FOR $65.00

5V." MINI — Box of 10 FOR $40.00www*****
rtf$2» DY8AM9 DI9K8
•**^^* *****
5V." Mini Box of 5 for $25.00********
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CUSTOM ""
ELECTRONICS INC.

238 EXCHANGE STREET
CHICOPEE, MASS. 01013

est i960 1-413-592-4761

HOURS: Tues. to Sat. — 9 to 5

ATARI* • •TI/fl.-4«HATELL

MAXELL®
OR SCOTCH" BRAND DISKS D

• ••••••••••••••••••.a. ^
Some computerists pay less but may not get y

Shuggart* or IBM* approved disks. ^
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GENERAL

Find out what Radio Shack left out of your 80 and
how to utilize the commands they didn't tell you about.

Hidden Codes & Missing Chips

Patrick and Leah O'Connor

DeVry Inst, of Tech.

3300 N. Campbell

Chicago IL

Radio Shack has put a lot in-

to their TRS-80 microcom-

puter for a reasonable price.

Trying to understand how this

computer works at the ma-

chine-language and schematic

level has occupied our time tor

the past several months. With

the arrival of theT-BUG monitor

and Level II BASIC, it became

possible to PEEK and POKE
around the memory. We have

also used a copy of the sche-

matic from Radio Shack and

disassembled listing of Level I

BASIC from Small Systems

B
o

a

B
<

b
j

B . s
i

|" ON

ON

/: *

Fig. 7. Bit patterns for graphics

characters. X indicates "don't

care" condition of bit.

Software to piece together a se-

ries of facts and conjectures

concerning the workings of the

TRS-80.

The Level II reference manual

(page 8/5) gives the following in-

formation about the video dis-

play memory: "There are eight

bits per byte . . . one is used to

identify the byte as graphics or

ASCII code . . . [and one] bit is

not used. The remaining six

bits contain either ASCII,

graphics or control codes.*'

You would assume from this

that the video memory contains

the normal eight bits per byte

but only uses seven of them.

Not so! Not only is one bit not

used, it is not even there.

PEEKing and POKEing

The video memory is a 1K x

7 block located at 3C00 (hex).

There is no memory for bit D6 .

When data is being written into

the video memory, bit D, is lost.

When data is read out of the

video memory, bit D, is created

by NORing together bits D s and

D 7 . You can test this for

yourself by POKEing an ASCII

lowercase a into the video

Normal Bin ary Seq uence Sequence With

D t
— D» NOR D 7

D r D. D5 D, D 7 D 6 D 5 D,

1 4

1 1 1 1 5

2 1 1 2

3 1 1 1 1 3

4 1 1 4

5 1 1 1 1 5

6 1 1 1 2

7 1 1 1 1 1 3

Table 1 . Modified addresses for video memory.

memory with a POKE.

If you use POKE 15360,97

and PRINT PEEK(15360) state-

ments, an uppercase A will be

displayed on the screen and the

number 65, an uppercase ASCII

A, will be returned by the print

statement. In fact, this is exact-

ly how we discovered what was
going on. We tried to POKE the

lowercase letters into the video

memory, but uppercase letters

were always displayed. We also

found that POKEing either an

FF(hex) or a BF(hex) enters the

video memory and turns on all

six sections of a graphics char-

acter. This would also seem to

indicate that the D, bit of the

video memory was not being

used.

By POKEing various num-

bers into the video memory it

was easy to see which bits con-

trolled which portion of each

graphics character. These
results are shown in Fig. 1. We
hate to admit how long we
looked at the schematic before

we realized that there were only

seven 2102 chips in the video

memory and that bit D„ was ac-

tually the output of a 74LS02

NOR gate. This artificially pro-

duced bit is connected to both

the main data bus and the char-

acter-generator address lines.

Fig. 2 is a block diagram

showing the logic used to shift

from the alphabetic to the

graphics mode. When bit D 7 is

LOW, shift-register 1 is strobed

and the character generator

can send data to the video sec-

tion. When bit D7 goes HIGH,

shift-register 2 is strobed and

the multiplexer sends graphics

information to the video sec-

tion.

The six bits control each por-

tion of the the graphics charac-

ter, and the multiplexer and

shift-register provide a serial

output to the video. Each alpha-

betic character is scanned on a

line of the video raster as five

dots wide, with an "undot" be-

tween, and the graphics are six

dots wide, with no "undots."

Twelve scan lines complete a

character, so some serial

pulses are sent out at 12

separate times to complete

each symbol. In the graphics,

all 12 lines are used to form the

graphics block, six rectangles

(two rectangles wide by three

deep); in the alphabetic mode,

five of the scan lines are

"unlines," leaving a character

seven lines deep.

Table 1 shows why NORing

together data bits D 7 and D, to

produce data bit D, makes it im-

possible to address all of the

128 characters stored in the

character generator ROM.
Whenever bits D5 and D 7 are

both LOW, D„ must be HIGH
(otherwise D, will be LOW).

Therefore, you will never see

0000 and 0001 in the four most

significant bits of the video

memory. Instead, you will have

0100 and 0101 in these loca-

tions. Likewise, if you try to

POKE 01 10 or 01 11 into the four

most significant bits of the

video memory, it will be

changed into 0010 or 001 1

.

Fig. 3 shows the contents of

the character generator. Only

the characters in lines 2, 3, 4

and 5 of Fig. 3 can be ad-

dressed. The contents of ad-

dresses to 31 and 96 to 127

cannot be determined by soft-

ware alone. The character gen-
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PUZZLES FORYOUR TRS-80
Your computer can make puzzles for you to solve with

these two new cassettes from Program Design,

i

3 111 NOR
4 1 A R *

5 I I I

6 1 III

mmmOR ACROSS. <D> FOR DOMM Minicrossword

Two Minicrossword programs invent crossword puzzles

and display them on the screen. Words are drawn
from a huge pool of words so hundreds of different

puzzles are possible. The computer gives you the

clues and scores you on how well you do.

Two Codeword puzzles on the same cassette use the

same words in a word-guess game. The 4 programs
are a vocabulary and spelling development system

for adults and high schoolers.

Level II, 16K $14.95

vfahbrymlhzxttt
NN.CQBRAZILHETkl
GPUPFLJUHUHMftGf
SMMKAIREGLALCRri
SRSUINGODNIJDBM
KBIPIHSESALGNAB
IFWDPXTOPEAUQFH
Z X.L TVJRNDNUGETEWSGWJRODTXZOVMX
JRHIAVOIXUUKNPC
GAX I GDGHBGXOLHMYAENIUGKVFAYOLU
DENMARKSAPZAFHJ
8 UIORDS-GUESS? _

Astro Word
Search Series

The computer makes hundreds of the popular

word-search type puzzles from words in its memory.
Words are hidden across, down, diagonally - forward

and backward in a maze of letters, The computer
flashes the words you find and scores you on how well

you do, Teaches vocabulary and facts in a fun way.

Astro Word Search: Geography
(geographical place names)
Junior High to adult- Level II. 16K $14.95

Astro Word Search: Spanish
(Spanish vocabulary words]

High School to adult - Level II , 16K $ 14.95

Look for these titles at your participating

Computerlands and other fine computer stores.

Or order direct from Program Design,

11 Idar Court. Greenwich. CT 06830 (203] 661-8799

Master Charge, Visa. Add 5% shipping.

• 39
"TRS-80 it a registered

trademark ol TANDY CORP.'

05 D* 01 02 0> DO

SHIFT
REGISTER
NO I

SHIFT
REGISTER
NO?

T>
GRAPHiCSLOAD

i> to vioeo
*AVE-SNAP»»G
NETWORK
AND OUTPUT

Fig. 2. Block diagram of logic-controlling selection of graphics vs

alphabetic video mode.
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3 • i 2 3 4 5 S ' 8 9
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Fig. 3. Contents of character generator ROM

1.0,-OJ f-l

•0. D.-0I —'
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(Do'O. 0,-0)

ID '0. 0, I

)

J"

- 85 V

-046V

- V

Fig. 4. Self-clocking code sent to tape cassette. CP indicates clock

pulse.

TO TAPE
CASSETE
AUX INPUT

FROM
ADDRESS _0uT5l5|
SELECT ^
LOGIC

Fig. 5. Schematic for tape cassette output port.
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erator (MCM 6670 P) is

Motorola's mask-programmed

version of their MCM 6674

character generator, which

uses a fairly standard ASCII ar-

rangement of characters.

in fact, the middle addresses

of the MCM 6674 contain the

same characters as the chip

manufactured for the TRS-80.

Maybe the other addresses are

the same also. Since we have

been told by several sources at

Radio Shack that the TRS-80

can be modified to display

lowercase letters on the video

monitor if the graphics capabil-

ities are sacrificed, the charac-

ter generator must at least con-

tain a lowercase alphabet.

Eliminating one 2102 chip

from the video memory may
have shaved $2 off the price of

the video memory, but this is

one place we wish they had not

cut corners. The video memory
cannot be used for anything

else, and even with another 16K

to use, this seems wasteful. If a

full 8-bit byte were present in

the video memory, it would be

possible to make use of all 128

characters without losing the

graphics. One of us (Pat) has

had the nerve to open up the

TRS-80, and we now have Dan
Likins' 2102 kluge in our TRS-

80.

Tape Format

One of the first questions we
asked when we started looking

closely at the TRS-80 con-

cerned the tape format. We got

a different answer from almost

everyone we asked. It is not

Kansas City Standard, but it is

similar to it in some ways. It

does not use start and stop bits

for each byte of data, and it is

not even an FSK (frequency

shift keying) type of code.

The best answer seems to be

that the TRS-80 uses a self-

clocking code as shown in Fig.

4. For Level I BASIC, which

writes tape at 250 baud, there is

a train of pulses called clock

pulses, which are separated by

1/250th of a second, or 4

milliseconds. For Level II

BASIC, the clock pulses are

separated by 2 milliseconds.

Any pulse occurring between

two clock pulses is read as a

one-bit. If no pulse occurs be-

tween two clock pulses, it will

be interpreted as a zero-bit.

The TRS-80 tape output port

is noteworthy because of its

simplicity. By utilizing soft-

ware, for parallel-to-serial con-

version and for the baud-rate

generator, Radio Shack has re-

duced cost without sacrificing

quality. (We have heard rumors

that some big-name boards are

put together with a 555 timer as

the baud-rate generator!)

The TRS-80 uses a 10.6445

MHz crystal, divided down by

six, which gives a very stable

baud rate. The hardware for the

tape output port consists of

address-decode logic, a D-type

latch, a passive wave-shaping

network and a transistor-driven

relay. The schematic is shown
in Fig. 5.

Data bit D, is used to close

the relay that goes to the tape

deck's remote control input. To

turn on the tape, a high D2 bit

must be written to output port

FF (hex). When a byte contain-

ing a low D2 bit is written to port

FF (hex), the tape unit will be

turned off. When data is read in

from tape, it is also necessary

to turn the tape on by out-

putting a byte with a high D2 bit.

To output a signal to tape,

data bits D„ and D, are used.

The software subroutine that

puts out a clock pulse or a data

pulse actually does three

separate output operations. It

outputs 0000 01 10, pauses, out-

puts 0000 0101, pauses, out-

puts 0000 0100 and pauses for a

third and final time. The com-

plete subroutine requires 3303

clock cycles, or, at a clock fre-

quency of 1.7741 MHz, 1.92 mil-

liseconds. If a train of such

pulses is written to tape in

rapid succession, as would be

done when writing FF (hex), the

sound produced on tape will be

very close to a C above high-C

on the musical scale. This is ex-

actly what a Level II tape

sounds like.

Although data bit Ds is not in-

volved with writing to tape, it

does perform an interesting

function. When D, is HIGH, the

MODE SELECT line causes the

video monitor to change to the

32-characters-per-line, or

"large-type" mode. It appears

SURVEYING
& CIVIL

ENGINEERING

MICROCOMPUTER

SOFTWARE
FOR THE

RADIO SHACK TRS-80 -

O Travj RSf Geomi i r\

© ProMU GracIi

o CooRcliNAii Geometry

o CjrclIar Curve

Geometry

© RacHaI SiAkroii

© CjrcuIar Cl rvi

Stakeoi I

Developed and

Supported by a

Registered Civil

Engineer. Tested

in Engineering

Practice for

over 2 years.

COMPLETE
INSTRUCTION
MANUAL
INCLUDED

Only S260
Andrew Machen
Consulting Civil Engineer

143 South Cedros

Suite 101 "V"

Solana Beach. CA 92075

Name

FREE
BROCHURE

Address
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Please send me your FREE Brochure

D Please send me your MICROCOMPUTER SURVEYING
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Enclosed is my check for $260.00
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Clip and Mail Coupon Today
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on computers, peripherals, software and other Radio Shack® products.

Offered Exclusively By

ton American . RadM/hacK
CleCtrOniCS, InC.

n Authorized Sales Center

1117 CONWAY MISSION ,TEXAS 78572

East 212/283-0543 North Central 312/666-6098

West 213/564-5463 South Central 512/581-2765
g. (main telephone number)

imijHB NO TAXES on out-of-state shipments.

^Ve5? >

\
FREE delivery available on minimum orders.

I I
WARRANTIES honored by Radio Shack®

.

Note to

80 MICROCOMPUTING
SUBSCRIBERS

From time to time 80 Microcomputing makes its subscriber lists available to

carefully-screened companies and organizations whose products, services or

information may be of interest to you. In every case, we must approve all

organizations wishing to mail to our subscribers. In every case they receive a list

of names and addresses only — no other information we may have is divulged.

Each organization may use the list only once and agrees never to make any per-

sonal or telephone solicitations from it.

The overwhelming majority of our subscribers appreciate this controlled use
of our mailing lists - it helps them shop conveniently by mail for products and
services they need, often at substantial savings. A few people prefer their names
not be used. It is to them we address this message.

If you do nof wish to be part of this service, please complete the form below
. . . your name will not be used in this manner for any reason.

(If you asked us in the past to remove your name from our lists, there is no
need to repeat the request.) Please allow about six weeks for your request to

take effect.

LJ / wish to have my name removed from the list ol subscribers receiving mail
other than the regular subscription to 80 Microcomputing.

Mr.

Mrs.

Send to Ms.

Address.

City State Zip_

Mail this lorm with your mailing label trom the latest issue

or lill out the information as it appears on the label to:

80 MICROCOMPUTING
Subscription Services Dept.

P.O. Box 981 • Farmingdale NY 11737
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Fig. 6. Timing diagram for cassette input port, (a) OUTSIG resets

flip-flop; (b) INSIG latches from flip-flop to data bus; (c) Line B

sets flip-flop to start bit-time 2; (d) Start of bit-time 3; (e) OUTSIG

resets flip-flop; (f) Before next INSIG, line B sets flip-flop; (g) INSIG

latches a 1 from the flip-flop to the data bus.

that a low level on the MODE
SELECT line causes the system

clock, C, to be divided by 2

before it goes to the video sec-

tion. This means that if you

have a T-BUG (so you can write

in machine language), you

should be able to get the large-

size print on the Level I com-

puter by writing a 0001000 to

output port FF (hex).

The input port circuitry is a

little more complicated than

that for the output port be-

cause the tape recorder dis-

torts the wave and adds a

60-cycle hum. Fig. 6a shows

how the signal from the tape

would appear under the most

ideal circumstances. The
TRS-80 is actually able to

recognize a great variety of

wave shapes. Fig. 7 shows

some of the waves that were

taken from prerecorded tapes

and displayed on an oscil-

^O r-

Fig. 7. Wave shapes from pre-

recorded program tapes. (Not

to scale)

loscope. All these waveforms

can be read equally well by the

computer.

The active wave-shaping net-

work shown as a single block in

Fig. 8 consists of a high-pass

filter to remove the 60-cycle

hum, a quad op amp and other

passive components. Line B of

Fig. 6 shows the cassette input

after it comes out of this wave-

shaping network. This signal

goes to the set-input of an

active-low flip-flop. Each
negative-going edge of line B

changes the flip-flop output to

1. The flip-flop is reset by a

signal from the OUTSIG line.

The flip-flop output, Q, is con-

nected to the D 7 bit of the data-

bus by a Tri-state buffer, which

is enabled by INSIG.

The software must turn on

the cassette recorder by out-

putting a byte with the D2 bit

HIGH. The OUTSIG, which

turns on the tape recorder, also

resets the flip-flop and pulls its

Q output LOW. After a short

delay time determined by the

software, an input instruction

causes the INSIG line to go

LOW. Whatever is currently on

the flip-flop output will be

clocked through the buffer and

onto the data bus so it can be

read by the CPU. During byte-

times 1, 2 and 4 of Fig. 6, the

flip-flop output remains LOW
and a zero is put on D, of the

data bus. During byte-time 3,

there is a pulse present on the

CASIN line between tt\e two

clock pulses. Therefore, the

flip-flop will be set HIGH before
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Fig. 8. Block diagram of tape cassette input port.

the INSKj line goes LOW. When
the INSIG line goes LOW, 1 will

be sent to D, of the data bus.

The INSIG line also clocks

the MODE SELECT signal onto

the D, bit of the data bus. This

bit does not appear to be used

by the tape input software. This

design, however, allows other

software routines to check the

status of the MODE SELECT
signal by inputting data from

port FF (hex) and checking bit

D„. If D, is LOW, the video

monitor is in the 32-characters-

per-line mode. The input port

FF (hex) and output port FF

(hex) actually have two pur-

poses each. Besides perform-

ing tape I/O operations, bits D,

and D, allow the software to

switch between the two sizes of

type.

The general format of Level I

and Level II BASIC tapes is

quite similar. All tapes start

with a 5-second leader of 0s,

followed by a sync byte. When
a CLOAD command is ex-

ecuted, the software reads

through the leader until the

sync byte is found. The next

four bytes on Level I tapes con-

tain the starting and ending ad-

dresses where the program will

be loaded into memory.

Addresses

Level II BASIC allows for a

one-byte filename, which
precedes the starting and end-

ing addresses. This feature

allows for easy identification of

specific programs on multipro-

gram Level II tapes. The
filename feature is optional

with the CLOAD command in

Level II BASIC but is not op-

tional with CSAVE. If the

filename is omitted with the

CSAVE command, an error

message is printed, but not

before the tape leader and sync

byte are written to tape.

If you are not aware of this

and try to repeat the CSAVE
command with a proper file-

name, you will end up with a

program with two leaders and

two sync bytes. When this pro-

gram is read-in, the second

leader will be interpreted as the

filename, starting address and

ending address. It will,

therefore, not load properly.

This happened to us a few

times before we realized what

was going on.

The final byte of both Level I

and Level II programs is a

checksum byte. This is a sum of

all the program bytes excluding

the leader, filename, start and

end addresses. If the checksum

computed during a CLOAD is

not the same as the last byte of

the program, an error message

will be printed on the monitor.

Table 2 contains addresses

in memory where various

subroutines and other useful

information can be found. The

comments column gives infor-

mation about how the

subroutines are to be used. For

example, the comment about

the keyboard scan routine in-

cludes: "Save DE and IY." This

means that the subroutine will

alter the contents of these

registers, and it is therefore

necessary for the programmer

to save them on the stack

before executing a CALL.

In some cases, the Level I

and Level II subroutines for

some functions are not com-

parable and have therefore

been listed separately. For ex-

ample, in Level I BASIC there is

16K STATIC RAM

with

$275 450 ns

$300 250 ns

memory chips

Assembled, Tested and Guaranteed

Static TMS 4044 or equivalent - Fully Static 4 Kx1 Memory Chips

for full DMA capability, no tricky timing problems.

Fully S-100 Bus Compatible— All lines fully buttered. Dip Switch Ad
dressable in two 8K block. 4K increments. Write Protectable in two

blocks. Memory Disable using Phantom. Battery back up capability

Bank Select—Using output port 40H (Cromemco software compatible)—

addressable to 512 kb of Ram for time share or Memory Overlap, also

has alternate ports 80H. COH

Guaranteed—Parts and labor for one year. Vou may return the undamaged

board within 10 days for a full refund.

Orders - You may phone for Visa. MC. COO ($4 handling charges
for COD) orders. Personal checks must clear prior to shipping.

Shipping-Stock to 72 hours normally. Will notify expected
shipping date for delay beyond this. Illinois residents add 5%
tax. Please include phone number with order.

S.C. digital
P.O. Box 906 Phono:

Aurora. IL 60507 (312)897-7749

maslef charge

Designed for your

TRS-80

The Photopoint^ht Pe,J

"a whole new concept in computer applications"

• All you have to do is Point to Play!
• 6 programs included— 3 on tape.
• Complete Info sheet on how to write your own

programs.
• Plugs directly into your TRS-80 system (Level II)

• Works with DOS too!
• Voids no Radio Shack warranties!!
• Over 500 sold . .

.

Imagine, direct interaction with the video display.

Now you can eliminate the often confusing
keyboard from your real time
programs.
Order Your Photopoint Today

• 68
Micro Matrix
P.O. Box 938
Pacifica, CA 94044
The only light pen approved by
Quality Software/Instant Soft/Softside Mfg
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ADDRESS COMMENTS
Level 1 Level II

* 40A4, 40A5 Locations where the low and high

L H byte of the starting address are

stored.

406C, 406D 40F9, 40FA Locations where the low and high

L H L H byte of the ending address are

stored.

4200 42E9 Normal starting address of BASIC
program.(address of first instruc-

tion)

4068 4020 Locations where the position of the

cursor on the screen (it is between

3C00 and 3FFF) is stored.

0B40 002B Keyboard-scan subroutine. Level I

returns bit Z = 1 if keyboard clear;

Level II returns register A =00 if

keyboard clear (no key pressed).

Registers DE and IY will be changed;

save if needed later.

0010 0033 Subroutine to display byte in

register A at current cursor position

on screen. (DE and IY must be saved)

0FE9 0212 Subroutine to turn on cassette. Reg.

A, in Level II, must contain a '0'

before call.

0EF4 Subroutine to turn on cassette, load

into memory specified from tape, on

return HL = ending address-*- 1,

Z = if checksum error occurred.

0296 Subroutine to look for leader & sync

byte.

0235 Subroutine to read one byte from

tape. Returns byte read in register A.

01 F8 Subroutine to turn off cassette.

(Level II user must do own
checksum)

0F4B Subroutine to save memory on tape.

Programmer must load starting ad-

dress in HL and ending address-*-

1

in DE.

0287 Subroutine to write leader & sync

byte.

0264 Subroutine to output byte in reg. A
to tape.

0000 0000 Entry point into BASIC upon power-

up.

Reentry point into BASIC. (Monitor01C9 1A19

will display "READY".) Used to

return control to BASIC interpreter

after machine language.

Table 2. Subroutines and other information stored in memory.

10 KEYS = CHR$<205) + CHR$<53) + CHR$(2)

20 FOR N = 0TO 14334

30 T$ = CHR$(N) + CHR$(N + 1) + CHR$<N+2)
40 IF T$ <> KEYS GOTO 70

50 PRINT N

60 IFINKEYS = "GOTO 60

70 NEXTN

Program A BASIC program to search ROM for a three-byte key.

one subroutine that will turn on

the cassette, read the tape,

load the tape into the memory
at addresses specified by the

tape header, compute the

checksum and finally turn off

the cassette. In Level II BASIC,

these functions are done by

several separate subroutines.

This allows for more flexibility,

but it also means that the pro-

grammer must do more work.

Most of the addresses given

in Table 2 were found in the

Radio Shack Editor/Assembler

reference manual or the

disassembled listing of Level I

BASIC from Small Systems

Software. We found the mem-
ory locations in which the start-

ing and ending addresses of

BASIC programs are stored.

First, we noted that they had

to be somewhere between 4000

(hex), the beginning of RAM in

Level II memory and 42E9 (hex),

the normal beginning of Level II

programs. We also knew that

when the CLOAD command was
executed, it would have to store

the starting and ending ad-

dresses somewhere in RAM.
If we knew where the CLOAD

routine was in ROM, we could

dump it out, but we didn't know

where it was located. We did,

however, know where the read-

a-byte subroutine was located.

The address for this sub-

routine, 0235 (hex), was found

in the Editor/Assembler
reference manual. The CLOAD
routine must call the read-a-

byte subroutine many times.

Therefore, we wrote a program

that PEEKed its way through

ROM, looking for the three-byte

sequence 205, 53, 02 (decimal),

which is the machine language

for CALL 0235 (hex).

The Program

The BASIC program used is

shown in Program A. Line 10

sets up a key equal to the three

bytes we were looking for. The

FOR loop in line 20 moves

through the memory comparing

each three consecutive bytes

to the key. When a match is

found, the address containing

the CALL statement is printed

on the monitor. Line 60 causes

the program to pause so the ad-

dress can be copied down.

After we found the area in

ROM where the read-a-byte

subroutine was called from, we

dumped it out and disassem-

bled it. There were only two ad-

dresses between 4000 (hex) and

42E9 (hex) where data read

from the tape was stored. To

test and see if these really were

where the starting and ending

addresses were stored, we
wrote a short program and used

T-BUG to see where the pro-

gram ended. Sure enough, the

ending address was the same

as the two bytes starting at

40F9 (hex), with the low byte

first and high-byte second. The

two bytes starting at 40A4 (hex)

always contained E9, 42 (hex),

which is the normal starting ad-

dress for Level II BASIC pro-

grams with the low-order byte

given first.

We are sure that had we been

a little bit more persistent, we

could have gotten the above in-

formation by calling Tandy Ad-

vanced Systems in Fort Worth

TX, but phone calls from Chica-

go to Texas cost money, and we
have found you have about a

fifty-fifty chance of getting to

talk to someone who can an-

swer your question. This time

luck was against us—a hard-

ware man answered the phone,

but we had a software ques-

tion. Three hours of work saved

us a $2 phone bill. We don't

know if we came out ahead or

not, but at least it's a lot more

satisfying to know that we did it

ourselves. We also now have a

technique that is quite useful

for exploring the ROM.
The ways Level I and Level II

BASIC programs are stored in

memory are quite different.

Level I BASIC stores each

character you type into a pro-

gram line as a separate ASCII

character. Thus, the word

PRINT requires five bytes of

storage, while the abbreviation

P. requires only two bytes.

Level II BASIC allows for

even more economical use of

memory. Every Level II operator

or instruction is stored in

memory as a one-byte code.

The code for a PRINT instruc-

tion is B2 (hex). Only when the

program lines are printed on

the monitor are the full words

used.

Breaking the code was quite
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for theTRS-

FIFTEEN NUMBERS $6.95

ANYSORT 3 S29.95

PENTOMINOES $9.95

TRS-80 TIELINE

TRS-80 TIELINE is an extended smart termi-

nal program. Functions supported with this

package are the ability to send and receive

BASIC data and programs. A fully supported
set of timeshare ASCII control keys are soft-

ware selectable. 'ESC and a 'BREAK' key
function do not require any handware mod-
ifications. Smart functions make it possible

to jump from mode to mode with communi-
cation prior to program transmission or recep-
tion. Half and full duplex modes as well as

line feed transmission or suppression, baud
rate, parity, word length, stop bits are soft-

ware selectable and can be changed while run-
ning. A printer can be connected for hard
copy of communications as well as LLIST at

baud rates that include 134.5 baud for

certain serial printers. A special host or source
mode allows other computers to use the
TRS-80 TIELINE as a timeshare style com-
puter. Programs can be run as well as disk
files loaded, saved or transmitted by
control from the distant computer. Char-
acter echo-back is supported. Host ovende
of forbidden commands is possible. An
additional feature allows testing of the
TRS-80/RS232 hardware. The program is

available for DOS 2.0 - 2.2 machines with
32K memory, RS232 board and modem.
Additionally, the package includes a free

copy of 'THE TRS-80 DATA COMMUNICA-
TION HANDBOOK" by Stephen Gibson.
The handbook is a compilation of terms and
m depth explanations of data communication
from the standpoint of the user, the hardware,
and the phone company. Various phone line

services are detailed. Baud rates, bits and
codes are explained at hobbyist level. How
a Bell 1 03 modem works and how to connect
it is covered with emphasis on originate and
answer frequencies, duplex, half-duplex and
RS232 conventions. The EIA standards are

given with ASCII control character set infor-

mation.

TIELINE $24.95

TRS-80 DATACOMM $ 5.95
HANDBOOK

All orders include 3% postage and handling.

TRS-80 is a registered trademark of

Radio Shack.
California residents add 6% Sales Tax

VISA & MASTERCHARGE accepted.

is «m W »
TH -m * *» <lltt>'

»

or I

IMM '•HS-.l-MIXri
INW «8BS-75

ItflDKI 1KB I «
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ASTROLOGY $15.95
r»21

PROGRAMMA
INTERNATIONAL, Inc.

3400 Wilshire Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90010

(213) 384-0579

384-1116

384-1117

THE l-CHING THING $6.95 MACHINE TO BASIC $6.95 Dealer Inquiries Invited
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Q)

(I) CD
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128 END 192 VARPTR
129 FOR 193 USR
130 RESET 194 FRL
131 SET 195 ERR
132 CLS 196 STRINGS
133 CMD 197 INSTR
134 RANDOM 198 POINT
135 NEXT 199 TIMES
136 DATA 200 MEM
137 INPUT 201 INKEYS
138 DIM 202 THEN
139 READ 203 NOT
140 LET 204 STEP
141 GOTO 205 +

142 RUN 206 -

143 IF 207

144 RESTORE 208 /

145 GOSUB 209 t

146 RETURN 210 AND
147 REM 211 OR
148 STOP 212 >

149 ELSE 213

150 TRON 214 <
151 TROFF 215 SGN
152 DEFSTR 216 INT

153 DEFINT 217 ABS
154 DEFSNG 218 FRE
155 DEFDBL 219 INP

156 LINE 220 POS
157 EDIT 221 SQR
158 ERROR 222 RND
159 RESUME 223 LOG
160 OUT 224 EXP
161 ON 225 COS
162 OPEN 226 SIN

163 FIELD 227 TAN
164 GET 228 ATN
165 PUT 229 PEEK
166 CLOSE 230 CVI
167 LOAD 231 CVS
168 MERGE 232 CVD
169 NAME 233 EOF
170 KILL 234 LOC
171 LSET 235 LOF
172 RSET 236 MKIS
173 SAVE 237 MKS
174 SYSTEM 238 MKD
175 LPRINT 239 CINT
176 DEF 240 CSNG
177 POKE 241 CDBL
178 PRINT 242 FIX

179 CONT 243 LEN
180 LIST 244 STRS
181 LLIST 245 VAL
182 DELETE 246 ASC
183 AUTO 247 CHRS
184 CLEAR 248 LEFTS
185 CLOAD 249 RIGHTS
186 CSAVE 250 MIDS
187 NEW 251

188 TAB< 252

189 TO 253

190 FN 254 |

191 USING 255 ISA

Table 3. Level II codes to r reserved words and operators. These
are the values (in decima 1) actually stored in memory for each of

the words at the right of each number. Some of these words
have no function in Level II BASIC; they are reserved for use in

Level II Disk BASIC.

tedious. We first wrote a simple

program line such as 10 PRINT
X and looked at how it was
stored in memory. After

deciding which address con-

tained the code for PRINT, we

POKEd other values into that

address. When we changed the

code from 178 (decimal) [Equal

to B2 (hex)] to 128 (decimal) and

listed line 10, it read 10 END X.

By repeating this procedure, we
were able to construct Table 3.

This table is also found in ROM
starting at address 1650 (hex),

if you examine it with a PEEK
statement, you will see that the

first letter of each word is

Address Contents

Hex
Comments

42E9
42EA

F3~~

42_
- Line Pointer

42EB
42EC

OA
oo_

- Line Number

42ED B2 PRINT
42EE 22

"

42EF 58 X
42F0 59 Y
42F1 22 "

42F2 00

42F3

42F4

F9

42_
— Line Pointer

42F5
42F6

14

oo_
- Line Number

42F7 80 END
42F8 00

42F9
42FA

00~|

ooj
- Line Pointer

WPRINTXY
20END

missing. Since the highest-

order bit of an ASCII character

is always zero, this bit is used

to indicate the beginning of a

new word in the table. For ex-

ample, the ASCII code for the

word PRINT is 50, 52, 49, 4E, 54

(hex). Changing the high-order

bit from a to a 1 is the same as

adding 80 (hex) to the byte.

Therefore, it is actually found in

the table as DO, 52, 49, 4E, 54

(hex). The reserved words found

in the ROM are in the same
order as the words in Table 3.

The software apparently

counts down through the table

to find the ASCII characters

that correspond to each code.

In Level I BASIC the line-

number is stored as a 2-byte un-

signed number with the low-

order byte first. The line-

number 10 (decimal) would ap-

pear in memory as 0A00 (hex),

and the line-number 256
(decimal) would appear as

0001. The line-number is,

naturally enough, the first two

bytes of each program line as

stored in the RAM. The last byte

of each line is the ASCII

carriage-return character 0D
(hex).

Level II BASIC uses a more

complicated method of delin-

eating program lines. The two

line-number bytes are always

preceded by another two bytes,

which are called the line-

pointer in Level II BASIC. These

two bytes contain the address

(low-order byte first) of the first

byte of the next line. In other

words, each line-pointer points

to the line-pointer of the follow-

ing line. Table 4 shows the con-

tents of memory for a program

consisting of a PRINT state-

ment and an END statement.

The program contains only two

lines, but there are three line-

pointers. The last pointer is

always zero. Notice, also, that

Level II BASIC uses a zero for

the last character of each pro-

gram line instead of a carriage

return.

Conclusion

This concludes the informa-

tion we have been able to piece

together so far. It should fill in

some of the gaps left by the

Radio Shack manual. Our next

project is going to be a Level-ll-

to-Level-l conversion program

(by the time it's finished,

everybody will probably have

Level II BASIC anyway) and a

program to renumber BASIC
program lines so that more

than one program can be read

into memory at the same time

(yes, we know someone else

has one for sale, but we'd

rather do it ourselves).

We hope that what we have

presented will give readers

ideas for other programs.
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ATTENTION TRS-80S
Why sit in the corner in the dark and turned

off while your master is sitting by the light,

turned on to 80 Microcomputing?
You need a magazine of your own for Education-

Enlightenment-Enjoyment and for the personal

satisfaction (you're a personal computer, aren't

you?] of your very own possession ... A
Subscription to CLOAD MAGAZINE!
Turkey your master into sending a check
(U.S.A.: $36.00, Overseas: $38.00 Surface

Delivery - $48.00 Airmail) to the jive cats

at CLOAD MAGAZINE. You will get 12 C-30
cassettes, one a month, each one filled with

all kinds of juicy software - Games, Tutorials,

Practical Programs and Impractical Trivia. All

programs rated G for computers under 18 years old

Do it! Subscribe Now!

-!

MAGAZINE

Box 1267
Goleta. CA 93017

(805) 964-2761

Master Charge VISA
Welcome

'TRS-80 is a registered trademark of TANDY CORP." • 32 1978 CLOAD MAGAZINE

tm.

T-BUG USER:
See* TLESS: Onboard relocator lor T BUG. moves T BUG lo any

desired HAM location Now examine, modify. * P punch backup

copies of lormerly cotncidenl program material, experiment with

parallel kustom T BUGs Also will relocate TSIIP

16K levei ll Super TlEGSNo u 9 95

TSTEP. ingle stepper tor T BUG Displays al CPU aspects

related to instruction set as you SPACE through ROM or HAM
indispensiWe for debugging analyzing alien program material or

learning I 80

a) CPU registers in before/after # R like lormat. user accessible

independent of T BUG registers

bl Testable Hag status in before/after format

c) Top stack elements in before/after lormat

d) 8 key implicit Keypad Backspace CLEAR more

Subroutines can be single stepped or run directly control

remaining with TSTEP Also. Super TLEGS will relocate TSTEP

making monitor and single stepper into an independently

relocatabie unit Confirm any code by itema what you are

imagining

1 6K Level II TSTEP No Ll 1 1 1 9b

EMU 02: Software emulation ol the 650? micioprocessor

I BUG displays byte EMU takes it from there Now you can

write debug execute 6502 programs ea year TRS-80 1

a) Disassembler posts standard 6502 Assembly mnemonic

next to T BUG displayed byte m scrolling field

D) Single stepper displays 6502 Processor Model m
before/after form expanded Hag and stack elements an up

dated after each instruction is SPACE ed

c| 4 speed TRACE mode animates 6502 Models, activates

keyboard scan port accessible to 6502 instructions

d) Flit interpretive RUN mode lor realistic execution

ei 13 key implicit keypad Backspace Reispace more

Mow to have a 650? without having a 6502' Compare and

contrast, work in a powerful programming language that is

distinct trom BASIC I 80 Read Apple PET code

16K Level ll EMU 02 No BL 1 S24 95

75 mailing each program CA add 6*.

.*=». ALIEN GELDER

ffN/l Box 11721 Mam Post Ott'ce

\S_y San Eranosco CA 94101

T BUG TRS 80 tm Radio Shack/Tandy Corp • 79

With these disks, Ican turnyour
TRS-80 into a serious computer.
I'm Irwin Taranto, and I've put the first com-

puter into more than 300 different businesses

It's taught me that the TRS-80 is an
elegant piece of hardware despite its low

price. Given the right programs, it can jump
through hoops.

Put simply, I have the right programs Four

of them are the genuine Osborne 8r Associates

systems, originally designed for the $30,000

Wang computer. I've made a few minor modifi-

THE OSBORNE PROGRAMS
Accounts Payable: invoice-linked, it reports.

does checks and links to general ledger

Accounts Receivable: invoice linked, it tracks

invoices and aging prints statement and links

to general ledger

General Ledger: handles 1750 transactions each

on 200 different accounts Cash journal option

available
Payroll: figures the pay. does the checks and all

the bookkeeping

AND MY OWN PROGRAMS
Inventory Control: gives immediate readout on
any inquiry It has many existing versions or can

be individually tailored

NEW! Invoicing: linked to accounts receivable

Prints invoices and feeds data into receivables

cations, and they now work on a $4000 TRS-80

The other two programs I added myself

These programs are fully-documented,

and you can buy the books locally or from me.

I made them work on the TRS-80, and if you buy

them from me. I'll make them work for you.

If you're not sure about that, call the

number below and get the names of some of

the people who've bought all over the world

Then ask them
These programs cost $99.95 each (The

Cash Journal option on the General Ledger

adds another $50.) That gets you the disk, all

the instructions you need and my phone num-
ber If you call, we answer all your questions

If your question's tough enough, I'll talk to

you personally.

Because I plan to turn that TRS-80 of yours

into a serious computer

• 45 Taranto
& ASSOCIATES

PO Box 6073. 4136 Redwood Highway. San Rafael CA
94903 141b) 472-1415 Add $3 per order for handling

6% sales tax in California only If you don't already

have the books add $15 each (invoicing book. $101

Mastercharge. Visa OK
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STYLE

More data to sort than will fit in memory?
Use disk random access to solve the problem,

Sort 80K in 6k!

D. E. Fitchhom
3504 Piermont Dr. N.E.

Albuquerque NM 87111

When your mailing list, in-

ventory or other data file

grows beyond reading the com-

plete file into your computer

memory, how do you sort the

data? If you have a TRS-80 with

Level II Disk BASIC, you are

blessed with the capability of

creating and editing large files,

but that disk operating system

leaves you only about 6K bytes

of memory to hold programs

and working data.

Now is the time to start mak-

ing use of the random access

'l :js

SECTO" i

~~-

-•-

- 5

R2B

SECTOB 2 = ;e

-48

o«e

Fig. 1. Swapping records in dif-

ferent sectors.

disk file capability of Level II

Disk BASIC. While random ac-

cess disk files will take more

planning in the beginning and

usually waste more disk stor-

age space than sequential disk

files, they offer many advan-

tages to the user.

Advantages

One attractive advantage of

the random access disk file is

that it can be sorted as if the

complete file were committed

to memory. A second advan-

tage is that the memory used is

constant, regardless of the size

of the file. It is true that sorting

disk records is slower than

sorting in working memory, but

can you hang 80K of memory on

your system just to run a sort

program? Even if you could ad-

dress the memory, the cost

would drive you right back

to a handwritten card-index

system.

Another advantage is that

you don't have to read the file

with exactly the same FIELD

statement that was used to

write it. You can read the sector

as if it contained only one

record and move through the

string using MID$ functions to

get to the desired information. I

made use of this capability in

order to make a general-use

sort program.

A quick review of the struc-

ture of a random access disk

file shows us that the file is

composed of a number of major

records. Each major record

zzzzzzzzzz YYYYYYYYYY xxxxxxxxxx WWWWWWWWWW wvvwvwv
uuuuuuuuuu TTTTTTTTTT ssssssssss RRRRRRRRRR QQQQQQQQOO,
pppppppppp OOOOOOOOOO NNNNNNNNNN NMKMMMMMMM LLLLLLLLLL
KKKKKKKKKK JJJJJJJJJJ IIIIIIIIII HHHHHHHHHH GGGGGGGGGG
FFFFFFFFFF EEEEEEEEEE DDDDDDDODD CCCCCCCCCC BBBBBBBBBB
AAAAAAAAAA JJJJJJJJJJ IIIIIIIIII HHHHHHHHHH GGGGGGGGGG

Example 1. Unsorted data.

AAAAAAAAAA BBBBBBBBBB CCCCCCCCCC DDDDDDDODD EEEEEEEEEE
FFFFFFFFFF GGGGGGGGGG HHHHHHHHHH IIIIIIIIII JJJJJJJJJJ
KKKKKKKKKK LLLLLLLLLL MNNHMMNHMM NNNNNNNNNN OOOOOOOOOO
PPPPPPPPPP QQQQQQQQQQ RRRRRRRRRR SSSSSSSSSS TTTTTTTTTT
UUUUUUUUUU WWWVWV WWWWWWWWWW XXXXXXXXXX YYYYYYYYYY
zzzzzzzzzz JJJJJJJJJJ IIIIIIIIII HHHHHHHHHH GGGGGGGGGG

Example 2. Data sorted on the first 26 records.

AAAAAAAAAA BBBBBBBBBB CCCCCCCCCC DDDDDDDDDD EEEEEEEEEE
FFFFFFFFFF GGGGGGGGGG GGGGGGGGGG HHHHHHHHHH HHHHHHHHHH
IIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIII JJJJJJJJJJ JJJJJJJJJJ KKKKKKKKKK
LLLLLLLLLL MMMMMM.MMMM NNNNNNNNNN OOOOOOOOOO PPPPPPPPPP
0OOQQQ0QQQ RRRRRRRRRR SSSSSSSSSS TTTTTTTTTT UUUUUUUUUU
vvvwvwvv wwwwwwwwww XXXXXXXXXX YYYYYYYYYY zzzzzzzzzz

Example 3. Data sorted on the first 30 records.
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takes one sector of the disk

(256 bytes on theTRS-80). Thus,

each time a major record is

read from or written to the disk,

a complete sector is read or

written. For example, PUT 1,1

will write the first sector of the

file, and PUT 1,25 will write the

25th sector of the file. GET 1,1

will read the first sector of the

file, and GET 1,25 will read the

25th sector of the file.

The major records can be

divided into subrecords when

the number of bytes of data

associated with a file element

is a submultiple of the number

of bytes in the sector. That is, if

your data element takes only 25

bytes for a record, then you can

fit ten subrecords into one ma-

jor record (sector) on the disk.

The system will take care of

reading and writing the major

record, but you will have to

make provision in your program

to read and write the subrec-

ords. For example, if you wish

to work with the 25th subrecord

of the file, you have to tell the

system through the GET/PUT

statements and the FIELD

statements that you are talking

about the third sector and the

fifth subrecord of that sector.

Take heart, it is really simple

once you get a feel for the

structure of the file. Another

important consideration is that

each data element in each sub-

record must contain the same

number of bytes, and therefore

is padded with blanks if the

data does not fill the space

allowed by the variables in the

FIELD statement of the pro-

gram.

How to Sort a Random

Access Disk File

The program listing was writ-

ten so that I could use it to sort

any of my random access files.

Since the data as read from the

disk is stored as if it were one

long string, we can sort as if all

data were alpha and only have

to consider conversion of nu-

merics when the data to be

sorted on is numeric.

The program allows defining

the many elements associated

with the sort, the size of the

sector, the number of records

with the sort: the size of the sec-

tor; the number of records; the

size of a record; the number of

subrecords in a major record;

the number of characters to be

used; and an offset if the sort

data is not the first data in a

subrecord.

The actual sorting used is

Shell-Metzner (this can be

replaced by any sort procedure

without too much difficulty).

Shell-Metzner does save some
time even for this program.

The main problem in sorting

disk files comes in keeping

track of which sector and which

subrecord the data comes from

and which sector and sub-

record the data should be writ-

ten to. Both the disk read-

ing/writing and the swapping

routines must understand

when they are working with

data from the same sector and

when they are not.

Since the data may come
from different sectors, two

strings (D3$ for one sector and

D4$ for the second sector in the

sort program) must be used. If

the sectors containing the rec-

ords to be swapped are dif-

ferent, then a swap is made of

the record in one string (D3$) to

the other string (D4$) (see Fig.

1). However, if the sectors are

the same, then both records in

both strings must be swapped

(Fig. 2).

The accompanying exam-

ples show a test file in its un-

sorted condition (Example 1),

then sorted on the first 26

Fig. 2. Swapping records in the

same sector.

records (Example 2) and finally

sorted on all 30 records (Exam-

ple 3).

If your files have few in-

dividual records per sector, it is

wise to create an index file— in

the form of a random access

file— that is composed of the

data to be sorted on and the

original record number that the

data comes from. This index

file could then be sorted, and

the rearranged order of the rec-

ord numbers could be used to

rewrite a new file in the order

desired. Since the index file will

have more records per sector, it

will run faster.

While this program is written

as a stand-alone general-use

program, it can be easily

trimmed to be attached to

another program as a subrou-

tine by replacing the question

with defined variables and
renumbering to fit into your

program.

Program listing

10 REM •«• ••••*•••«••••»**••••••*•«*•
11 REM ••* RANDOM ACCESS DISK FILE •••

12 REM *** SORTING PROGRAM ***

13 REM •** D. E. FITCHHORN •**

14 REM *•• ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO «**

15 REM *•* VERSION 1, JAN 1979 •*•

16 REM ••••••••••••••••••••••*••••••••••••
17 REM
20 CLOSE 1: CLEAR 100*
30 REM •***•*•••***••«•*•••••*••*•**•*»•*•
31 REM *** ALLOW THE OPERATOR TO ***
32 REM •** DEFINE THE SORTING •••

33 REM •*• REQUIREMENTS *•*

34 REM ••***•••*****«••***•••***«•••*•*•••

35 REM
40 INPUT'NUMBER OF RECORDS TO BE SORTED " ;N5
50 IF N5 <• GOTO 40
60 INPUT'NUMBER OF RECORDS IN A SECTOR ";N
70 IF N <=6 THEN 60
80 INPUT'NUMBER OF BYTES IN A RECORD ";N1
90 IF Nl <- THEN 80
100 INPUT'NUMBER OF BYTES IN SORT FIELD ";N2
110 IF N2 <-0 THEN 100
115 INPUT'ALPHA OR NUMERIC SORT (A OR N) ';XS
116 IF XS <> "A" AND XS <> "N" GOTO 115
120 INPUT'OFFSET TO DATA IN RECORD " ;0
122 IF < GOTO 120
130 REM
131 REM •••***••*••*•••**•*•«****••*••*•*
132 REM ••• OPEN FILE AND GET FIRST ***
133 REM ••* SECTOR •*•
134 REM •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
135 REM
140 OPEN "R",1,*TSTFL": FIELD 1,255 AS Dl$
150 GET 1,1:D3$«D1$:D4$-D1$:P8-1:P9-1
160 REM
161 REM ****•••****•••*»••••**»•••••«»•••
162 REM ••* START OF SORT PROCEDURE ***
163 REM •••••••••••••••••••••••*•••••••••

164
170
180
196
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
2BS
286
287
288
289
29e
300
301
302
303
304
31C
320
338
370
380
390
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
S30
540

THEN 53"

INT ((PI -D/N) -1
INT( (P2 - D/N) -1

D1S

D1S

REM
Ml - N5
Ml - INT(Ml/2) :IF Ml
Kl - 1:K • N5 - Ml
PI - Kl
P2 - PI + Ml
P3 » INT((P1 - 1)/N)+1:P5 - PI - N
P4 - INT((P2 - 1)/N)*1:P6 - P2 - N •

IF P8 - P3 GOTO 260
LSET Dl$ D3S:PUT 1,P8:GET 1,P3:D3S
IF P9 - P4 GOTO 280
LSET Dl$ - D4$:PUT 1,P9:GET 1,P4:D4S
N6 - P5 * N1:N7 « P6 * Nl

IF X? » "A" GOTO 290
F15 • MID$(D3S,1*0+N6,N2) :F2S"MIDS (D4S , 1+0+N7 ,N2)
Fl-CVI(FIS) :F2«CVI (F2S)
IF Fl < F2 GOTO 500
GOTO 310
IF MIDS(D3S,1 + O N6,N2)<MIDS (D4S , 1+0+N7 ,N2) GOTO 560
REM
REM *«•****••***••*•»»«••••**»«•*•*««
REM
REM
REM
Tl$

SWAPPING ROUTINE

T2S MIDS(D4S,1+N7,N1)MIDS (D3S.1+N6.N1
MIDS (D3S,H-N7,N1)-T2S
MIDS (D4$ ,1+N6,N1) -T1S
IF P3 <> P4 THEN 410
MIDS (D4$,1+N7,N1)-T2S
MID$(D3S,1+N6,N1)=T1$
IF P3 - P4 THEN D3S - D4S
LSET D1S - D3S:PUT 1,P3:GET 1,P3:D3S
IF P3 » P4 THEN D4S - D3S:GOTO 470
LSET D1S » D4S:PUT 1,P4:GET 1,P4:D4S

PI - Ml
GOTO 500

PI
IF Pi < 1

GOTO 210
Kl - Kl +

IF Kl > K
GOTO 200
CLOSE 1

END
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INTERFACE

Use your machine as an
intelligent terminal for a larger system.

Smart Terminal

Jimmy D. Shirley

2105 Rosedale

Las Cruces NM 88001

Have you been dreaming of

turning your TRS-80 into

an intelligent terminal so you

can talk to the big comput-

ers—right from the comfort of

your own home? Well, it's not

difficult to do if you have the

right equipment, software to go

with it and a little help. Let me
give you the benefit of my ex-

perience in turning my TRS-80

into an intelligent terminal.

Introduction

When I first learned that

Radio Shack would be coming

out with an RS-232C serial in-

terface board, I rushed down to

the store and ordered one. With

this addition and my Penny-

whistle 103 modem, I could use

my TRS-80 as an intelligent ter-

minal. Although it took several

weeks for the board to arrive (I

ordered before the availability

date), it was well worth the wait.

The board is well built and is

easily installed in the expan-

sion interface. It fits into the

large space under the access

plate on the top of the expan-

sion interface on the left side.

However, the arrangement for

connecting the board to the

socket in the interface did give

me some trouble. The board

does not simply plug in. In-

stead, it mounts on top of the

42 contact connector in the in-

terface and is aligned and

secured by two small machine

screws and a plastic washer.

As luck would have it, my board

arrived without the washer.

Even so, I managed to get the

board installed and the cable

hooked up in a few minutes.

Using my Pennywhistle 103

modem, I then had to load the

Term program supplied by

Radio Shack and find the prop-

er settings of the modem
switches and the DIP switches

on the interface board. Initially,

I set the modem switches to full

duplex, low band and the serial

interface board switches to 300

baud, 1 stop bit and seven data

bits plus a parity bit (odd).

At these settings, absolutely

nothing happened when I

dialed the time-sharing system

at New Mexico State University.

This was a real surprise to me
because this is the way I wired

my Heathkit H9 terminal, which

has no difficulty communicat-

ing with the computer at NMSU.
But, it is not clear from the in-

struction manual or any mark-

ings on the board which way to

flip the DIP switches for on and

which way for off.

After consulting the sche-

matic diagram in the manual

and checking with an ohmme-
ter, I realized that I had set all

the switches wrong. Correcting

this error cleared up most of my
problems; however, parity was
apparently still wrong because

vertical bars were displayed

preceding each character

received. A vertical bar is

displayed if a parity error, fram-

ing error or overrun error is

detected.

Incorrect parity seemed to

me to be the most likely cause

of the error indication. The H9
terminal does not check parity

on data it receives, and, there-

fore, my original parity setting

on it could have been wrong.

Sure enough, switching to even

parity got rid of the vertical

bars.

Now, only one problem re-

mained. Nothing I typed in was

displayed. Radio Shack sug-

gests connecting pin 2 to pin 3

on the DB-25 connector. This

causes transmitted data to be

echoed back to the UART re-

ceiver.

Later, on page 21 of the

manual, they suggest setting

the modem to half duplex. This

is certainly a more convenient

solution and does the same

thing, although it is confusing

to set the modem to half duplex

just to get the keyboard output

displayed. It occurred to me
that a minor software change

might be called for.

The BREAK Key

After using the Term pro-

gram for a while, I began to

come up with some ideas for

other improvements. First, I

found that I needed a way to in-

terrupt the host computer. The

need for this capability be-

comes clear the first time you

receive a long-winded response

and can't figure out how to stop

it. Without a way to interrupt,

you must wait for the transmis-

sion to finish before you can

send. Of course, you can
always uncradle the telephone

from the modem and hang up,

but that is rude, inconvenient

and inelegant.

Many terminals have a

BREAK key for this purpose.

The BREAK key causes a con-

tinuous logic signal to be sent

as long as the key is depressed.

This tells the computer to inter-

rupt its transmission and allow

the terminal to transmit. There

is no provision in the Term pro-

gram supplied by Radio Shack

to send a break signal. How-

ever, the serial interface board

does have the capability of

sending a break signal under

software control. Specifically,

clearing bit D2 in the UART con-

trol register causes a break

signal to be output. Thus, to

break under software control,

all you need is to add the ap-

propriate software to the Term

program (see the assembly-lan-

guage listing).

There is a hardware solution

also. My approach was to im-

plement the hardware solution

first because it is so simple and

also because it is independent

of the software. With this ap-

proach I have a BREAK key

even when I use the unmodified

Term program. I installed a

BREAK key on the modem itself

by using a normally open
momentary contact switch to

connect +18 volts from the

modem power supply to pin 2 of

the DB-25 connector in the

modem. The RS-232C standard

defines a positive voltage

greater than 3.0 volts and less

than 25 volts as a logic zero.

Specifically, in both the

Radio Shack interface and the

Pennywhistle modem, logic

zero is represented by +12
volts with respect to signal

NORMALLY OPEN
PUSHBUTTON SWITCH

JL • I8V M MODEM

BREAK
POWER SUPPLY

PIN 2 Of 06-25

IN MODEM

Fig. 1. Adding a BREAK key on-

to the modem.
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SBSG HAS THE ANSWER
FOR THE TRS-80 BLUES

SOFTWARE SERVICES
SBSG offers software products

developed to spec for end users, as well

as products developed by others.

Authors such as Lance Micklus, Frank

Weiss, Bob Dufer, Kevin Driscoll help us
present you with quality products at

wholesale prices. Here is a sample of

our best:

client billing for the:

CPA or lawyer $350

inventory for the retailer 99

word processing 280

mailing N/A system 129

dental billing 1,000

auto leasing 1.000

stock control for the investor 225

UTILITIES:

SORT80 machine language sort $75

KVP-peripherals controller 35

COMPRESS-program scruncher 15

SIT-hardware tester 29

FMS-file management system 49

PCS-method (and program) to cata-

log your programs and data files 59

RENUM-superior renumber program 25

DDPS-80 • communications 150

+ $400 package deal

We don't let the end user down! Both

SBSG and our dealers offer 30 day free

support, 6 months upgrades (fixes and

updates) to anyone who signs our

agreement. We are a development

house HEAVY into the concept that the

TRS-80* can be a powerful business

tool. All you need is the right software.

We started in this business as a

consulting firm. Many of our retail

products were designed for the specific

use of a particular businessman.

Products have not evolved in the DP
shop, but in the real world. We have the

staff to modify our products to suit your

needs or to develop a completely new
system to your specs:

—right now we have 7 versions of A/R
—same for GL, A/P, N/A and others

—SBSG runs a FORUM-80
(617-649-7097) where fixes and upgrades

are announced. There are special

goodies available for ST80-III and

DDPS-80 communications users.

(DDP&80 is the ultimate TRS80*
communications package.)

HARDWARE
SBSG offers you hardware and

supplies, too:

—MOD-II compatible disk drives will be
available January 1, 1980

—we can put together cables to suit

your every interfacing need

—MOD-I compatible disk drives and

diskettes available

—compatible printers and stands

—computer forms to compliment our

software systems:

• A/P and payroll checks
• A/R statements
• dental billing statements

—communications equipment

—all standard labels and paper supplies

SMALL BUSINESS
SYSTEMS GROUP
Main St. & Lowell Road
Dunstable, MA 01827

(617)649-9595

•TRS-80 is a registered trademark of Radio Shack, a division of Tandy Corp.
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ground. However, switching 12

volts onto pin 2 does not work.

If pin 2 is initially at - 12 volts,

then switching + 12 volts onto

pin 2 will not give a valid RS-

232C logic level. However,

switching + 18 volts onto pin 2

does give a valid RS-232C logic

level, even if pin 2 is initially at

+ 12 volts. This voltage can be

applied directly to pin 2 without

damage to any components be-

cause the RS-232C standard al-

so specifies that logic signals

must be short-circuit protected,

not only to ground but also to

each other. Fig. 1 shows the

modem modification sche-

matically.

A New Terminal Program

If the thought of drilling a

hole in your modem cabinet

gives you an empty feeling,

there is still the software solu-

tion. The assembly-language

listing shows my version of the

Term program, which I have

called Term2. Basically, it is the

Term program with a different

mainline. As you can see, many

of the subroutines from Term

are still intact. Term2 differs

from Term in several respects,

however.

In Term2 no text is transmit-

ted until the ENTER key is

pressed. This feature allows

you to conveniently correct typ-

ing errors or to change your

mind in the middle of typing a

command. The up-arrow key is

used to clear the screen and re-

initialize the UART. This feature

is useful if you can't stand a

cluttered CRT screen or if you

forget to turn on the expansion

interface before starting the

program. Shift @ is used to

clear the current line. This

feature is convenient if you

have typed in a long command
and then decide to scratch it

and start over.

BREAK is the software break

key. One minor difference from

the hardware break key is that

the break signal is sent for a

fixed period of time instead of

being sent as long as the key is

depressed. The left-arrow key

still functions as the back-

space key. Note that this func-

tion is provided by the subrou-

tine KBD in ROM, not by Term2.

Finally, shift B is used to return

control to BASIC. This is much
more convenient than pressing

BREAK and RESET at the same
time, as you must do to exit

from Term.

There are also some dif-

ferences in the receive function

of Term2. One difference is that

Term2 ignores DEL characters

(hex 7F). To the TRS-80 this

character is a lowercase under-

score. The computer at NMSU
transmits DEIs when it is being

waited on but is not ready to

reply. Using Term, I found that

when the computer is heavily

loaded it is possible to receive

an entire page of underscore

characters before any re-

sponse is obtained.

Another difference in Term2

is that the receiver does not re-

spond while characters are be-

ing input from the keyboard. I

wrote the program this way

because I could see no benefits

in having extraneous charac-

ters appear on the screen right

Assembly language listing of Term 2; it can be entered using

a monitor such as TBUG or the R.S. Editor/Assembler.

W33

K3
K346

*a»

lfttt

TEW

98119

98128

88138

99146

98156

98166

BUT!

88188

88196

88288

98218

88228

88238

98246

88258

HK8
88278

88288

88296

THIS ROUTItC IS USB) H1TH THE RADIO SHACK RS-232-C

SERIAL INTERFACE AND HAY BE USED IN5TEFD Of THE TEW

PROGRAM FURNISHED BY RADIO SUCK. NOTE THRT THIS

FTOGRPN AU0H5 THE USER TO CORRECT TYPING ERRORS.

NO INFORMATION IS TRANSMITTED UNTIL ENTER IS PRESSED.

NOTE (ISO THRT PRESSING THE UP-ARROH KEV CLEARS THE

ENTIRE SCREEN, SHIFT 6 CLERKS THE CURRENT LINE,

SHIFT 6 RETURNS TO BASIC. PN> BREAK REQUESTS TO

BREAK TRANSMISSION FRCP! THE HOST COMPUTER

DSP EQU

KBD EQU

CIO ECU

CSRPOS EQU

BRSIC ESU

ORG

33H

2BH

46H

4828H

1W9H

7E68H

.DISPLAY BYTE ROUTINE

, KEYBOARD INPUT ROUTINE

.CONJCM 10 ROUTINE

.CURSOR POSITION

,BP61C ENTRY PT

.PROGRAM ORIGIN '32256)

7EJBCDA771 98386 TFJW cm Wr&R iH« CLRSCtVOEPR SCS5£N
TEC CD187F 86318 CPU mum INITIALIZE UART

7E« CDCOTE 86328 GETCP CH.L QtlUb .(XT CURSOR PlbltiUN

7EI9CD2BB8 86338 RDKBD CALL KBD .CHECK KEYBOARD

7EK B7 88348 OR 1 ,RNY INPUT

7ED28FR 86356 JR 2,6000 ,00 IF NO KEYBOARD INPUT

7E8F FE5B 98368 TEST 1H CP 91 .UP ARROP

7E11 28ED 88376 JR Z.TERM CLEAR SCREEN IF YES

7E13 FE62 88388 CP 96 .SHIFT tP

7E15 2886 88398 JR NL«*6 .SKIP 2 INSTR IF NOT

TE1TCDA77E 99488 CPU HONOR .CLEAR SCREEN

7EJA C3191A 66416 JP BASIC .RETURN TO BASIC

7E1D FE68 86428 CP 96 .SHIFT r>

7E1F 2985 66438 JR «,*? .SKIP 2 INSTR IF NOT

7E21 CD877E MW4A CPU CLRLIN ; CLEAR CURRENT LINE

7E24 18EB 86456 JR OETCP .GET NEU POSITION

7E26FE81 66466 CP 61 .BREAIP

7E28 2985 66476 JR KZ.I47 .SKIP 2 INSTR IF NOT

7E2ACDC27E 88488 CALL BREAK ,)WT BREAK SIGNAL

7E2D 1848 88496 JR RCV .00 INTO RECEIVE NODE

7FJF FEtt 00500 CP BDH . IS CHAR ft C. R ">

TEH 2BB5 98518 JR Z.ETX .00 IF CR
7E33 CD3386 86526 CPU DSP .aSE DISPLAY CHAR

TEX IBM 66536 JR RDKBD .GO BACK FOR MORE

7E3B 2R2848 88546 ETX LD HL, (CSRPOS) ;L0» CSRPOS

7E3B22A37E 66956 LO (EKHO.HL ; STORE EN) ADDRESS

7E3E AF 66566 XDR A .CLEAR CARRY FLAG

TE3F ED5BA17E 88578 LD DL (START) • CURSOR START ADOR

7E43 ED52 005BB SBC HLDE ,ICHAR TO SEND

TE45 TC 98599 LD A.H .LOAD HI LEN BYTE

TE46 E683 86688 HMD B3H .LEHNOT > 3FFH

TE« 67 88618 LD H.A .RESTORE H

TE49 22B57E 86626

86636 .

LD (CTR).HL .STORE BYTE COUNT

86646 , (BELOU) TRANSMIT THE TEXT JUST ENTERED

TEC ED5BASTE 98658 LD Dt(CTR) .LOAD BYTE COUNT

TE5I TA 86668 TSTCT LD M .LOAD HI BYTE

TE51B3 66678 OR E .TEST FOR ZERO

TES2 2813 6B666 JR LSENDCR .00 IF COUNT x 8

TE54 2AR1TE 99698 SEW LD HL (START) .GET CHAR ADDRESS

TE5TTE 86786 LD ft(HL) .PICK UP A CHARACTER

7E58 23 66716 INC HI .POINT TO NEXT CHAR

TE5J22A1TE 86728 LD (START),*. .STORE NEU PTR

TEXCDFE7E 86738 CPU sour ,)4UT CHAR

7E5F C0O57E 96748 CPU UAIT .HRIT A WILE

TEC ED5BA6TE BB758 LD DL(CTR) iLOADBVTE COUNT

TE66 IB 66766 DEC BE ;DECRBWT COUNT

TE67 ED53R57E B6771 LD (CTR).DE .RESTORE COJNT

7E6B 18B 86786 JR TSTCT ,TEST COUNT

TE6D3E8D 86796 SENKR LD A, BDH .LOAD ft CR.

7ESF C0FE7E flflflflfl CALL son iANDSEND IT

7E72 3E6D 88618 LD ft, BDH ,D0C R ON CRT

TE74 CD3386 98828

86838,

CPU DSP

TE7T CDB77F 86646 RCV CPU SIM .ANYUHRT INPUT
1
)

TE7R BT 86656 OR A .TEST AND SEE

TETB 2BBB fyyn JR KZ,DSPC ,00 IF UART INPUT

TETD CD2BBB 88678 CPU KBD iTEST FOR KEYBOARD INPUT

TE8BB7 00000 OR A .ANYTHING'

TE81 28F4 88698 JR Z-RCV .00 IF NOT

7E83C0ED7E OBQAQVTJtK CPU GETCRS .ELSE GET CURSOR POSITION

7EB6 1887 90910 JR TESTIN .BACK TO INPUT ROUTINE

7EBBFE7F MSMKK CP 127 .TEST FOR DEL

7E» 28EB 88938 JR 2, RCV ,00 IF DEL RECEIVED

7EK FFJA Bftyw CP BAH . TEST FOR L F

7E8E 28E7 00950 JR 2. RCV .IGNORE LF

7E9BE67F 86968 FND 7FH .STRIP PARITY BIT OFF

TES2 FE6B 86978 CP 66H .TEST FOR LONER CASE

TE54 FB997E HBmm JP H,**5 .00 IF NOT

TE5TE65F 86998 no 5FH .CONV LONER TO UPPER CASE

TE99C0OE7E 81888 CPU TSTERR ; RECEIVE ERROR7

7E3C CD338B 61818 CPU DSP .DISPLAY RCD CHAR

TESF IBM 61626

61636 .

JR RCV .BACK TO RECEIVE ROUTINE

7EM 9988 61648 START DEFN e ; CURSOR START ADOR

7EA2 8888 81858 EHDAD DEFU 8 ; CURSOR END ADOR

708 MM 91868 CTR

61676,

DEFU 9 ,NR BYTES TO WIT

TEA? 3E1C 91968 HOMCLf LD A.1CH , HONE CURSOR

7ER9CD330B 81696 CPU DSP

TERC 3E1F 61186 LD MfH .CLEAR SCREEN

7£P£ 0)3399 61116 CALL DSP

7EB1 3E8E 6U26 LD R.BEH .TURN CURSOR ON

TEB3 C03386 61136 CPU DSP

TEB6C9 81149

6U56.

RET

7EB7 3E1D 61166 CLRLIN LD ft, 29 .CURSOR TO START OF LINE

TEB9CD3386 61176 CPU DSP

7EFX X1E BUM LD aa .EJMSETOEQL

7EBE 0)3398 61196 CPU DSP

TEC1C9 01200

81216.

RET
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TEC2 3A2B7F 81226 BREAK LD ft (CTRL IB) ,LC«> CTRL REG IflFBE

TECS EOT 81238 m 8FBH .CLEAR BREAK BIT

7EC7 D3EA 81248 an (CTRL). 8 .STORE IN CTRL REG

7EC9 21FFFF 81258 LB HL8FFFFH .LOAD LOW COUNT

7ECC CC0B7E 81268 cai H. .WRIT A WILE

7ECF 3A2B7F 81278 LD ft(CTBLIH) .RELOAD CTRL REG IWGE

7ED2 D3ER 81296 an (CTRL). A .SET BREAK BIT

TEW C9 81298

81388 .

RET .RETURN

7ED5 21FF16 81318 MRU LD HL18FFH ;LOK> WIT COUNT

tew & 81326 H. DEC HL -DECREMENT COUNT

TEW TC 81338 LD ftH .TEST FOR ZERO

7EDA B5 81348 OR L

7ED8 28FB 81358 JR HZ, A. .00 IF NOT ZERO

TEK) C9 81368

81378 .

RET .ELSE RETURN

7EK F5 81388 TSTERR push AF .TEST FOR RECEIVE ERR

TEDF 3A1ETF 81398 LD ft (STATUS) .GET WRT STATUS

TEE2E638 81488 FN) 38H .FR01UC8

TEE4 2885 81418 JR 2.N0FLT .OV, FL PE">

TEE6 3E* 81428 LD ftewK .ERROR DETECTED

7EE8 CD3388 81438 CALL DSP .DISPLAY BAR

7EEB Fl 81448 HORT POP AF

TEEC C9 81458

81468 .

RET

TEH) F5 81478 0708 PUSH AF .SAVE ACOJULATOR

TEEE 3E8E 81488 LD ftSEH .CURSOR CHARACTER

TEF8 a>:m 81498 CRL DSP .TURN CURSOR ON

7EF3F1 81588 POP RF .RECOVER ACOHJLATOR

TEF4 2A2846 81518 LD HL<CSRP05> GET CURSOR ADDRESS

TEFT 22A1TE 81528 LD (STBRT),HL .CSR START ADDRESS

TEFA 22R37E 81538 LD (ENDH».HL .CSR END ADDRESS

7EFDC9 81548

81558 .

RET

TEFE 11197F 81568 SOUT LD DLSUC8 .OUTPUT BYTE TO RS-23H

7F81 C5 81578 PUSH K
7F82 8628 81588 LD B> 26H

TEW (34680 81598

81688 i

JP CIO

TF8T 1119TF 81618 SIM LD DLSUCB , INPUT BYTE IF AMY

7FWC5 81628 PUSH K
7F0BBS48 81638 10 B.48H

7F8DG468B 81648

81658 i

JP CIO

TF18 1119TF ei66e hruart LD DLSUCB .RESET UHRT

TF13 C5 81678 PUSH K
TF14 9688 81688 LD B.88H

?Fi6 C346» 81698

81TB8 t

.IP CIO

BITie . RS-232-C WIT CONTROL BLOCK

ei728 ,

TF1S E6 81T38 5UC8 DEFB 8E8H .FUNCTIONS NRSK

TF1A 21TF 81T48 DEFH RS232 .DRIVER ADDRESS

TFiC 88 81758 DEFB 8 .TERN SNITCH CONFIG

TF1D ee 81T68 DEFB 8 .BAUD RATE CODE

tfie ee 81778 STATUS DEFB 8 .WRT STATUS

tfif ee 81788 DEFB 8 ,HODEH STATUS

tf28 ee 81798 CTRLIN DEFB 8 .CTRL REG IWGE

81898 . RS-232-C DRIVER

81816 ,

81828 , ENTRY IX => UCB+8

81838 . C = PfiRHCTER

81848 . B = FCT CODE

81858 ,

81868 . EXIT fl STATUS OR DATA

7F21 79 81876 RS232 LI ftB

7F22 IT B18BB RLA .EXAHINE FCT REOUEST

7F22 3821 91896 .IP LIUART .INITIALIZE UART>

TF25 1T 81986 HP.

7F26 3885 61916 JR C.RSRD , READ DATA FRW WRT'

TF28 17 61928 RLR

7F29 388E 81938 R C.RSHR ,WITE TOUFRT?

Tf2BPf 81948 RSX XCR A

7F2CC9 81958

81968 .

RET

7F2D D8ER 61978 RSRD IN ft (CTRL) -GET WRT STATUS REG

7F2F DDT785 81988 LD <IX*5).A . IWGE TO UCB

7F32 C87F 81996 8!T 7, A . IS RCVD BYTE AVAILABLE

TF34 28F5 62886 R Z.RSX .IF NOT

7F36 DBEB 62618 IN ft (DATA) .ELSE GET DATA BYTE

7F38C9 82826

82636 ,

RET

TFBtae 62848 RSUR IN ft (CTRL) .GET STATUS REG

7F38 D07785 82856 LD (1X+5).A

7F3E C8T7 62868 BIT 6. A ;XH1T HOLD REG EWTY>

7F48 28FT 82878 JR Z.RSUR .WIT IF NOT

7F42 79 62886 LD ftC

TF43 D3EB 82896 OUT (DATA).A .OUTPUT BYTE

TF45C9 82188

82118 i

PET

REI 62126* EOU 9E9H

eee; 82138 NODE* ECU 8E8H

88E? 62146 CONFIG EOJ 8E9H

*e« 82158 CTRL EOJ BE*

KB 82160 DATR

82178 .

£01 8E8H

82186. INITIALIZE RS-232-C HARDWARE USING CONFIG SNITCHES

82198 .

7F46 D3E8 82288 IUART CUT (HO, A .RESET UHRT UITH OUT DATA

7F48 D8E9 82216 IN ft (CONFIG) .GET CONFIG SNITCHES

7F4A D0TT63 62226 LD <1X*3).

A

.SAVE IWGE

7F4D E6F8 82238 AND 8FW .mSKOFF BAUD RATE INFO

TF4F F685 82248 OR B5H .SET BRK, RESET DTR, RTS

TF51 DDTT9T 82258 LD (1X*T).R .SAVE IWGE OF CTRL REG

TF54 D3EA 82268

82278 ,

OUT (CTRL).H .AND PUT IN CTRL REG

7F56 DBE9 82286 IBRG IN ft (CONFIG) .GET BAUD RATE SNITCHES

7F5B E687 82298 hd 87H , BAUD RATE BITS ONLY

TF5A 2169TF 82388 LD HL BAUDTB

7f 5T> 8688 82318 LD B.6

7F5F 4F 62326 LD LA
7F68 89 82336 FDO HL.BC ,HL O BAUD RATE CODE

7F61 TE 82348 LD ft(HL) .GET BAUD RATE CODE

TF62D0TT84 82358 LD (1X+4).A ;SAVE IWGE IN UCB

TF65 D3E9 82368 OUT (CONFIG), R .LOAD BAUD RATE GEN

7F67 AF 82378 XOR A

7F68C9 82388

82398 .

RET

82488 i
BAUD RATE CODE TABLE

80416 .

TF69 22 82426 BAUDTB DEFB 22H lie BAUD

TF6B 44 82438 DEFB 44H .156 BAUD

TF6B 55 62446 DEFB 55H .386

TF6C 66 82458 DEFB 66H .688

TF6D 77 82468 DEFB 77H ,1288

7F6E AA 82478 DEFB
fxy|i

,2488

7F6F CC 82488 DEFB eccH ,4886

TFT6 EE 62498 DEFB 8E£H ,9688

82568 .

82518 ,

82528.

7F71 83 82538 SPECTB

7F72 IB 82548

7F73 7C 82558

7F74 7F 82568

82578 ,

7E8B 82586

new TOTAL ERRORS

SPECTB 7F71

BAUDTB 7F69

IKG 7F56

CMFIG 88E9

HJDEN 88E8

It 88E8

DRTA 8BEB

TF2B

TF39

TF2D

7F46

7F21

7F19

7EEB

7F1E

7EDe

BBEfl

7F28

7EDE

7E98

7F07

TEDS

TEFE

7E54

7E6D

TE58

7EA5

TEW

7EF0

7E38

7E77

TEC2

TEBT

7E8F

7E69

TEED

7E66

TF18

TERT

7E88

1R19

TABLE OF SPECIAL COOES

DEFB

DEFB

DEFB

DEFB

END

83H

1BH

7CH

TFH

TERA

. EOT

i ESC

, VERT BAR

.DEL

,WITE ENTRY PT ADDR

RSX

RSUR

RSRD

IWRT

RS232

SCB
NFLT

STATUS

NL

CTRL

CTRL1H

TSTEW

D5PC

SIN

MBIT

sour

SEND

S9CCR

TSTCT

CTR

START

EC-PD

ETX

RCV

BEAK

CLRLIN

TESTINm
GiTCRS

gfjcp

FfURRT

HONOR

TERN

BKIC

CSRPOS 4828

no w-
«> 8826

09? 8833
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in the middleof typing in a com-

mand. Also. I prefer to type my

sign-on message before com-

munication is established and

then just press ENTER when

the system is ready to commu-

nicate. If the receive function is

active while communication is

being established, noise in the

ing system, this delay is neces-

sary on the initial transmission.

After the first transmission no

delay between characters is

needed; however, it simplifies

the logic to leave the delay in. I

experimented and found that

taking the delay out does not

noticeably improve operation.

0t

the delay time between charac-

ters. T-BUG is convenient to

use.

Now What?

Now that you can use your

TRS-80 as an intelligent ter-

minal, what do you do now? To

answer that question, you must

fli

check job status, review the

output from a run and request

output to be printed or

canceled. All this is available

from an ASCII terminal. If your

terminal has the APL character

set. even more power and fun

are at your disposal.

For those who are interested



INTERFACE

Debounce your fingers and listen to the results.

Listen To Your Keyboard

Allan J. Domuret
7825 Willowcrest Way
Fair Oaks CA 95628

Radio Shack is marketing a

software debounce pro-

gram to cure unintended multi-

ple-character generation from

the keyboard. For those of you

who are unfamiliar with the

problem, keyboard bounce is

caused by the mechanical

opening and closing of key-

board switches, which results

in multiple-character outputs

to the computer. The bounce

problem can be severe if the

keyboard contacts become dir-

ty or if you have nervous

fingers. Debounce can be over-

come with either software or

hardware, but Radio Shack

neglected both, with one excep-

tion that will be addressed in

the following paragraphs. Ra-

dio Shack's software fix is

already on the market. If you

haven't already purchased it,

here is my version, free. Just

load it in with the Radio Shack

Editor/Assembler.

In fact, I believe my de-

bounce program is superior to

Radio Shack's because mine

includes generation of key-

board audio feedback so that

you can hear every keystroke,

accidental multiple keystrokes

and missed keystrokes, with

only some minor, and optional,

modifications to your cassette

recorder. The audio feedback

supplements the debounce
software by contributing to the

reduction of typing errors.

As an added bonus, some
cassette recorder modifica-

tions, which will allow for

DEBNC audio feedback and

also improve the performance

of your recorder, are included.

The DEBNC program sends

keyboard audio signals to the

cassette recorder without ac-

tivating the cassette operating

relay with every keystroke. This

design prevents beating the re-

lay to death while typing and it

also keeps DEBNC from in-

terfering with CLOAD and

CSAVE functions. However,

you have to manually turn on

your recorder in order to hear

the audio feedback. This pro-

vides a built-in safety feature,

which should prevent acciden-

tal erasure of tapes left in the

recorder.

Keyboard Bounce: Its Causes

and Cures

As was mentioned above,

keyboard bounce is caused by

the mechanical opening and

closing of keyboard switch con-

tacts. Fig. 1 explains what ac-

tually happens every time a key

is pressed. In the TRS-80, all

eight data lines are held at logi-

cal zero while ROM software

scans the keyboard for a key-

stroke. When you press a key, a

BOUNCE PULSES

logical one is output to the ap-

propriate data line, which is

then detected and decoded by

ROM software. (The details of

how ROM scans and decodes

the keyboard are beyond the

scope of this article, but for

those who are interested I rec-

ommend an excellent book by

Titus, Rony, Larsen and Titus

called 8080/8085 Software De-

sign, published by Howard W.

Sams & Co., 1978. As a relative

newcomer to the field of micro-

computers and machine-lan-

guage programming, I found

this book extremely informa-

tive and easy to read, even

though it is oriented to the 8080/

8085 CPUs. Keyboard scanning

and debounce routines are

covered in chapter 7.)

Fig. 1 shows the generation

of a series of random pulses

when a keyboard switch is ini-

tially closed. As the key is held

down for a few milliseconds,

the pulsations even out as the

switch contacts settle down

against each other.

When the key is released,

another series of random
pulses is generated as the

switch contacts separate. As a

result of this switch bounce, a

collection of logical ones is

sent to the data lines, and,

depending on the severity of

the bounce, ROM sometimes

interprets these bounce pulses

as multiple keystrokes rather

than only one keystroke, hence,

J ULAJ U JU II LOGIC

Fig. 1. Leading and trailing

pulses when a key is pressed. Fig. 2. Continuous output.

the multiple-character prob-

lem. Ideally, if we could send a

single pulse to ROM as shown

in Fig. 2, a single keystroke

would be properly decoded by

ROM and the multiple-charac-

ter generation problem would

be eliminated.

An inspection of the TRS-80

keyboard switches will help

clarify the cause of keyboard

bounce. Gently pry up the

space bar at its center (the

space bar is easier to get at

than the other keys) with a

plastic lever such as a thin

comb. Don't use a metal prier,

such as a screwdriver, or you

will nick the plastic. Now,

watch the exposed metal-

switch contacts while you

press down the square key

holder. It should be fairly ob-

vious from observing the action

of these contacts that there is

some inherent spring or bounce

in them. Since the space bar is

loose, leave it off because later

we'll see how to clean all the

keyboard contacts.

In order to eliminate the

bounce problem, it is neces-

sary to smooth out the leading

and trailing pulses as il-

lustrated in Fig. 1 to obtain a

reasonably continuous output

as shown in Fig. 2. Hardware

can be employed to filter these

pulses into a smooth output

pulse, such as an alternating

current rectifier circuit. But the

focus here is on software, so

we won't be getting into hard-

ware design.

The leading and trailing

pulses rarely last longer than a

few milliseconds, so if ROM
can be convinced to ignore the
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first and last few milliseconds

of keyboard output it could

direct its processing efforts on

the center or flat part of the

keyboard output pulse. The

solution, then, is to tell ROM to

ignore the first and last ten

milliseconds or so of keyboard

output, thereby solving the

bounce problem. This is what

DEBNC does.

TRS-80 Debounce Software

The program is a computer-

typed output from the TRS-80

Editor/Assembler (typed by an

IBM Selectric rather than a dot-

matrix printer, hence, it is more

readable). The first column is

memory location for a 16K sys-

tem. Note that the program

resides in upper memory. For

32K or 48K systems, the ORG
(ORiGinate) instruction on the

top line should be adjusted to

BFBCH (BFBC hex, which cor-

responds to 49084 decimal) or

FFBCH (FFBC hex, which cor-

responds to 65468 decimal).

For the accompanying 16K pro-

gram, the 7FBCH originate ad-

dress corresponds to 32700

decimal. These decimal origi-

nate addresses correspond to

MEMORY SIZE? as requested

by ROM when the computer is

powered up; keep them handy.

Column two is hexadecimal

machine language, which is

automatically generated by the

TRS-80 Editor/Assembler. Col-

umn three represents line

numbers to ease programming

and editing. Column four is the

label field used to simplify ad-

dressing and branching in the

program. Columns five and six

are the familiar Z-80 mnemon-

ics. Note that the labels in col-

umn four correspond to ad-

dresses referenced in column

six. For instance, subroutine

DELAY in column four cor-

responds to memory location

7FE0 hex and is referenced by

the instruction CALL DELAY at

memory location 7FCD hex.

Programming with the

TRS-80 Editor/Assembler only

requires typing in the informa-

tion in columns four through

six. The assembler automati-

cally generates the line

numbers and computes the in-

formation in columns three and

four during assembly.

Debounce Relay

DEBNC keeps an eye on the

keyboard, which, in its quies-

cent (idle) state, outputs a con-

tinuous stream of logical zeros

on all data lines. If the instruc-

tions at lines 140 through 160

detect only zeros from the key-

board, scanning the keyboard

continues until something

more interesting is detected.

When a key is pressed, a logical

one is put onto one of the data

lines and lines 140 through 160

immediately recognize this

different-from-zero output.

Before the CPU is allowed to

process this nonzero keyboard

output, the debounce software

introduces a short time delay of

a few milliseconds to allow the

keyboard switch bounce to set-

tle down. It is during this short

delay period that the program

generates an audio tone and

sends it to the cassette output

port. After all, why not let the

computer do something useful

while it is killing time?

If you study the program

closely, you will note that no

time delay is provided to com-

pensate for keyboard bounce

upon key release. The reason is

that ROM already contains a

short delay to do this. (Those of

you who have a monitor such

as the Small System Software

RSM-1S can see the ROM CALL
for this key-release time delay

at memory location 044F hex.

The actual delay is a sub-

routine at memory location

0060 hex.)

I don't know why Radio

Shack designers went only

half-way by providing for de-

bounce upon key release and

not upon initial key press. At

any rate, this is the exception I

mentioned above in the in-

troductory paragraphs.

As for the audio output, the

DEBNC DELAY subroutine sim-

ply calls up the save-memory-

to-cassette software in ROM
and outputs a series of pulses

to the cassette port. The pulses

consist of alternating sync

pulses used in all cassette

recordings, interspersed with

logic ones (FF hex in lines 390

and 410). These pulses are sent

out to the cassette as if the

computer intended to record

7FBC 00100 ORG 7FBCH |

7FBC 213640 00110 DEBNC LD HL,4036H
7FBF 010138 00120 LD BC,3801H
7FC2 1600 00130 LD D,00H
7FC4 0A 00140 CKKEY LD A f (BC)

7FC5 A7 00150 AND A
7FC6 2809 00160 JR Z , ZERO

7FC8 5F 00170 LD E,A
7FC9 7E 00180 LD A, (HL)

7FCA BB 00190 CP E
7FCB 2803 00200 JR Z , INAGN
7FCD CDE07F 00210 CALL DELAY
7FD0 0A 00220 INAGN LD A, (BC)

7FD1 5F 00230 ZERO LD E,A
7FD2 AE 00240 XOR (HL)

7FD3 73 00250 LD (HL),E
7FD4 A3 00260 INCSCN AND E
7FD5 C2FA0 3 00270 JP NZ.0 3FAH
7FD8 14 00280 INC D
7FD9 2C 00290 INC L
7FDA CB01 00300 RLC C
7FDC F2C47F 00310 JP P,CKKEY
7FDF C9 00320 RET
7FE0 3E00 00330 DELAY LD A,0
7FE2 32E437 00340 LD (37E4H),A
7FE5 E5 00350 PUSH HL
7FE6 2100FF 00360 LD HL,0FF0OH
7FE9 CD2102 00370 CALL 0221H
7FEC El 00380 POP HL
7FED 3EFF 00390 LD A, 0FFH
7FEF CD6402 00400 CALL 0264H
7FF2 3EFF 00410 LD A,0FFH
7FF4 CD6402 00420 CALL 0264H
7FF7 CDF801 00430 CALL 01F8H
7FFA C9 00440 RET
4016 00450 ORG 4016H
4016 BC7F 00460 DEFW DEBNC
0000 00470 END
00000 TOTAL ERRORS

INCSCN 7FD4
DELAY 7FE0
INAGN 7FD0
ZERO 7FD1
CKKEY 7FC4
DEBNC 7FBC

DEBNC program symbolic list.

them.

One concern in developing

the program, however, was to

keep the recorder in a normally

off condition to prevent ac-

cidental tape erasures, while

still preventing the computer

from turning on the cassette-

controlling relay every time it

output a tone in response to

each keyboard keystroke. This

is accomplished by modifying

the ROM CSAVE subroutine in

DEBNC lines 340 through 380.

The cassette relay-turn-on

override takes place in line 360:

To turn on the motor for record-

ing, ROM software would nor-

mally "LD HL.FF04H," but in-

stead we simply "LD HL,-

FF00H" to prevent the cassette

from being turned on while still

allowing the audio output go tc

the cassette port.

Without this feature, the

ROM software, if it had its own

way, would turn on the cassette

every time a keystroke was out-

put to the cassette port, and by

now most TRS-80 owners are

aware that such abuse of the

cassette-control relay would

send the relay to an early grave.

Now, how do we get the cas-

sette recorder to cooperate and

give us the audio output from

software? There are several op-

tions.

The easiest way to get the

audio out of the cassette is to

connect a small 3.2 Ohm speak-

er to a miniature phone jack

and plug it into the EAR output

jack on the side of the recorder

(see the cassette recorder

modifications section for an

alternative, and preferred,

method). Next, It is necessary

to get manual control of the

cassette recorder by either pull-
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ing the Remote plug from the

side of the recorder or install-

ing an override switch of the

type described by Frank B.

Rowlett, Jr., in Microcom-

puting, January 1979, p. 54 (for

an alternative method, see the

recorder mod section).

With the recorder now en-

abled, raise the tape cover by

pressing the EJECT lever on the

recorder. Then in the upper-left

corner of the tape cavity you

will find an "erase protect"

lever that protrudes when you

attempt to depress the RE-

CORD lever. Hold this erase-

protect lever in while simulta-

neously depressing the RE-

CORD and PLAY levers as you

would in preparing a recording.

Manually holding in this erase-

protect lever enables the red

RECORD lever to be depressed.

This activates the cassette

amplifier and allows the audio

from the computer to enter the

amplifier via the cassette Aux

Input.

By now you probably have

noticed one glitch. This pro-

cedure keeps the cassette

motor running continuously

while DEBNC is used in this

mode. If you spend hours typ-

ing a BASIC program into the

computer using DEBNC with its

audio feature, your cassette

motor will run for these same

hours. You have several op-

tions:

1. Let the motor run. It has a

long life and you really won't

hurt it.

2. Install a motor turn-off

switch to deactivate the motor

without defeating the cassette

amplifier. This, too, is covered

in the recorder mod section.

3. Ignore the audio output.

The debounce program will still

use the audio output subrou-

tine to generate the necessary

debounce time delay, but you

just won't hear it and it won't

hurt anything.

4. Feed the audio tone to a

separate amplifier.

Notice the built-in safety

feature of this design. There is

no way to activate the cassette

recorder with DEBNC and ac-

cidentally erase a valuable

cassette tape. Of course, it is

possible to leave a tape in the

recorder to enable activation of

the Record/Play levers, but the

danger of doing this, I believe,

is low. By now, most computer-

ists have developed good tape-

handling practices so as to

avoid such accidents.

Perhaps it would be worth-

while to mention the purpose of

lines 170 through 200 in

DEBNC. Without these pro-

gram steps, the TRS-80 key-

board would output what would

sound like a continuous audio

output for as long as a key re-

mains depressed. The reason is

that as a key is held down,

keyboard scanning continues

and an audio tone would be out-

put on every scan cycle for as

long as the key is held down.

Steps 170 through 200 deter-

mine if the keyboard output is

the same as it was in the last

scan cycle. If so, it skips the

tone-generating delay. If a

keyboard output that is dif-

ferent than the last scan output

is detected, then the delay is

permitted. This technique still

preserves the debounce fea-

ture.

Lines 450 and 460 in DEBNC
are used to gain control of the

keyboard scan routine. In nor-

mal operation, the keyboard

memory scan routine vector is

stored in memory locations

4016H and 401 7H. When ROM
wants to scan the keyboard, it

calls the contents of memory

locations 4016H and 401 7H and

finds the ROM scan routine at

memory location 03E3H. To

gain control of the keyboard

scan routine, it is necessary to

change the contents of 4016H

and 401 7H so that the jump will

be to DEBNC at memory
7FBCH instead of to 03E3H.

This is what lines 450 and 460 in

DEBNC do.

If for some reason it be-

comes necessary to RESET the

computer while DEBNC is

ALL RESISTANCE VALUES
IN OhMS. K' IOOO

ALL CAPACITANCE VALUES
IN »F EXCEPT "pF"
pF • ppf

SPECIFICATIONS AND
SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM
ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE
WITHOUT NO'ILI

REMOTE JACK
CONNECT TO

TONE SWITCH

Fig. 3. CTR-41 cassette recorder schematic.
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working, ROM will regain con-

trol of the Keyboard scan and

DEBNC will be defeated. If this

happens it will be necessary to

reload DEBNC. This should be

no problem because DEBNC
only takes a few seconds to

load.

It might occur to you as it did

to me to POKE the DEBNC start

address Into 4016H and 401 7H.

It won't work. Any attempt to

change the keyboard scan vec-

tor located in 4016H and 401 7H

while ROM is busy scanning

will crash the system. This will

require turning the computer

off and back on to reset

everything.

Loading and Operating

Debounce

Upon RESET or initial ap-

plication of power, enter the ap-

propriate MEMORY SIZE when

so requested by the computer.

Use the addresses as provided

above in the TRS-80 Debounce

Software section. As an exam-

ple, for a 16K system, DEBNC
should originate at memory
7FBCH, which corresponds to

MEMORY SIZE 32700 decimal

(enter the decimal figure into

the computer, not the hex

number).

Next, the usual System code

is entered, followed by the file

name, DEBNC, to start loading.

After the tape loads, hit the

BREAK key and DEBNC is

ready. Note that this is a depar-

ture from typical system tape-

loading procedures. No slash (/)

key or ENTER key should be

pressed because the modified

keyboard vector which has

been loaded into 4016H and

4017H automatically ad-

dresses DEBNC.

Finally, set up the cassette

recorder as described in pre-

ceding paragraphs if audio

feedback is desired. Personal-

ly, I find the audio feedback in-

dispensable because it elimi-

nates many typing errors.

Cleaning Keyboard Contacts

While you are sitting there

with your space bar still hang-

ing out, use your plastic comb
or whatever and pop off all the

other key caps to expose the

key contacts. Now spray all the

key contacts with tuner

cleaner, rubbing alcohol or

something similar.

Three cautions should be ob-

served in this cleaning process.

First, don't use a cleaner that

could mar or otherwise damage
your plastic keyboard. Perform

a chemical reaction test using

the cleaner on the bottom of

your keyboard where possible

melting or damage won't show.

Second, don't use cotton

swabs to dab liquid cleaner on

the contacts. The cotton may

leave small threads on the con-

tacts which could interfere with

normal operation of the con-

tacts. And third, don't put any

unguents on the contacts, such

as Vaseline, which is an in-

sulator, not a conductor, and

will only serve to latch onto

dust, cigarette smoke particles

and so on to the extent that the

contacts will become inopera-

tive, either wholly or partly.

Of course, if your TRS-80 is

new, this cleaning procedure

should not be necessary, but if

your keyboard has been setting

on the table uncovered for

months, the cleaning will not

hurt. As a final protection, keep

your keyboard covered when

not in use.

The debounce software

should solve most of your

bounce problems, and proper

care and cleaning of the key-

board key contacts will also

help, even without the de-

bounce software. Maybe in the

near future some hardware ex-

pert will tell us non-hardware

types how to debounce the

TRS-80 without electronics.

Anyone out there up to the

challenge?

TRS-80 Cassette

Recorder Modifications

A schematic of the Radio

Shack CTR-41 cassette record-

er, extracted from the owner's

manual, is provided in Fig. 3.

Four modifications are recom-

mended, and three of them are,

in my opinion, indispensable

even without the use of De-

bounce software. These mods

have been suggested in various

forms by other hobbyists, most

of them requiring some kind of

external controlling box.

Refer to both the schematic

and the accompanying printed

AUDIO MOD
CONNECT RESISTOR
ACROSS X ANO Y

GROUND LOOP fix

CUT TRACE AND
INSTALL JUMPER

MOTOR MOO
CONNECT JUMPERS
FROM 2 TO 2' ANO
FROM S TO S'.

CUT TRACES RUNNING
TO POINTS 2 ANO 3.

Fig. 4. CRT-41 printer circuit board.

circuit board sketch (Fig. 4)

when making the mods.

1. Audio Modification. Con-

nect a resistor (I used a 47 Ohm)

across the top speaker wire and

the top EAR connector (J2) as

shown in both figures. Different

size resistors will provide dif-

ferent volume levels. Experi-

ment to find a suitable volume

level. Fig. 4 shows where to

connect this resistor on the

printed circuit board.

In addition to allowing use of

DEBNC audio, this resistor will

also allow you to hear both

CSAVE and CLOAD audio with-

out external boxes or without

the necessity of pulling plugs

on the side of the recorder.

With this mod, you will have no

more recording surprises as a

consequence of not hearing

what was going into or out of

the recorder. If desired, a

switch can be installed in

series with this resistor to

defeat it.

2. Separate Motor Control. A
switch in series with the motor

as shown in the schematic will

permit shutting off the motor

when only the cassette ampli-

fier is desired for DEBNC audio.

This is not shown in Fig. 4

because I have not installed

such a switch.

3. Computer/Manual Cas-

sette Control. In Fig. 3, locate

the tone control, S3. Isolating

this switch from the circuit

without disturbing R28 and C21

leaves the tone circuitry in the

"high" mode as it should be for

computer use. When properly

wired, this switch can be used

to get manual control of the

recorder without external mods

and without pulling out the

Remote jack.

See Fig. 4 for instructions as

to where to cut leads on the

board to isolate the tone con-

trol switch. Now run two wires

from the switch to the two con-

nectors on the Remote jack as

shown in both Figs. 3 and 4.

4. Ground Loop Mod. As long

as your recorder is disassem-

bled, this is a good time to do

another indispensable mod.

The stock Radio Shack CTR-41

recorder is notorious for gen-

erating hum via ground loops

when used with the TRS-80. The

fix is to cut the board trace and

run a jumper wire as shown in

Fig. 4. This fix will greatly

reduce hum on computer-

generated tapes and will

also reduce loading problems.

There are other methods for

curing the ground loop prob-

lem, but this one keeps the mod
inside the recorder where it

belongs, out of sight.

It is my understanding that

newer TRS-80 recorders have

some of these mods installed,

especially the ground loop fix,

so it may be necessary to only

perform mods one and two to

isolate the cassette motor

while using DEBNC with audio.

You are on your own to deter-

mine your own needs.
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NOT SATISFIED? GENERAL LEDGER INEFFICIENT?

The author of ours (a public accountant) tried three and was not pleased. He wrote

his own and is now using it in his business.

The program does not use bulk sorts, is fast, provides an audit trail, has 100 + ac-

counts, has 3800 t check or general journal entries per year, prints monthly journal,

prints statement ol condition, prints profit and loss, prints trial balance including a

listing of all entries for the year by account I (month & year posted, check or voucher

#, amount, and specifically where each entry is posted to disk) and can print up to 5

departments' profit and loss statements.

A detailed manual is provided. 32K w/2 disks and printer required. Cost of the pro-

gram is $175.00.

For sample printouts and more information send your name and address
plus $1.00 lor handling and postage to:

^82 Sturdivant &. Dunn, Inc., box 277 . conway, n h . 03818

• F(ast) F(ourier) T(ransform)
• Digital Filter Simulation
• Linear and Exponential Curve Fit

• Disk or Cassette Data & Results Files

• Interactive Graphics

Having this set of interactive programs In

your hands is a learning experience in digital

signal processing

Learn by doing Documentation includes

multiple examples Balance yourcheckbook
with a digital filter (can you believe it?). Plot

daily stock market values and their comput-

ed trend lines Find the frequency response
of a digital filter Illustrate Nyquist sampling

theorem Perform spectral analysis on any

waveform (FFT).

This sophisticated software, written by a

professor and consultant in the digital pro-

cessing field for use in teaching and
research, is written in basic for ease of user

understanding and modification Runs m
a minimum 16K cassette system having

expanded capabilities when used with disk

and printer systems

FFT-80 DISK $30.00

FFT-80 CASSETTE $25.00

A^LTA 3667 Montilvo Way

Santa Barbara. CA 93105

^SYSTEMS/ Tel (805) 682-1270

QUALITY TRS-80 SOFTWARE

KEYWORD Indexing System

\ wrlo cii fniiium, lh.il «ill creak .1 1I.11.1 ilk on tlii. build an

inckx >! all nCCanvnCCI ol "kc>x»iink" in ih. Uxl "i iIk iI.ii.i flic

and .illuw iilqiiirk^ or KSrcka Inlo in. ilk u.liij) the mil. wil

kowuriK. Iht sxsicm kalurvu

•ikxlhk rv.urd kiiyiliN »lih liiviilkiii polnia-

• , I. km. n oi mm kowonts in mi Index h> m>Iuii

•"and" "or" "mil" li>||k (or inqulrk>

•inkria.v ior u-<t wrllkn liiguirk-

KJEYWORO INDEX 2*cUKDOSque* SJ9.95

SORTS for HOME and BUSINESS

So OMprtH Mr should he nllhoul a RTMiiaag hi m >ori

pro||fani The Ni.rlh.asl MlCMMM i" imnioo sort |> 1 ijr.nn. are

written in k-«cl II KVSIC and hate ih. iollowinu kalurvt.

•Sort M I'll \11rM Ml-kk ,1.11.1

•Sort on up 10 S iklck •jniiillaiiMHi-lv

•In ....iiiliiii; or d.-..ndlinl xqiKiKi

•Su|>|Mnl« kli. ikku or U|K I O
•Support. M* di-k and prlnkr I I) (SORT lll>»

•SupporK HCV I rouliiK%

•lacrcdk'SOKT lllli.nl.

I

SDK I II loklAtcllllnmcmorts4irl $I9.9S
SOW lit) i.'klMI.MiniKini^xHi $29.95

FOR ilir SERIOUS CAMILIR
HACUACK SIAtUTOk, Uhm tm hi >imulak tmtt&njvt
lhoUNand% of hand- of III and analt/e Ihe re-ulh on U|X in l.oJ

BASIC. $19.95

Manuals for all planum .i-allahk ior SI.IMI m.
Iprkv iklliKllhk on purchase oi pro)|ranil

TRS-80 is a registered trademark of TANDY CORP "

(
cI^heaSt(^ICROWAR£)

BOX 6153, ^74

SYRACUSE, N.Y. 13217

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS SOFTWARE
ANNOUNCES

TWO NEW BUSINESS PROGRAMS FOR THE SMALL BUSINESSMAN
BY

JEROME S. 0STERY0UNG. PH.D.
RENOWNED BUSINESS EDUCATOR AND AUTHOR OF 5 BUSINESS TEXTS

FR0F0RMA CASH-FLOW STATEMENT* *LEASE-PURCHASE DECISION*
FORECASTS CASH NEEDS AND LIQUIDITY EVALUATES LEASE WS PURCHASE DECISION

FOR UP TO 12 PERIODS INCORPORATES LATEST TAX IMPLICATIONS
EXTENSIVE DOCUMENTATION WITH EACH PROGRAM

CASSETTE OR DISK
WRITE FOR BROCHURE

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS SOFTWARE
P.O. BOX 10673. ST. PETERSBURG. FL. 33733

(813)844-4347
**«***xxxx*x*x*xxx**x*****x********* **********
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WE MEAN BUSINESS!

BUSINESS SOFTWARE. THAT IS

USE YOUR

FOR MORE TRS-80

THAN FUN AND GAMES

THE DATA DUBBER $49.95
Duplicates any program tape to TRS-80 quality Recon

stmcts date pulse* to ensure a< curate CLOADs Permits

easy loading of even poor quality commercial tapes with

out constant volume ad)usling. Money-back guarantee if

nol satisfied

THE ELECTRIC SECRETARY S 75.00
A powerful word processor lo turn your TRS 80 into an

automatic typewriter Features page numbennq movable
margins headers variable page length, and title centering

Lnter text revise, correct, and output to printer page for

malted |ustified. even hyphenated as required Cross-

coupling files permrts .ndrvtduaMy addressed form letters

Complete with upper lower case conversion information

on diskette Specify if RS23? add(>tei is installed in

interface

rVVAILROOM PLUS $75.00
A versatile and powerful mailing program to pnnt labels

by sequential coding- tip city state cuslomei ID code
even last name Sorts by any code in minutes and stores

sequentially m a single string (appro* 1500 records per

diskette) Includes AUTOPRIffT Supplied on diskette

MJNIMAJL S 50.00
A compact version of MAILRCXW PI (IS but without

rustomrr coding Features alpha lookahead lor duph
cates Supplied on diskette

FORMLET $35.00
Generates form letters from MIMIrHAIL records. Prepare

yxjur letter bulletin notK e advertisement, eli then load
the MINIMAIl tiles Your printer wll omit the inside

address, letter and repeat lor each name in Ihe file -all

property spaced and justified Supplied On cassette

AUTOBOOT $ 1 5.00
Simplifies automata IvASK, program loading Irom your

DOS Pel mils sequeiKing through your choice ol DOS
commands selects files and memory sue you specify and
loads or runs selected program Allows user to see direc

lory and free space before proqram runs automatically

Supplied on assette

SIR ECHO $10.00
A handy proqram to make your pnrttei work like an

electric typewriter Use alone or merge with your programs
to make what appears on the screen echo to the pnnter

Supplied on < assette

TELEFON $20.00
s\ake your TRS-80 a smart terminal CommunB att- with

time-share and other computers bulletin boards, etc

Transfer programs over the phone For disk systems with

modem

UPPER/ LOWER CASE CONVERSION $20.00
Repnnt of KIL OBAOD article explaining how to modifythe

TRS80 to display both upper and ewer case characters Kit

contains stepby step instructions parts and necessary soft

ware cm cassette for case reversal echo and automatic line

feed routines.

User group discounts available

Dealer inquiries invited

'TRS 80 >s a Iraoemarn ol the Tandy Ccp

TERMS Check money or-

der Visa Mastercharge
Washington residents add
5 3S tor ta>

THE PERIPHERAL PEOPLE

PO.Box524,Dep't.M

Mercer Island, WA 98040
" ^43 (206)232-4505
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MATH

Do not fear, Joffe is here!

Calculus demystified on your computer.

Oh No! Calculus

Allan S. Joffe W3KBM
1005 Twining Road
Dresher PA 19025

Sooner or later the desire to

peel yet another layer from

your own personal "I wish I

knew" file leads you down

strange paths. If you are worried

lest the word "calculus" should

send you looking for the latest

version of Lunar Lander, be

reassured; this little trip will be

thoroughly humanized and de-

buzzed.

The one element of calculus

to be tackled is the use of the

concept of integration . . . more

specifically, how such use can

lead to some logical determin-

ation of the area bounded by or

under a curve. The curve might

be any symmetrical or assym-

metric open or closed curve

such as a circle, a triangle or

what we normally think of as a

"square wave."

Finding the Area of a Circle

Integration as used here may

be defined as a "process of

summation." A simple example

will make the basic process

readily apparent. Suppose we

possess a drawing compass

and a ruler. We can draw a circle

of a given diameter, say three

inches. Assuming that we are

not armed with the formula for

calculating the area of this cir-

cle but possess the ability to

calculate the area of a triangle,

we can proceed as follows.

We can break the circle up

into a series of triangles whose

sides are all equal to the radius

of the circle. If the bases of all

the triangles are equal, the

areas of all the triangles will be

equal. The area of one of the

triangles multiplied by the num-

ber of triangles created will then

approximate the area of the cir-

Fig. 1.

cle. Fig. 1 demonstrates the

idea. The smaller the base of the

triangles, the closer we get to in-

tegrating the true area of the cir-

cle.

Restated, integration is the

process of calculating an area

by dividing it into a large number

of small parts of equal area and

then summing the total value of

those many small divisions.

Another concept of integra-

tion might be described as me-

chanical integration. Suppose

we add a weighing device such

as a fairly sensitive balance to

our compass and ruler. Let us

take a square of cardboard and

cut a 4 x 4 inch piece. We then

weigh our 16 square inch piece

of cardboard. Now draw the

same 3-inch diameter circle on

the cardboard and cut the circle

out. Weigh the cutout circle and

compare its weight to the uncut

weight of the cardboard.

You can see that it is a simple

matter to determine the area of

the cutout circle to the original

weight of the uncut cardboard

by taking the ratio of the

weights of the pieces. We have

mechanically "integrated" the

area of the circle in this simple

fashion, and though the men of

mathematical mystique may not

agree, we have performed a

function of calculus.

Integrator

There does exist a "simple"

electrical equivalent of the in-

tegration variety, and being im-

mune to Murphy's law, strangely

enough it is called an integrator.

Fig. 2 is a schematic of the cir-

cuit in general terms.

The thrust of our intent is to

examine with the computer

what a "perfect" integrator will

do to a specific waveform that

we will apply to it. For simplicity

the selected waveform is a

square wave that may have any

ratio of on to off time that you

wish as long as it does not

J>

Fig. 2.
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outrage the laws of nature.

We make certain basic as-

sumptions: First, the input

waveform is an ideal waveform;

second, our integrator is a

perfect one that is not overload-

ed or even verbally abused.

Fig. 3 shows our classic

square wave with some annota-

tion. The positive flat top is con-

sidered to be the on part of the

wave and the negative (flat bot-

tom?) is considered to be the oft

part of the wave. For ease of pro-

gramming and explanation, con-

sider that the start of the wave-

form is at percent and the end

point of the waveform is at 100

percent. Thus from start to fin-

ish it is easy to divide the X, or

horizontal, axis into 100 equal

parts. The Y, or vertical, axis can

be considered unity as it serves

no purpose to assign a specific

amplitude to the Y axis. The fin-

ished program should calculate

certain values that depend on

the percent of on to off times

and translate these values into

graphics information for the

TRS-80 so the output of the in-

tegrator will be graphically dis-

played on the monitor.

We use our integrating tech-

nique carried over from finding

the area of a circle. The X axis is

divided into 100 equal divisions,

by which we create 100 little

segments of area bounded by

the waveform curve. Because

we are working with a square

wave, we automatically assume

that the amplitude, or height, of

every point on the waveform is

uniform.

Thus, with segments having

equal heights and equal bases,

every segment is equal in area.

We use this information to plot

points for our graphics in the

following manner. For simplici-

ty, we can assign the area of

each little segment, the value of

unity.

Graphics Points

The first graphics point value

is the area of the first segment.

The next graphics point is the

sum of the areas of segments

one and two. The third graphics

data point is the sum of seg-

ments one, two and three.

Tnis summing process to

form each successive data point

is continued until the point on

Fig. 3.

the X axis is reached where the

on time ends and the off time

gets into the act. When we reach

this point of the waveform, the

next graphics data point is the

maximum-developed summing

value for the on time minus the

value of the area of the next seg-

ment. The next data point is the

on maximum minus the sum of

the first and second segments

into the off time area of the

square wave.

This process is continued un-

til the entire 100 segments of the

square wave have been integrat-

ed. The transition in the process

is made necessary by the

change in sign of the square

wave about its axis. The on time

is assumed to be positive and

the off time is assumed to be

negative.

We now have enough data to

form a program that will accept

your designated on time of the

square wave to the integrator

and plot out the resultant wave-

form. As usual, since the origin

of curves drawn on the TRS-80

screen is in the upper left-hand

corner where X=0 and Y = 0,

there is the usual problem of

scaling and scale factoring to

make the resultant graphics

take on the same relative posi-

tion as we would see them if we

were using an oscilloscope.

Two rather different ap-

proaches to generating a pro-

gram to fill the needs are of-

fered. The prime reason is to

show how programs embracing

quite different philosophies can

attain a basically identical

result. Playing with these two

versions will offer you a possibly

finer insight into handling any

graphics problems that your

computer has been handing

you.

The Programs

Lines 10 to 110 in Program A

set the graphics to show the

square wave that you have

selected to run through the in-

tegrator. Lines 125 to 210 set the

graphics points for the resultant

integrated wave. If you want to

show both the input square

wave and the resultant inte-

grated waveform on the screen

together (as in the photos)

eliminate line 118. Line 220 is a

"holding" loop that prevents the

finished graphics from being in-

terrupted by the usual READY,

which pops up when a program

has run.

When the program is entered

and RUN, you are asked to enter

the on time of the desired

square wave (i.e., 10 would mean

10 percent on time). The resul-

tant square wave, which would

be one with 10 percent on time

and, naturally enough, 90 per-

cent off time is shown. After the

timing loop in line115timesout,

the screen is cleared and the

integrated waveform appears.

The photographs show the

results of the program for on

times of 20, 50 and 90 percent.

When the photographs were

taken, line 118 was eliminated

so that both the input waveform

and the integrated waveform

would be shown together on the

monitor. The inclusion or exclu-

sion of line 118 is a matter of

personal choice.

You ham photographers in

the group may have seen dis-

plays on the usual TRS-80

monitor and casually wondered

why the images here seem so

10 CLS
20 REM "O" = % ON TIME OF POSITIVE PORTION OF INPUT SQUARE WAVE
30 INPUT "PERCENT ON TIME";0

40 UP = O-01
SO X1 = UP-120

60 FORX = OTOX1
70 SET (X.4)

80 NEXTX
90 FORX = X1 TO 120

100 SET (X.44)

110 NEXTX
115 FOR T = 1 TO 1000: NEXT T

118 CLS
120 REM SETTING INTEGRATED WAVEFORMS
125 Y = 4

130 FOR X = X1 TO STEP - (X1/40)

140 SET (X.Y)

150 Y = Y + 1 |

160 NEXTX
170 X»X1
180 FOR Y = 4 TO 44

190 SET (X.Y)

200 X = X + (1/40)-(120-X1)

210 NEXT Y j

220 GOTO 220

Program A.

5 CLS
10 INPUT "POSITIVE ON TIME" ;PSTV

15 REM SETTING THE INPUT WAVEFORM
,

20 FOR J =0 TO PSTV

30 SET (J,Y) : NEXT J

40 FOR J a 100 TO PSTV STEP -1

50 SET (J,40) -.NEXT J

60 FORT = 1 TO 350: NEXT T

70 CLS
75 REM SETTING INTEGRATED WAVEFORM
80 FOR X = PSTV TO STEP - 1

90 Y = Y + (30/PSTV)

100 SET(X.Y) :NEXT X
110 FOR X 100 TO PSTV STEP -1

120 Y = Y -(30/(101 -PSTV))

130 SET (X.Y) :NEXT X
140 GOTO 140

Program B.
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sharp. At the time of the picture

taking, the Radio Shack monitor

had died and I had resorted to

my ATV monitor, which is as

sharp as the proverbial tack.

Score a plus for being a ham and

a computer buff . . . it's a nifty

combination.

The next series of comments
applies to Program B. Line 10

gives you an instructional head-

ing and allows you to input a

desired value for the variable

PSTV, which is the on time of the

input square wave.

Lines 20 through 50 set the

Waveform results. (Photos by Ira Joffe)
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graphics points to have the

square wave flat tops appear on

the screen. It may be worth

pointing out that in line 30 no

specific quantity is attached to

the Y dimension. The computer

picks up this fact and assigns

the value of ZERO, which is the

value we want for the positive

flat top of the square wave at the

top left of the screen.

In line 50 we have put in a

value of 40 (j,40) to set the

negative side of the square wave

and, since we want it to occupy

the proper position, use the

STEP-1 instruction to set it

where it must go. Line 60 is the

usual timing loop to keep the

first graphics on the screen long

enough to get a good visual im-

pression. Eliminating line 70 will

show both input and integrated

waveforms on the screen to-

gether.

Lines 80 to 100 handle the set-

ting of the points for graphics of

the integrated waveform relat-

ing to the positive portion of the

square wave. Notice that ini-

tially Y is ZERO and that each

trip through this loop incre-

ments Y by the scaling factors

set up in line 90.

The next loop in lines 110 to

130 handles the setting and

scaling for the negative portion

of the integrated waveform.

Notice that the value of Y in line

120 is set by the last value from

the first loop. This value is then

decremented by the scaling fac-

tors in line 120.

The factor of 30 in the Y lines

controls how "small" an on time

will be accepted by the program.

For instance, if the 30 is

changed to 40, then the program

will not accept an on time of less

than six percent. With the factor

remaining at 30, the program

will accept on time as low as 1.3

percent, which is perfectly ac-

ceptable as it really pushes the

resolution limit of the TRS-80

graphics.

In line 120, the factor 101 in

the expression controls how
large a value of on time will be

accepted. Reducing this factor

below 101 is not acceptable as

101 is the factor needed to ac-

cept an on time of 100 percent.

Line 140 is a holding loop to

keep the display whole when the

program has run.

Since we are not using the full

X axis capability (which is 127).

you can actually enter an on

time up to this limit, and the

graphics will show just that—an

on time of 127 units, which is

meaningless.

If you wish to avoid this condi-

tion you may insert a line as

follows: IF PSTV>100 PRINT

"MAX ON TIME LIMIT IS 100":

GOTO 10, which will take care of

this matter nicely. This could be

inserted as line 12 in Program B.

For a keener insight into what

numbers the scaling factors are

producing, you can experimen-

tally insert two lines:

99 PRINT Y;

125 PRINT Y;

This will allow you to see how
the value of Y is first incre-

mented and then decremented

to produce the graphics plotting

points.

At this point you can see why
the square wave is such a fav-

orable waveform for this initial

flight into integration. With its

constant amplitude, the suc-

ceeding areas are all uniform

and lend themselves to a simple

expression for the successive

additions as we go from integra-

tion point to integration point.

Conclusion

This simple exposition is

another example of the versatili-

ty of your machine. Since the

computer only does what you

tell it to, its invitation is clear to

expand your own horizons by

acquiring new knowledge and

then letting it help you imple-

ment that knowledge in a much
more pleasant fashion than the

old-fashioned Graphite Char-

acter Generator ever could.

You don't have to be a math

buff to understand or enjoy cer-

tain concepts of geometry,

trigonometry or calculus. How-

ever, coming across the right

book helps. Way back in 1904,

William Granville and Percy

Smith authored a calculus

volume that you can actually un-

derstand. Later on, books of this

type became rather sophisticat-

ed, making calculus the proper-

ty of the student. If you can find

a used copy of this book, it may

just make calculus almost as

much fun as kissing your wife

... or your computer!



OLIVETTI

ET221

MODEL II

u-
(215) 665-1112

-It
For the Radio Shack TRS-BO with Optional Letter-Quality Output.

DATAMASTER-THE FLEXIBLE DATA BASE

MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (DBMS)

Designed for use by the professional or small businessman

who is not a programmer

Add, Delete, Search & Sort Random Data Files on disk

Complex reporting features for reprinted forms

User specified screen formating for data input

Reformat and add data fields to existing records

Field to field scrolling (up and down)

COMPLETELY SELF CONTAINED

Provided with complete operating

system and utilities

Non-technical staff can operate

immediately

Self prompting video screen

Hand holding backup and file utilities

Power failure recovery of lost data

ttlLAOIRtWIX DATAAASTER VER. 2.0 - NAM IWU

&ACK- BACKUP DISKETTE
CASE- CASE CONTROL
CBAT- CONVERT DATA (1.4-2.0)
COIB- CONINE TIM DATA FILES
COPY- COPY FILE
DOT- ENTER/CHAMGE DATA
DIR - DISK DIRECTORY
HEP- DEFINE REPORT

Custom packages can easily be adapted I.E., Mailing Lists,

Payroll, Inventory, A/P, A'R, General Ledger, Medical & Dental

Billings, Legal & Professional Cost Accounting.

HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS

48K TRS-BO MOD I or MOD II (Datamaster available 4/80)

2 Disk Drives (35, 40. or 77Trk)

Parallel or Serial Printers (Optional)

Lower Case Modification (Optional)

PRICE ONLY $500.00 (Special Introductory offer $299.00) INCLUDES:

2 Program diskettes

1 Sample data diskette

(Inventory and mailing list

examples)

Looseleaf binder manual

($25.00 alone- applicable

toward purchase)

Dealer inquiries invited

END -

FORM

KILL
PREP

RCVR

REFH
RSEL

SORT

END PROCRAfi

ENTER/CHANGE FORMAT

KILL FILE

PRINT REPORT
RECOVER INFORMATION
REF9WAT DATA FILE

SELECT RECORDS
SORT DATA FILE

THE PROGRAMMER'OEM APPLICATION TOOL

Complete custom applications in hours -not days

Skeleton module for Data Base Access

COMPLETE TRS-80 COMPUTER SYSTEMS AVAILABLE

Large selection of printers, featuring the new Olivetti ET221

4 Pitch Electronic Typewriter

TRS-80 MOD I & MOD II

^22 microtnonix
Shownoonns:313 Walnut Street • Philadelphia, PA 131CDG

Mcrotomi Pnce Match Pokey: We vril match any curren(y advertised price providing the item is in stock Shipping handing Software $250 initial charge 5 50 each addiDonal item Add $2.00 tor Air Service in
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Move it to a useful location

in memory with minimal changes.

UTILITY

Get T-BUG High

Irwin Rappaport
24 Hemlock Hill Road
Upper Saddle River NJ 07458

T-BUGging with the TRS-80

is a fascinating exploration

into the secret world of machine

codes. With some previous

knowledge of machine-lan-

guage programming and the

Z-80 (or the willingness to ac-

quire this knowledge by doing

some outside reading), you can

expose some of the mystery and

magic for what it really is . .

.

good, solid computer tech-

nology, of course!

But fascination can turn to

frustration after the initial ad-

venture. If you try to load in a

BASIC program after loading

T-BUG, then go back to the

"bug" so you can satisfy your

curiosity as to what the BASIC
looks like, you will see . . .

whoops ... no more T-BUG!
Loading in reverse order, with

T-BUG going in last, results in

the destruction of all but maybe
a line or two of the BASIC.

T-BUG is there, but with nothing

to look at.

For some reason which es-

capes me, the Radio Shack

people designed T-BUG to load

into low area memory, just a

few short bytes away from

where everything else loads in

as well. In the Level II machine,

BASIC loads in at 42E9h (h

signifies hex notation) while

T-BUG begins at 4380h. Obvi-

ously, the two are incompatible

except for 150 or so bytes. And
T-BUG is useless for looking at

or using along with the Editor-

assembler program also, tor

very similar reasons.

Now those are merely frus-

trations for the mostly curious.

The BUG'S nest at 4380h can

become a true annoyance when
things start to become more se-

rious, like when a machine-lan-

guage program is to be used

along with a BASIC program.

Not only is program develop-

ment hindered and debugging

virtually impossible (even for

the patient people of the world),

but program loading and run-

ning can become more difficult,

particularly if you would like to

check registers, for example, or

want to make revisions from

time to time.

Block Transferring

There is no doubt that T-BUG

must go elsewhere. With all

those empty kilobytes in my
16K RAM and with that great

memory-protect feature of Lev-

el II, why not bury it deep in high

memory where it will be out of

the way but still be able to func-

tion perfectly well?

So the project became "off-

to-high-memory-with-T-BUG."

Well, doing a block transfer is

certainly no great trick, but you

soon discover that there are

many "intra-T-BUG" addresses

in the program. It jumps and

calls to the tune of 191 ad-

dresses, actually. Block trans-

ferring without making the nec-

essary 191 internal changes is

analogous to renumbering a

BASIC program's lines but not

making the respective changes

in all the GOSUBs and GOTOs.

Having neither the patience

to manually disassemble the

thing (since my less-than-ex-

tensive knowledge of Z-80 code

required looking up everything

in the book) nor having patience

or ability to write a disassem-

bler, I looked to the one thing I

did know— the excellent Level

II BASIC.

First, I selected the entrance

point of 7380h for the home of

T-BUGI. That location offers at

least three advantages: (1) plen-

ty of working space for BASIC

program applications in the

12K available from 42E9h to

7380h, (2) plenty of room be-

yond T-BUG HI for any machine-

code routines I may want to call

from BASIC and (3) more sim-

plicity in creating the move pro-

cedure from 4380h to 7380h.

With the location decided

upon, I used a direct block

transfer to put T-BUG at its new
position. Next, I wrote a PEEK/

POKE routine in BASIC (see

Fig. 1) to change all 43h through

49h values to the new 73h

through 79h values starting at

memory location 7380h (29568

decimal).

The program will execute

fairly quickly, but the print

statements will help to assure

that something is happening.

At the end, there should be a to-

tal of 213 locations POKEd—
191 that we want and 22 that

will have to be changed back

again. The start PEEKing point

is T-BUG HI decimal address of

29568.

Well, all of that worked fine,

but T-BUG HI didn't, because

some of those 43h-49h values

were not high-order portions of

addresses at all. How about

that! . . . some were even a part

of machine-code instructions.

And naturally, those innocent,

non-high order address bytes

had to be restored to their orig-

inal values. I used some PEEK/

POKE trickery here, too, by

making the preceding byte the

action determinator, but still

didn't get them all. I had to find

the last two or three by pure de-

buggery and all the usual un-

orthodox methods.

Procedure

But the result of all this labor

10 INPUT "START PEEKING WHERE"; P
15 FOR L-1 TO 1200

20 A = PEEK(P)

30 IF A<67 OR A>73 THEN 75

36 REM NOTE THAT VALUES ARE IN DECIMAL
40 A = A + 48

50 P0KEP.A
60 K = K + 1:PRINT "JUST POKED LOCATION";P;"WITH VALUE";A
65 PRINT "SO FAR HAVE POKED":K;"LOCATIONS AND STILL PEEKING"
70 P = P+1
75 NEXTL
80 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT "POKING AND PEEKING DONE. TOTAL OF";K;"LOCATIONS POKED'

Fig. 1. PEEK/POKE program to change 43h-49h to 73h-79h.
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Hex address Code Remarks

5000 21 LDHL.NN
5001 60 Loads HL registers with the

5002 43 source of material to transfer

5003 11 LD DE.NN
5004 8C Loads DE registers with the

5005 73 destination of the transfer

5006 01 LD BC.NN
5007 BO Loads BC registers with number

5008 04 of bytes (in hex) to transfer

5009 ED LDI Operation to do the

500A AO transfer and decrement counter BC
500B EA JPPE.NN
500C 09 Jumps to NN (5009) if Parity

500O 50 flag set (BC not zero)

500E OC Non-op. end

5O0F CD Back to T-BUG

5010 6C when transfer is completed

5011 43 (same as setting breakpoint)

Fig. 3. Corrections to restore values.

is that T-BUG HI does exactly

everything that the original

T-BUG does and operates in

precisely the same way, with

the big difference that the en-

trance point after loading is

29568 (decimal) instead of 1 7280

(decimal).

At this location it does not in-

terfere with any program or

technique that I would have oc-

casion to use.

To get your T-BUG high, you

can make all the 191 changes

manually, but I would suggest

the following method:

(1) Load T-BUG as usual.

(2) Enter the block transfer rou-

tine (see Fig. 2) using T-BUG,

starting at 5000h.

(3) Execute the transfer pro-

gram with #J5000 from T-BUG.

Hex Altar Must be Hax After Must be

address PEEK/ changed address PEEK' changed

POKE to POKE to

7381 73 43 7676 77 47

7389 73 43 76A6 77 47

73E6 76 46 76B4 77 47

73FD 77 47 76DB 77 47

74 E9 74 44 76E1 73 43

74EF 73 43 771A 73 43

74F8 76 46 772C 73 43

74FE 75 45 7734 75 45

750A 73 43 773A 76 46

758C 77 47 7743 77 47

75AD 77 47 7776 77 47

Fig- 2. Block transfer routine.

(4) Take a look at 7380h to see

that the transfer went well, then

reset to return to Level II BASIC.

(5) Enter a PEEK/POKE BASIC
program, such as Fig. 1, to

change all 43h-49h to 73h-79h,

respectively. Start at 7380h

(29568 decimal) and go for 1200

bytes (that's a few extra for

good measure) and remember

to use decimal when working in

Level II BASIC and hex when

using T-BUG.

(6) Run the PEEK/POKE pro-

gram and then reload the regu-

lar T-BUG.

(7) Now refer to the chart (Fig.

3) so that you can use regular

T-BUG (which I call T-BUG LO)

to correct new T-BUG HI.

(8) Use #M to address and cor-

rect each of the 22 locations in-

dicated.

(9) T-BUG HI should now be op-

erational. Try #J7380. You
should be in T-BUG HI, with all

rights and privileges.

(10) Jump back to T-BUG LO
and use it to save the HI on a

fresh tape.B

micro squared

DOUBLE HEADED
DUAL DISC DRIVES
TRS-80 USERS — SAVE $800.00!!

On line capacity of 140 tracks

transfer rate of 125K bytes/sec.

Up to 358.4K byte capacity

Offers TRS-80 users the capacity of 4 drives costing nearly $2000.00

$1195.00
Shipped ready-to-run. Price includes everything—chassis, power supply, cable and 2 drives.

Just unpack and plug in. Does not require any modification to TRS-80 or TRS-80 DOS.
Also available for S-100 systems. Single or double density. 140 tracks. Up to 875K byte capacity.

transfer rate of up to 250K bytes/sec.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY "TRS-d0 is a registered trademark of TANDY CORP.

CaHf. residents add 6% —tea tax. All orders add $5.00 delivery costs. Matter Crto/Vlsa/BofA
*^ 35

Suite SB, 7131 Owensmouth Avenue, Canoga Park, CA 91303 (213) 883-1993
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UTILITY

A step-by-step procedure for converting

your Radio Shack Editor/Assembler from tape to disk.

EDTASM on Disk

Robert Butler

Wayne Butler

25 Magford St.

Marblehead MA 01945

We recently purchased a

mini-disk drive system for

our TRS-80 and found it to be

much faster and more efficient

than the tape system. However,

this meant converting our pro-

grams from tape to disk.

Most of the tape programs

were not any problem to con-

vert, but for a time the Editor/As-

sembler (E/A) program, which

we purchased from Radio

Shack, had us stumped. Finally,

my son solved It. This procedure

is not intended to pirate the E/A

program of Radio Shack, but

rather to make the program

more convenient to the user.

The problem was that the

memory used for the E/A pro-

gram overlapped the memory
used for the disk operating sys-

tem (DOS).

The solution was to enter the

E/A program, move it to a clear

section of memory and add a

program to move it back to the

original memory locations.

Enter both onto the disk. When
the program is retrieved from

the disk, the added program will

put it In its proper memory loca-

tion and start it automatically.

Of course, this will cause a loss

of part of TRSDOS.

Steps to Implement Solution

1. Turn on the computer with

DOS. The display will look like

this:

DOS READY

2. Enter DEGUG.
3. Press BREAK key.

4. Type D6580. This will dis-

play the location where you

want to put the program, which

will move the E/A program to a

clear memory location.

5. Type M6580 (SPACE). This

6580 00100 ORG 6580H
1A19 00110 BASIC2 EOU 1A19H

6580 210043 00120 LD HL.4300H ;SOURCE ADDRESS
6583 11B065 00130 LD DE.65B0H :DEST. ADDRESS
6586 01401A 00140 LD BC.1A40H ;PROQRAM LENGTH
6589 EDB0 00150 LDIR ;MOVE THE PROGRAM
658B C3191A 00160 JP BASIC2 iRETURNS TO A READY
0000 00170 END
00000 TOTAL ERRORS

BASIC2 1A19

Program A.

7FF0 00100 ORG 7FF0H

468A 00110 EDTASM EOU 468AH START ADDRESS PROGRAM
7FF0 21B065 00120 LD HL.65B0H SOURCE ADDRESS
7FF3 110043 00130 LD DE.4300H DEST. ADDRESS
7FF6 01401A 00140 LD BC.1A40H LENGTH OF PROGRAM
7FF9 EDB0 00150 LDIR MOVE THE PROGRM
7FFB C38A46 00160 JP EDTASM GOTO THE PROGRAM
0000 00170 END
00000 TOTAL ERRORS

EDTASM 468A

Program B.

will allow you to change the con-

tents of this and the next mem-
ory locations.

6. Type in Program A, which is

the machine-language program

to move the E/A program to a

new location.

7. To get out of DEBUG, type

G402D.

8. Then type DEBUG (OFF) to

turn off DEBUG.
9. Enter BAS1C2. Use Level II

rather than disk BASIC so that

the clock interrupt will not inter-

fere with loading E/A tape.

10. Type SYSTEM (ENTER).

11. Type EDTASM (ENTER).

This will load the E/A program

Into memory from tape.

12. When the program has

been successfully loaded, type

/25984. This activates the mov-

ing program to move the E/A pro-

gram into the other section of

memory. This works very fast.

13. Press the RESET button at

left rear of computer. This puts

you into the disk operating sys-

tem without erasing any of the

memory you have just set up.

14. Enter DEBUG again.

15. Display 7FF0 by typing

D7FF0 (ENTER).

16. Now type in Program B.

This adds to the E/A program an

additional program that will

move it back to the original loca-

tion so that it will work properly.

17. Type G402D to return to

DOS from DEBUG again.

18. Type DEBUG (OFF) to turn

off DEBUG.
19. Type TAPEDISK. This has

a dump routine that will dump to

the disk starting locations under

7000 hex, unlike the dump rou-

tine in DOS, which will not.

20. After getting a "?" type in
-

F EDTASM/CMDfl 6580 7FFF 7FF0

(ENTER)

This will put everything between

memory locations 65B0 and

7FFF onto the disk and give a

starting address of 7FF0.

21. When you get a "?" again,

type E (ENTER) to exit the TAPE-

DISK program.

22. Now the E/A program is on

the disk with a name of EDTASM
and may be recalled by using

that name as with any other pro-

gram on the disk.
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UP TO 25% OFF*™*
OTRS-80 Complete System
ncludes. CPU/ Keyboard, Power Supply,

Video Monitor. Cassette Recorder, Manual,
and Game Cassette.

£> Line Printer

QMini Disk System
OC-10 Cassettes
fcl Verbatim Diskettes

YOUR OWN TRS-80 SYSTEM AT TREMENDOUS SAVINGS
DISK DRIVES IN STOCK!

» m

ITEM
REG
PRICE

OUR
PRICE

MINI DISK DRIVES NOW $385
Over S100 less than Radio Shack's!

Level II— 4k S619.00 $575.70

Level II— 16k S849.00 $789.60

Expansion Interface

Mini Disk Drlv.

S299.00

$ 496 00

S278.10

$ 385 00

Centronics 730 Printer S 995 00 $ 85000
Centronics 101 Printer $1595 00 $1400 00
Anadex DP-8000 Printer S 895 00 $ 99500
Memory Kit -(l6K)i"ti . S 149 00 $ 98.00

Verbatim Diskettes •• S 5 95 $ 495
3 $ 1789 S 1200
10 $ 59 00 t 37 00

C- 10 Cassettes 5 S 495 S 450 t

25 J 24 75 S '8 75

Paper |9' i « 1 1 tantold

3500 sheets) $ 3500 S 29 95

There are new developments every day-oALt write or call for the latest information.

Centronics 779 $995.00

Same as Line Printer 1 (Tractor)

^/7^ /7T\ .

v/^/i3)dJdt
777 Henderson Boulevard N-6 ffl-~,
Folcroft Industrial Park l^e^M
Folcroft PA 19032 *
(215)461-5300

" 31 ™
TRS—80 MODEL II

• 64K RAM
• V2 MEG DISK

$ $3626.00

ADDITIONAL DISK DRIVE (1ST) S 1069 50
TOLL FREE

ADDITIONAL DISK DRIVE (2ND * 3RD) S 558 00 1-(800) 345-8102 Orders only!

FOREIGN and DOMESTIC DISTRIBUTORSHIPS AVAILABLE

: rTiiiii ii i i iiMiiximii i inininr

From The
Engineering Group
At GSIC!

CASSETTE
REMINDER
INTERFACE

NOW YOU CAN
REWIND. FAST-
FORWARD, OR

INCREMENT TOUR
TAPES EVEN WHEN NOT

DOING A 'CLOAD', 'CSAVE'
OR 'SYSTEM' COMMAND.

END THOSE CASSETTE
TAPE HANDLING BLUES'

ONLY .. *14.95

li PAY ALL MPTOC M rWDLUC CHARGES.

FEATURES: Adapts instantly to

present system, precision toggle and

momentary push-button switches,

durable painted aluminum cabinet,

high quality micro-plug and jack,

non-slip rubber feet, does not

interfere with normal system

operation, compact design

complements your system.

SEND OCDX OR IOCY ORDER TO', »-» 93

GRANITE STATE
INSTRUMENT COMPANY
Box 318A
Nashua, NH 03061

(i TRADEMARK OF TANDY CORPORATION)

THETR
BLUE

Do your TRS 80'S limitations hit a sour note? Our full line of

business-oriented software can change that tune.

They're easy to use, modularly designed, and superiorly

documented, giving you versatility and sophistication of a higher

scale, at a price you'll sing about.

So write us. and we'll send you the score.

SMALL BUSINESS SYSTEMS GROUP
GROTON STREET, DUNSTABLE, MA. 01827 (617) 649-9595 ^18

* TRS-80 Is a registered trade mark ot Radio Shack, a division of Tandy Corp.
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UTILITY

Analyze your cassette and adjust it with this

neat utility program: Eliminate CLOAD Problems,

TTape

Dennis Stevens

10895 Kemah Lane
San Diego CA 92131

Are you having difficulty

reading tapes into your

TRS-80? Are you uncertain

whether the fault lies with the

cassette recorder or the com-

puter, or whether the tape errors

occur when you are writing onto

tape or reading from tape? Is the

recorder head dirty or misalign-

ed? Maybe the tape speed is

wrong.

TTAPE will not always provide

direct answers to these ques-

tions, but it will almost instantly

feed back an evaluation of a

cassette adjustment. The real-

time display of the error rate and

the type of errors (e.g., dropped

bits) being fed from tape to the

CPU will usually tie down the

trouble spot.

Present Methods

In contrast, presently used

methods suffer from the inabili-

ty to detect low error rates, or

they are not diagnostic of deter-

iorating cassette conditions, or

they are clumsy and time-con-

suming.

One hardware approach to

solving cassette problems in-

volves playing an AM radio posi-

tioned over the TRS-80 label on

the right of the keyboard while

loading data from cassette to

the computer. When the cas-

sette volume is too high, the

radio emits a steady, high-

pitched noise. (It turns out that

this noise corresponds to read-

ing a string of hexadecimal FFs

into the computer. If the cas-

sette data happens to be a

string of hex FFs, the radio

method will not work.) At lower

cassette volume settings, you

hear a lower pitched, random

noise, which corresponds to

good code entering the com-

puter.

In between these conditions

are narrow transition regions

where random errors are enter-

ing the computer. If, for some

reason, you are entering a few

percent bad data (or even very

high error rates if the bad data is

random in nature), this loading

condition will go unnoticed by

the radio method, and yet your

program will almost certainly

fail.

A similar but less diagnostic

tool is an ac voltmeter connect-

ed in parallel with the cassette

output. This allows setting the

cassette volume to a predeter-

Listing 1. TTAPE. 4F33C847 66366 BIT 8.A iTEST BIT 8 1

4F35CA3C€ 88378 JP llbub; ;JUHPONBIT 8 LON

€38 86C0 88388 LD B.8CDH

ifM 66168 ORG 4F88H 4F3A18FE 88398 DJNZ 1 iOELAY 1.5 HSEC HHEN BYTE IS ODD

ff» ff BBlieHTTAPE MM R 4FX CD484F 88488 LBL182 CALL HEXDSP iPUSHPC

4FW C012W2 8012& Mi 212K .TURN ON CASSETTE 8881 88418 DEFS 1 .RESERVE A ONE BYTE SPACE

€84 3EAA 08138 LBL160 LD A.8AAH 4F48E1 88428 HEXDSP POP HL ;HL POINTS TO RESERVED BYTE

4FB6CD6482 68148 cm 264H .HR1TE ONE BYTE ONTO TAPE 4F4177 88438 LD (HL),A iBYTE IS AT RESERVED ADDRESS

4FB9C384€ W1j6 jp LBL188 iENDBY RESET €42 6682 8W46 LD B.2

4FC 21883C sua (mm LD NL3C88H €44 ff 88458 KXDP1 XOR ft

4F9F 222848 88178 LD (4828H),HL .HOME THE CURSOR 4F45ED6F UMCA RLD .UNPACK ONE NIBBLE

€12 E5 88188 PUSH M. 4F47C638 88476 Ft* A.38H iHEX TO ASCII

€13 A5 88198 XOR A €49FE3A 88488 CP 3AH

4F14CD1282 88288 Mi 212H ; TURN ON THE CASSETTE 4f4BFA5e€ 88498 JP n,KXDP2 > JUT ON DIGIT BETWEEN 8 1 9

4F1? CD3562 88218 LBU81 CPU. 235H .READ ONE BYTE FROH TRPE 4F4EC687 FDD A.7 iADO ON DIGIT BETHEL* A » F

4F1R 68 88228 EX Rf.fif' iSftVE BYTE IN A' 4F58CD3388 88518 HXDP2 CALL 33H .DISPLAY AT CURSOR

4flBEl 88238 POP HL .RETRIEVE PREVIOUS CURSOR ADDRESS €53 18EF 88528 DJNZ HXDP1

€1£ 7D 88248 LD A.L 4F55C317€ 88538 JP LBL181 , HFC NEXT BYTE

€1D FEFC 88258 CP 8FCH 4FK 88548 END RnAPE

4F1F C22E€ 88268 JP HZ- SKIP ;JUNP 0NLO8FCH 88888 TOTAL ERRORS

€22 7C 88278 LD AH HXDP2 4F58

€23 FE3F 88288 CP 3FH WUn. €44

4F25C22E€ 88298 JP NZ.SKIP .JUHP0NHLO3FFCH ICXDSP €48

€28 660) 88388 LD B.8CDH LBU82 €3C

4F2A18FE 88318 MB 1 .DELAY 3.3 HSEC ON HL-3FFCH 9XIP €2E

€2C 18FE 88328 DJNZ f IBU81 €17

4F2£ 2A2648 88338 SKIP LD HL (4828H) ;SAVE PRESENT CURSOR ADDRESS tTTWE €8C

4FHE5 88348 PUSH HL ifiuee €M
4F32 88 -88358 EX Af.ff' .RETRIEVE BYTE READ FROH TAPE MTTAPE €88
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mined "acceptable" level.

Another hardware method

presently in use consists of us-

ing an automatic level control

on the cassette output. This is

essentially an automatic ver-

sion of the above voltmeter

method and is an excellent

means for compensating for the

different volumes at which

tapes from different sources in-

variably are recorded. But this

method will not diagnose an in-

correct tape speed or a

misaligned head. Nor is it

diagnostic of anything, in reali-

ty.

Radio Shack has provided

some firmware to help load from

tape correctly. Machine-lan-

guage tapes can be loaded in

the monitor mode. If a loading

error occurs, it will almost al-

ways be caught as a checksum

error revealed by a C in the upper

right-hand corner of the monitor

screen. This is very valuable and

works very well—as long as

there are no errors.

If you get a checksum error

and you suspect that the

cassette volume setting is too

low, for example, then after

adjusting the cassette volume,

it is necessary to repeat the

loading procedure from the

beginning. The checksum in-

dicator cannot be made to ap-

pear and disappear as the cas-

sette is adjusted. Repeating the

loading procedure for each cas-

sette adjustment can be very

time-consuming, which renders

this method impractical for use

as a diagnostic tool.

The checksum is glaringly ab-

sent from the loading procedure

in the BASIC mode. Level II has

a CLOAD? command, which es-

sentially eliminates the writing

of undetected errors onto tape.

However, this command pro-

vides very little help in detecting

loading errors unless a correct

copy of the code already resides

in memory.

(twO
1

TUIW ON CASSETTE

Wlllll ONE
BYTE OF 0*»M
ONTO TAPE

C'
ttw

)

TURN ON CASSETTE

DELAY J S«S£C

is rrTE »EAO
,

>»OM TAPE 000
i

YES

DELAY 15 -SEC

CONVERT HEX
TO 41CM

CURSOR ADDRESS

TE IT RESET

Fig. 1. TTAPE flowchart.

Listing 3. Expanded TTAPE.

s £ 2

s s

CD w

I 1
£ At

s

* 2 I £

islililisSsJlsiltiSsti

$ ! * sic sis

S S*

Q *

3 1 *

§ isis is

V V i

9 »

s is * 3
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4E76 54 83888 DEFH 'THENPttS

4E71 48 4E72 45 4E73 4f 4E74 28 4E75 58 4E76 52

AM FEED

4E7J S3 83884 DEFK 'sr
«7R 26 4E7B57 83886 .LINE FEED

4E7C 54 83288 DEFH TO READ T'

4E7D 4f 4E7E 28 4E7F 5. 4E88 45 4E81 41 4E82 44

LIC FEED

4E85 48 83284 DEFH 'HE TEST T'

4EB6 45 4EB7 28 4E88 54 4E89 45 4E8A53 4E8B 54

.LINE FEED

4E8£ 41 83288 DEFH •ftPL FIRS'

4E8F 58 4E98 45 4E91 2C 4E92 28 4E93 46 4E94 49

LIME FEED

4E97 54 83212 DEFH 'T HRXE-

4E98 28 4E99 28 4E9A X 4E9B 28 4E9C 40 4E9D 41

llBE FEED

4EA8 28 83216 DEFH ' THERECO'

4EW 54 4ER2 48 4EH3 4* 4EA4 28 4EH5 52 4EA6 45

.Lit FEED

4EA9 52 83228 DEFN RDERREFD'

4EAA44 4EAB45 4EAC 5. 4EAD 28 4EAE 52 4EAF 45

LINE FEED

4EB2 59 83224 DEFN 'V, THEN-

4EB3 2C 4EB4 28 4EB5 5< 4EB6 48 4EB7 45 4EB8 4E

4EB9 28 83488 DEFN PRESS R'

4EBR28 4EB6 28 iEBC 5C 4EBD 52 4EBE 45 4EBF 53

83588 .REIMK FOR LINE FEED

«G 54 83688 DEFN TO RE-ENT

4EC4 4F 4EC5 28 4EC6 52 4EC7 45 4EC8 2D 4EC9 45

LINE FEED

4ECC 45 83684 DEFH ER TTflPE

4ECD 52 4ECE 28 4ECF V 4ED8 54 4ED1 41 4ED2 58

•LINEFEED

4ED5 46 83688 DEFN 'FROH BASl'

4ED6 52 4ED7 4F 4ED8 4t 4ED9 28 4EDR42 4ED6 41

LIC FEED

CUE 43 83612 DEFN 'C 11, ENTE'

4EDF 28 4EE8 49 4EE1 4! 4EE2 2C 4EE3 45 4EE4 4E

.LUC FEED

4EE7 52 83616 DEFN R SVSTEH
'

4EE8 28 4EE9 53 4EEA 59 4EEB 53 4EEC 54 4EED 45

LINE FEED

4EF8 41 83628 DEFH AND THEN

4EF1 4E 4EF2 44 4EF3 a 4EF4 54 4EF5 48 4EF6 45

LIE FEED

4EF9 45 83624 DEFH ENTFJ '

4EFA4E 4EFB 54 4EFC 45 4EFD 52 63626 .L

4EFE 2F 83888 DEFH V19946 AF-

4EFF 31 4F88 39 4F81 3S 4F82 34 4F83 36 4F84 28

.LIC FEED

4F87 54 83884 DEFH "TER THE 5'

4F88 45 4F89 52 4F8A 2C 4F8B 54 4F8C 48 4F8D 45

iLOE FEED

4F18 59 63888 DEFN YHBOLS *•>'

4fll 40 4F12 42 4F13 4F 4F14 4C 4F15 53 4F16 28

LINEFEED

4F19E1 84888 LETTER POP A HL POINTS TO 1ST CHARACTER

4F1H 8685 84188 LD B.5

4F1C COC940 84288 cal DSPLV .DISPLAV 1ST LINE

4F1F 6622 84388 LD B.22H

4F21 CD0440 84488 caL SPACE .34 SPACES

4F24 8610 84588 ID B.1HH

4F26 CDC940 84688 CAL DSPLV .2ND LINE

4F29 8612 84788 LD B.12H

4F2B C0D44D MflBB cm SPACE -18 SPACES

4F2E 8612 84988 LD B.12H

4F38 CTX940 85888 CAL DSPLV .3RD

4F33 8658 85188 LD &58H

4F35C00440 85288 cal SPACE .88 SPACES

4F38 864C 85388 LD B.4CM

4F3ACDC940 85488 CHI DSPLV ,4TH,5TH 4 6TH

4F9 8668 85588 LD B.66H

4F3F CD0440 85688 CAL SPACE .184 SPACE

4F42 864? 85788 LD B,47H

4F44 CDC94D 85888 CAL DSPLV . 7TK, 8TH i 9TH

4F47 8672 05900 LD B.72H

4F49 CDD440 CAL SPACE .114 SPACES

4F4C 8638 86188 ID B.39H

4F€ C0O4D 86288 CAL DSPLV .18TH t 11TH

4F51 868R 86388 LD B* 9n\

4F53 CD0440 OfiOQ CAL SPACE .18 SPACES

4F56 8616 86588 LD B.1SH

4F58 CDC94D 06600 CAL DSPLV 12TH

4F5BCW988 86788 LBL112 CAL 49H .HfilT FOR KEYSTROKE INPUT

4FXFE52 •GhM CP 5» >1S 11 ARK?
4F6eaei4F 86988 JP LRTTAPE .JP ON R

4F63FE57 67888 CP 57H . IS IT ft NT?

4F65C25B4f 87188 JP NLLBU13 JP ON NEITHER R NOR U

4E77 45

4E83 28

4E8C 26

4E95 52

4E9E 48

4EA7 43

4EB8 41

4EC8 53

4ECA4E

4ED3 45

4EDC53

4EE5 54

4EEE 40

4EF7 4E

FEED

4F85 41

4F8E 28

4F17 2fl

4E78 53

4E84 54

4E8D54

4E96 53

4E9F 45

4EA8 4F

4EB1 44

83226 .LINE FEED

4EC1 28 4EC2 52

4EC8 54

4ED4 26

4EDD49

4EE6 45

4EEF 28

4EF8 26

4F66 46

4F8F 53

4F18 3F

83882

83282

83286

83218

63214

83218

83222

83682

83686

83618

63614

8361c,

83fe:

63882

83886

83816

Method of Approach

The program TTAPE is not in-

tended to detect errors in actual

code being loaded from any

tape in general. Instead, it reads

and displays test data written

on a tape specifically for test

purposes. The program starts

with a very short section that

writes a string of hex AAs onto

the tape. This string of test data

is terminated manually by push-

ing the reset button.

The rest of the program reads

the test data (see the flowchart

in Fig. 1). After each byte of test

data is read from the tape, the

cursor position is tested. If the

cursor is at address 3FFF hex,

then a 3.3 ms delay will be in-

curred. At this cursor address, a

scrolling of the display is immi-

nent. This will cause a delay that

will drop a bit from the first byte

read after the scroll. I found by

trial and error that an additional

3.3 ms delay dropped enough

additional bits to regain the hex

AA data sequence.

Next, the byte is tested to

determine whether it is odd or

even. If it is odd, then a delay of

1 .5 ms will be incurred. If one bit

has been dropped during load-

ing, then the data will appear to

consist of a string of hex 55s.

The 1 .5 ms delay causes the loss

of an additional bit, which con-

verts the string back to hex AAs.

The byte is then converted to

ASCII and displayed at the cur-

sor. The procedure is then

repeated until interrupted by the

reset.

10 DATA 175, 205,18.2,62,170,205,100,2,195

4,79,33.0,60,34,32,64,229.175.205,18,2,

205,53.2.8.225.125.254.252

20 DATA 194,46,79,124,254.63,194,

46.79,6.205.16,254,16,254,42,32.

64.229,8.203,7 1 ,202.60,79.6.205. 1 6,254

30 DATA 205,64,79,0,225.119,6,2,175.237.

111,198.48,254,58.250.80,79,198,7.205.

51.0,16,239,196,23.79

40, POKE 16553.255

50 FOR X = TO 67 : HEAD BYTE
60 POKE 20224 + X.BYTE : NEXT
70 END

Listing 2. BASIC program to

POKE TTAPE into memory.

(Note that each of the three

data statements requires an

intermediate line feed. Use
the enter key only at the end

of the statement.)
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TRS - 80
The Electric Pencil® is one-half of the most powerful word processor ever written for

the TRS-80! The other half is NOW available. Its name is SPECIAL DELIVERY and it

can be described with one word:

"FANTASTIC"
MAILFORM - Create MAILFILE: A complete name & address list entry/editor program written in

machine language. Instant search on any field, complete cursor control, just FILL IN THE
FORM!!!

MAILWRITER - Print letters written with the ELECTRIC PENCIL inserting information from a MAILFILE
into the letter for personalizing and addressing. True typist auality using your fine

printer. Features: Indents, underscore, end of page stop, unlimited insertion from
address list, address envelopes, and MORE!!

SORT - In memory sort on an entire address list using any field as the key.

LABEL - Prints labels from MAILFILE.

CONVERT - Make MAILFILE from RS mail list.

SPECIAL DELIVERY (DISK) 99.95
Electric Pencil (Disk) 150.00

SOFTWARE, ETC.
1839 CHAMBERLAIN DRIVE
CARROLLTON, TX 75007 „«
"TRS-*) Is a registered trademark of TANDY CORP."

Phone orders (MC VISA COD) (214) 357-8357
or write for brochure of our complete line of fine software!

PUTYOUR TRS-80
TO WORK I

SET TYPE!
SAVE the TIME and EXPENSE of having

copy re-keyboarded. You compose text for

books, publications, catalogs, price lists, di-

rectories, reports, etc We convert it to high-

quality phototypesetting!

FAST SERVICE. BIG SAVINGS.
Five user- specified type faces and fourteen

sizes on line Change faces or sizes within a

line. Line lengths to seven and one-half

inches. Set type flush to the left or right,

centered, or justified. Automatic insertion of

space or leaders. Special characters. More.

SIMPLE COMMANDS.
TRS-80* with lower case modification and
The Electric Pencil** are required. Text files

may be transmitted via telephone with op-

tional disk drive and modem for even faster

turnaround time.

Our Manual For Microcomputer Type-
setting, which includes instructions, ex-

amples and type specimens is S50.00. Ship-

ped within 24 hours. Return within 1 days

for full refund if not satisfied VISA and
MASTER CHARGE accepted give card num-
ber and expiration date.

BROWN GRAPHIC PRESS
2488 Summit Street. Columbus. Ohio 43202

614/262-3491 *^94

Taut for this ad was composed on a TRS-80'
TRS-80 ii t trademark o( we Tandy Corp

"THE ElHCTRIC »fNCIl is i trademark of Micnael Viravet
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Entering and Using TTAPE

The program is loaded into

the computer from tape by

entering SYSTEM and then

entering TTAPE after the cas-

sette is made ready and is put in

the play mode. If you can't load

TTAPE from tape, try loading it

from T-BUG using the hex listing

(Listing 1). If you can't even load

T-BUG from tape, you will have

to POKE the decimal code in

from BASIC. Now you can see

that TTAPE's brevity (88 bytes)

adds to its utility. A brief BASIC
program that will do the job is

shown in Listing 2. The DATA
and READ statements are used

to allow proofreading the

decimal code before it is poked.

After TTAPE is loaded, it can

be executed by entering

SYSTEM and then entering

/20224 to write the test data onto

tape, or /20236 to read and dis-

play test data. I use a tape load-

ed with 45 minutes of test data

directly following the TTAPE
program itself.

When you are reading test

data, the most obvious knob to

play with is the cassette volume

control. You will notice that at

very high volume settings the

computer is being loaded with

hex FFs. At lower volumes, there

is a narrow transition where ran-

dom errors are being read, and

then correct data consisting of

hex AAs is read below that

volume setting. This transition

occurs at a volume setting of

about 7 on my Radio Shack CTR-

41. Another transition is ob-

served at a volume setting of

about 2, where again, random
errors are read in. Just before

data is cut off completely, the

data becomes mostly zeros.

The tape head can be aligned

by setting the volume just above

the lower transition. Then adjust

the head alignment screw until

it is about halfway between the

positions at which errors ap-

pear.

The effects of changing the

tape speed are similar to the ef-

fects of changing the volume

setting. At high tape speeds,

hex FFs are read in, and at low

speeds, zeros are read in. I also

observed that errors could be

introduced by sharply tapping

the recorder directly over the

4F68CODC40 87288 UTTHPE cm. CLRSCM .CLEAR THE SCREEN

4F6B AF 87388 XOR A

4F6CCW282 87488 CHI 212H , TURN ON CASSETTE

4F6F 11483C 87588 LD DLX49H
4F72 CD944F 87688 CHI LBLU4 .PUSH PC

4F73 57 87788 KfM 'MR1T1N6 V
4F76 52 4F77 49 4F78 54 4F79 49 4F7A 4E 4F78 47 4F7C 28 4F7D54

,LI€ FEED

4T7E 48 87784 KFM 'HE TEST D'

4F7F 45 4F88 28 4F81 54 4F82 45 4F83 53 4F84 54 4F85 28 4F86 44

.LIME FEED

4F87 41 87788 DEFH 'ATA ONTO
'

4F88 54 4F89 41 4F8A 28 4F8B 4F 4F9C 4E 4F80 54 4F8E 4F 4F8F 28

LIC FEED

4F9B 54 87712 m 'TAPE'

40141 4F92 58 4F93 45 87714 .LI* FEED

4F94E1 87988 LBU14 POP ML i POINTS TO 1ST CHARACTER

4F95 8Uf9B 88888 LD BL1FH

4F98ED88 88188 LDIR .MESSAGE TO SCREEN

4F9A1684 88288 LD 0.4 .MBIT 3 SEC FOR TAPE TO COME UP TO SPEED

4F9C 918998 88388 LBU15 LD BC.8

4F5F W 88488 LBU16 DEC C

4FBB C29F4F 86588 JP NZ.LBU16

4FB3 UFA flftfMk DJNZ ULltf

trass 88788 DEC D

4FA6 C29C4F 98888 f NZ.LBU15

4FW3ESA 88988 LBL117 LD a9AHH BVTE TO BE RECORDED

4FABCD6482 B9WB CRL 2S4H HR1TE ONE BVTE

4FAE C3H94F ffyltt JP LBL11? .END BV PUSHING RESET BUTTON

4FB1.CMC4D 89288 RTTAPE CHI CLRSCN .CLEAR THE SCREEN

4FB4 218B3C 89388 LD HL3C88H

4FB7 222046 89488 LD <4«28H),HL .HOKE THE CURSOR

4FBA AF 99508 XOR A

4FBBCD1282 CHI 212H .TURN ON CASSETTE

reei 89788 PUSH ML

4FBF C03582 89888 LBL118 CHi 235H .READ A BVTE

TOM BM EX AF.AF'

4FGE1 18888 POP HL .RETRIEVE PREVIOUS CURSOR POSITION

4FC4 70 18188 LD PvL

4FC5 FEFC 18288 CP 8FCH

4FC7C2D64F 18388 JP NZ.SKIP .JUHPONLOFCH
4FCK7C 18488 LD A.H

4FC8 FE3F 18588 CP 3FH

4FCDC2K4F 18688 JP NLSKIP .JUMP0NHO3FH
4FD8 86CD 18788 LD B.8COH

4FD2 18FE 19888 ojkz t .OELAV13«SEC0NH=3FFCH
4FD4 18FE 19988 DJNZ *

4FD6 2A2846 11888 SKIP LD HL. (4828H) ;SAVE CURSOR ADDRESS

TOES U188 PUSH HL

4F0A K 11288 EX AF.AF'

4FH6C847 11388 BIT 8, A , TEST BIT 6

4FDD CFE44F 11498 JP Z.LBL128 . JP ON BIT 8 LOU

4FEB 86C0 11588 LD B.8C0H

4FE2 JJFE 11688 DJNZ 8 DELAV15HSEC
4FE4 CDE84F 11788 LBL128 CHi HEXDSP .PUSHPC

9881 11888 DEFS 1 .RESERVE ONE BVTE

4FE8E1 11988 HEXDSP POP HL .POINTS TO RESERVED BVTE

4FE9 77 12888 LD (HL).A .DISPLAV BVTE IS AT RESERVED ADDRESS

4FERI682 12188 LD 8.2

4FEC AF 12288 KXDP1 XCR A

4FEDED6F 12388 RLD .UMPflCX ONE NIBBLE

4FEF C638 12488 ADD A.38H .HEX TO ASCII

4FF1 FOR 12588 CP 3AH

4FBFAF84F 12688 JP H.KX0P2 .JP ON DIGIT BETWEEN 6 t 9

4FF6C687 12788 m A.7 .ADD ON DIGIT BETWEEN A ( F

4FF8CD3388 12888 HXDP2 CHL 33H -DISPLAV AT CURSOR

TO IB 12988 DJNZ KXDP1

4FFDC3HF4F 13888 JP LBLU8 .READ NEXT BVTE

10 13188 END TTAPE

98888 TOTAL ERRORS

mm 4FF8

KDP1 4FEC

HIXDSP 4FE8

LBU28 4FE4

*IP 4FK

LBU18 4FBF

LBL117 4FR9

LBU16 4F9F

IBU15 4F9C

LBL114 4F94

OPE 4F68

ITTIPE 4FB1

IB 113 4F5B

LETTER 4F19

TTAPE 4DEA

URSCN 400C

SPACE 4004

DSF1V 40C9

87782

87786

87718
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TRS MOD I and MOD II PROGRAMS FROM &RACET computes^

oo BASIC for Level II and Disk Systems $49.95

Full MATRIX Functions - 30 BASIC commands!

!

Mathematical and common matrix functions. Change arrays in

mid-program. Complete array handling. Tape array read and write,

including strings. Common subroutine calls.

Over 50 more STRING Functions as BASIC commands!! String

manipulation, translation, compression, copying, search, screen

control, pointer manipulation and utility functions. Includes
mult ikey multivariate machine language sorts. Load only machine
language functions that you want! Where you want in memory!
Relocating linking loader! More than you ever expected!!

oo BUSINESS (Requires Infinite BASIC) $29.95

20 Business oriented functions including:

Printer Automatic Pagination with headers and footers!

Packed Decimal Arithmetic ( + ,-,*,/) 127 digits!

Binary array searched and hash code generator!

COMPROC Command Processor for Disk Systems $19.95

Auto your disk to perform any sequence of DOS commands,
machine language loads, BASIC, memory size, run program,

respond to input statements, etc. Single BASIC command file

defines execution! Includes auto key-debounce, screen print and
lower case software driver.

New Products Jan/Feb! We answer reader response inquiries!

!

ATTN/ System Houses - We license usage of our routines!

TRS Add-On OEM's - Direct BASIC commands tailored

for your hardware.

REMODEL + PROLOAD Specify 16, 32, or 4SK Memory $34.95

RENUMBER any portion or all of BASIC program. Line references

adjusted.

MOVE any portion of a BASIC program from one location to

another.

DELETE lines or ranges of lines while using the utility.

MERGE all or any portion of a program from tape. (Load lines

300-500 from your tape to existing program at line 1000 with

renumbering on the way in!)

SAVE combined/merged programs, or any portion to tape with

VERIFY.

COPSYS Copy Systsms Tapes (Editor/Assembler Format) $14.95

QSF (16, 32, or 48K) $24.95

18 Machine language routines using 'USR' calls. Includes RACET
sorts, array handling, and fast lines and scrolls.

DOSORT (Specify 32 or 48K • 2 disk minimum) $34.95

Sort/Merge multi-diskette sequential files. Multiple keys and
variables. Includes GSF - machine language sorts, comparators

and string handling.

MOD II SUPPORT
RACET is supporting the MOD II!

!

Call or write for current information! We have a MOD II Superzap
and other assembly language tools!

Ask your dealer If he carries our products!

DEALERS! We will work with you directly or through our

distributors.

CHECK. VISA, M/C, COO. • Calif. Residents add 6% • Telephone Orders Accepted (714) 637-5016

WHEN ORDERING PLEASE AOVISE PUBLICATION SOURCE

£" RACET COMPUTES "^
702 Pi Im dale, Orange CA 92665

MICROCOSM I
30 ORIGINAL TRS-80 PROGRAMS

On High Quality Cassettes

With Users Manual and Storage Case

FOR LESS THAN 67$ EACH
YOU CAN HAVE ALL 30 1 6K LEVEL II PROGRAMS

GAMES News Photographer South Pole Driver.

Atlantis and 5 More

• EDUCATION. . • Music Transposition. Spelling Drill.

Countiy Idenlitication and 3 More

•TRS-80 DIAGNOSTICS instruction Tests.

Memory Tests

• HOME Flowering Housepiants Mortgage Calorie

Counter and 4 More

•JUST FOR FUN Magic Squares Factorial.

Biorhythms and 3 More

THE COMPLETE MICROCOSM I PACKAGE
IS AVAILABLE FOR ONLY $19.95

FROM YOUR LOCAL COMPUTER STORE OR DIRECTLY FROM
"TRS-80 is a ragistarad trademark of TANDY CORP."

iDJnc.
BOX10-AMAWALK N Y 10501 • (914)962-2355 ^49

Tr+€ SMM.L

COMPUTER MhGhZIM€
hi 1/9 PRIC€

Broaden your knowledge of mlcrocomput

ing by subscribing to this small-computer

magazine. Kilobaud Microcomputing is aimed
at the computer hobbyist and small business-

man who wants to learn the fundamentals of

computers. This encyclopedia of microcom-
puting will contain such information as:

• Programs to help you with your system
•Reviews of the latest software and hardware
•Evaluations of new hardware you may want
to acquire

•Thought-provoking articles

•How to have fun with your computer, and
save money

• Information exchanges for hobbyists

and more . .

.

Kilobaud Microcomputing believes that hobby computing is the forerunner of

small-business computing, home computing and educational computing. To
stay in touch with what's happening day to day in the world of computing, or if

you are just getting interested. Kilobaud Microcomputing is for you. It's written

to be understandable for beginners, yet interesting for experts SUBSCRIBE
NOW AND SAVE $15 OFF THE $30 NEWSSTAND PRICE FOR ONE YEAR-a 1

year sub is $15.00, 3 years is $45.00. Find out what's happening in the world of

microcomputers by call our toll free subscription line 1-800-258-5473 now!

K

kilobaud

MICROCOMPUTINGT.M.

subscription

services dept. Box 997 • Farmingdale NY 71737
Canada—$15 U.S. Currency.

All other foreign subs $23 one year only, U.S. Currency
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TTAPE

RGAOS AND WRITES A TEST TAPE
BY DENNIS STEVENS

TO WRITE THE TEST DATA ONTO TAPE
FIRST MAKE THE RECORDER READY
THEN PRESS W

TO READ THE TEST TAPE. FIRST

MAKE THE RECORDER READY. THEN
PRESS R

TO RE-ENTER TTAPE FROM BASIC II.

ENTER SYSTEM AND THEN ENTER
M9946 AFTER THE SYMBOLS -

?

Example 1.

tape head.

The TTAPE program can be

put onto cassette tape by using

T-BUG or the Editor-Assembler,

or the BASIC program in Listing

2 can be saved by the CSAVE
command.

Expanded TTAPE

An expanded version of

TTAPE on cassette tape is avail-

able from the author for $4.95.

This version allows reading or

writing test data by keyboard

command, and operation of the

program is explained by visual

prompting. The program resides

at the end of memory for 4K

Level II machines.

The expanded version ac-

cepts the keyboard commands

W to write test data, or R to read

and display test data. This ver-

sion is easy to operate: Just

enter SYSTEM, then after mak-

ing the recorder ready (in play

mode), enter TTAPE, which will

load the program into your

TRS-80. Then enter / to execute

the program. This will cause the

instructions in Example 1 to ap-

pear on the screen.

You will probably begin by

writing test data onto tape. This

is done as instructed by making

the recorder ready (record mode)

and pressing W. The statement

"WRITING THE TEST DATA"

will appear on the screen as the

recorder starts and hex AAs are

recorded on tape. This mode

continues indefinitely until the

reset button is pushed. This

allows writing a test tape of any

length. After reset, the machine

will be in BASIC.

To read the test data, return to

the monitor mode by entering

SYSTEM, then enter / (or a /

19946 if another machine-code

tape has been entered). Rewind

the tape to the beginning of the

test data, put the recorder in the

play mode and press R on the

keyboard. The recorder will

start, and the hex AAs will be

read from tape and displayed on

the monitor screen. This read

mode is also indefinite in length

and is terminated by pushing

the reset button. While reading

and displaying test data, the

cassette recorder can be adjust-

ed, and the effects of the adjust-

ment can be observed on the

screen. A listing of this version

is shown in Listing 3.B

PROBLEMS?
Are you having trouble with advertisers or products?

If such is the case, please write to the firm

giving complete details and send a copy of your letter to

Wayne Green. 80 Microcomputing,

Peterborough. New Hampshire 03458

Be polite— no matter how badly you're shafted.

We're looking for names and addresses of all the TRS-80 news-

letters out there If you produce or are affiliated with such a

newsletter, please drop a line to

Jim Perry, Managing Editor

80 MICROCOMPUTING
Peterborough NH 03458

Thanks.

You don't have to buy it

just for the low price.

You can buy

it for the

quality, too!

If you've been looking

for a less expensive floppy

disc drive, but not wanting to

sacrifice quality - your search is over!

You get both in the Remex RFD1000B! For

only $395 look at what you get: 8" Floppy

Drive Single or Double Density Hard or

Soft Sectoring Media Protection Feature

Single Density Data Separator 90 Day Fac-

tory Warranty

AVWLMU OPTTOWS/ACCESSORIES

Q Door Lock. $19 95 C Dual Drive Power Suppty S91 95 Interface Manual $2 95
•^ Wnte-Protect $19 95 r] Single Drive Power Supply. $69 95^ Interface Adapter $12 95

Zl Connectors. $9 95 rjOnve Cabinet. $24 95 (Remex to Shugart)

REMEX RFD1000B

VOLUME DISCOUNTS"

Double your memory
. . . not the price!
COMPARE AT $695 . . . _^?;S^

Remex RFD 4000/8'

Floppy Disc Drive

Double the storage!

Double sided . .

.

Double density!!

Offers quality and features found in drives costing

much more! Single or Double Density Double-Sided Drive Door

Lock INCLUDED Write-Protect INCLUDED 180 Day Warranty

Compatible with Shugart 850/851 Low Power Operation ensures

LONGER LIFE!! Model RFD 4001 offers Data and Sector Separator

AVMULMi OrTKMS/ACCESSOMES
Dual Drive Power Supply n Single Drive Power Supply and Cabinet. $119 95

and Cabinet. $139 95 H Interface Manual. $2 95

G RFD 4000 Manual. $5 95 Q Drive Cabinet. $29 95

SIRIUS SYSTEMS, P Box 9748 Knoxville TN 37920

Phone Orders accepted 9AM 7PM (E S T i 615577-1072
*^ 67 ~ Chec* ~ Money Order ~ C D ;;MC

—
VISA

I
mxr CARD #

ADDRESS CxpirATION DAT?

CTTy STATE TIP cardholders signature

Add S7 00 per Drive tor Shipping/Handling Tennessee residents add 6% sales tax Foreign orders

add 10°'« (payment in U S currency onlyi

. SIMUS SYSTEMS, po Boxnm.tamm tn 37920

I Phone orders accepted 9 AM- 7 pm ie S T ) 615/577 1072 ptaasc send trie loikramg

| Z1HED4000 J525 ; 1RE04001 $539/~Checx ZMoneyOrder ::C0D
—
.MC

I

^67

| NAMT CAR0 #

ADDRESS EXPIRATION DATE
I

I

I Add $7 00 per Drive tor Shipping/Handling Tennessee residents add 6% sales tax Foreign orders

add 10*"o (payment in u S currency only)

CTtY" "STATE" "7IP CAR0H0LDERS SIGNATURE
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THERE IS OKLY ONE STOCK TRACKER"
for use with disk trs-»0*>and apple- 1 1*

•Stocks* •Options* •Commodities*

Do you trade in the market? Would you,
if you could reduce the rlik? -- If you
knew nost of your trades should be prof-
itable?* Then this is for you.

Designed and used by a register
ent advisor, it is the coapi
of the individual securities
process he has used fo
Based on supply and deeand factors,
tells you when to buy t sell each of
securities it tracks. For etaaple:

<est-
it ion

e last decade,
i t

the

Actual Trading Record: Asarco
Recommendation History Results*
Common

:

6/18/79 BUY S S18.75
9/2»/79 open a $29.75 +S11.Q0 • *50X
Call Options, September 20th:
6/18/79 BUT a S .75
6/28/79 CLOSE a * .81 S .06 8X
7/2J/79 BUT as .81
7/30/79 CLOSE 8 S 1.13 S .31 • • 38Z
8/13/79 BUY a $ 1.31
9/06/79 CLOSE a S A. 63 $3.31 • +2S3X
Call Options, December 2 5th:
9/20/79 BUY 8 $ 3.75
9/28/79 open a in.50 +$7.75 • +207X

IF YOUR TRADING C0UL0 USE RESULTS LIKE
THESE, YOU NEED STOCK TRACKER™ ^92

Printouts Bade on any interfaced printer
or displayed on screen. Thorough docu-
mentation t saaple printouts included «/
detailed (50+ page) Manual. Utility pro-
grams included. No experience necessary.
Nin. 32K RAN reo'd, printer recoaaended.

For aore information or to order, contact
your local dealer or H8H TRADING COMPANY
111 Cleaveland Rd . , #20; Pleasant Hill,
CA 94523; telephone (415) 937-1030.

Price: $150.00 • Manual only $35.00
Custo.ii stock Datapacks available

*Past results cannot guarantee future
profitability; recoaaendat ions wi 1 1 vary;
aarket trading entails capital risk.

TRS-80 is Reg. TH of Tandy Corporation
APPLE-II Reg. TN of Apple Computer, Inc.

EDUCATIONAL
SOFTWARE
TRS80 & Pet

. Elementary

. Math

. Business

. Accounting

. Social Studies

. Economics

. Biology

. Games

Write for catalog

Micro Learningware ^ro

Box 2134

N. Mankato, MN 56001
"TRS-80 is a registered trademark of TANDY CORP.'

TRS-80® BUSINESSSOFTWARE
Why not buy THE GENUINE ARTICLE???
The Osborne & Associates applications (Payroll with Cost Accounting, Accounts Pay-

able & Accounts Receivable, and General Ledger) are on their way to becoming the
standard applications software in the microcomputer field.

The genuine OGA software is written in CBASIC* for the CP/M* Operating System.
Any other combination of language and operating system represents a reprogramming
effort ... for the TRS-80, Model I, several organizations have done such a reprogram-
ming in Disk BASIC under TRSDOS. These packages have certain drawbacks such as
having some features of the application removed. In addition, the fact that they are writ-

ten in a source interpreter BASIC causes the comments in the source programs (if these
are distributed at all) to be removed in the interest of saving space and execution time.

Since CBASIC is a compiled language, comments cost nothing (in either space or execu-
tion time) in the executable version of the file—but such comments are invaluable in the
later program maintenance and modification that is always required on applications soft-

ware. Without having such comments, it is easy to spend many times the cost of the soft-

ware on just one modification/maintenance effort. A buyer should take this into con-
sideration when looking at the apparent cost of the package. The CBASIC source pro-
grams we sell are heavily commented to eadtheprograrnmer.
Our programs are THE GENUINE ARTICLE . . the CBASIC source code as de-

veloped by Osborne& Associates. We furnish the buyer BOTH the TRS-80. Model I ver-

sion (requires a 48K Model I with two or more disks) AND the unmodified 8" version (for

later use on the TRS-80, Model II or other 8" CP/M system) ... at no extra charge. By
using our DOWNLOAD program, it is possible to start using the applications on the
Model I, and then when the Model II is up and running at a later date, download the data
files from the Model I to the Model II and keep running the same applications without
disrupting your operation.

The Osborne fc Associates books have been rewritten to reflect the CP/M, CBASIC
versions of the applications. These books can be purchased either from your local

computer store or from us directly. We can see no percentage in your buying other than
THE GENUINE ARTICLE. . which is what we sell, the Osborne & Associates
source programs in CP/M and CBASIC.

CP/M Operating System * 150 00
CBASIC Compeer 95.00
O&A Payroll w/Cost Accounting 250.00
O&A Accu. Rec./Accta. Payable 250.00
O&A General Ledger w/Ceah Journal 250.00
O&A CBASIC books for above (each) 15.00
DOWNLOAD program 95.00

TRS-80 is a registered trademark of Radio Shack, a Tandy company
CP/M isa registered trademark of Digital Research
CBASIC a a registered trademark of Software Systems M C V <B IRiNE T I CS

C.

8041 NEWMAN AVENUE • SUITE 208 • HUNTINGTON BEACH. CALIFORNIA 92647 • (714)840-1922

CompuMax
presents:

—The Best—
TRS-80
MICRO-

SOFTWARE
GENERAL LEDGER
ACCTS. PAYABLE

ACCTS. RECEIVABLE
INVENTORY • PAYROLL

TRS*80:$100/each.

ask about PET, Micropolis, Vector,

Sorcerer, Apple II, Cromemco,
CBASIC-CP/M, and
Microsoft-CP/M

AfcOMPU

lSSOCIATES, INC.
•78

505 HAMILTON AVE.. PALO ALTO. CA 94301
(415)321 2881

!!NOW AVAILABLE!!

I NDEX

Sequential

Access
Method

* Get and Put Records to Disk File by "KEY"
* Reed FHe in Key Sequence Without Sorting

* Delete Records Without Recopying FHe

* Add Records to Disk Files in Any Sequence
* Variable Key Length From 1 to 50 Characters

BUSINESS APPLICATION ADVANTAGES

- Imprwred Disk UWzatferi

• Easier Program Development

• Improved Operating Cheractorteacs

• Reduce or Eliminate Sorting

- Improved Performance

Documentation
OnOteaotk* $50.00

ISAM SUBROUTINES
ISAM UTILITIES

- PLUS - Free JtaMng List Sample Apptcatkxi

Add 6S Satea Ta» tar CatJpniaj Order*

TRSM SOFTWARE FROM:

Johnson Associates -or- 24 Hour Order Line

P.O. BOX1402M ForBank Card Seles

Redding, CA 96001 *'85 (91 6) 2440924
WRTTE FOR FREE CATALOG
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TUTORIAL

What's the big deal about disk drives?

Find out how they work and what they can do.

A Disk Primer

William O'Brien

1 1 Dongan Place

New York NY 10040

If
it hasn't happened yet, rest

assured that it will. There you

are, sitting smugly in front of

your TRS-80, having just zapped

the last Klingon battleship, your

screen is flashing a well de-

served 'Congratulations, Cap-

tain. You have saved the Federa-

tion.' Looking at those words,

suddenly a thought will flash

across your mind: Is this what I

spent a thousand dollars on?'

Yes it is; but sit back and

relax. You haven't wasted all

that money, you've just stopped

a little short of what you wanted.

Yes, I know that those ads

with the kid in front of the

Christmas tree doing evalua-

tions of his stock portfolio on a

TRS-80 made you a little unsure

of exactly what you were getting

into, but then Radio Shack

wasn't too familiar with what

their product could really do. For

years all their ad men had to do

was promote Archer Kits, CB's

and stereo components. A com-

puter was another novelty and

they had to sell it.

A Radical Decision

So now you have a 4K Level I,

or perhaps a 16K Level II, if you

outsmarted them, and you're fed

up with games and cassette

recorders in general. What do

you do?

Let me become very radical

and tell you straight out: Either

buy yourself a practical arcade

machine that will give you rea-

sonable graphics and a wider

selection of games or else start

saving your dollars and finish

up what you've already started.

I'm talking about that most

dreaded monster, the Disk

Drive, that costly peripheral

that also adds the expense of

an expansion interface to your

system.

Firstly, I warn you, the deci-

sion to upgrade will mean aban-

doning a lot of those games,

since Level II tapes are not

compatible with the disk oper-

ating system.

Secondly, you must realize

that a 16K machine will only be

sufficient for a small disk sys-

tem. If you want to realize the

full power of a disk operating

system, it requires a minimum

of 32K of user available

memory. Since you TRS-80

owners must have the Radio

Shack DOS disk present in

Drive 0, there is not much room

left for storage (for instance,

RS's 2.2 DOS leaves only 18

kilobytes of storage of a possi-

ble 89.6 kilobytes). That means

two disk drives.

And friend, that's where we
separate the dedicated com-

puterist from the arcade game

freak. Now that those with little

intestinal fortitude and even

less cash have gone on to the

latest version of battleships, I'll

start at the beginning.

Dumb Programming

Let me preface by saying

that I am a Dumb Programmer;

much like a Dumb Terminal, I

can perform after some mental

mulling and more often than

not get a concept correctly

translated into BASIC.

And, if you're anything like me
the first question you might ask

is, what is a disk?

As the name implies, it's a cir-

cular object made of the same
material as recording tape. But

unlike tape, a disk has no real

beginning or end and allows ac-

cess to all of itself at once.

Using Radio Shack's statis-

tics, that means that the length

of tape holding a 13,000 byte

program will take about three

and a half minutes to load. The

same program, loaded from

the disk, takes only about twenty

seconds. Now, I realize, this will

mean no more quick trips to the

refrigerator while your asterisks

are flashing, but then, according

to the Department of Health,

most Americans are overweight

anyway.

Generally, disks come in two

sizes, an eight-inch version used

by the TRS-80 Model II and a

five and a quarter-inch mini disk

or diskette used in the Model I.

As supplied, the TRS-80

Model I uses four mini disks and

a drive storage of approximately

300,000 bytes. The four eight-

inch disk drives on the Model II

can store almost 2,000,000

bytes.

Now how, you ask, can a

round piece of plastic hold so

much information? It's not easy,

but it's not really that difficult.

Look at Fig. 1.

TRACK 34

TRACK •

Fig. 1. Diskette

Thirty-five tracks on a disk-

ette are divided into ten sec-

tors, each sector can hold 256

bytes of data. (Under DOS 2.1

you were limited to 255 but 2.2

changed that.) These 350 sec-

tors at 256 bytes per sector, can

store up to 89.6K bytes of infor-

mation.

Unfortunately, under the

easiest method of file storage

-

sequential access — DOS is not

memory efficient. Physically,

the diskette holds 70 files, each

five sectors long. When you

write something to the diskette

the number of files is reduced by

one. Whether or not the data

is long enough to fill the file,

all five sectors (called granules)

are used.
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No partial granules are avail-

able so that ons file three and a

half sectors long (roughly 4.5K)

uses five complete granules (a

little under 7.5K of space).

To compensate for this,

another type ot data storage is

available called Random Ac-

cess. This allows the program-

mer to use all his sectors by de-

fining the length of the data to

be stored.

Learning to Drive

What is a disk drive?

In the TRS-80 Model I, Radio

Shack uses a Shugart SA-400.

When you receive it from them,

if you are dumb enough to take it

apart, you'll probably see some-

thing that looks like Fig. 2.

The most important features

are the drive motor, the stepper

motor and the read/write head.

The index LED and detector

keep the stepper motor from go-

ing too far in either direction,

while the protect switch acts

like an electronic version of the

tabs on the back of cassettes,

only in reverse. When there is no

tab on the disk, you can write;

when you cove' the notch the

switch would fall into, you can-

not.

The stepper motor guides the

head across the face of the

diskette, reading the electrical

impulses. The magnetic head is

similar to the heads in a tape

recorder, only it performs both

read and write functions. The

drive motor makes sure the

diskette turns at the proper

speed.

The power supply, write/read

electronics, anc the controller

logic are also important— if

they don't work, the drive won't

work. However, if the head is

misaligned, the stepper motor

does too fancy a two step, or the

drive motor speed is off. you'll

get anything from garbage

reads to intermittent errors or

total dysfunction. Thankfully,

this doesn't happen very often,

but those are the pitfalls.

You now have your 16K sys-

tem and a disk drive. Did you no-

tice when you turned on the

computer, the disk operating

system didn't automatically

load? All you see is MEMORY

SIZE and Level II BASIC.

Now you know why they sell

expansion interfaces.

Somehow, the computer has

got to be able to control the ac-

tions of the disk drive. It must

tell the drive when to read, when

to write and when to load the op-

erating system. That's the pur-

pose of the expansion interface.

The E/l houses the disk con-

troller that, like a ring master at

a circus, runs the whole show. It

gets the orders from the CPU,

determines if it is a valid com-

mand and tells the disks what to

do. It holds up to 32K more of

memory, has a clock (which

under DOS advances day and

date) and lets you hook up a sec-

ond cassette— heaven forbid.

of commands contained in DOS
and Disk BASIC, ranging from

APPEND and USRn, but if you

are just beginning to use your

drives, there are only a few you'll

really need.

Dl Rectory: Lists all stored

programs on the drive you

select.

TEST1: Tests all RAM and

ROM memory locations, just in

case it's not a power line spike

that crashed your system.

TEST2: This test puts your

disk drive through the ringer and

if something's wrong, it will tell

you.

BASIC: Just that, it loads Disk

BASIC.

BASICR: This is the same as

above but with one important

WRITE/ PROTEC SWITCH

Fig. 2. Shugart SA-400 Disk Drive

The Disk Operating System

Aside from robbing you of

about 10K of memory and about

ViK of dollars, if you are just a

keyboard puncher with a few

good ideas like me, most of the

power of DOS will be lost on you

for the time being.

What is important to know is

that the DOS and Disk BASIC

systems let you implant and

retrieve more information at a

faster rate of time than possible

with a cassette. The DOS is the

software patch that allows you

to utilize (and remember, there is

a small but important distinc-

tion between utilize and use) the

disk drive.

Radio Shack lists a long line

feature, it lets you run a BASIC

that has built-in renumbering

abilities.

BASIC* and BASICR*: These

allow you to get back to the ver-

sion of BASIC you were in

before the system crashed or

locked up and still have the pro-

gram you were using in memory.

Unfortunately you can't write a

program under BASIC, exit to

the DOS and return to BASICR.

BASICR is just a bit longer and

does wonders to your first two

lines if you try it.

CMD"S": Lets you take a look

at the DOS for whatever reason

without having to reset the

system or power up again. It's

great if you can't remember pro-

gram names. You can return to

the version of BASIC you were

in by using the BASIC* or

BASICR* commands.

BACKUP: Probably the most

'thanked' utility. It will let you

make a complete copy of a

diskette, just in case you leave

the original too close to the left

side of the monitor or near that

great new speaker system with

the two pound magnets you just

bought. With one drive it's bor-

ing because you must remove

the source disk, insert the

destination disk, remove the

destination disk, reinsert the

source disk, etc.

SAVE: Not too different from

CSAVE except that it writes your

program to disk.

RUN: Loads and runs a called

program.

KILL: As the name implies, it

kills or deletes the named pro-

gram or data file.

OPEN: This opens for use any

of the fifteen buffers or holding

areas in the TRS-80 (each 256

bytes long) that can be used to

hold data before writing it to

disk.

WRITE: This will write the buf-

fer, whose number you select,

onto the disk.

INPUT: This reads the

selected information from the

disk into the buffer you have

selected. The three commands
above, OPEN, WRITE and INPUT

must be used in a set format to

let the computer know if it is in-

put or output to or from the disk

and into which buffer number it

is to be read or out of which buf-

fer it is to be written. These are

the techniques for sequential

file access.

FREE: Used under DOS to

display the amount of free

storage space available. The

answer is in units called GRANS
which equal about 1280 bytes.

BASIC2: After you've been

frightened out of your wits by

your first shot at DOS and Disk

BASIC, this command will let

you slip quietly back to Level II

BASIC and full memory capabili-

ties. It's nice if you just want to

go back and play Star Trek too.

Weigh Your Needs

Just to recap the most impor-

tant things, remember, the

monetary investment is siz-
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able. You will, more likely than

not, become disenchanted with

the limitations of a single drive

and 16K of memory. Yes, I know

the Radio Shack advertise-

ments tell you there is 65K of

storage on the DOS drive, but

DOS 2.2 leaves only 15K and

version 2.3 will probably leave

less (when I requested my copy

of 2.3, the salesman asked how

many drives I had).

I also recall that the sales-

man said that 16K of memory

was enough, but after TRSDOS
and Disk BASIC get through

taking pieces, there'll only be

about 6K left.

To upgrade a Level II system

with 16K of memory will require

an expansion interface with

16K of memory ($448) and two

drives ($499 each), for a grand

total of $1446.

When I was twenty years old

that was a little less than half

the price of a brand new Chevy

Belair four door sedan with

power steering and power

brakes.

Personally I can justify it in

terms of using the expanded

and enhanced data file storage

techniques for my business,

but I never entered into the ex-

pense with a distant hope of

32K Disk Star Trek in mind.

And if, even after all of this,

you are still going to order the

E/l and Disk(s), then get going.

You'll have about five months

with nothing to do while your

order is being filled.

My advice is to buy a copy of

the DOS manual and start look-

ing over the various commands

and utilities the system offers.

Sit down and write out some
theoretical programs that you

think might work in Disk BASIC,

programs that utilize file place-

ment and retrieval.

Best of all, go into your

nearest Radio Shack store or

authorized outlet and ask the

manager if you can try writing

some programs in Disk BASIC.

Tell him you are thinking of buy-

ing a 16K E/l and two disks. Ask

him to let you get a feeling for a

disk based computer. Buy a

blank disk from him, if he

doesn't offer one. Don't let him

sit you down with a disk full of

games. If you have any ques-

tions after using the system,

ask him. If he can't answer you,

call (800) 433-1679, that's the

Radio Shack Computer Ser-

vices' toll free number. Ask

them about their instructional

classes.

Keep in mind that with a disk

system your TRS-80 will not leap

tall data files in a single bound.

But what you are going to see,

perhaps for the first time since

you purchased the system, is

what a real computer is capable

of doing.

HARDWARE

Quick, dirty but cheap solution to most CLOAD problems.

Cheap CLOAD Fix

Scott D. King

7905 59th Ave. N.

New Hope, MN 55428

How many times have you

had to reload your TRS-80

tape programs all because you

had the volume control set in the

wrong place? Or because your

tape head was getting dirty, and

wasn't giving out that same sig-

nal each time.

Well, if your machine is any-

thing like mine, the answer is

TOO OFTEN!

You can live with the problem

until you start working with pro-

grams that take five or six min-

utes to load.

Here is a quick and dirty (but

cheap) fix for this problem,

shown to me by an engineer

friend named Dick Wood. All

that's required is a 100 pf capac-

itor and two germanium diodes.

Place the diodes back to

back, (cathode to anode), across

the input of the cassette signal

to the op amps (see fig. 1). Place

the 100 pf capacitor across R 42,

a 1 megohm feedback resistor

on Z4 (see Fig. 2).

These diodes limit the input

signal, allowing you to crank the

volume control on your tape re-

corder all the way up without

overdriving the circuitry.

The capacitor works as a high

frequency filter blocking un-

wanted noises that could cause

data errors. The volume will

work anywhere between 1/2 and

full. This should solve most tape

problems.!

FROM
Pnt.iOUS "»

S TAG£

Fig. 1.

ISJ4 J

OR
EOCWALEN*
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ITS PROTECTIVE COVERS

COMPLEMENT TO ANY DECOR
Attractive, durable, leather grained
vinyl

Custom designed fit

Double stitching and corded seams
Choice of colors (Cold, Chestnut
Brown, Olive Green or Black)

PRICES TRS - 80 COVERS
Cover

Keyboard
Monitor

Monitor

(with Interface)

Cassette

9.95

14.95

15.95

5.95

Shipping

.75

1.00

1.00

.75

TRS-80 COVER SETS A THROUGH D
(See Descriptions Above)

A. 1 &2 20.95 1.25

B. 1 &3 21.50 1.25

C. 1,2.4 24.50 1.35

D. 1,3,4 24.95 1.35

Apple -II 12.95 1.00
Apple Disk - II 8.95 75
PET 2001 and
PET-CBM 18.95 1.25

VIRGINIA RESIDENTS
Add 47, Sales Tax

METHODS OF PAYMENT
Cash/Cheek, C.O.D.
Visa or Master Charge

"TRS-60 It • registered trademark of TANDY CORP."
International Technical Systems, Inc.

P. O. Box 264, Woodbridge, Va. 22194

\^ Telephone (804) 262-9709 .86

TRS-80* STRUCTURED
BASIC

Now available for TRS-80 disk systems

A pre-compiler adding performed pro-

cedures, case structures, repeat while, until

and many other structured language state-

ments to the already powerful Level II

BASIC. Diskette $50.00, Listing $35.00,

Manual purchased separately $10.00.

313 Meadow Lane

Hastings, Michigan 49058

(616) 945-5334

(Dealer inquiries incited)

'TRS-80 is a trademark ot Tandy Corp.

Now, Scott VET/I, an exciting new
product of Scott Instruments, permits
you to talk to your TRS-80, allowing
voice control of basic programs or

games. The Scott VET/I offers:

• User initialized vocabulary of up
to 40 words

• Fast recognition

• High accuracy

• Demonstrated performance
comparable to systems costing

$10,000 or more at hobbyist
prices.

• Multiple user Capability with no
increase in storage requirements

• Easy to train and use (user pro-

grams can be written in Basic)

• Requires TRS-80 (c) Model I with
expansion interface, 16 K of addi-

tional memory and dual disk drives/

cassette (c) Trademark of Tandy
Corporation

For more information call

(817) 387-1054 or write

instruments ^ 91

81 5 North Elm, Denton. Tx. 76201

AT LAST
USEFUL HOME PROGRAMS
For Your Level ll 16K

CALCULATOR PLUS turns your TRS-80
into a printing calculator! Excellent as an
on-screen calculator without a printer. All

functions double precision, chain and
mixed calculations, 5 memories with
titles—can be used as constants, Item
count in add and subtract with on-screen
or printed review of entries, optional dol-

lar format. Prints all calculations, results

and memories, ideal for use with Quick
Printers. Loads fast, easy to use.

MPC-1 $9.95

CHECKBOOK PLUS solves the problem of
monthly bank-statement reconciliation.

No cumbersome tape record keeping. Just
do your checkbook once a month, and let

Checkbook Plus handle all the details and
find the errors.

MCB-1 $9.95

CALCULATOR PLUS and CHECKBOOK
plus both on one cassette.

MC-2 only $14.95

Each cassette includes a bonus Loan Pay-
ment program with clean dollar format
on-screen monthly or yearly display of
payment, interest, capital and balance.

'TRS-80 is a registered trademark of TANDY CORP.

MANHATTAN SOFTWARE, Inc.
P.O. Box 5200Grand Central Station
New York City, New York 10017

^90

For Your

TRS-
80

DUAL DISK-32K
BUSINESS SYSTEM

QUALITY

DTI
PAYROLL

No. 410

DATA TRAIN'S many years

of small business computer

experience in accounting pro-

gram products brings to your

business all of the quality fea-

tures, functions, screen dis-

plays, standard reports, user

designed reports and operator

reference manuals; allowing

you to efficiently manage the

payroll of your company.

• 50 employees per mini-disk.

• Runs in all states.

• You maintain the P/R pro-

duct without programing.

• Flexible, easy to use.

• No maintenence fees.

$235.
Product Info &
License/Order
Form.

PHONE

(503)476-1467..
840 N.W. 6th STREET, SUITE 3

GRANTS PASS; OREGON 97526

Available Soon-
• General Ledger Accounting
• Accounts Payable
• Accounts Receivable

• Fixed Asset Accounting

Trademark Radio Shack,Div Tandy Corp.

i/ Header Service—see page 147 80 Microcomputing, January 1980 • 133



UTILITY

How to get dozens of extra variables in Level I.

Extra Variables

Gary E. Clark

7505 Democracy Blvd., A-123

Bethesda MD 20034

In
the TRS-80 Level I BASIC,

the number of variable names
Is severely limited. There are 26

single-value variables, named A
through Z, and the array A(l).

(String variables are an even

bigger problem, but that is not

the subject of this article.)

After you have used up the 26

letter variables, which don't re-

quire a large program, you can

use A(0), A(1), etc., just as

though they were single-value

variables with names four

bytes long (or longer if you go

to A(10) and higher). However,

most frequently the low-order

array is already being used.

Anyway, it is cumbersome to be

forced to use four or more bytes

for the name of a variable when

you can't choose letters that in-

dicate a meaningful word.

The Plan

We will use the variables

from the last half of the

alphabet, N through Z, in the

normal manner. We will use the

variable A as an index and set

up multiple sets of the 12

variables B through M. That is,

when A = 0, we will be using the

zero-order set of B through M
variables; when A = 1, we will

be using the first-order set, an-

other completely independent

set of B through M variables;

and so forth up to the limit of

space available in the memory
for storing the values for all

sets of variables.

When we wish to switch from

the current set of B through M
variables to another set, we will

call an exchange subroutine to

automatically store the current

values and switch to the de-

sired set based on the value

that we have given A. It is

helpful to think of the zero-

order sets as BO, CO, DO, etc.,

the first-order set as B1.C1.D1.

etc., and so on.

It is obvious that we must

store these sets of variables

somewhere, and the only avail-

able place in Level I BASIC is

the A(l) array. You will recall

that we set out to reserve the

low-valued subscripts for pro-

gram arrays, so the choice is to

go to high-value subscripts.

The highest available subscript

value is MEM/4-1, which we will

reserve for the current index

number, for the zero-order set

of B through M variables, 1 for

the next set, and so on. This will

free the variable A to be used as

we wish until we actually ex-

change variable sets.

Our subroutine will require

the use of one working variable.

We can use A(MEM/4-2). The

different sets of B through M
variables will be stored in the

high end of the A(l) array at suc-

cessively lower values of the

subscript.

The Exchange Subroutine

Line 15010 of the exchange

subroutine temporarily stores

the new index variable in

A(MEM/4-2). This frees A to be

used as a working variable. In

line 15020, the value of the ar-

ray subscript that corresponds

to the location for the B vari-

able of the current set is

calculated and placed in the

working variable A.

In the next 12 lines, the cur-

rent values of B through M are

stored in the appropriate loca-

tions. In line 15160, the value of

A(MEM/4-1) is updated to the

new index number, which was
temporarily stored in

A(MEM/4-2).

The type of calculation that

was done in line 15020 is again

performed in line 15170, but

this time with the new index

number. In the next 12 lines, the

old values of the B through M
variables are replaced with the

values from the new set. The

value of A is restored before

leaving the subroutine.

In the listing, each statement

is placed on a separate line to

make it easy to read. When you

use the exchange subroutine in

a program, you should, of

course, place several state-

ments, separated by colons, on

each line. Also abbreviate MEM
and RETURN. The reduced sub-

routine uses less than 340

bytes.

At the start of your program,

you must initialize the index

value stored in A(MEM/4-l).

This is shown in line 10. The

number of high-order array

elements used is two plus 12

times the number of sets of

variables. Therefore, you must

be certain that the maximum ar-

ray subscript used for other

purposes is no greater than

MEM/4-3-12-N, where N is the

number of sets of variables, the

maximum value of A plus one.

Applications

A practical use of an alter-

nate variable set is for operator

constants. In Level I, we can

allow keyboard inputs of in-

dividual alphabetic characters

that, as mnemonic devices, are

the first letters of meaningful

words corresponding to the de-

sired operations.

The choice of letter variables

must first be set equal to a set

of numbers that will be used in

an ON statement, for example,
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AS = ".'•

PRINT#A;A$;B;A$;C;AS;D;A$;E;AS;F;A$;G;AS;H;A$;I;A$;J;AS;K;A$;L;A$;M

Example 1.

to direct program control to tl.

corresponding operations.

Store these operator constants

in an alternate variable set, the

A = 1 set, for example. Then at

the INPUT statement, use the

following:

A = 1 : GOSUB 15000

make up for this by also storing

constants in the alternate vari-

able set. In the example of the

exponentiation subroutine, we
need only E, L, A, B and C, so

that leaves room for seven con-

stants. Scanning through the

log and exponential subrou

LET YOUR TRS-80 HELP YOU FIGHT

THE HIGH COST OF LIVING!!
Inflation is robbing every consumer of the purchasing power of his dollar.

There is no known way to completely stop this invisible bandit; but now, using
your computer, you can minimize some of the bad effects on your house-hold
budget with the Computrex HOMEBREW PRODUCTS PROGRAM! With the in-

formation this cassette software package provides, the average consumer can
save as much as 50 to 90 percent on the price of common domestic products
(from antiperspirant to window cleaner). This is because your microcomputer
can tell you simple, easy ways to make these products from scratch in your
home. Most products have low-cost ingredients which you can obtain at your
local grocer, drugstore, or building supplier. The operation of this program is so
obvious and straightforward, the documentation so complete and clear, that
anyone can use this program effectively almost as soon as they receive it! Mo
knowledge of computers is required.

Features:

1

)

Finds a product's formula or recipe by either the product's name or category
use.

2) It's fasti No long waits for information.

3) When asked^he program gives a complete listing of all products for which it

has formulas, and also displays their categories-



THE.

7 OF V

"TRS-60 is a r«gl«t»re<l trademark of TANDY CORP."

DATA PRIVACY FOR TRS-80 !

FEATURES' KEY LENGTH*80 Wts (more than DES!)

_| \ DATA RATE* Exceeds 15*000 chars./sec.

«v%tf yfi * Pocket-size encryption device

vj^^^" Pki9s lnto TRS-80 ready to use

IS YOUR DATA SECURE ?
Write for brochure & price list. APPLE II inUrHc*

Users Manual $ 4.95 «wiubi« in December

ti^cf

record are arrays. Unfortunate-

ly, when PRINT# A(l) is placed

in a FOR-NEXT loop, each value

is treated as a separate record

with a four-second leader. The

solution is to switch to an alter-

nate variable set with the ex-

change subroutine. That gives

13 free, single-letter, working

variables. (Remember: A is free

to use once the exchange is

made.)

With a small subroutine put

13 elements of the array into A
through M. Then do a tape out-

put with Example 1. This is

treated as one record with only

one four-second leader for the

entire set. That saves 48

seconds for the tape output

and, correspondingly, another

48 seconds for a tape input.

For large arrays, the time

saved is enormous. It takes

about one hour and 15 minutes

to tape an array of 1000 ele-

ments with one element per

tape record; but when each

record contains 13 elements,

the total time is only about

even minute?

these values in the array and

proceed to the next record to

get all the data. On conclusion

of the tape reads, exchange

back to the main set of B

through M variables. Note that

the procedures just described

have speeded up tape opera-

tions without disturbing the

main set of B through M vari-

ables.

Conclusion

A word of caution: The

memory locations occupied by

the different variable sets de-

pend on the program size as in-

versely reflected in MEM. If a

program statement is rewritten

with a different number of

bytes while debugging the pro-

gram, the alignment of variable

sets is destroyed, and you must

begin at the start of the pro-

gram to initialize the alternate

variable sets.

Let's face it, Level I BASIC is

inadequate in many ways!

However, with a little effort, it

can become a useful system. I

wised the technique of alter-



**TRS-80 OWNERS**
Did you know that Level II BASIC has a built-in "Exclusive OR" function? Or that your printer can be

printing out a disk file while you are entering data for a totally different program? How about graphics in the

32 character/line mode? Or printing data from your screen to the printer without printing all the blank

spaces and lines? Would you like to have some insight into just what Level II is doing and how it does it?

How about 5 different ways to round off numbers? And, just how do you use SUPERZAP in NEWDOS
anyway, and how can you fix PENCIL to work with NEWDOS?



GENERAL

Frustrated by the limitations

of INKEY$ ? Find out how to use it more effectively.

Keyboard Information

Daniel Lovy

2398 Hulett Road
Okemos Ml 48864

Most real time arcade style

programs written for the

TRS-80 use the INKEYS function

of Level II. This allows a single

character to be input without

stopping the program. Unfortu-

nately the INKEYS function can-

not sense if a key is being held

down, only if it has been pressed.

For example, if you define the

"F" key as the key that will

cause your animated "what-

ever" to move forward, it must

move one unit at a time, or an-

other key must be designated to

stop it. You cannot move "what-

ever" as long as the key is

pressed, then stop it when the

key is released, not using IN-

KEYS anyway.

In the memory map in the

back of the Level II manual, loca-

Group 1 ©ABCDEFG
2 HIJKLMNO

I

3 PQRSTUVW
|

4 X Y Z

5 12 3 4 5 6 7

6 8 9:;.-./
7 ENTER CLEAR BREAK t 1 - - SPACE

Example 1.

1 CLS
10 A = PEEK<14337)

20 IF A = 64 THEN PRINT@0."F" ELSE PRINT@0," "

30 GOTO 10

Example 2.

tions 14336 to 15359 are listed

as 'TRS-80 KEYBOARD MEM-

ORY". To better understand

what goes on in this hinterland,

enter this short program.

5 CLS
10FORZ= + 14336 TO 14650

20 PRINT PEEK(Z);

30 NEXTZ
35 PRINT CHR$(28)

40 GOTO 10

The program will display a

section of the keyboard mem-

ory. While the program is run-

ning, press the "A" key and hold

it for a few seconds, then let go.

The zeros should have changed

to alternating 2's during the time

that you had the "A" pressed.

Experiment with different keys

for awhile.

As you probably guessed a

pattern emerges. Each group of

keys effect certain memory lo-

cations in this section of RAM.

The keys are grouped together

as in Example 1.

The first key in each group

puts a 1 into that group's partic-

ular set of locations. The second

key in each group places a 2, the

third places a 4, the fourth an 8,

the fifth a 16 and soon.

Overlapping Locations

When the locations overlap or

when two keys are being pressed

at the same time their values are

added together. Most of the

memory locations do overlap,

meaning they are used by more

than one group. Here is a list of

locations used by only one

group.

Group 1 14336 + 1

2 + 2

3 + 4

4 + 8

5 + 16

6 + 32

7 + 64

Let's write a short program

that will display an "F" on the

screen only as long as the "F"

key is depressed (this could be

equated with firing an engine or

moving an animated "whatever"

forward).

First determine its group (1),

then its position in that group (7)

and finally the memory location

used by its group (14337). Since

F is in the seventh position it

puts a 64 into memory location

14337. Now, let's test for it. The

program might look like Exam-

ple 2.

This information could have

been documented by Radio

Shack, but, if they had, all the

fun would have been taken out

of the hunt. Everyone needs to

shout "Eureka" once in

awhile.
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>i£*y^
CALL TOLL FREE: (800) 423-5387 USA

IN CALIF: (800) 382-3651
LOCAL & OUTSIDE USA (213) 886-9200

YOUR ONE-STOP MAIL-ORDER TRS-80 STORE!
BUY ANY 3 PROGRAMS, TAKE 10% OFF

CUBES
Based on the umr Instant lr>

vanity Extremely challrnRinjc'

Cat No 1W9 TRS-80. 12. 14**9.95

FORTRAN PLUS
By Microsoft! For TRS-80
L2 with 32K and single
disk.

CjI No. 1341 $340

CRIBBAOE
Plays according lo Hoyle's Rules.

You vs the computer
Cat Mo 11"9TRS-80. L2. 16k$9 95

MACHINE
LANGUAGE
MONITOR
Allows you to interact dir-

ectly with the TRS-80 at
machine language level.

1 lpp manual.
TRS-80 L1/L2
Cat No. 1048 $23.95

8O8O/TRS-8O
EDITOR ASSEMBLER
Lett you create, assemble, exe-

cute, and debug using MM
mnemonics. $29 95
TRS-80, L2. It* Cat No. 1 1BS

HOUSEHOLD
ACCOUNTANT
Budget and expense analysis lite

insurance cost comparison.
dalebook
Cat No 1985 TRS-M 1 2, It* $7 95

ANDROID NIM II

Super improved version ol NIM.
Constant excitement!
IRS HO. L2. It*

Cat No 1686 $14 95

RENUMBER
Renumbers program lines to vour
specifications Machine lan-

guage
TRS4W 12. 4-18K

Cat No. 1019 S14.95

TRS-M 12. 16-48K w/disk

Cat No 1680 S19.95

TRS-80 CP/M
Allows software interchange with

all other CP/M programs 6 com-
mands plus utilities

TRS-80. 12. 16k wldisk

Cat No. 1679 $149.95

TRS-232

SERIAL INTERFACE
Soltware driven RS2U output
port lor printers Installs in

seconds.

TRS-M L2. 4-18*

Cat No 1199 $4995

ADVENTURE
lipiore an almost endless maze
ol i-i'j,uri>> and pitfalls C !-..,.-

lengmg and tun'

T Ks Kd 12, IbK.

Cat No. 1721 $14.95

TRS-80 UTILITY I

Duplik. duplicates basic, assem-
bly and machine language pro
grams, copies level 1 onto level 2
Renum. for renumbering basic

programs.
Cat No 1981 TRS-M 12. 14* *? 95

NEWDOS
Better than TRSDOS' Allows OIR
while in basic, and then returning

to basic. OlRCMECk. DISASSf M.
EDTASM. and SUPfRZAP' A
musl lor disk owners'

Cat No. 1549TRS-M. L2 - disk$99

TRS-80 UTILITY 2
CFETCH searches tapes lor file

manes, merges programs with

CVVRin combines subroutines

basic or machine language.

Cat No 1984 IRS-80 L2. t»* *" 95

NAMES:
ADDRESS SYSTEM
A modular mailing list system.

handles 500-1000 names per disk

You can enter, correct, search
sort, and more'
Cat No. 1718
TRSOO L2. J2k < 2 disks $99 95

INVENTORY
SYSTEM II

Handle* up to 1000 items per

disk, and features activity, com-
plete inventory listings, selected
inventory listings minimum
quantity search Uses the follow

in* data fields: class 8. item s.

vendor s location, quantity, co»t
telling price, and date.

Cat No- 1717

TR«0, U. Ufc »,2 Asis $99 95

BRIDGE
CHALLENGER
Vou and dummy play
against the computer in

regular contract bridge.
Either you or comp sets
up.

TRS-80 12, IbK
Cat No 1195 $14.95

SMALL BUSINESS
BOOKKEEPING
Based on the Dome Bookkeeping
Journal includes all phases ei-

cept payroll

Cat No. 1043

TRS-80L2.lt* $14 95

MACHINE
LANGUAGE
MONITOR
RSM-2. Monitor and disassem-
bler, interracl directly with Ihe

7M.
TRS-1UI 12. 16K
Cat No. 1189 $26.95

TRS80, 12. 16-48K, widisk

Cat No. 1190 $29 95

SYSCOP
Duplicates STSTF.M tapes (lor

backup)
TRS-80 L2. 4K.

Cat No. 1681 $995

BACKGAMMON
You play against the com-
puter! With hints on
strategy, etc. Extremely

food! TRS-M 1211*
at No. 1481 $10.95

STAR TREK III

The most advanced
sion we've seen!
TRS-80 L2, IbK
Cat No. 1041 $14.95

DISKETTE/DISK
BINDERS

Organizes and protects vour data
tiles! 5

' i " disks fit two per insert
8" fit one per insert. Binders in-

cludes 10 inserts.

Cat No. Description Price

1650 5'.' binder $9.95

|
1*51 tr binder $995
1653 eitra 8" merit .9$

1652 estra 5'V inserts .95

TRESIS VAR-80
TRS-80I/0 $105
Connects your IK SHU level 2 to

the real world! Install in minutes.

8 inputs, 8 outputs. Control lights,

alarms, appliances, machinery.
etc Assembled A tested.

Cat No. 1092

VERBATIM
DISKETTES
For the T/fS-80

'

$35/box of 10
3 boxes fa SlOO
Cat No. 1147

VERBATIM
CERTIFIED
CASSETTES
$2.95 each
Certified specifically for personal

computers such as the TIS-M.
Apple, Pet, etc Splice-free,

leaderless. with folding recording

tabs.

Cat No. 1*45

TRS-80
DIN PLUGS
2 fey $l.50
Male. The plug that goes into the

|

back ol the keyboard unit.

Cat No. 1229

MATCHLESS SYSTEMS

TRS-80
MINIDISK $395
DRIVE 2 for S775
The best drive available today!

Complete and ready to use, with
free 2-drive cable! Free software

for speeding up your access time

from JSms lo 12ms! Optional
software for increasing data

storage from 55K to 67SK on
your first drive, and to 89k on
your second drive! Full 120 day
money back guarantee!

Cat No. Description Price

1375 Drive w/2 drive

cable $395.

1396 4 drive cable

BUY ANY 3 PROGRAMS, TAKE 10% OFF

.inn 49.

1938 racks 36-40

software 10.

1147 Verbatim disk-

ettes. 10 lor $33

LEEDEX

12" MONITORS
Black and white, high resolution

Accepts composite input No air

shipments CIOA
Cat No. 1204 9lv}7

TRS-80
GUARANTEED
MEMORY
EXPANSION
Installs in minutes! Guaranteed
to work in your machine or your

I

money bad! .....
Cat No. 1156 keyboard un.1

Cat No. 1156B **P'P'*",
wlbuttered
cable

Cat No. 1156A e.p inter! std

cable

BARRICADE
Similar to breakout. A real time

game, with options of speed,

balls, angle, etc

TRS4J0 LI 112 16k
Cat No. 1362 $14 95

INVENTORY
MODULAR
features cost/value summary.
reports, recorder search, index.

detailed report, read and write

file data base change.

Cat No 1038
TRS^OU. Ibk $19 95

SOUNDWARE
Add music and sound etfects to

your programs Complete y»ith

software and hardware Installs in

seconds
Cat No 1898 TRS410, 12 $2995

SANTA PAVARIA
EN FIUMACCIO
Complex simulation of 15th cen-

tury Italian citv-slate. Four levels

of difficulty.

Cat No 1

_
40 TR 5-111] 12. 16k$7.95

MICROCHESS
Graphic Chessboard with
3 levels oi play.
TRS-80 L1/L2. 4K
Cat No. 1182 $19 95

f
TRS-BO $19
LOWER CASE
MODIFICATION KIT
Modifies vour machine to

display both upper and lower

case. Installs ii1 minutes, requires

drill, solde ring iron and
screwdriver. With complete
instructions. Cat No. 1550

LEVEL III BASIC
Gives your TRS-80 the
power ol a lull size sys-

tem Disk commands, ad-
vanced editing, etc.

TRS-80 L2. 16K
Cat No U12 S49

MICRO TEXT EDITOR
Full test editing, economic a I.

features non-destructable cursor

Mat him- language, uses Ik 1am
ins Hi! 12. 4k wfprinler

Cat No. 1049 $9 95

AIR RAID
An arcade-type real time
game ol target practice.

Excellent Craphics
TRS-80 L1/L2 4k
Cat No 1186 $14.95

ELECTRIC PENCIL
The famous word proces-
sor lor the TRS-80 L1/L2
IbK
Cat No. 1338 $95

L2 diskette version
Cat No. 1338D $145

LEVEL II DISK
CONVERSION
Allows level 2 tapes to be con
verted to disk, and executed

directly from TRSDOS
IRS-80. L2. 16-4SK wdisk

Cat No 1309 $9 95

TRS-80
DUST COVERS
Keeps dust faun vensitiye com
ponents Custom designed lor

Ihe IRS-80

Cat No. Description Price

1553 keyboard $8 50
1554 Video 9.95

1552 Cassette 7.00

1S51 Disk
ny I lake 10% off

Anadex
Alphanumeric
Printer $925

• For TRS-80, Apple, etc

Features 80 columns. 84
lines per minute, super
high reliability, 9x7
character font. Completely
self contained, perfect for
terminals or as a stand
alone printer. Prints com-
plete % character ASCII
font. Complete with inter-
face for RS232C and
20/60mA

Cat No. 1342
Cat No. 1343
Cat No. 1456
Cat No. 14S7
Cat No. 1458

mode. Also Centronics
plug compatible interface
which accepts data in a
parallel bit, serial char-
acter synchronous form.
Programmable baud rate,
plus dozens of other fea-
tures found only in prin-
ters costing twice as

it loop much.
DP8000 Printer $925
TRS-80 Adapter Cable $40
3000 sheets 1-part paper $31.50
1500 sets 2-part paper $40.50
1000 sets 3-part paper $40.50

.$aa

Send for

FREE

CATALOG
Featuring:

The best selection of com-
fiuter accessories add-ons,
actory fresh IC's. led s,

semi's, software, PC aids,
prototyping aids, books,
test equipment, and more!
Always updated' Dozens
ol new products every
issue'

HOW TO ORDER
Pay bv checi, COD VISA or

Mastercharge Charge orders in-

clude expiration date Order bv

phone or mail. Minimum order
Jin Please include phone
number and maga/ine/issue you
are ordering nom, USA' add %2
for shtppingjhandling ground,

add tl for air. FOREIGN: Add $3
lor shipping/handling surface, $6

for air. COD's SI addt'l

Guaranteed satisfaction for 120
days or your mooes back' Not
responsible for typographical
errors We reserve me right to

i limit quantities.

19511 Business Center Dr. Dept. VI Northridge, Ca. 91324
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Disks and Printers

for the TRS-80 . .

.

Add 1 or 2 megabytes of disk storage to your TRS-80 with a

Micro/nation MEGABOX® interface— double-density 8
'

' drives

(2 megabytes by utilizing dual-headed double-sided drives).

The Micromation MEGABOX- provides for up

to 4 megabytes of storage; it has provision for

adding 32K of RAM to your TRS-80, giving

you the opportunity of having a 48K system

without purchasing an expansion interface.

The Micromation MEGABOX comes with an

RS232 serial interface, which can be used by

a serial printer or a modem.

1 -Megabyte MBII-80 MEGABOX for

the TRS-80, List $2295 OUR PRICE $1 949

2-Megabyte MBIV-80 MEGABOX,
List $3095 $2629

CP/M Operating System for above . . $ 1 50

Microsoft Patch to ROM BASIC $ 150

PRINTERS DISK DRIVES RADIO SHACK TRS-80's™
nec Spinwr iter for TRS-80, 55 cps, Fully compatible with expansion EXPANSION INTERFACES

letter quality interface and TRSDOS software - AMR RICW HDI\/CQ
,,ron ,r . . l-M(Km, „-,. VISTA. PERCOM,LOBO. and others AINU Ul^rx DhlVLS
5530 RO/Centronics Interf., $3275 2475 , *~. n/ «««« im-i-

SAVE OVER $100 at 10% DISCOUNT
ANADEX80-col dot matrix. $995 .. . $895 *

r .. B .. «. .

integral data j P- 1 25 w/1210 op. . $754 Your choice $369 ea
FuN warranty at any Radio Shack store

IP-225 w/1 210 & 1250 od. $984 .. $889 «nm/lir , n . .
,

ip 225 w/1210 1250U24i (graphics) CORVUS 1 megabyte hard
4K R BASlc S40,

options, List $1098 $949 HicL HMI V ^47QR
IP-440 Paper T.ger. List $995 $895 OISK — UIML Y >4/yD 26-1053 16K RAM. Level I BASIC with

w/graphics op. mcl buffer $1194 $1069 numeric keypad. List $729 656

CENTROMICS779-1. List $1245. . . $ 949 mui/CDTVftiiD c victim/- 26-1054 4K RAM. Level II BASIC. L.st $619 557

779-2 w/tractor. List $1350 1049 UUWVtMl YUUK tAlb I IIMla 26-1056 16K RAM. Level II BASIC win
780-2 w/tractor. L.st $1725 1295 SELECTRIC TYPEWRITER numeric keypad. List $849 764

7owwE35-v
L
a^$2«r:: !3« to a letter-quality ^Z E

1r^"""
e,,iK:cw"h

703-2 w/tractor VFU. List $2975 . 2395 PRINTER
704-2 w/tractor. L.st $2350 1995

••-»... 26-1141 Expansion interface with

730-1 parallel interface. List $995 . . . 895 Power Supply & electronics, assembled & 16K RAM
-
L 'st >448 403

730-3 RS232 interface. List $1045 . . 939 tested. You make only a simple solenoid 26-1142 Expansion Interface

753-1. List $3095 2785 installation (or have the factory do it).
with 32K RAM. List 597 537

T.I. 810 basic unit. List $1895 .... $1695 Manufactured by Escon 26-1160 First Disk Drive 'includes

810 serial/parallel. List $1940 . . . $1735 Parallel version. List $525 $469 DOS, cablet. List $499 449

DATA PRODUCTS M200-01 7. $3465 $3119 TRS-80 cable $ 20 26 1180 Voice Synthesizer. L.st $399 359

SHIPPING, HANDLING AND INSURANCE: Add $5 for Selectric Converter, $6 for disk drives. $10 for Megabox. Centronics printers shipped freight

collect. Contact us for shipping information on other terminals and printers.

All prices subject to change and all offers subject to withdrawal without notice. Prices in this ad are for prepaid orders. Slightly higher prices prevail for

other-than-prepaid orders, i.e.. COD. credit card, etc.

- WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG -

MiniMicroMart, Inc.

"

1 61 8 James Street Syracuse, NY 1 3203 {31 5) 422^467 TWX 71 0-541 -0431
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TRS-80
YSTEM PRODUCTS \JYSTEM

MALL

MACHINE LANGUAGE GAMES
AIR RAID, BARRICADE or RSL-1 : - $10.00 each, all i for $25.00

Three popular machine language games now at new lower prices!
All run on both Level-1 and Level-2 and require only 4K of
memory. All may be converted for disk using OCV-1.

AIR RAID: Shoot down high speed aircraft with a steerable
ground based missile launcher! Aircraft explode dramatically
when hit, sometimes destroying other nearby planes! Score is

tallied for each hit or miss, and the highest score is saved to

be challenged by other players. Provides hours of fun for you,
and a super program for entertaining friends!

BARRICADE: "BREAKOUT" for the TRS-80! Break through 5-wall
Barricade with high-speed ball and keyboard controlled paddle!
Trap the ball among the walls and watch it destroy the 100
blocks! Select 96 different options to challenge expert or

beginner. 3 scores with the best of each saved to be challenged
by other players.

RSL-1: Enter graphic patterns with repeating keyboard! Save
patterns on tape (4 furnished). Play LIFE, a game of birth,
growth and death of a colony of cells. FAST - about 1 second
per generation! Hours of fascinating patterns!

ADVENTURE! $14.95 each, (3 or aore, $12.50 each)

Level-II 16K machine language versions of Adventure, the current
rage of the big time-share computers! 6 versions:
1 -Adventure I and, 2-Pirate's Adventure, 3-Hission Impossible,
4-Voodoo Castle, 5-The Count, and 6-Strange Odyssey. Each is a

challenge that can take weeks to solve! Furnished on tape;
convert to disk with DCV-1.

UTILITIES
RSII-2: AM ADVANCED TAPE MONITOR FOR 16K TRS-80'S - $26.95
RSN-2D: THREE MONITORS FOR TRS-80 DISK SYSTEMS - 29.95

22 commands to control your TRS-80 Z-80 processor! Examine
ROM's, test RAM, program in machine language, read/write machine
language tapes, and much more! SYMBOLIC DUMP will disassemble
memory into Z-80 mnemonics! HEX and two ASCII memory dumps;
EDIT, MOVE, EXCHAN6E, VERIFY, FILL, ZERO, TEST, or SEARCH
memory, read/write SYSTEM tapes, enter BREAKPOINTS, PRINT with
TRS232 or Centronics, and read/write disk sectors directly!
Radio Shack uses RSH; see page 4-17 of your disk manual! RSM-2
tape loads at top of 16K LEVEL I or II; RSM-2D disk includes 3

versions for 16K, 32K and 48K.

RSM-2 RELOCATOR: PUT RSN-2/2D ANYWHERE IN MEMORY - 9.95

This new program loads with the RSM-2/2D "L" tape command, then
asks you where you want RSH-2 located. Your answer causes a new
version to be created and executed! Instructions included for
saving your new versions.

KV-1: CONVERT SYSTEM PROGRAMS TO DISK FILES -«9.95

EDTASM, The Electric Pencil, Air Raid, RSL-1, ESP-1, T-BUG, or

nearly any SYSTEM tape can be executed from disk, even if it

interferes with TRSDOS! DCV-1 loads system tapes into high
memory and adds a block-move routine. TAPEDISK is then used to
create a disk file. When accessed from disk, the program loads
into high memory, moves itself to its correct address, then
jumps there and executes! New version works with TRSDOS 2.2.

BASIC-IP: LEVEL-1 BASIC WITH PRINTING ! - $19.95

Loads into the top 4K of 16K TRS-80' s and uses any LEVEL-I BASIC
program or DATA tape (up to 12K in length) without conversion!
NEW commands, LPRINT and LLIST to print with either our TRS232
or the Radio Shack printer! Loads from tape or disk (furnished
on tape). Alt LEVEL-I abbreviations and functions supported!

CALIFORNIA Residents please add 6X state sales tax.

MODEL-II TRS-80
Small System Software is currently developing several programs
for the Model II TRS-80. An enhanced RSM monitor with many new

features will be available about January. We are adapting CP/M

(tm Digital Reaserch, Inc.) in conjunction with Lifeboat
Associates. CP/M for the Model II will be a "standard" version

and will run all existing CP/M software, including Cobol,

Fortran, C-Basic, M-Basic, business ana accounting packages,

etc. Write for details!

PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE
MICROSOFT SOFTWARE PACKAGES - $80.00 each, $150.00 for both

ASSEMBLER PACKAGE: Macro Assembler uses Zilog mnemonics and
produces relocatable code! Includes Linking Loader, Editor and

Cross Reference Utilities. Requires 32K and 1 disk drive.

FORTRAN PACKAGE: A true Fortran Compiler (faster than Basic).
Linking Loader combines Fortran, Assembly and Library modules

into one program! Editor and extensive Library ?re included.
Requires 32K and at least 1 disk drive.

THE ELECTRIC PENCIL FOR TRS-80 DISK SYSTEMS

THE ELECTRIC PENCIL FOR TRS-80 TAPE SYSTEMS

- $150.00
- 99.95

Write text, delete, insert, or move words, lines or paragraphs,

save text on tape (or disk), then print formatted copy with our

TRS232 or Centronics printer (RS-232-C with disk version).
Right justification, page titling and numbering, transparent
cursor and repeating keyboard. Upper case only, or lowercase
with modification. Level-1 or 2 16K (tape version).

CP/M OPERATING SYSTEM WITH TRS232 SOFTWARE - $145.00

SMALL SYSTEM SOFTWARE/LIFEBOAT ASSOCIATES version of CP/M.
Includes TRS232 and RS-232-C software, lower-case support,
debounce, DCV-2 and other unique utilities. CP/M Editor creates
and modifies all files. Assemble from disk, placing HEX and
PRINT files back onto disk! Includes DDT (Dynamic Debugging
Tool), PIP (Peripheral Interchange Program), and more! CP/M is

a trademark of Digital Reasearch, Inc.

PRINTER SUPPORT
TRS232 PRINTER INTERFACE - $49.95 (S2.00 shipping)

Assembled and tested output port for TRS-80 printing. Use
Diablo, Teletype, TI Silent or any RS-232 or 20-mil current loop
ASCII printer. Expansion interface not required. Use with

LEVEL-II BASIC, CP/M, BASIC-1P, ELECTRIC PENCIL, RSM-2/2D or

your own programs! Standard cassette software included, or

order new "FORMATTER" (below) for enhanced printer control.

TRS232 "FORMATTER" SOFTWARE PACKAGE - $14.95

Enhanced software for with Level-2 Basic and our TRS232. Page
and line length control, form feed function, printer pause,
"smart" line termination, indented continuation lines, keyboard
debounce, echo screen to printer, etc. Includes BASIC cassette
and BASIC and machine language source listings.

PRINTER CONVERSION PACKAGES - $9.95 EACH

Many programs do not include provisions for printing with either
our TRS232 or the Radio Shack RS-232-C. We currently offer the
following tapes for adding printing functions:

RSM RS-232-C: Adds RS-232-C capability to RSM-2/20
PENCIL RS-232-C: For cassette version of Electric Pencil
EDTASM PRINT: TRS232 and RS-232-C for disk/tape EDTASM

OTHER TRS-80 PRODUCTS

ESP-1: $29.95 Assembler, Editor i Monitor (8080 mnemonics)
LST-1: 8.00 Listing of Level-1 BASIC with some comments

SMALL SYSTEM SOFTWARE P.O. BOX 366 NEWBURY PARK, CA 91320
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COMPUCRUISE
Put a computer in

your car, which gives
you the most effec-
tive and functional
cruise control ever
designed, plus com-
plete trip computing,
fuel management sys-
tems, and a remark-
able accurate quartz
crystal time system

So simple a child can
operate, the new
CompuCruise com-
bines latest computer
technology with
state-of-the-art re-

liability in a package
which will not likely be
available on new cars
for years to come •

Cruise Control • Time.
E .

T. . Lap Timer. Alarm
• Time. Distance. Fuel
to Arrival • Time, Dis-

tance. Fuel to Empty •

Time. Distance and
Fuel on Trip • Current
or Average MPG.
GPH» Fuel Used. Dis
tance since Fillup •

Current and Aver-
age-Vehicle Speed •

Inside. Outside or
Coolant Temperature
• Battery Voltage •

English or Metric
Display $199 95 .

without cruise con-

trol $159.95

FLOPPY DISK
STORAGE BINDER
This black vinyl

three-ring binder
comes with ten
transparent plastic
sleeves which ac-
commodate either
twenty, five-inch or
ten. eight-inch floppy
disks. The plastic
sleeves may be or-

dered separately and
added as needed. A
contents file is in-

cluded with each
sleeve for easy iden-

tification and organiz-
ing Binder & 10 hol-

ders $14 95 Part No
B800. Extra holders
95* each Part No.
800

GAME PADDLES
& SOUND

For Your TRS 80

(Level II or Disk)

jo] h
Includes. 2 game pad-
dles interface, soft-

ware, speaker, power
supply, full documen-
tation including sche-
matics, theory of

operation, and user
guide; plus 2 games on
cassette (Pong and
Starship War) $7995
Complete Part No
79??C

DISKETTES

Box of 10. 5 $29 95.
8' $39 95
Plastic box. holds 10
diskettes, 5" - $4.50.
8" $6.50

LEEDEX
MONITOR

12" Black and White*
12 MHz Bandwidth
• Handsome Plastic
Case* $139 00

TELPAR

DIGITAL
CASSETTE

5 mm. each side Box
of 10 $9 95 Part No
C-5

TTL parallel. TTL senaf RS232C serial. 20
mil loop serial Quiet, clean — no ribbons or

ink: 24 characters/second; Upper/lower case
96 ASCII characters; Signalling rates Serial

Mode— 1 10 or 300 Baud; Parallel mode— up
to 960 characters/second; For applications

over 48 columns, automatically prints on next
line; Prints 1 character at a time — ideal for

interactive applications; Local line feed for

advancing paper; Parity check (odd. even or

none). ASCII control codes back space, car-

nage return, line feed (implemented as a new
line), vertical tab (1 line), negative vertical tab
(on receipt of ESC. VT), Bell (9 microsecond
pulse on receipt of BEL) PS-48C Printer

$699 with Keyboard. $895. Paper roll

5V?"x164' $3 00

ASCII TO CORRESPONDENCE
CODE CONVERTER

This bidirectional board is a direct replace-
ment for the board inside the Trendata 1000
terminal The on board connector provides
RS 232 serial in and out. Sold only as an
assembled and tested unit for $229 95
Part No TA 1000C

DISK JACKET"
Made from heavy duty
0095 matte plastic
with reinforced
grommets. The mini-

diskette version holds

two 5-1/4 inch disk-

ettes and will fit any
standard three ring

binder The pockets to
the left of the disk-

ette can be used for
listing the contents of

the disk Please order
only in multitudes of

ten $9.95/10 Pack

ATARI 800
Computer with 8K
$995 00. disk drive

$549.00. printer
$599 99

r t

TRS-80
SERIAL I/O
• Can input into basic
• Can use LLIST and
LPRINT to output, or

output continuously •

RS-232 compatible •
Can be used with or

without the expansion
bus • On board switch
selectable baud rates
of 1 1 0. 1 50, 300, 600
1200. 2400, parity or

no parity odd or even,

5 to 8 data bits, and 1

or 2 stop bits. D.T R
line • Requires +5
-12 VDC •Board only

$19.95 Part No 8010,
with parts $59 95 Part

No. 801 OA. assembled
$79 95 Part No. 8010
C No connectors pro-

vided, see below

3 r-BOO" [»
•wctortufctrns-

•0 and >rm
bojKO S ' 9 95 Pn
Ho 3CAB40

RS-232 20mA
INTERFACE

This board has two
passive, opto-isole-
ted circuits. One con-
verts RS-232 to
20mA, the other con-
verts 20mA to RS-
232 All connections
go to a 10 pin edge
connector Requires
• 12 and -12 volts.

Board only $9 95.
part no 7901, with
parts $14.95 Part
No 7901A

COMPUCOLOR II

Model 3. 8K $13 95,
Model 4, 16K $15 95,
Model 5. 32K $18 95
Prices include color
monitor, computer,
and one disk drive

wzm**:

PET COMPUTER
With 32K & monitor -

$1195 Dual Disk
Drive $1195

APPLE II PLUS

1BK - $995, 32K
$1059. 48K $1123
Disk&cont. $589

CASSETTE TAPE
ERASER

REMOVES RECORD-
INGS IN ONE SEC-
OND' The process
eliminates static pos-
itive / negative ions
and maintains original

tone quality with min-
imal tape hiss • To im-

prove tone quality • To
reduce hissing • For
quick and easy to
erase • No battery or
liquid required • Pow-
erful and effective ac-
tion* Unconditional 2
year guarantee
ERASER-8$19 95

16K RAMS
For the Apple.
TRS-80 or Pet $8
each Part No 41 16/
2117

APPLE II HOBBY/
PROTOTYPING

CARD
$14.95 Part No
7907

T.V. INTERFACE

• Converts video to

AM modulated RF.
Channels 2 or 3 So
powerful almost no
tuning is required On
board regulated power
supply makes this ex-
tremely stable Rated
very highly in Doctor
Dobbs' Journal Recom-
mended by Apple •
Power required is 12
volts AC C.T., or +5
volts DC • Board only
$7 60 part No 107,
with parts $1 3 50 Part
No 107A

7TTTT1 PARALLEL TRIAC
OUTPUT BOARD
FOR APPLE II

This board has 8 tnacs capable of

switching 110 volt 6 amp loads (660 watts
per channel) or a total of 5280 watts Board
only $1500 Part No 210. with parts
$119 95 Part No 21QA

TX (VHpr • Mention part no. description, and price In USA shipping paid by us for orders accompanied by check or money order
' We accept COD orders in the U S only, or a VISA or Master Charge no., expiration date, signature, phone no.,

M shipping charges will be added CA residents add 6.5% for tax Outside USA add 10% for air mail postage and nan

I
dling. Payment must be in U S. dollars. Dealer inquiries invited. 24 hour order line (408) 448-0800

Send for FREE Catalog . . . a big self-addressed envelope with 41* postage gets it fastest!

ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS ^ 80 P Box 21638,SanJose. CAUSA 95151



80 microcomputing book shelf

•INSTANT BASIC -BK1 131 -by Jerald R. Brown. For the personal
computer enthusiast or the user of DEC'S BASIC PLUS language,
here is a new book to teach you BASIC. It teaches BASIC to begin-
ners using interesting programming ideas and applications that will

be easily understood by the home computer programmer. BASIC
PLUS users know that the two languages are very similar, so this

book can be used by them as well. This is an "active participation"

workbook, designed to be used with your home computer so you can
learn by doing! Ideas are slowly introduced in a nonmathematical
context so the beginner can quickly learn good programming techni-

ques. $6.00.*

•YOUR HOME COMPUTER - BK1 172 - by James White, is an intro-

duction to the world of personal microcomputing. This book tells

you everything you want to know about home computing and gives
the computer novice a painless introduction to microcomputer
technology and terminology, beginning with what computers are

and how they work. This basic book requires no prior knowledge or

experience in electronics or computing. It provides information
about home computer kits; guidelines for selecting and building

your own microcomputer, how to use your home computer and what
you can do with it; lists of computer stores, clubs, periodicals; and
answers to many more of your questions about microcomputers and
the jargon surrounding the personal computing scene today. $6.00.*

•HOW TO BUILD A MICROCOMPUTER- AND REALLY UNDER-
STAND IT - BK7325 - by Sam Creason. The electronics hobbyist
who wants to build his own microcomputer system now has a prac-
tical "How-To" guidebook. This book is a combination technical

manual and programming guide that takes the hobbyist step-by-

step through the design, construction, testing and debugging of a
complete microcomputer system. Must reading for anvone desir-

ing a true understanding of small computer systems. $9.95.*

•MICROCOMPUTER DICTIONARY- BK1034- This microcomput-
er dictionary fills the need to become quickly acquainted with the
terminology and nomenclature of the revolution in computers.
There is also a comprehensive electronics/computer abbre-
viations and acronyms section. $15.95.*

•MICROCOMPUTER PRIMER -BK1035- by M. Waite and M.
Pardee. Describes basic computer theory, explains numbering
systems and introduces the reader to the world of programming.
Describes the world of microcomputing in "real world" termi-

nology. $7.95.*

•THE SECRET GUIDE TO COMPUTERS Parts 1, 2 and 3 by Russ
Walter. Part One describes computers in general, and after

reading for ten minutes you will be writing simple BASIC pro-

grams! Part Two discusses computer applications. It's one thing
to master the syntax of the language such as BASIC and another
to solve problems using the new tool. Part Three describes pro-

gramming languages. Ever heard of APL and QLISP? BASIC is not
the only language used to program computers. 7th Edition. Part I

-BK1 050 -$2.75*; Part II — BK1051 -$2.50*; Part III — BK1052 —
$3.50.*

•SOME COMMON BASIC PROGRAMS -BK1053- published by
Adam Osborne & Associates, Inc. Perfect for non-technical com-
puterists requiring ready-to-use programs. Business programs,
plus miscellaneous programs. Invaluable for the user who is not
an experienced programmer. All will operate in the stand-alone
mode. $9.50 paperback.*

'Use the order card in the back of this magazine or itemize your order on a separate piece ot paper and mail to:

SO Microcomputing Book Shelf • Peterborough NH 03458. Be sure to include check or detailed credit card information.
All orders, add $1.00 handling.

FOR TOLL FREE ORDERING CALL 1-800-258-5473
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80 microcomputing book shelf

•HOBBY COMPUTERS ARE HERE! - BK7322 - If you (or a friend)

want to come up to speed on how computers work . . . hardware
and software . . . this is an excellent book. It starts with the fun-

damentals and explains the circuits, and the basics of programm-
ing. This book has the highest recommendations as a teaching aid
for newcomers. $4.95.*

•THE NEW HOBBY COMPUTERS- BK7340- This book takes it

from where "HOBBY COMPUTERS ARE HERE!" leaves off, with
chapters on Large Scale Integration, how to choose a
microprocessor chip, an introduction to programming, low cost I/O

for a computer, computer arithmetic, checking memory
boards . . . and much, much more! Don't miss this tremendous
value! Only $4.95.*

•INTRODUCTION TO MICROPROCESSORS -BK1032- by Charles
Rockwell of MICROLOG, is an ideal reference for the individual

desiring to understand the hardware aspects of microprocessor
systems. Describes the hardware details of computer devices in

terms the beginner can understand, instead of treating the micro
chip as a "black box." Specific systems are not described and pro-

gramming is only briefly discussed. $17.50 U.S. and Canada; $20
foreign (in U.S. funds).*

•BASIC NEW 2ND EDITION -BK1081 -by Bob Albrecht. Self-

teaching guide to the computer language you will need to know for

use with your microcomputer. This is one of the easiest ways to

learn computer programming. $6.95.*

•HOW TO SELL ANYTHING TO ANYBODY- BK7306- According
to The Guiness Book of World Records, the author, Joe Girard, is

"the world's greatest salesman." This book reveals how he made a
fortune — and how you can, too. $2.25.*

•PIMS: PERSONAL INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM -
BK1009— Learn how to unleash the power of a personal computer
for your own benefit in this ready-to-use data-base management
program. $9.95.*

•HOW TO MAKE MONEY WITH COMPUTERS- BK1003- In 10 in-

formation-packed chapters, Jerry Felsen describes more than 30
computer-related, money-making, high profit, low capital invest-
ment opportunities. $15.00.*

•ADD 'N STAC - BX1003 - If you've got programs lying around and
want them organized in easy-to-locate fashion Add 'N Stac is the
answer. Each unit stores eight cassettes. Each module locks
together with the next and grows with your collection. Build
yourself a software library with Add "N Stac by ordering from the
Book Nook. As your library grows you'll need more of these handy
units so order more than one today. Several colors are available
and you can mount them to your wall, desk, table or keep them
loose for taking with you. Colors and prices are: Smoke $3.00*;
Black, Dark Blue, Orange, Brown, White, Red $2.50.*

"Use the order card in the back of this magazine or itemize your order on a separate piece of paper and mail to
80 Microcomputing Book Shelf • Peterborough NH 03458. Be sure to include check or detailed credit card information.

All orders, add $1.00 handling.

FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE CALL 603-924-7298
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80 microcomputing book shelf

•AN INTRODUCTION TO MICROCOMPUTERS, VOL.0 - BK1130 -
The Beginner's Book — Written for readers who know nothing
about computers — for those who have an interest in how to use
computers — and for everyone else who must live with computers
and should know a little about them. The first in a series of 4
volumes, this book will explain how computers work and what they
can do. Computers have become an integral part of life and soci-

ety. During any given day you are affected by computers, so start

learning more about them with Volume 0. $7.95.*

•VOL I - BK1030 - Dedicated to the basic concepts of microcom-
puters and hardware theory. The purpose of Volume I is to give you
a thorough understanding of what microcomputers are. From
basic concepts (which are covered in detail), Volume I builds the

necessary components of a microcomputer system. This book
highlights the difference between minicomputers and microcom-
puters. $9.50.*

1

•VOL. II-BK1031 (loose leaf)-$25.00*; BK1040 (with
binder) — $30.00* —Contains descriptions of individual micropro-
cessors and support devices used only with the parent
microprocessor. Volume II describes all available chips.
•VOL. Ill — BK1 132 (loose leaf)-$15.00*; BK1133 (with
binder) — $20.00.* Contains descriptions of all support devices
that can be used with any microprocessor.

•WHAT TO DO AFTER YOU HIT RETURN - BK1071 -PCCs first

book of computer games ... 48 different computer games you can
play in BASIC . . . programs, descriptions, many illustrations.

Lunar Landing, Hammurabi, King, Civel 2, Qubic 5, Taxman, Star
Trek, Crash, Market, etc. $10.95.*

•BASIC COMPUTER GAMES- BK1074- Okay, so once you get

your computer and are running in BASIC, then what? Then you
need some programs in BASIC, that's what. This book has 101

games for you from very simple to real buggers. You get the
games, a description of the games, the listing to put in your com-
puter and a sample run to show you how they work. Fun. Any one
game will be worth more than the price of the book for the fun you
and your family will have with it. $7.50.*

"Use the order card in the back of this magazine or itemize your order on a separate piece of paper and mail to.

80 Microcomputing Book Shelf • Peterborough NH 03458. Be sure to include check or detailed credit card information.
All orders, add $1.00 handling.

80 microcomputing book order form
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$9PREVIEW
WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN THE FEBRUARYS
MAILING LISTS VIDEO TUNE-UP

Most small businesses and
organizations need a mailing list

system Next month we have in-

depth reviews of not one but

FOUR systems. From Galactic

Software. Radio Shack. Sriall

Business Systems Group .ind

The Bottom Shell. All the sys-

tems are disk based and priced

in the $100 range. Find out

whether they delivery the goods
- 1st class or 4th.

FLOPPY PIMS
How to convert the Scelbi Per-

sonal Inlormalion Management
System to run on disk BASIC.

A focus on your monitor, make
it both electrically safer and
visually sharper.

BABYBUG
Frustrated with loading &

reloading your editor/assem-

bler? Fed up with hand assem-
bly7 Or perhaps just plain baf-

fled by all those machine code
bytes? Try BABYBUG. a simple
machine code monitor that al-

lows you to create and load

machine code programs -easily
and quickly.

FASTER, FASTER
Do your programs seem to

take forever to run? Try this soft-

ware controlled speedup modifi-

cation.

ALL THIS PLUS MUCH MORE!

SCOOP
The TRS-80 Disk And Other

Mysteries, written by Harv Pen-

nington, is a new book from the

International Jewellers Guild. It

covers everything you ever want-

ed to know about disk organiza-

tion and file structures, includ-

ing how to salvage unreadable

data and "killed" files. The Ap-

parat utility program "SUPER
ZAP" is used lo dig deep into the

heart of your disks In the Febru-

ary issue of 80 we have exclusive

extracts for your perusal.
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Ask for Instant Software at a computer store near you.

Alabama
Anderson Computers
3156 University Dr . Huntsville

The Computer Shack
913 Shadyview Lane. Adamsville

Computeiiand ot Huntsville

3020 University Dr Huntsville

OlensKy Bros
3763 Airport Blvd

.
Mobile

Arizona
Millets TV & Radio
621 East Broadway Mesa

Resaiem Electronics

16610 Meadow Park Dr Sun City

California
Amco Elect Supply

635 E Arrow Hwy
.
Azusa

Byte Shopot Fairfield

87 Marina Center St .
Suisun City

Byte Shopot Mt View
1415 West El Camino Real. Mt View

Byte Shop ol Sacramento
6041 Greenback Ln . Citrus Heights

Capital Computer Systems
3396 El Camino Ave . Saciamento

Computer Components ot South Bay
15818 Hawthorne Blvd Lawndale

Computer World

6791 Westminster Ave . Westminster

Computeiiand
16720 S Hawthorne Lawndale

Computerland ot San Francisco
IWFiemontSt San Francisco

Computerland ol W LA
6840 La Cienega Blvd Inglewood

Coast Electronics

31 18 No Main St . Morro Bay

Hobby World
19511 Business Ctr Dr Unit 6
Borthndge

I C E House inc

398 North 6 St . San Bernardino

Marlam Co
6351 Almadin Rd . San Jose

Microsun Computer Center

2989 North Main St Walnut Creek

Opamp/Technical Books
1033 N Sycamore Ave Los Angeles

Radio Shack Dealer

8250 Mira Mesa Blvd . San Diego

Santa Rosa Computer Center

604 7th St . Santa Rosa

Silver Spur Elect Comm
13552 Central Ave Chino

The Computer Store

820 Broadway Santa Monica

Colorado
Byte Shop
3464 S Acoma St Englewood

Colorado Computer Systems
311 W 74th Ave Westminster

Computerland ol North Denver

8749 Wadsworth Blvd Arvada

The Computer Store

2300 Welton St Denver

Connecticut
American Business Computers
Rt 184 4 Rt 117. Groton

Bridgeport Computers Inc

3876 Mam St Bridgeport

Compulerlab
130 Jellerson New London

Customised Computer Systems
120 Sherman Ave . New Haven

The Computer Store

43 South Main St Windsor Locks

D.C.
The^Drogram Store

4200 Wisconsin Ave N W
Washington. DC

Florida
Adventure International

200 Bald Cypress Ct .
Longwood

AMF Electronics

11146 N 30th St Tampa

Boyd Eberl Corporation

1328 West 15th St Panama City

Computer Center

6578 Central Ave . St Petersburg

Computerland ol Boca Raton

500 E Spanish River Blvd

Boca Raton

Computerland ol Ft Lauderdale

3963 N Federal Hwy . Ft Lauderdal

Computeiiand ol Jacksonville

2777-6 University Blvd W .

Jacksonville

Curtis Waters Enterprises

236 Talbot Ave Melbourne

Heath Kit Electronic

4705 W 16th Ave Center Hialeah

Sound ideas

2201 C N W 13th Gainesville

Ukatan Computer Store

Airport Rd Destin

Georgia
Atlanta Computer Mart

Atlanta

Computerland ol Allanta

2423 Cobb Parkway. Smyrna

Hawaii
Computerland ol Hawaii

567 N Federal Hwy . Honolulu

Radio Shack Assoc Store

1712 S King St Honolulu

Michigan

Idaho
Electronic Specialists

8411 Fairview Ave . Boise

Illinois

Bloommgton Normal Compuler
Works
124 E Beaulorl Normal

Computer Station

3659 Nameoki Rd Granite City

Midwest Micro Computers Inc

708 S Mam St . Lombard

Indiana
Computer Center ol Soulh Bend
51591 US 31 North South Bend

Iowa
Cybena. Inc

2330 Lincoln Way. Ames
Memory Bank
4128 Brady St Davenport

Louisiana
Computer Shoppe Inc

3225 Danny Park Suite 222 Melan

Maine
Radio Shack
315 Main Mall Rd So Portland

Maryland
Computers. Etc
13 A Allegheny Ave Towson

Jack Fives Electronics

4608 Debilen Circle PikesviHe

The Comm Center

9624 Ft Meade Rd Laurel

Massachusetts
CompulerCily

5 Denier Row Charleslown

Computer Packages Unlimited

244 W Boylston St West Boylsto

Lighthouse Computer Software

14 Fall River Ave . Rehobath

New England Electronics Co
679 Highland Ave Needham

The Compuler Store

120 Cambridge St
.
Burlington

Tults Radio 4 Electronics

206 Mystic Ave Medlotd

Computerland ol Grand Rapids
2927 28th Si S E . Kentwood

Computerland o" Rochester

301 S Livemois Rochester

Computerland ol Southlield

29673 Northwestern Hwy Southtielo

Computer Man
560 W 14 Mile Rd Clawson

Golden Anvil

259 Broadway South Haven

Hobby House
1035 W Territorial Rd Battle Creek

Minnesota
Zim Computes
5717 Xerxes Ave . N Brocklm Center

Missouri
Computervan Inc

51 Florissant Oafcs Shopping Center

Florissant

Consolidated Software
16501 Greenwald CouM Belton

Montana
Intermountam Computer
529 So 9th SI Livingston

The Computer Store
1216 16th St W #35 Billings

Nebraska
Computerland ol Omaha
11031 Elm SI Omaha

Omaha Computer Store

4540 S 84th SI Omaha

Nevada
Century 23

4566 Spring Mountain Rd Las Vegas

Home Computers
1775Tropicana #2 Las Vegas

New Hampshire
ComputerCity
1525 S Willow Manchester

Computerland ol Nashua
419 Amherst St Nashua

Portsmouth Computer Center
31 Raynes Ave Portsmouth

Mr Compute'
Imp Plaza. Rte 9. Wappmgers Falls

The Computer Tree Inc

409 Hooper Rd EndweM

Upstate Computer Shop
629 French Rd Campus Plaza

New Hartlord

North Carolina

Byte Shop ol Raleigh

1213 Hillsborough St Raleigh

Ohio
Astro Video Electronics

504 E Mam St Lancaster

Computerland
i288SomRd Mayiield Heights

Compute' Store ol Toledo

18 Hillwyck Dr Toledo

Forbees Microsysiems Inc

35 N Broad Fairborn

Heath Kit Co
2500 Morst Rd Columbus

Micro-Mini Computer World

74 Robmwood Columbus

Mico Processor Systems
Wadworth

21 si Century Shop
16 Convention Way Cincinnati

Virginia

Home Computer Center

2927 Virginia Beach Blvd

Virginia Beach

Southside Radio Comm
135 Pickwick Ave Colonial Heights

Washington
American Mercantile Co Inc

2418 1st Ave S Seattle

Personal Computers
S 104 Freva Spokane

Ye Old Compute' Shop
1301 G Washington Richland

West Virginia

The Compuler Corner Inc

22 Beechurst Ave Morgantown

Wisconsin
Byte Shop Ot Milwaukee
6019 West Layton Ave G'eentield

Wyoming
Computer Concepts
617 W 16lh St . Cheyenne

New Jersey

Computer Encounter
2 Nassau St Princeton

Radio ShackO&J Electronic

Mansiield Shopping Ct'

Rt 57 Allen Rd Hacketlstown

The Computer Emporium
Bldg 103 Avenues ol Commerce
2428 Route 38 Cherry Hill

The Bargain Brothers

Glen Roc Shopping Center

216 Scotch Road Trenton

New Mexico
South West Computer Center

121 Wyatt Drive Suite 7 Las Cruces

New York
AnstoCralt
314 Filth Ave . NYC

Aulomatic Systems Develope's

Industry St . Poughkeepsie

Computer Corner

200 Hamilton Ave White Plains

Computer Factory

485 Lexington Ave NYC

Compute' House Inc

721 Atlantic Ave Rochester

Comtek Electronics Inc
n 2666 Coney Island Ave . Brooklyn

Comtek Electronics Inc

Staten island Mall

Store 220A Staten Island

Home Computer Cenle'

671 Monroe Ave Rochester

Key Electronics

Schenectady

Oregon
Computerland ol Portland

12020 SW Main St . Tigard

Computer Pathways Unlimited Inc

2151 Oavcc St S E Salem

Pennsylvania
Artco Elect

302 Wyoming Ave . Kingston

Artco Elect

Back Mountain Shop Ctr .

Shavertown

Computerland ol Harnsburg
4644 Carlisle Pike Mechamcsbu'g

Erie Computer Co
1253 West 8th St Ene

Pe'sonai Compute' Corp
24 26 West Lancaster Ave Paoli

Personal Compute' Corp
Fra/er Mail Lancaster Ave Fraze'

The Computer Wo'kshop ot

Pittsburgh

4 l 70 William Penn Hwy Murrysville

Wes Fasnacht

8 York Town Ave West Chester

South Carolina
Seely Commur
1084 Broad St

ications

Sumter

South Dakota
CB Radio Shack
2 1st and Broadway Yankton

Tennessee
Compulerlab
671 S Menden Hall Rd Memphis

H 4 H Electronics Inc

509 N Jackson St Tullahoma

Texas
ComputercraM Inc

321 1 Fondren Houston

Computer Port

926 N Coilig Arlington

Houston Microcomputer Tech

5313 Bissonel Bell Aire

Interactive Computes
7620 Dashwood Rd Houston

K A Elect

9090 Slemmons Frwy Dallas

Pan American Elect Inc

11 17 Conway Mission

Ram Micro Systems
6353 Camp Bowie Blvd Ft Worth

Reb s Mail Order Electronics

5439 Doliver. Houston

Puerto Rico
The Microcomputer Store

1568 Ave Jesus T Pinero

Caparra Terrace

Guam
The Fun Factory

851 Marine Dr Tamuming

Canada
Computerland ol Winnipeg

715 Portage Ave Winnipeg. Man

Compumart
411 Roosevelt Ave Ottawa Ontario

Computer Man Ltd

1055 Yonge Si Suite 208

To'onto Ontario

Galactia Computers
103rd Ave Edmonton Alberta

Micro Shack ol W Canada
333 Par* Street Regma Sask

Orthon Holdings Ltd

12411 Stony Plain Road

Edmonton Alberta

Total Compute' Systems
Aia« Ontario

England
Tamays 4 Farr Ltd
4 Morgan St London

France
Sideg

45 Rue de la Chapelle. Pans

Sivea s a

20 Rue de Leningrad. Pans

Italy

HOMICsr I

Piazza De Angeli 1 Milano

West Germany
Electronic Hobby Shop
Kaiserstr 20. Bonn

MicroShop Bodensee
Markst' 3. 7778Markdorl

Australia

Computerware
62 Paisley St Footscray VIC

Deforest Sottware

36 Glen Tower Drive

Glen Waverly. VIC

Soltronics Micro Systems
Lmdheld

Sure Load Software

P O Box 26 Weston ACT

South Africa

Eddie Taiberg

PO Box 745. Johannesburg

InstantSoftwQr©1no peterb° r°ug h >
nh - °3458 603-924-7296



STARTER KIT
EXATRON STRINGY FLOPPY FOR THE TRS-80

Recommended initial purchase:

Exatron Stringy Floppy with Level III BASIC S249.50

5 Wafers each: 5', 10', 20', 50' 40.00

Bus Extender, 2-for 1 15.00

ESF Machine Language Monitor 9.95

(Plus shipping and tax if applicable)

SPECIAL PRICE FOR THIS STARTER KIT

Sales Tax (California only)

Shipping and Handling

S299.50

3.00

$314.45 TOTAL

For more information see the current Exatron Stringy Floppy Owners Association Newsletter in Microcompmirui.

Stringy Floppy is a trademark of Exatron Corporation.

HOT LINE (For cans outsid. ca) 800 538 8559

If you have any questions about the product, about Exatron, or

ESFOA. please call the Hot Line Address letters to ESFOA, 3559
Ryder St.. Santa Clara, CA 95051.

exatron
3555 Ryder Street • Santa Clara, California 95051

(408) 737-7111


